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ANTONIO DE ESPEJO, AS A FAMILIAR OF THE
MEXICAN INQUISITION, 1572-1578

By G. R. G. CONWAY

THERE
is very little known regarding Antonio de

Espejo's connection with the Inquisition in Mexico.

When Pedro Moya de Contreras, the Chief Inquisitor, ar-

rived in Mexico in 1571 * he was accompanied by the Fiscal,

Alonso de Bonilla, Pedro de los Rios the secretary and

apparently by some of the familiars who were brought from

Spain, among whom was Espejo.
2

The writer has for a number of years been making a

collection of transcripts from the Sixteenth Century Inqui-

sition papers in the Mexican National Archives. These

transcripts relate more especially to the fate of the sailors

who accompanied Captain John Hawkins on his unfortunate

voyage to San Juan de Ulua in 1568.
3

In these transcripts
4

there are several unpublished ref-

erences to Antonio de Espejo in the early years of his life

in Mexico that are extremely interesting and worth re-

cording.

Among the sailors arrested by the Inquisition officials

was a Welshman named Miguel Morgan.
5 He had accom-

1. See pp. 248-283, Tomo V. Documentos para la Historia de Mexico. Mexico,

1906.

2. See pp. 76-77 "The Spanish Southwest," by Henry R. Wagner, Berkeley, 1924.

3. See Chap. VII, Book I, "Sir John Hawkins," by James A. Williamson, Oxford,

1927.

4. A list of the procesos will be found in Appendix III of the writer's book,

"An Englishman and the Mexican Inquisition," Mexico, 1927.

5. His real name was Morgan Tillert, but he was called Miguel Morgan in

Mexico.

1
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panied John Hawkins in his flagship the "Jesus of Lubeck"
and after the defeat at San Juan de Ulua escaped on the

"Minion" but was one of the unfortunate members of the

crew put ashore through scarcity of food north of Tampico
in October, 1568. Apparently he lived unmolested until

after the arrival of the Inquisitors and was working peace-

fully as a cloth worker in partnership with Maria de

Trujillo at Texcoco.
8

Pedro Moya de Contreras, so soon as he had established

himself in Mexico, lost no time in commencing his activities

and he determined that all the English Lutherans scattered

over the country should be included in his first great "auto

de fe." Among the letters of instruction sent out to the

familiars and other officials was the following one to

Antonio de Espejo:

"We, Doctor Don Pedro Mpya de Contreras, Apostolic
Inquisitor as to Heresy, Perversity and Apostasy in the City
of Mexico and States and Provinces of New Spain, Guate-
mala and Nicaragua, et cetera, command you, Anton de

Espejo, Familiar of this Holy Office, to proceed to the town
of Texcoco and there attach the body of Miguel Morgan, an
Englishman, who is living in the said town as a maker of

sackcloth, and who is a stout man, short of stature, ruddy
complexioned and freckled, wherever you may find him
whether in church, monastery or other sacred place, fort or
other institution, and who, when arrested and in safe

custody, shall be brought to the prisons of this Holy Office

and handed to the Warden thereof in the presence of the

undesigned Secretary, sequestrating all his real and mov-
able properties before a faithful and lawful notary or scri-

vener, of whose honesty you shall satisfy yourself, which
properties shall be placed under the custody of some sober
and accredited person to your satisfaction and who on being
named by you accepts the said trust and deposit; that he
shall not dispose of the said properties without our permis-
sion and order under penalty of the major excommunication
and a fine of four hundred ducats; that from the moneys
that may be sequestrated you shall take fifty pesos to meet

6. Vol. 75, Inquisition papers, Mexican National Archives.
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the expenses and food of the prisoner as well as his bed
and the necessary clothing for him

; and that if for the said

prisoner you shall require any favor or assistance, we
hereby exhort and command, in virtue of the Holy obedience
and under penalty of the major excommunication, canon-
ical wrath, admonitions and a fine of five hundred Castilian
ducats to be devoted to the especial expenses of this Holy
Office, we command all and every Judge and Magistrate of
His Majesty, as also the ecclesiastics and the laity of these
said Provinces and all other persons whatsoever that they
shall provide you with animals whereon to transport the

prisoner, his bedding and clothing and custodians, and to
furnish the maintenance which you may require at moderate
prices and according to the prevailing rates without any
increase in the prices thereof.

Issued in Mexico on the third day of the month of

December, of the year one thousand five hundred and
seventy-two. And, furthermore, that if in the said town of

Texcoco, or in any other place whatsoever, you should find

any other Englishmen of those who came to the Port of San
Juan de Ulua in the fleet of Joan Haquines (John Hawkins) ,

who reached the said port in the month of October or No-
vember, of the year sixty-eight, we also command that you
shall attach their bodies and bring them to the cells of this

Holy Office, sequestrating their goods in the manner de-
scribed in this our order.

(Signed) DOCTOR MOYA DE CONTRERAS.

By order of the Chief Inquisitor,

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios.

Espejo lost no time in setting out to Texcoco, a small

town twenty miles from the capital. Here he found Miguel

Morgan, who appears to have been a man of considerable in-

telligence, peacefully conducting his business as a cloth

worker. He was evidently loved by the Indians and could

speak their language. Acting on the explicit instructions of

Moya de Contreras, Espejo formally arrested Morgan on
the fifth of December, 1572, and also proceeded to seques-
trate the prisoner's property, making at the same time a
careful inventory of all his belongings.

The following morning Espejo delivered his prisoner to

the Warden of the Holy Office. On the journey to Mexico
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Espejo's conversations with Miguel Morgan were exceed-

ingly interesting, discussing, as they did, contemporary
gossip about Queen Elizabeth and some portraits that had
been made of her. Immediately on Espejo's arrival in Mex-
ico City, he was called before the Chief Inquisitor at his

morning audience to report upon the prisoner's arrest. The

following is a translation of the evidence he gave the In-

quisitors :

In Mexico on the sixth day of the month of December,
of the year one thousand five hundred and seventy-two, be-

fore the right worshipful Inquisitor, Doctor Moya de Con-
treras, in his audience of the morning, there appeared and
was sworn in due form to speak the truth :

Antonio de Espejo, familiar of this Holy Office, thirty-
four years of age, who said that by order of the right wor-
shipful Inquisitor and under his instructions he went to the
town of Texcoco and by virtue of the said order he arrested

Miguel Morgan, an Englishman, a worker in coarse cloth,
and brought him to the dungeons of this Holy Office, se-

questrating all his properties and storing them in conform-
ity with the tenor of his instructions ; and that while carry-
ing out the sequestration he found in the bedroom where
Miguel Morgan slept, two likenesses of the Queen Lady
Elizabeth of England, which the said Miguel Morgan told

him he had had copied by Lorenzo, an Indian, in the suburbs
of San Pedro in Texcoco.

Item, he said that Morgan spoke the language of the
Indians very well and the deponent understood that when he
was apprehended the Indians of the said town were very
sorry for him.

Item, he said that in the house of Miguel Morgan he
found in the rooms where he ate and slept, two small im-

ages, accounts, et cetera.

Item, he said that the value of the sequestration made
of the goods of Miguel Morgan, including what was owing
to him by the Indians, in his opinion amounted to one thou-
sand five hundred pesos, and this also Miguel Morgan told

him, but he did not find any money.
Item, he said that when he found the two paintings he

asked Miguel Morgan of whom were the likenesses, and he

replied of the Queen of England, and the deponent said to
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him : "Then as she is a Lutheran and an evil woman, yet
you have had her painted," to which Miguel Morgan made
no reply. And then the deponent asked him : "What did the

lettering on the painting say?" To which Morgan an-
swered : "God save the Queen." Further, asking him if he
had come out with Joan Haquines (John Hawkins), he an-
swered : "Yes," and on witness asking him if Joan Haquines
was a Christian or a Lutheran, Morgan replied that he did
not know whether he (Haquines) was a Christian or a Lu-
theran, other than that he saw him read from Lutheran
books, and that anyway he was a good man because the

people he met at sea he would compensate if his servants
took anything more than the things were worth.

And when the deponent asked him if the other people
who came on the vessels of Joan Haquines were good Chris-
tians or Lutherans, Miguel Morgan replied that all were not
Lutherans because some were good Christians, who held
themselves apart and conversed away from the Lutherans,
and he went with them because he was a good Christian and
the Lutherans would have nothing to do with him. Asking
him if in England there were Lutherans, he replied that if

the Head were unwell the body could hardly be well, adding
nothing further, but leaving it to be understood that by the
"Head" he meant the Queen. Morgan also said that in

England shoemakers, tailors, metal-workers and helpers
were preachers in the sect of the Lutherans, preaching at

four o'clock in the morning in order that they might go later

to their several occupations, and that these illiterate men
disputed as if they were Bachelors of Art the doctrines of
their sect, and maintained their particular opinions even

though they might not be able to read; that in England
there were no images, neither did they pray to the Saints

praying only to God; that of another Englishman among
those who came in the same fleet, whose name he gave to-

gether with his description and identifying marks and who
is the metal-worker the deponent arrested in this city, he
does not recollect anything else but that he was a great
rascal, although not stating in what regard; that it was a
matter of public notoriety that the Queen of England had an
intrigue with a gentleman of her kingdom, whom she had
desired to marry ; that her Council would not permit it, and
that a gentleman said to one of the Justices that the Queen
was a great whore, for which he had not been punished;
that if any Catholic gentleman celebrated Mass it had to be
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done in secret ; that if it became known he was killed ; that

a very learned man and Seer in England had said that

everybody would have to become Lutherans and later con-

verted many Catholics to the Lutheran doctrines, in which
sect they were compelled to remain ; but Morgan did not de-

clare what the Seer had prophesied, nor whether he was a
Catholic or a Lutheran, saying nothing further.

Asked if Morgan had said to him that the paintings
of the Queen had been copied or drawn from imagination,
he replied that he had explained that a friend of his, a

Spaniard from San Lucar de Barrameda 7 whose name he
did not mention, on his arrival in this country had brought
with him a painting of the Queen of England and that

Miguel Morgan had borrowed it in order to have copies
made, one by the pen; that considerable money had been
asked for the reproduction of the painting for which reason
it was not made, but that a certain Lorenzo, an Indian, had

under his instructions, made a copy of it; and that his

friend had promised him to bring from England to this

city another copy of the same painting which he had left

there. Asked if Morgan had told him that he had ordered
that when it was being painted the lettering should be put
thereon, he replied that he had not said more than what he
had already stated.

Asked if he had said that Joan Haquines had read
aloud the said Lutheran books, the deponent replied that
he had not said so.

Asked if he had not named any of the Lutherans who
had drawn apart from the others on the vessel, and that if

any of them were in this New Spain and if so, whether he
had mentioned them :

He replied that he had not asked him the question,
neither had he said further than that all of them who were
wandering about here were great thieves and rogues, with-
out saying anything more, and that in Izmiquilpan there

7. In cross-examination a year later, Morgan stated that the pictures had
been given him by an Englishman named Enrique Hawks, who was married to a
Spanish woman. This Henry Hawks was the author of "A Relation of the Com-
modities of Nova Hispana" first printed by Richard Hakluyt in his "Principal
Navigations," 1589. See pp. 545-553. Hawks, himself, was arrested in 1571 for

heresy, by the Episcopal authorities in Guadalajara, but escaped from prison and
returned to England sometime early in the year 1572. His narrative, though, con-
tains no reference to his arrest; but the proceso is to be found in Vol. 49, No. 7, of
the Inquisition papers, Mexican National Archives.
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lived an Englishman who was called Yres, about twenty-two
years of age, a barber.

Asked if Morgan had declared to him anything that had
been done or said by the said Lutherans who had remained
apart in the ships :

He replied that he had said nothing more save that they
did not carry rosaries with which to pray ; that in England
the people who carried rosaries were killed and that there
it was necessary for Catholics to carry a knotted piece of

string at prayers to imitate the beads.
Asked if he bore malice or enmity to the said Morgan :

he replied no.

On his declarations being read to him he ratified same
and being ordered to keep everything secret he promised
to do so.

The writer has been unable to find any further refer-

ence to Antonio de Espejo in the procesos of the Lutherans

who suffered in the first great "auto de fe" held on the twen-

ty-eighth of February, 1574, but in May, 1578, we find

Espejo in difficulties with the municipal authorities in Mex-
ico City.

8 At that date he appears to have been a cattle

trader and when some of his cattle were seized by the au-

thorities for public consumption and taken to the slaughter

house, Espejo showed considerable resistance to their

action. The result was that he was arrested and thrown
into prison by the Corregidor Obregon. The proceedings in

this case give us some idea of the man, and also show from
the inventory of his personal effects which were seques-

trated, that he lived in refinement and comfort.

It is interesting to note that when giving evidence in

December, 1572, he states his age as thirty-four, while in

May, 1578, he gives it as thirty-six.

After Espejo's release from prison under bond, no fur-

ther proceedings appear to have been taken against him,

probably because he was protected by the considerable priv-

ileges granted to familiars of the Holy Office.

8. VoL 84, Inquisition papers, Mexican National Archives.
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The following is a translation of the proceso from the

original Spanish:

(TITLE PAGE)
Mexico May, 1578 No. 12

CRIMINAL PROCESS AGAINST
ANTONIO DE ESPEJO

FAMILIAR OF THIS HOLY OFFICE, RESIDENT OF MEXICO
FOR DISRESPECT TO THE CORREGIDOR

1st Book Lack of Respect to Authorities

Familiars

Very Illustrious Gentlemen:

I, Antonio de Espejo, resident of this City and Familiar
of this Holy Office, beg to state that although as such
Familiar I am exempt from the jurisdiction of the Royal
Officials in criminal cases, the Liqenciate Obregon, Corre-

gidor of this City, is proceeding criminally against me, on
the ground that I drew my sword to protect my cattle which
had been taken to the slaughter-house, and has sequestrated
all my property and molested and injured me in other ways,
notwithstanding that he has been informed by my lawyer
that I am a Familiar and that consequently my case should
be remitted to this Holy Office.

I therefore beg and request that this Tribunal will

admit this petition and order the Corregidor on pain of se-

vere penalties to abstain from pursuing the process, at the
same time instructing the Scrivener to transmit the pro-
ceedings in original to it.

(Signed) ANTONIO DE ESPEJO.

In the City of Mexico, this twenty-fourth day of the
month of May, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-
eight, the worshipful Inquisitors, Licentiates Bonilla and
Avalos, having examined the above petition which was pre-
sented to them on behalf of Antonio de Espejo, and taking
into account that the Book and Registers of this Holy Office

prove that the petitioner is a Familiar, as fie asserts, di-

rected that letters, inhibitory and citatory, duly certified

should be issued in their name in proper legal form, com-
manding the Corregidor and any other authorities who may
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have intervened in the aforesaid process, to abstain forth-
with from taking further action therein or cognizance
thereof, and to forward the proceedings forthwith to this

Holy Office under penalty of excommunication and a fine of

one thousand ducats of Castille, applicable to the expenses
of this Holy Office, and that on pain of the same penalty,
the Scrivener or Scriveners, before whom the process may
have been conducted or in whose possession the relative

proceedings may be, shall produce and present them in ori-

ginal to this Court, and in view of the fact that it is known
that the Corregidor is actively engaged in sequestrating the

property of the petitioner and removing it from his house
for delivery to the Depositary-General, he be notified im-

mediately of this ruling.

Passed before me,

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

And forthwith I, the said Secretary, proceeded to the
residence of the Licenciate Obregon, Corregidor, in order
to notify him of the said ruling, the time being about the
hour of the Angelus, but could not find him, although I

searched for him there and elsewhere with care, but en-

countering Pedro de Leon, Public Scrivener of this City,
before whom the process complained of was conducted, I

notified him of the ruling, to which he replied that he heard
and obeyed and for the purpose would get back the proceed-
ings from a Royal Scrivener who had them in his possession,
having been engaged in the sequestration of the property of
the said Antonio de Espejo and in certain other investiga-
tions.

Witnesses: Hemando de Castro and Yn Clemente, resi-

dents of Mexico.

Passed before me,

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

In the City of Mexico, this twenty-fifth day of the said
month and year, I, the Secretary, notified the said ruling to

the Licenciate Obregon, Corregidor of this City, in person,
the witness being Mexia the taverner. I testify.

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

In the City of Mexico of New Spain, this twenty-
fourth day of the month of May, of the year fifteen hundred
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and seventy-eight, the illustrious Licenciate, Lorenzo San-
chez Obregon, His Majesty's Corregidor of this said City,
stated that inasmuch as Sebastian de Bustamante, Superin-
tendent of the slaughter-house of this City, had informed
him under oath that a short time previously he had been
shown by a Regidor of the very illustrious Municipal Coun-
cil of this City a decision ordering that a certain number of

young cattle be killed and weighed in the municipal
butchers' shops for the supply of the town, and that when
the said cattle were within the slaughter-house and the door
thereof closed, Antonio de Espejo, trader, and two of his

vaqueros proceeded to the slaughter-house, arms in hand,
and opened the doors thereof, making such disturbance and
scandal and forcibly seizing the cattle and carrying them
off, threatening the persons who had them in their charge,
that if they made any resistance they would kill them and

making a number of remarks derogatory to the City, he, the

said Corregidor, in order to ascertain the truth, ordered an

enquiry to be held on the subject.

(Signed) DIEGO Rios DE LEON,
Public Scrivener

And on the same day, by order of the worshipful Cor-

regidor and in his presence, for the investigation of the case,

Sebastian de Bustamante, superintendent of the slaughter-

house, was sworn in due form of law, and on being ques-
tioned stated that what he knew of the affair was that

being in the city slaughter-house while the cattle for the

provisioning and supply of the town were being slaughtered,
Antonio de Espejo, trader, a resident of this City, presented
himself with two other men, vaqueros of his, whom witness

would recognize if he saw them, and the said Antonio de

Espejo opened the doors of the slaughter-house and entered,
followed by his men, he, and one of them, having a drawn
sword and the other a cattle goad in the hand, and all of

them came up to witness, the said Antonio de Espejo stating
that in the city he had been robbed of his cattle, and on
witness explaining that the cattle there had been sent from
the city by order of the municipal authorities for the supply
of the town, Antonio de Espejo shouted out that he swore to

God he would break the head of witness and of anyone else

who might interfere, with which remark he forcibly seized

the cattle which were still alive and carried them off, wit-

ness ending by saying that the foregoing was the truth by
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the oath he had sworn and that he affirmed and signed it,

and declared that he was twenty-one years of age.

(Signed) SEBASTIAN DE BUSTAMANTE

Before me,
(Signed) DIEGO Rios DE LEON,

Public Scrivener

On the same day, by order of the said worshipful Cor-

regidor for the investigation of the case, a man was sworn
in due form of law, who stated that his name was Geronimo
de Mayuelo and that he lived in the San Pablo quarter of
this City, and who, in virtue of his oath, promised to tell

the truth and on being questioned in the terms of the pre-
amble of this file, stated that what he knew of the matter,
was, that a little while before, about four of the afternoon,
when he was in the slaughter-house of this City looking
after the killing of same cattle, he noticed that the doors of
the slaughter-house, which were closed, were opened by
three men on horseback, two of whom had cattle goads in

their hands and appeared to be vaqueros, while the third, a

person of medium height, dressed in black, he understood
was called Antonio de Espejo, he not knowing the names of
the said vaqueros, but if he saw them he would recognize
them, and the said Antonio de Espejo entered, sword in

hand, crying out: "I will kill anyone or the whole popu-
lace of the city for that matter who may attempt to rob
me of my property !" giving to understand that the cattle

which were being slaughtered were his, saying which he
ordered his vaqueros to drive off the twenty head of cattle

which were still alive, and although the superintendent of
the slaughter-house, and other persons who were present,
told Antonio de Espejo that the cattle had been brought
there by order of the City for the supply of the town, he and
his men seized the cattle and carried them off, going in the
direction of the open country, no other beasts being killed

that day in the said slaughter-house; witness ending by
stating that the foregoing was the truth by the oath he had
sworn and that he was over thirty years of age, and that he
signed his name hereto.

(Signed) GRMO DE MAYUELO
(Signed) JHOAN MENDEZ,

Scrivener to His Majesty
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On the said day by order of the worshipful Corregidor
for the investigation of the case, Francisco Marquez, a res-

ident of the San Pablo quarter of this City, was sworn in
due form of law in virtue of which oath he promised to

speak the truth and on being questioned in the terms of the
Preamble of this file stated that what he knew of the matter
was that a little while before, about four of the afternoon,
being close to the city slaughter-house, he saw that a Regi~
dor of the City caused to be brought and delivered to the

superintendent of the slaughter-house, a matter of forty-
four cattle and charged the superintendent to have them
slaughtered and weighed in the butchers' shops for the sup-
ply of the town, and that when the cattle were inside the

slaughter-house, the door of which was locked from the

outside, and while the slaughter of the beasts was going on,
Antonio de Espejo, trader, and two other men who appeared
to be vaqueros, and one of them who carried a cattle goad,
made their appearance on horseback and opened the doors
of the slaughter-house and entered, on which Antonio de

Espejo started to shout, asking: "What knavish trick is this

raiding and robbing my cattle, and bringing them to this

place to be slaughtered ?" saying which he put his hand on
the sword which he carried and drawing it from its scab-
bard obliged the two vaqueros who accompanied him to

drive the cattle out, and swore to God he would kill anybody
who interfered to prevent that being done, whereupon the

superintendent of the slaughter-house and the present wit-

ness told him: "Sefior, this cattle was brought here by a

Regidor and by his commands we are slaughtering it," to

which the said Antonio de Espejo responded saying: "I

swear to God that they shall not be slaughtered and that I

will kill anybody who tries to do so, and would do so were
the whole town to come out and make the attempt!" on
which the superintendent called upon those present to bear
witness that Antonio de Espejo had entered the slaughter-
house for the purpose of carrying off the cattle, whereupon
Antonio de Espejo shouted to his two vaqueros to take away
the beasts and he and his men did actually carry off the cat-

tle which were still alive, and which would be a matter of
two dozen more or less, driving them along the San Antonio
road, while the superintendent set off to notify the Corre-

gidor of the matter ; witness ending by stating that the fore-

going was the truth by the oath he had sworn, that he was
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over forty years of age, and that he signed his name to his

statement.

(Signed) FRANCISCO MARQUEZ
(Signed) JHOAN MENDEZ,

Scrivener to His Majesty

The worshipful Corregidor ordered a warrant to be
made for the arrest of Antonio de Espejo and his vaqueros
and for the sequestration of his property.

(Signed) DIEGO Rios DE LEON,
Public Scrivener

In the City of Mexico, this twenty-fourth day of the

month of March, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-
eight, the illustrious Lorenzo de Obregon, His Majesty's
Corregidor in this City, stated that inasmuch as it had come
to his notice that a little earlier, in the city slaughter-house,
Antonio de Espejo forcibly prevented Baltasar Mexia Sal-

meron and other persons who were with him, from slaugh-
tering a certain bunch of cattle which had been sent to the

slaughter-house, he and his men drawing their weapons and
threatening them, ordered the undersigned Scrivener to
take Cristobal Martinez, constable, and proceed to the resi-

dence of the said Antonio de Espejo and sequestrate all his

property which they might find and deposit it with the De-

positary-General.
(Signed) FRAN00 SANCHEZ,

Scrivener to His Majesty

And forthwith the said Cristobal Martinez, constable,
in presence of the undersigned Scrivener and witnesses, and
in compliance with the orders of the worshipful Corregidor,
proceeded to the residence of the said Antonio de Espejo
and in the presence of the Corregidor, sequestrated and
made an inventory of the following property :

1 silver-gilt tray with cover
1 gilt wash-hand set with cover
3 inkstands, one of them embossed with gold
1 bed, with green cloth counterpane fringed with silk, 2

mattresses, 2 sheets and 3 blankets
1 box with lock, containing a velvet cap
2 pouches of rough cloth
1 tunic of rough cloth (worn)
1 woman's waist of black taffeta
1 piece of black satin about li/2 yards in length
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1 waist of thin stuff, gold and crimson in color

1 over-skirt of Chinese damask
1 piece of green satin about 2 yards in length
1 black silk skirt

1 skirt of black taffeta trimmed with velvet

1 embroidered towel (old)
1 under skirt of black satin

1 turban of black taffeta

1 skirt of black velvet
1 skirt of black satin

1 skirt trimmed with gold thread and silk

1 skirt of black velvet

1 turban of green taffeta trimmed with gold
1 turban of black satin, trimmed with velvet

1 piece of dark gray silk

1 red and green table-cloth

1 chest with a cloth cover, containing the following :

1 old-fashioned silver salt cellar

2 linen sheets (new)
1 sheet (new)
1 sheet
Several embroidered table cloths

1 linen sheet (new)
1 linen coverlet (new)
2 damask tablecloths

1 sheet (old)
3 cloths embroidered with silk

2 drawn-work cloths

1 bed-spread embroidered in crimson
3 white cloths

1 white cloth embroidered in colour
1 cloth embroidered with silk of different colours (new)
1 pleated toque with gold trimming (worn)
1 pouch embroidered with gold
6 pillows embroidered in colors (new)
6 cushions embroidered with colored silks

1 piece of drawn-work cloth
1 drawn-work sheet
2 sheets of Rouen linen
1 coif with its strings
6 damask kerchiefs
1 kerchief embroidered in red
26 damask serviettes, 16 of them new

8 leather hangings embossed with designs in gold
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8 rush-bottom chairs

6 other chairs
6 leather hangings embossed in gold (two of them old)
1 chest with arched top, containing the following :

1 white counterpane
2 over-skirts
1 red quilted over-skirt
1 fustian over-skirt
1 white muslin dress
1 white muslin over-skirt
6 men's shirts

2 women's chemises
2 sheets
2 white cambric waists
2 pillows with cushions to correspond, embroidered in red
2 chemises
6 old cushions
1 carpet

1 chest with arched top, containing the following :

1 quilted over-skirt
Several quilted bodices
1 piece of Seville cloth for waist
1 piece of common cambric
5 pieces of different stuffs

9 pieces of Rouen linen 1 extra large
1 piece of ordinary linen extra large

All of the above property was, by order of the worship-
ful Corregidor, deposited with Andres Vazquez Aldana,
Depositary-General of this City, who by this document
acknowledges having received them and renounces the laws

covering Delivery and undertakes to keep them on deposit
and hand them over whenever the said Corregidor or any
other authority who may take cognizance of the case may
demand, under penalty of payment of their value and costs,
and of the penalties incurred by Depositaries who fail to

hand over the property deposited with them when called

upon to do so. And to guarantee such fulfillment and pay-
ment he pledges his person and his property present and
future and gives power to the judicial authorities of His

Majesty or whatsoever court having jurisdiction to enforce
the same, and renounces all and any exception which by
law may favour him in this matter, especially the ruling
that a general exception is not valid, and executes this deed
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of deposit in due form and signs it. Witnesses : Francisco
de Salazar and Agustin Catano, residents of Mexico.

(Signed) ANDRES VAZQUEZ DE ALDANA
Before me,

(Signed) FRAN00 SANCHEZ,
Scrivener to His Majesty

In the City of Mexico, this twenty-sixth day of the
month of May, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-
eight, the worshipful Inquisitor, the Licenciate Bonilla,

being in his audience of the morning, having examined this

process and the degree of culpability which may attach to

the said Antonio de Espejo, ordered that he be imprisoned
until further notice.

Passed before me,
(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

Presented in Mexico on May 26th, 1578,
to the Inquisitor Licenciate Bonilla
in his audience of the afternoon :

Very Illustrious Sir:

I Antonio de Espejo, Familiar of this Holy Office, beg to

state that I am unjustly imprisoned and that from my im-

prisonment may result much harm to me not only because of
the detention but because I am a man of business and have
much to attend to.

I beg your Worship to be so good as to order me to be
released from the jail in which I am imprisoned, even
though it be only under bond, which bond I am prepared to
furnish to the satisfaction of the Court, by doing which you
will do me favor and justice.

(Signed) ANTONIO DE ESPEJO

Very Illustrious Sir:

I, Antonio de Espejo, Familiar of this Holy Office, beg
to state that I am a prisoner by order of your Worship, and
having in this City many matters pending, failure to attend
to which may cause me much prejudice;

I beg your Worship to command that I be set at liberty

definitely, as it is clear that I have committed no offense
which warrants my being imprisoned, and alternatively that
I be released under bond.

(Signed) ANTONIO DE ESPEJO
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In the City of Mexico, this twenty-eighth day of the

month of May, of the year fifteen hundred an dseventy-
eight, the foregoing petition was presented on behalf of

Antonio de Espejo, and the worshipful Inquisitors Licen-

tiates Bonilla and Avalos having considered the same, de-

cided and ordered, that Antonio de Espejo shall be assigned
the limits of this City as prison, being forbidden to go be-

yond such limits without the license of this Holy Office, until

it shall otherwise direct, and that to guarantee the same he

give bond to comply with this ruling, under penalty of a
fine of five hundred pesos of common gold, applicable to the

expenses of this Holy Office.

Passed before me,

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

BOND

In Mexico, this twenty-eighth day of the month of

May, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-eight, be-

fore me, the undersigned secretary, and the statutory wit-

nesses, Bias Hernandez, resident of this City, pledged him-
self as surety of Antonio de Espejo, to guarantee that he
keep the limits of this City as prison, being forbidden to
leave the same without the license of this Holy Office, the
same Bias Hernandez undertaking that whenever he may
be so called upon so to do, he will present the said Antonio
de Espejo under penalty of being liable to himself fulfill

any sentence to which the person hereby bonded may be sen-
tenced in this Court, as well as to payment of a fine of five

hundred pesos of common gold, applicable to the expenses
of this Holy Office, which conditions the said bondsman un-

derstood, and to guarantee the same, pledged his person and
his property, present and future, and gave full power to the

worshipful Inquisitors to enforce the present guarantee
against him, as if it were the sentence of a competent judge,
renouncing his right of domicile and the exceptions which
the law provides in favour of bondsmen in cases like the

present, in virtue whereof he signed his name hereto, the
witnesses being Ju de Marqna and Louis de Hermosillo,
residents of Mexico.

(Signed) BLAS HERNANDEZ

Passed before me,
(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios
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CONFESSION OF ANTONIO DE ESPEJO

In the City of Mexico, this thirtieth day of the month
of May, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-eight, the

worshipful Licenciate Bonilla, being in his audience of the

afternoon, ordered to be brought before him a man who, on
being sworn in due form of law, stated that his name was

Antonio de Espejo and that he was a resident of this

City, a Familiar of this Holy Office, a native of Torremilano
of the Bishopric of Cordova, and thirty-six years of age.

Asked what was the cause of his being imprisoned by
this Holy Office :

He stated that on the previous Saturday, the twenty-
fourth of the present month, an Indian he owned, named
Baltasar, came to his store and told him that some men had
carried off to the slaughter-house the cattle which he was
guarding, whereupon the declarant asked him if a servant
of his, named Antonio de Perez, was with the cattle and the
Indian said that he was not and that the beasts were carried
off by some men unknown to him, which caused declarant to

suspect that they would be Pedro de Oro, contractor for the

supply of meat to the butchers' shops of this City, and his

men, and so he hastened to the slaughter-house with the
said Indian, and a servant of his, called Francisco Munoz,
a Spaniard, and found that his cattle were being slaugh-
tered, and half of them had been killed, whereupon he or-

dered Munoz and the Indian to enter the slaughter-house
and drive out his cattle, while he himself remained at the
door inside to keep it open, and ensure their exit, and ex-
cited by the stamping of the beasts as they rushed out, a
young animal which was on the ground with its throat half

cut, got up and charged against a Spaniard who was there,
and whose name declarant does not know, and afterwards
turned on declarant and to defend himself from the beast,
and accelerate the driving out of the cattle, deponent drew
his sword and after they were driven out he galloped after
them because some started off on one way, and some in an-

other, and only in this manner could he keep them together,
declarant adding that when he entered the slaughter-house
he saw two or three men, none of whom he knew, with the

exception of one, the son of Baltasar Garcia, the former
Weigher of the Flour, who made some remarks which de-
clarant did not catch owing to the noise of the cattle, and
that he did not stop in his work of recovering his cattle, be-
cause he did not see there anyone holding a Wand of Justice,
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nor the said contractor, nor any other person of standing
1 of

whom he could enquire the cause of the carrying off of his

cattle; the foregoing being all that occurred and the truth

by the oath he had sworn, in witness whereof he signed his

name.
(Signed) ANTONIO DE ESPEJO

Before me,
(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

In the City of Mexico, this second day of the month of

June, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-eight, the

worshipful Inquisitor, the Licenciate Bonilla, being in his

audience of the afternoon, ordered to be brought before him
a man who on being sworn in due form of law stated that
he was

Francisco Munoz, a native of Santofimia in the Bish-

opric of Cordova, a vaquero of Anton de Espejo, a resident
of this City, and twenty-seven years of age.

Asked what has taken place in connection with the said
Antonio de Espejo in the city slaughter-house on the pre-
vious Saturday, the twenty-fourth of May, he stated that
what he knew was that being on the said day in the house of
Antonio de Espejo, there came an Indian to tell the latter

that the cattle which he had in Tacuba, where he had the
contract for the supply of the cattle for slaughter, were
being taken to the slaughter-house of this City, whereupon
Antonio de Espejo ordered witness to saddle a horse and
go along with him, and they and the Indian proceeded to the

slaughter-house, where they found two or three men with
whom witness was not acquainted, all he knew being that
none of them were Constables, because none of them bore
the Wand of Justice, and they and some Indians were
slaughtering the cattle of the said Antonio de Espejo, who
ordered witness to drive the beasts out and witness did so,
and while he was driving them out he saw that Antonio de
Espejo, who was speaking with the men near the door, laid

hands on his sword, witness not knowing against whom, or

why he did so, because he was some distance away rounding
up the cattle ; he did not see that any of the other men laid

hands on their swords nor heard them say anything, the

only remark he heard being that of Antonio de Espejo, who
said : "Let nobody move because if he does I swear to God
that I will knock him down !" and witness did not see that

anybody lifted a finger to resist while they were driving the
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cattle out of the slaughter-house, although afterwards, as

they were driving the beasts along the highway, a half-

breed cattle-driver caught them up and told Antonio de

Espejo that he was wanted by Baltasar Mexia, Regidor, who
was on his way from the Plaza to the slaughter-house, but
Don Antonio refused to return ; declarant ending by stating
that the foregoing was the truth and all he knew of the mat-
ter by the oath he had sworn, in witness whereof he signed
his name.

(Signed) FRANCISCO MUNOZ
(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

In the City of Mexico, this seventeenth day of the

month of June, of the year fifteen hundred and seventy-

eight, the worshipful Inquisitor, Licenciate Bonilla, in his

audience of the morning, having examined this process
against Antonio de Espejo, Familiar of this Holy Office,

ordered the same to be transmitted to the Fiscal to the end
that the latter might formulate against him whatever
charge he might see fit, the respective notification being duly
made.

Passed before me,

(Signed) PEDRO DE LOS Rios

FIN
Mexico City,
December 8, 1930.
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GOVERNOR MENDINUETA'S PROPOSALS FOR THE
DEFENSE OF NEW MEXICO, 1772-1778 1

Edited by ALFRED B. THOMAS

THE
following papers of Don Pedro Fermin de Mendi-

nueta, one of the more capable governors of New Mex-

ico, suggest some of the problems in the history of Spanish-
Indian relations in the Southwest. Of these, Comanche and

Apache attacks upon the province presented the chief diffi-

culty. At the moment the former were the aggressors, har-

rying Spaniards, Pueblos and Apaches alike, a three cor-

nered frontier situation that arose with the opening of

the eighteenth century. Since that time the Spaniards had

vainly sought a solution, alternately declaring war upon
and making treaties with both Indian invaders. As the

century moved forward the New Mexicans concentrated

upon the greater menace of the Comanche. Captain Serna

in 1716, Governor Valverde in 1719, Governor Bustamante

in 1730, Governor Cachupin in 1752, all marched against

these Indians.
2 Mendinueta himself refers in his accom-

panying service sheet to two Comanche campaigns in 1767

and 1768. His reward for his successes was the promotion

suggested by Viceroy Bucareli, in the letter translated here-

in, to the rank of Brigadier in the royal armies. Possibly

the treaty concluded with them in 1771 was a result of these

actions.
8

Accordingly the contribution Mendinueta made in

this department of his government to the solution of this

vital problem is evident. On the one hand his two cam-

paigns and treaty are to be associated with the earlier his-

1. The present documents, introductory in nature, present an aspect of the

writer's study of the rule of Governor Juan Bautista de Ansa, based principally upon

documents from the Archive General de Indias, Seville. This collection was made

possible by a subsidy from the Guggenheim Foundation.

2. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, passim.

3. Ibid., p. 259.
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tory of Spanish-Comanche relations, and on the other with

the triumphs of his successor, Governor Ansa, who crush-

ingly defeated these Indians in 1779, won their affection,

and subsequently bound them to Spanish interests by the

treaty of alliance against the Apaches in 1786.

The two reports submitted by Mendinueta, translated

herein, in 1772 and 1779, represent a further contribution

to the history of New Mexico. Therein setting forth his

theories for defense against Comanches and Apaches he

touches the heart of Spanish difficulties. Moreover, his

recommendations are particularly interesting in that they
reveal conditions impelling the Spaniards to adopt the his-

torical Pueblo defense against Plains enemies, a striking

confirmation of the theories advanced to explain the peculiar

type of Pueblo construction.

Of these two reports, the 1772 document made at the

request of Bucareli has a direct relation to the alterations

being put into force by Spain after the Rubi inspection.

The second, dated in 1777 adding further pertinent details,

bears a similar relation to the work of Don Teodoro de

Croix, the first Commander-General of the Provincias In-

ternets, then establishing this new government. In this con-

nection Mendinueta's statement was but one of a number

required by Croix in search of a remedy against general at-

tack on the northern frontier of New Spain. Locally con-

sidered both resumes give a bird's-eye view of New Mexi-

can affairs and set out the principal problems which faced

his successor, Governor Ansa, about to take office. In short,

the following documents throw light upon the rule of Men-

dinueta, indicate clearly the condition of that Province at

the moment of his resignation and Ansa's assumption, and

finally in regard to the Comanches intimate Mendinueta's

work in preparing the way for the remarkable achieve-

ments of Governor Juan Bautista de Ansa.

University of Oklahoma,

Norman, Oklahoma.
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Documents

VICEROY BUCARELI TO JULIAN DE ARRIAGA.
1

The viceroy of New Spain enclosing the record of serv-

ices of the Governor of New Mexico, Don Pedro Fermin de

Mendinueta, reports as he was directed, setting forth that

he considers him deserving of the grade of Brigadier. With
its antecedent.

2

Most Excellent Senor. My dear Sir : By order of the

king your Excellency advised me in a letter of July 8, last,

that his Majesty was informed of the events that had oc-

curred in the Interior Provinces, particularly that of New
Mexico. Because of the attacks of the barbarians and of

the vigilance with which the zealous conduct and valor of

of the governor, Don Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, contrib-

uted to its defense, his Majesty has resolved that in view of

his distinguished merit, considering him deserving of the

royal mercies, I propose on this point what appears to me
suitable.

In consequence, well informed of the careful attention

and activity with which Don Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta

proceeds in the discharge of his government, of his worthy
conduct and vigilance in attending promptly to de-

fense from hostilities which the enemies commit in that

Province, I must remind your Excellency that I conceive

this deserving officer worthy that the mercy of the king

grant him the rank of Brigadier in remuneration for his

good services, performed throughout thirty years in the

Navy and in the employments of Corregidor of this Capi-

tal and the government which he now occupies, having held

the grade of colonel since 1773, as testifies the record which

I enclose your Excellency in order that on giving an ac-

1. Bucareli to Arriaga, No. 2083, Mexico, December 27, 1775, Guadalajara 515

(A. G. I., Seville, old Signatura, 104-6-17). The new reorganization of legajos in the

Seville Archive has altered the numbering; both old and new are given here for

reasons of clarity.

2. This is simply a note made in the Council of the Indies for filing purposes.
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count to his Majesty he may be pleased to extend to him
that grace which may be more to his royal pleasure.

May God guard your Excellency many years. Mex-

ico, December 27, 1775. Most Excellent Senor, your most

humble and trusted servant kisses the hand of your Ex-

cellency. Bailio Fray Don Antonio Bucareli y Ursua. Most

Excellent Senor, Bailio Fray Don Julian de Arriaga.

SERVICE RECORD OF GOVERNOR MENDINUETA1

Colonel Don Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta of the Order

of Santiago, Governor and Captain-General of the Kingdom
of New Mexico. His age, 49 years; his country, Navarre;

his health, good; his rank, nobleman; his services: those

which are set forth and justified by the documents.

Time on which he began to Time in which he has served

serve in the professions and as to each employment

Employments D'ys Months Y'rs Employments Y'rs Months D'ys

Navy Guard 26 June 1741 Of Navy Guard 4 10

Captain with 25 May 1746

rank of Lieu- Of Captain with

tenant-Colonel rank of Lieut-

Corregimiento 25 Nov. 1755 Colonel 8 2

of Mexico Of Corregi-
miento of Mex-

Rank of Colonel 6 June 1763 ico 7 8

Governor of 10 March 1767 Of rank of Colo-

New Mexico nel 4 6

Of Governor of

New Mexico 7 10

Total up to the end of December, 1774 33

1. This Service Record accompanies Bucareli's letter to Arriaga above. Mendi-

nueta took possession of the government of New Mexico on March 1, 1767. Mendi-

nueta to Arriaga, Santa Fe, March 17, 1767. Guadalajara 300 (A. G. I., Id Signature,,

103-5-19). He was relieved of office on May 15, 1778, Valdes and Mesia to Jose de

Galvez, Mexico, October 23, 1778. Guadalajara 300, (A. G. I.)
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REGIMENTS AND ARMIES WHERE HE HAS SERVED IN THE
REGIMENT OF MURCIA

Capacity

Valor

Application

Conduct

Actions in which he took part and vindicated himself

With the Navy Guard he was in the battle which the

fleet under the command of the Chief of the Fleet, Don Juan
Jose Navarro, had with the English navy on February 22,

1744, on board the warship San Fernando. Detailed to the

custody of the flag by his captain, Conde Vega Florida, he

fulfilled his duty constantly according to the certification of

both chiefs. Being Corregidor of Mexico, in 1762, because

of war with the British nation, he was, by express order of

the Most Excellent Senor Viceroy, Marques de Cruillas, in

charge of the formation of six hundred mounted dragoons

(which the body of merchants of Mexico paid for) attend-

ing to its equipment, arms, funds and the rest of the matters

connected with it until despatching it to the Plaza of Vera

Cruz. Likewise he had under his charge the inspection of

the Militias, Cavalry and the Infantry of the Archbishopric

of Mexico, and Diocese of Michoacan, executing it in the

same manner as is set forth with regard to the troop of the

dragoons, and respectively in other affairs which he had

conferred upon him, giving full satisfaction for the confi-

dence justified by the documents of the above mentioned

Most Excellent Senor Viceroy. As Governor, he has made

two campaigns against the heathen Comanche, one in the

year of 1767 and the other in that of 1768. Santa Fe, Decem-

ber 31, 1774.

PEDRO FERMIN DE MENDINUETA.

(Rubric).
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REPORT OF GOVERNOR MENDINUETA TO VICEROY BUCARELI,
MARCH 26, 1772

1

Most Excellent Sefior : My Dear Sir : On the 17th of

February of the current year, I received two letters from
your Excellency, one dated September 28th, and the other

October 19th of the last past year. In the first your Ex-

cellency was pleased to approve the means which I have
taken with the Comanche, constrained by necessity. For
this approval I am sending to your Excellency repeated
thanks. Although you ordered me in the first to report the

state of this province and what I shall judge appropriate for

its tranquility, to which I am attentive, in the second your

Excellency reiterated the same order. Having prepared an
exact account of the present state of this province, the

people with arms which it has for its defense, and the duties

to which they must attend, the manner by which improve-
ment of those inhabitants can be secured, and the correction

and punishment of lawless ones who cause much damage,
I am giving to both letters the most exact and due compli-
ance.

The interior extent of this government from the settle-

ment of the Spaniards which they commonly call Tome on

the south as far as the pueblo of San Geronimo de Indies

Taos, on the north includes fifty-five leagues ; and from the

pueblo of Nuestra Senora de los Angeles de Indios Pecos on

the east as far as Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de Indios

Zuni on the west, seventy leagues. In this considerable dis-

trict live the inhabitants of this kingdom; both Spaniards
and Gente de Razon, as well as Christian Indians, but with

this difference that the pueblos of Indians are all grouped

1. Croix to Galvez, No. 217, Chihuahua, June 29, 1778, enclosing Report of

Mendinueta to Bucareli, March 26, 1772. (A. G. I., Guadalajara 276) (A. G. I., old

signature, 103-4-18) The date on this report should be March 26; the date given is

May 26, doubtless a copyist's error. In the following report to Croix, Mendinueta

states he wrote this document on March 26 ; further, the document could by no

means have reached Bucareli by June 1 from New Mexico (if written on May 26)

the date the latter referred the paper to the Auditor as is indicated below.
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together, and for this reason more defensible, while of the

Spaniards there is no united settlement, so that to the dis-

persion of their houses the name of ranches or houses of the

field is properly given and not that of Villas and villages.

Their being indefensible has caused some of the advanta-

geous frontiers to be abandoned, although I did considerable

to maintain them. In some I provided a squad of soldiers

destined for their defense, and in others furnished firearms

and munitions and have taken many other measures. But
the fear which has possessed their dwellers made all these

measures useless, upon the latter realizing their unsupport-
able position and seeing the numerous warriors of the en-

emy who attack them.

No settlement of Spaniards nor Indians can be consid-

ered or called the center, but frontiers, because they are

very remote from one another. This distance, filled in by

high sierras and rocky hills, make easy the entrance of

enemies into any of the areas. Incessant care is necessary,

which is kept up by reconnoitering the land (an activity

which rarely produces the end desired) to see in time if

enemies are approaching.
The Comanche nation invades and attacks these settle-

ments by all routes; the Apache, from the west and south.

Although on the northwest the Utes and Navajos live, these

two nations are not ever peaceful, and while they may be,

the Comanches, because of this, do not refrain from attack-

ing along the routes from the Ute dwellings. From this ac-

count your Excellency will understand that the interior of

this kingdom is surrounded by enemies in such a manner
that in all its regions there is no safe place in which to keep
horse nor cattle herds and everywhere robberies are

suffered.

From what has been set forth, your Excellency will

come to understand that with the eighty soldiers which this

presidio has, it is not possible to guard so many and such
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distant settlements, nor either aid them in time, because the

news of the attack or robbery arrives after the event has

occurred, not a delay of hours but of days mostly. More-

over, these enemies, as soon as they finished their raid,

whether favorable or adverse, take flight precipitately, mak-

ing any aid useless. To pursue them is essential. To these

soldiers are added settlers and these having their few

beasts of burden hobbled out spend precious time looking

for them, and thus it rarely happens that they are able to

overtake them.

The men who have offensive and defensive arms, Span-
iards and Gente de Razon (with the exception of the presi-

dials) and supplied with beasts of burden, hardly amount to

two hundred and fifty. But it is impracticable for these to

go out on a campaign because they cannot leave the settle-

ments without defense and exposed to total ruin, nor either

help the invaded settlement because of the celerity with

which the enemy, who boast a large number of horses, make

their precipitate retreats, and the distances do not permit

it. It is to be noted that to set out on a campaign or to fol-

low the enemy, it is necessary that each man have at least

three or four horses. As these barbarians have no fixed

domicile, they wander wherever they wish, finding oppor-

tunity to do so in very extensive lands. To locate them, it

is necessary to rove over different routes in which much

time and supplies, which must be carried, are consumed. An

equal number of Christian Indians, whose arms are arrows,

although some few have firearms, can aid in these affairs.

While the pueblos of Zuni, Acoma and Laguna are numerous

(these allies) cannot be drawn out of their pueblos both be-

cause they are at a great distance and because they have to

make little effort to defend themselves from the Apaches.

The occupations which the settlers, Spaniards and In-

dians, have besides the care of the few possessions of fields

and sown lands are : To assist in aiding an invaded settle-
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ment or the protection of it when there is indication that

enemies are approaching; to follow those who rob when
there is hope of overtaking them, with attention to the num-
ber of thieves and to what can be brought together quickly
in order to follow them

; equipment of the beasts of burden,
and campaigning, when the governor holds it necessary,
without any stipend, all of which is required in order to en-

large the body of troops, provided by law, which attend to

these matters.

It appears to me, Sir, that considering what has been

related your Excellency will understand the condition and
state of this Province, the weak military power for its de-

fense and the matters to which this power attends. Because,
while it abounds with men apt, scarcity of arms makes them

useless; much more so the lack of horses, for war in this

land cannot be made afoot.

One of the opportune means which can be taken is to

compel settlers of each region who live, as I have said, dis-

persed, to join and form their pueblos in plazas or streets

so that a few men could be able to defend themselves. From
this it will follow that they would unite more promptly for

their own defense, or give aid to another village. The pueb-
los placed in this close relationship would be respected by
the enemy.

The achievement of this means is impractical to a gov-

ernor. With regard to the churlish types of settlers ac-

customed to live apart from each other, as neither fathers

nor sons associate with each other, if he wished to force

them to congregate, he would make an enemy against him-

self in each individual and populate the road of this Court

with complaints (as they customarily do) . It is not fool-

hardy opinion which persuaded me to the above statement,

but experience acquired from cases of less importance,

which have happened to my predecessors and to myself.

Force not intervening, persuasion does not serve for them.
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Only a superior and rigid mandate from your Excellency
will be adequate to facilitate the consolidation of these

settlers.

The formation of pueblos which I held above I consider

most useful for defense, but advances little that of offense to

intimidate the enemy. It may oblige them to be less over-

bearing and to struggle more. To achieve this offense, it

would be convenient to erect a presidio in the valley of Taos,
whose situation, because it is so advanced, distant more than

twenty-five leagues of bad road to the north, and has a

pueblo of warlike Indians and some settlers (and many
others who would be restored to their houses and fields

abandoned at present for fear of the Comanches) would

assure that frontier. Likewise, it would protect the pueblos

of Abiquiu, Santa Clara, San Yldefonso and Picuries and all

the districts of Spaniards belonging to the jurisdiction of

Santa Cruz de la Canada. It would be very difficult for the

Comanches who attack or rob in the said pueblos and dis-

tricts, to return to their land without that presidio, with its

auxiliaries, cutting off their retreat.

These above mentioned frontiers being assured by that

presidio, this one (Santa Fe) would be free from the con-

cern to look after the custody of the rest of the frontiers,

and to make war on the Apaches. There would always be

sufficient people to go out on a campaign against any na-

tion which might attack.

The prudent and superior intelligence of your Excel-

lency will correct the errors which I may make in comply-

ing with what was commanded in your two cited and valu-

able letters, holding for certain everything which is set

forth so far as the poverty of my intellect allows, and that

my true wish always desires to anticipate, serve and to

please your Excellency, whose life may God our Lord make

happy many long years.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 26, 1772. Most Excellent

Sefior, your most reverent and humble servant kisses the

hands of your Excellency. Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta.
Most Excellent Senor, Don Antonio de Bucareli y Ursua.

Mexico, June 1, 1772. To the Senor Auditor. Bucareli.

Most Excellent Senor : Your Excellency being pleased
can command that this report be sent to the Senor Fiscal in

order that in its view he may pray for that which he con-

siders appropriate concerning the particulars to which it is

directed. Mexico, June 17, 1772. Don Domingo Varcarrel.

Mexico, June 23, 1772. To the Senor Fiscal. Bucareli.

Most Excellent Senor: In this report the governor of

New Mexico is answering the letters of September 28th and

October 19th of the last year of your Excellency. He gives

in the report a general explanation of the district of his

government and the nations which attack it, which are

principally the Apache and Comanche Indians; at times,

this, also, the Utes and Navajos are accustomed to do who
are not always at peace. He refers to the state of the set-

tlement with regard to the Christian Indians and the little

regularity which the Spaniards observe in their settlements,

and other inhabitants, proposing the means of arranging

the settlements to free their haciendas and ranches from

enemy invasion. He also speaks of the manner and diffi-

culty which there is in making defensive and offensive war

on the enemies and that it is not possible for this reason to

take measures which are needed for this war.

Among the means which he proposes for defense is the

establishment or formation of pueblos of the Spaniards and

Genie de Razon respectively who live on ranches greatly

separated from one another, and that in order that it be

done thus, it is necessary that your Excellency decree it by

a fixed order. For the purpose of making offensive war

(may your Excellency decree) the establishing of a new
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presidio in the valley of Taos, whose situation, because it is

so advanced and distant from the capital, twenty-five

leagues of bad road to the north, and has a pueblo of warlike

Indians, some settlers, and many others who would be re-

stored to their houses and fields abandoned for the present
for fear of the Comanches, would safeguard that frontier.

Likewise it would cover the defense of the pueblos of

Abiquiu, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Pecuries, and other

ranches of Spaniards belonging to the Jurisdiction of Santa

Cruz de la Canada.

All this is in substance what this reply contains about

what the Fiscal is going to speak. It reduces itself to two

parts : the formation of settlements and the establishment

of the new presidio which the governor of New Mexico

proposes.

With regard to the first part, then, it is just and your

Excellency ought to command strictly and with all vigor

what Don Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta proposes so that its

observance will cause the enemy to avoid the invasions

which it is accustomed to make in those lands exposed along

their respective frontiers.

New Mexico recognizes two nations as its principal en-

emies : The Comanche which makes war from all sides, and

the Apache on the west and south. Sometimes it suffers

from the Utes and Navajos on the northwest. The governor

says that these nations would be constrained a great deal if

on their frontiers people, distributed in ranches, were set-

tled. In resolving so, the laws may be fulfilled, the best

principles of public law looked after and the advantages of

those who live there.

The settlements formed with skill and tact, their forces

would be united, each one of the settlers aided by others

would defend his possessions, drive back the enemy and

punish his audacity. This determination, accordingly, as

stated, is very advantageous and ought to be commanded
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fulfilled under a grave penalty and within a short time

because of the important ends which it has, without admit-

ting any recourse which may be thrown in its road to in-

terrupt it.

It is very possible that many, or the most, who live

dispersed in those ranches or villages may be intrusive own-

ers of their lands or voluntary holdings. Thus little or no

injury is done to them in obliging them to organize settle-

ments at a distance consistent with the fields of their hacien-

das, for which titles could be sent them as to new settlers.

For this purpose it would also be necessary to refuse them

the use of those which might be either without the indicated

limits of each settlement or very indefensible from the at-

tacks of the enemy.
Thus the pueblos fortified and a barrier formed at pro-

portionate distances on the borders or respective frontiers,

the center would then go on growing and would assume

strength and hardiness to drive back the enemy, reduce it to

peace and tranquility in its lands, or perhaps dislodge it

and force it to look for others which we may not have oc-

cupied.

The conditions, locations, and the rest of the particu-

lars which these pueblos will have to maintain after form-

ing the barrier are sufficiently clear in our municipal laws,

and the advantage quite patent which those inhabitants will

enjoy by this measure, directed to encompass their spiritual

and temporal benefits. Besides it could be arranged that

for the time being the royal treasury would not have to un-

dertake new expenses for the presidio which the governor

proposes, the second point about which it remains to speak.

The establishment of the presidio, in case it is conceived

necessary, ought to be resolved upon by a council of war and

treasury, but the Fiscal did not ask for it, beholding the

treasury under excessive charges and calls which inces-

santly weigh and oppress it, and on the other hand, presum-
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ing that, with the above mentioned measures, the lands of

that government of New Mexico will be established. These

things resolved upon and approved of by your Excellency

can be communicated to its governor charging him to ob-

serve in their execution all the skill which his zeal has well

shown for the royal service, and that your Excellency has

confidence in the success of his conduct in seeing the

frontiers protected wherever possible from the enemies by
the new settlements and the union of the settlers. In this

undertaking he will exercise proper mildness, without ceas-

ing the work until its completion by all means of suavity and

kindness which his knowledge and prudence dictates to him,

assuring him that whatever appeal is made against it, will

be looked upon in the rigorous terms of justice, rejecting the

useless or impertinent ones.

This new founding of settlements on the frontiers of

the Comanches, Apaches, Navajos, and Utes requires some
time for their success and thus it will be convenient that

this governor be advised to report frequently or as many
times as he may be able of its progress or advances.

Unless perhaps your Excellency does not hold it prefer-

able these points so important may be considered also in a

council, where your Excellency could expect confidently to

hear whatever may be necessary to achieve the desired idea,

holding in view the line of presidios which is agreed upon

by another held in the time of the most Excellent Senor,

Marques de Croix. Mexico, August 3, 1772. Areche.

Mexico, August 12, 1772. Remembering that which

the Senor Fiscal has set forth in his opinion, let this report

be discussed concerning the points which it contains, in the

first council of war and treasury to decide that which may
be considered useful and convenient to the service of the

king and the security of this province. Bucareli.

It is a copy of its original, I certify. Chihuahua, June

29, 1778. Antonio Bonilla. (Rubric).
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REPORT OF GOVERNOR MENDINUETA TO COMMANDANTE-
GENERAL TEODORO DE CROIX, 1777

1

My dear Sir: In a letter of February 18, last, your Lord-

ship was pleased to command me that I make a report clear

and well circumstanced of the evils which this province
suffers from and of the remedies which may be proper to

contribute to its relief. In its required compliance I shall

set forth to your Lordship both with clarity and reflection

whatever knowledge I have acquired in this country may
permit me.

I have supposed that your Lordship has seen that which

I represented to the Most Excellent Senor Viceroy, dated

March 26 of the past year of 72, in which I stated the ex-

tent of territory which this province occupies; the disper-

sion of its settlers ; the number of barbarous nations which

surround and harry it with incessant robberies, attacks and

murders; and the impracticability with which this single

company can go to defend the invaded frontiers, sometimes

because of distance or because, even while the news is ar-

riving, the enemies have succeeded in causing a number of

deaths among the settlers and Indians dispersed in their

fields, even though the pueblo invaded is not very far. Hav-

ing captured women and children, destroyed herds, they flee

rapidly with all they can steal. Although the troop and

militia who can assemble may set out with the greatest

promptness, it is almost always fruitless because of the

marked advantage which the Indians obtain. Thus it hap-

pens many times that our people march, in less than three

days, seventy and eighty leagues without overtaking them.

The circumstances not having improved, which I before set

forth with regard to the evils from which it suffers, I must

add that at present the province is reduced to the most de-

plorable state and greatest poverty as much because of the

1. Croix to Galvez, No. 217, Chihuahua, June 29, 1778, enclosing Report of

Mendinueta to Croix, Santa Fe, November 3, 1777. Guadalajara 276, (A. G. I.)
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sterility of the years which have intervened as because of

the greater vigor of hostile attacks from which it has

suffered.

In order to provide it with some relief, I propose then

the erection of a new presidio in the valley of San Geronimo

de Taos, twenty-five leagues to the north of this capital.

This, with a competent number of settlers (which would be

without doubt added to its shelter because of the fertility

and commodiousness of the region) would protect from the

Comanche nation all the Indian pueblos and districts of

Spaniards of the jurisdiction of La Canada, serving likewise

as a great check upon the numerous Ute nation, against

which, although it is peaceful, it is necessary to maintain a

continuous guard because of the natural inconstancy of the

gentiles, and to overlook some injuries.

This because of its advanced situation on the north I

consider the most useful against the cited Comanche nation

since it would be easy to cut off any retreat whatever which

this enemy made from the interior pueblos and free the

present presidio from this attention, so that the latter can

dedicate itself to aiding the pueblos of the Queres and Span-
iards of the jurisdiction of Albuquerque, driving back the

Comanches and Apaches which may enter from the

southeast.

The old pueblo of Socorro, which is on the banks of the

del Norte, abounding with lands of worked fields, pastures,

woods and forests, is distant from this capital about fifty-

five leagues and from El Sabinal, the last settlement of this

province, twelve leagues to the south. It offers, because of

its fertility, convenience for establishing two hundred fam-

ilies. In the intermediate distance of twelve leagues, an-

other three settlements could be set along the bank of the

same river, each one of three hundred families, with suffi-

cient lands for cultivation, pastures, and the rest of the

necessary things.
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To the west of the cited pueblo between those of Acoma,
Laguna and Zuni, (which are as if separated from the body
of this government, because of a distance of forty leagues,

the last to the west of the Villa of Albuquerque, and of fif-

teen to twenty the first two), an open door remains.

Through it the Apaches enter continuously to rob and
kill as far as the center of this province. Through it also

they have a clear and pernicious communication with the

Navajo nation with whom the Apache nation made a close

alliance in the last war it had with us. This nation, al-

though small, possesses a very rugged land to the west of

this government in a recess which the three pueblos referred

to, Acoma, Laguna, and Zuni, form. The latter establish

their frontier against the Gilas but leave open highways for

Gila incursions and communications. For this reason each

day sees the Navajo nation becoming more suspicious of

ourselves and I consider them (not without reason) as a

hidden enemy.
To the southeast of the above-mentioned old pueblo of

Socorro at a distance of forty leagues, is the Sierra Blanca

settled throughout with Apaches, who likewise attack this

province, as much by way of the east as of the west of the

same pueblo. There are various spots in which Apaches live

some times of the year, and which serve as a stopping place

to those who come both from the Sierra Blanca and from

the Gila.

If in this pueblo a presidio of fifty men is established

with the addition of one hundred families of settlers who
can be accommodated fully in its shelter, I consider it would

be of the greatest importance. For, as much from the east

as from the west it will be necessary to dislodge by inces-

sant harrying the enemy, who are accustomed to live on

both sides. They would dare less to enter, as at present, to

rob as far as the center of this province, and in case of their

doing so, that presidio having prompt advice will be invalu-
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able in cutting them off and punishing them on their retreat

because of its advanced situation. It would prevent, in part,

the communication of the Gilas with the Navajos and facili-

tate the foundation of the three indicated settlements in or-

der to join hands with the rest of this government, an un-

dertaking which coincides with what was provided for in

the new royal regulation of his Majesty in article twenty-
five of the Instruction.

The point of uniting the settlers in formal settlements,

I consider each day more indispensable, both for their de-

fense and temporal advantage as well as for their spiritual

welfare. As for their defense, thus they will be more re-

spected by the enemy. United they will be able to drive

back the enemy more easily. They will leave their families

safe when they go out to their work and if they engage in

helping another settlement, it will be with entire prompt-
ness and with a competent number to do so with the most

security, and not as it happens now that upon coming to aid

by ones and twos, according to their scattered situation,

they are customarily victims of the enemy who are coming
to attack. As for their temporal advantage, thus they will

live more socially, assisting each other mutually with human

companionship. Their rough spirits will be softened by
contact. As for spiritual welfare, thus the justices will be

able to administer justice with ease, avoid scandals and pub-

lic evils, discover robberies, which they are now accustomed

to hide, and make each one fulfill his respective obligations.

It will be more easy for the clergy to administer to them

and educate them in the most important mysteries of our

Holy Faith. Of this I consider the greatest part very ig-

norant, since they hardly hear the ceremony of mass any

day of the year, and only will come together on the days of

the festivals to implore divine aid.

The two presidios established on the north and south

of this province, as referred to above, three settlements es-
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tablished in the neighborhood of the last, for which the

people of this kingdom can supply everything, and the

people having been assembled in pueblos, the enemies with-

out any doubt, would see themselves in a few years expelled,

the haciendas increased, the fields more cultivated. These

forces could be useful to the two provinces of Sonora and
New Vizcaya in their further operations during campaigns
toward the center of Gila, Seven Rivers and the rest of the

places inhabitated by the enemies.

This is as much in such an important matter as has oc-

curred to my inconsiderable understanding to inform your

Lordship in compliance with my obligation, in order that

you may determine that which may be for your superior

pleasure, which will be the best.

Santa Fe, November 3, 1777. Your most attentive and

obedient servant kisses the hands of your Lordship. Pedro

Fermin de Mendinueta. Sefior Cavallero de Croix.

It is a copy of its original which I certify. Chihuahua,

June 29, 1778. Antonio Bonilla. (Rubric).
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THE ZUNIGA JOURNAL, TUCSON TO SANTA FE

The Opening of a Spanish Trade Route, 1788-1795

By GEORGE P. HAMMOND

Ar
THE very end of the eighteenth century, when the colo-

nial empire of Spain was tottering to its fall, the offi-

cials of New Spain inaugurated a movement to establish a

Direct trade route between the province of Sonora and

Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico. The object was to

open a route which would facilitate the exchange of goods
between these two provinces to their mutual benefit, for it

would be much shorter than the road by way of El Paso, so

it was thought.
1

The story of how this scheme was launched and devel-

oped is particularly interesting because of its novelty, very
little having hitherto appeared on the subject. Bancroft

merely says that "Lieutenant-colonel Jose Zufiiga is said

to have explored, in 1794, a route from Sonora to New
Mexico, by way of Tucson and Zuni, but of particulars

nothing is known."2 As a matter of fact it was an impor-
tant project, and received the attention of the viceroy and of

the commandant-general of the Interior Provinces, the offi-

cial especially concerned, and others, and this at a time

when European affairs, notably the French Revolution,

were beginning to be felt in America.

The subject is likewise of interest because of the ex-

plorations carried on in eastern Arizona and western New
Mexico above the Gila, territory which till then had evi-

dently not been reconnoitered by the Spaniards to any ex-

tent. And we must not overlook the fact that this proposed

1. Pedro de Nava to Conde del Campo de Alange, Chihuahua, July 9, 1795.

Archivo General de Indias, 103-5-11.

2. Bancroft, H. H., History of Arizona and New Mexico, 397, San Francisco,
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trade route lay right through the heart of the Apache coun-

try. What a problem that offered the Spaniards, for these

mountaineers had always been their enemy; and as for the

Apaches, what an opportunity for stealing cattle and horses,

and perchance for taking scalps!

There are very early references to such a route as here

mentioned. Father Eusebio Francisco Kino spoke about

establishing trade relations between New Mexico and
Sonora in his day and thought it feasible. He substantiated

his idea by noting that such a commerce had existed in the

past, before the Pueblo revolt of 1680 in New Mexico. In

fact he says that "the Spaniards of those provinces used to

come by way of Apacheria to these, our most remote Pimas

Sobaiporis, to barter hatchets, cloth, sackcloth, blankets,

chomite, knives, etc., for maize."
8

In later times it is indicated that Juan Bautista de

Anza, then governor of New Mexico, made an expedi-

tion, toward the end of 1780, with the same object in view.
4

Nothing came of it, however, and it was not till the latter

part of 1788 that the exploration was actually attempted

by another and from the opposite direction. On September
22 of that year Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola, commandant-gen-
eral of the western division of the Provincias Internas, re-

ported to the viceroy that a respectable detachment from

Sonora was about to reconnoiter the Sierra of the San

3. Bolton, Herbert E., Spanish Exploration in the Southwest, 453, New York,

1916 ; Kino's Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alto, I, 53, Cleveland, 1919.

4. Nava to Alange, op. cit., July 9, 1795. Governor Ansa left Santa Fe on No-

vember 9, 1780, accompanied by a large body of troops, settlers and Indian allies, and

the Chihuahua caravan. At a point half way between Albuquerque and El Paso, the

force under Ansa turned off to look for a route connecting with the Gila River, whence

he hoped to find another, communicating with the settlements of Sonora. Meanwhile,

two expeditions, one from Nueva Vizcaya and one from Sonora, were sent north to

co-operate with him. The rough character of the Sierra of Las Mimbres and Mo-

gollon, however, forced Ansa to turn south to find water. The three parties did not

make a junction and Ansa finally came out on the Camino Real, which connected

the above two provinces, somewhat east of the Presidio of Las Nutrias. From here

they followed the road to Arispe, arriving there on the eighteenth of December, 1780.

This information was supplied by Dr. Alfred B. Thomas, of the University of Okla-

homa, who is preparing a study of Ansa's administration.
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Francisco river, and also the Sierra de Mogollon.
5 Don

Manuel de Echeagaray, captain of the presidio of Santa

Cruz,
6 commanded the force. It consisted of 280 "leather

jackets," recruited on the Sonora frontier, at Bacoachi,

Bavispe, Buenavista, some of the troops being 6patas and

Pimas, and of 120 men from the presidios of Janos and San
Buenaventura. 7

The other officers included the following : Ensign Don
Nicolas Leiva, from the presidio of Altar; Lieutenant Don
Manuel de Albizu, from that of Pitic; Lieutenant Don
Manuel Carrazco, from San Buenaventura; Sergeant Mar-

cial Grijalva, from Bacoachi. The chaplain of the presidio

of Altar, Fray Enrriquez Cenizo, accompanied the expedi-

tion on the entire trip.
6

These various companies were to unite at some point

along the Gila river, whereupon scouting parties would be

sent out to reconnoiter the Sierras of San Francisco and

Mogollon, though Echeagaray was left free to act as cir-

cumstances might dictate. The expedition had supplies to

last sixty or seventy days, according to Loyola.
9

The Echeagaray expedition took place during October

and November of 1788. All attempts to locate the journal

which he kept and which he frequently refers to in his re-

5. Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola to Don Manuel Antonio Florez, San Bartholome,

September 22, 1788. Archivo General, Mexico, Provincias Internets, Tomo 128. All

the documents cited in the following pages will be from the Archivo General of

Mexico unless otherwise noted.

6. The Santa Cruz here referred to was in the San Pedro Valley, about fifteen

or twenty miles on the Arizona side of the international boundary line of today.

7. Loyola to Florez, op cit., September 22, 1788. Bancroft notes that as part of

the general reorganization carried out on the northern border since the establish-

ment of the Provincias Internas as a separate jurisdiction (1776), "an opata com-

pany was organized, with headquarters at Bacoachi. It was officered, in part, by

Spaniards, consisted of eighty-five men, and rendered excellent service for many
years." This was in 1784. History of the North Mexican States, 681, San Francisco,

1884.

8. Manuel de Echeagaray to Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola, San Bernardino, Novem-

ber 27, 1788. Provincias Internas, Tomo 128.

9. Loyola to Florez, op cit., September 22, 1788. I am deeply obligated to Mr.

Lansing B. Bloom, editor of the REVIEW, for digging up these letters this fall, during

his stay in Mexico City.
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ports, have been unavailing, but I have several fairly de-

tailed letters from Echeagaray to his superiors which indi-

cate what transpired on the journey. The following sum-

mary is taken from these advance reports.

Captain Echeagaray's first letter, sent from San Mar-

cial on October 4,
10 showed that on the first of that month,

he had fought a battle with the Apaches in the "Sierra de

la Florida," possibly the modern Santa Teresa or Pinalefio

Mountains,
11 and that on the same day, two of his Apache

guides, Xavier and Carlos, fled. He also related how the

Indians were planning an attack on Altar or Cienega, and

how, for that purpose, they were going to leave their fami-

lies in the Santa Rita Mountains. This was dire news, in

view of the absence of so many troops, and the report was
carried by fast messenger to Bacoachi, seventy-five leagues

from San Marcial, in thirty-six hours, and to Arispe the fol-

lowing day. Here Anza took prompt measures to frustrate

the plots of the Apaches. The presidial officers were cau-

tioned to be on their guard and also to send scouting parties

into the Santa Ritas to forestall possible Indian attacks.
12

Two weeks later, i. e., October 20, we again learn of

the whereabouts of the troops. They were on the Gila,

which they had reached two days previous. During this

time they had seized a few Indians at the Gila "toward the

Sierra del Potrero de Bernave,"
13 and later a number of

Apaches surrendered themselves to the Spaniards, notably

Compa and Chacho, and joined them in chasing their erst-

while friends, who were still roaming the inhospitable

mountain and desert fastnesses. It was obviously better to

be among those doing the chasing and shooting than to be

10. Manuel de Echeagaray to Antonio Denojiant, Camp of San Marcial, Octo-

ber 4, 1788. Provincias Internets, Tomo 128.

11. See Bolton's map in Kino's Historical Memoir, II, 235. Cf. also note 49

below.

12. Juan Bautista de Ansa to Loyola, Arispe, October 13, 1788. Provincias Intcr-

nas, Tomo 128.

13. Letter of Manuel de Echeagaray, Camp at the Gila, October 20, 1788.

Provincias Internas, Tomo 128.
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chased and shot at. These new friends then led Echeagaray
over "hot" trails to the enemy rancherlas with the result

that the Apaches lost forty-one persons. This was up the

Gila "toward Santa Lucia."

On October 17, Lieutenant Don Narciso Tapia arrived

at the camp on the Gila with Division 2, composed of 151

men. The cavalry he brought were in poor condition and

supplies were already running low, wherefore Lieutenant

Don Manuel de Albizu was sent to Fronteras with most of

the prisoners.
14

When Juan Bautista de Anza, the military-command-

ant, received the news of the Apache defection to the Span-
ish causes, he at once notified Echeagaray of an official order

that no leader of a detachment had the right to make such

favorable terms with the enemy as he had done. He must

fight and kill or seize as many as possible, or the Indians

might surrender as prisoners of war, but he had no right

to enlist the enemy as members of his own army.
15 He sent

a copy of this admonition to his superior, Loyola, and re-

ceived a mild rebuke in return. Loyola complimented Anza
for his zeal, but reminded him that Echeagaray's scouts

were doing splendid work in locating the enemy rancherias.

He also noted that Compa, one of the friendly scouts, and

others, were friends or relatives of the Chiricahuas and to

offend them would not be expedient. He must especially

be tactful in dealing with them, heed his "choice of words,"
be careful and considerate in his treatment of them, and see

to it that every promise made was scrupulously fulfilled. In

short, Loyola required that the rules be forgotten and that

Echeagaray use his own judgment in prosecuting the cam-

paign.
16

Late in October, began the serious task of finding a

suitable route through the mountains from Arizona to New
Mexico. The troops left the "Casita de Gila" on October

14. Ibid.

15. Ansa to Echeagaray, Arispe, October 27, 1788, in ibid.

16. Loyola to Ansa, December 2, 1788, in ibid.
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23,
17 and pushed on to reconnoiter the Mogollon and the

Sierra de San Francisco. The captives which they took be-

tween the twenty-third and twenty-fifth reported there

were no enemies in the Sierra de Mogollon, and Echeagaray
believed that his reconnaissances in the canyons verified

their statements. As to the Sierra de San Francisco, they
reconnoitered it "from east to west and from south to

north," says the report, until they arrived at the plains that

would lead them to New Mexico.
18 On the return they went

from "north to south by a different road," and on this trip

discovered the pass leading to the pueblo of Zuni. By this

time the horses were giving out, and as the troops were en-

cumbered with some fifty-odd prisoners, they decided to re-

turn to the Gila, which they did, hoping then to make a new

attempt to reach Zuni. But at the Gila they received re-

ports of a rancheria in the "Sierra de Cobre,"
19
so they went

there instead and fought an engagement with the enemy
on November 9, in which several Apaches were captured
and killed.

After this victory the forces again went back to the

Gila, determined to make the crossing to Zuni. But the

troops were destitute
;
some had not even a day's provisions

left. This necessitated a change of plans, and Captain

Echeagaray therefore proceeded to Pitic, Altar, and Buena-

vista with sixty-six prisoners, while Lieutenant Don Manuel

de Albizu, with 130 men, was sent down the Gila on a recon-

naissance. He left November 13, and on the fifteenth at-

tacked the enemy, killing one warrior and taking sixteen

captives.
20 Meanwhile Ensign Don Nicolas Leiva, setting

17. The "Casita de Gila" was doubtless one of the ruins of which there were

many in the Gila Valley. Cf. the description of American visitors in this region, in

Emory, W. H., Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, . . . Washington, 1848, under the

entries beginning October 22, p. 63.

18. Echeagaray to Ansa, San Bernardino, November 19, 1788. Provincias Inter-

nas, Tomo 128.

19. This was probably in the vicinity of the Santa Rita copper mines.

20. The results of Albizu's exploration are given in Echeagaray's letter to Ansa,

San Bernardino, November 21, 1788. Provincias Internas, Tomo 128. Just above it

is reported by Echeagaray that Albizu went to Fronteras with prisoners. Apparently

that is an error.
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out from San Simon with a smaller force of 58 men, explored
the Chiricahua Mountains, but he found no trace of hostile

Apaches. This information is contained in a letter of

Echeagaray to Anza, written on November 19, 1788, at San
Bernardino.21

When Juan Bautista de Anza received these reports he

was very enthusiastic over the repeated blows given the

enemy and over the faithfulness and constancy of the

Apaches, especially of those who had come over to Echea-

garay during the campaign. Above all, the fact that the

expedition had succeeded in the major part of its objective,

namely, in finding the pass to New Mexico, even though they
had not reached its settlements, pleased the commandant.
But he insisted that there must be other expeditions like

Echeagaray's, for then the barbarians would soon be over-

come.22

The immediate and tangible fruits of the expedition
were 54 dead, of whom perhaps 25 were braves, 125 prison-

ers, the enlistment of 55 of the enemy as friends and allies

a total of 234, and the recapture of 61 mounts. This was
considered very good, and the results would, perhaps, have

been greater, said Viceroy Revilla Gigedo, if the lack of sup-

plies and animals had not been so serious.
23

The following chart of the results of the expedition was

compiled by Echeagaray at San Bernardino on November

19, 1788. The chart does not include the 55 Apaches who
voluntarily went over to Echeagaray during the campaign,
some of whom served very effectively as scouts. Nor does

it include the "foreign" horses captured these they gave

21. Echeagaray to Ansa, op cit., November 19, 1788. San Bernardino is just

below the southeast corner of the Arizona line.

22. Ansa to Loyola, Arispe, November 24, 1788. Provincias Internas, Tomo 128.

That Loyola was much pleased is evident from his reply to Ansa, San BartolomS

December 12, 1788, for he said he was recommending a lieutenant-colonelcy for

Echeagaray.
23. Loyola to Ansa, op cit., December 12, 1788 ; and the viceroy to Loyola, Mex-

ico, January 14, 1789. Both are in Provincias Internas, Tomo 128.
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to the Apache allies nor the results of Lieutenant Albizu's

expedition down the Gila.
24

Chart of Echeagaray's Expedition, 1788
Warriors Others

Date Stopping Places Dead Alive Dead Alive Total Mounts

Oct. 1, in La Florida 1 671
"

8, in the Slopes of Bernave __ 441
"

14, South of the Mogollon 5 1 19 25

15, in Canyon of Santa Teresa 1 1
"

16, in El Picacho 6 6
"

17, in San Victor 1 89
"

23, in the Arroyo del Picacho 1 78
25, in Canyon of the Junction

of San Francisco 2 3 18 23

26, In Deep Canyon 1 438
27, in Sierra de San Francisco,

at the River 1 1
"

28, in the same Sierra 1 23
"

29, in the Valley of Victoria __ 5 11 4 20 10

29, in Valley of Quegoca 1 3 22 26 10
"

30, in Los Pinones 1 237
Nov. 9, in the Sierra del Cobre ___ 4 66 16

Total 21 4 28 107 160 29

During the next few years the officials in Arispe and
Mexico City often pushed new plans for the opening of the

western route to Santa Fe. A favorable opportunity came
in 1790, when both New Mexico and Sonora were in a

tranquil state. Loyola urged Brigadier General Don

Enrique de Grimarest, who had replaced Anza as military-

commandant, to take the necessary steps for sending Echea-

garay out to complete the task.
25

Loyola thought that the

Indians were then unsuspicious and would be completely de-

ceived by such an expedition at that particular time and he

24. Echeagaray to Ansa, in ibid.

25. Loyola to Viceroy Revilla Gigedo, Hacienda de la Noria, September 14, 1790.

Arch. Gen., Mexico, Historia, Tomo 62.
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urged Grimarest to consult with Echeagaray in every detail

concerning the organization of the force.
20

The viceroy approved the project at once, but owing to

the intercession of Grimarest in his own behalf, yielded to

the latter's "solicitude" and ordered that he be given the

command in place of Echeagaray.
27

Following this change,

steps were taken to assemble the soldiers for the march.

On January 15, 1791, Pedro de Nava, commandant of the

western division of the Provincias Internas, informed

Grimarest that he would tend to that matter
; but owing to

delays in his itinerary in Coahuila,
28 he did not finally act

till March 20, 1791, when he required Don Antonio de

Cordero, the military-commandant of New Vizcaya, to have

one hundred men from his province at Janos by May 1, 1791,

together with the proper officers, sufficient ammunition, and
with five strong horses per man. To this force he was to

add other troops from Sonora, as deemed necessary.
29 That

this order was much belated seems obvious.

Then in a twinkling everything seemed to happen. The

opportune moment, i. e., before the coming of the hot

season, passed; the troops were not recruited for lack of

time.
30 And on April 11, 1791, Grimarest informed the

viceroy that New Vizcaya was in a critical situation. Every-
where the Apaches attacked in growing numbers, even in-

vading the interior parts of the province. He therefore

gave up the expedition to New Mexico, for "we must think

only of devising adequate means to punish thoroughly the

enemy, and we must carry our arms to the lands from which

they come."
31 The viceroy approved this change on May 25,

1791.
32

26. Loyola to Henrique de Grimarest, Hacienda de la Noria, September 14, 1790,

in ibid.

27. The viceroy to Loyola, Mexico, October 12, 1790, in ibid.

28. Pedro de Nava to the viceroy, Chihuahua, January 20, 1792, in ibid.

29. Pedro de Nava to Henrique de Grimarest, Saltillo, March 20, 1791, in ibid.

30. Grimarest to Nava, Arispe, April 11, 1791, in ibid.

31. Grimarest to the viceroy, Arispe, April 11, 1791, in ibid.

32. The viceroy to the intendant of Sonora, Mexico, May 25, 1791, in ibid.
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The postponement of Grimarest's expedition, just

noted, proved to be for three years, during which time

trouble with the Apaches was incessant. In 1795, at length,

the project was carried through. On February 9 of that

year, Echeagaray, who had not given up hope of being the

one definitely to explore the new trade route, took the initia-

tive and suggested to Pedro de Nava that the time was ripe

for sending a force through to New Mexico. Nava ap-

proved the proposal, but indicated that in view of Echea-

garay's office (he was now military-commandant) he could

not lead the soldiers, but should name another in whom he

had full confidence. The man whom Echeagaray chose was
the captain of the presidio of Tucson, Don Jose de Ziiniga,

who was fully instructed as to the objects of his explora-

tion.
33

The troops given Zuniga consisted of 140 soldiers and 8

Apache scouts from Bacoachi. Thev were supplied with

provisions for fifty days. Each man had three mounts and

some had, in addition, a saddle mule.
84

Zuniga was instructed to reach the western pueblos of

New Mexico "by the pass in the San Francisco Mountains."

This was his prime object. Starting from the abandoned

presidio of Santa Cruz, he was to take the most direct route

to the "ermita" of the Gila, and from there by El Picacho

and the Valle de Los Angeles "enter by the western end of

the Mogollon to the Rio de San Francisco," from where he

was to traverse the pass in the San Francisco Mountain,

following Echeagaray's route of 1788.
85

Pedro de Nava urged a more direct route. In his

opinion the Echeagaray course would be too far away from

Santa Fe, in fact, several hundred miles west of it, and

33. For this information, see Manuel de Echeagaray to Jose de Zuniga, Arispe,

March 31, 1795 (A. G. I., 103-5-11) and Pedro de Nava to Conde del Campo de Alange,

op cit., July 9, 1795.

34. Echeagaray to Zuniga, op. cit., March 31, 1795.

35. Ibid., and Nava to Alange, op. cit . July 9, 1795.
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would only lead to the Hopi country or to Zufii.
36 His advice

fell on fruitless soil.

Notwithstanding the fact that the trade route was
most important, Ziiniga was ordered to be diligent in pun-

ishing the Apaches, both going and coming. Special scouts

were to be made whenever possible, and all Indian tracks

followed up. Echeagaray was very explicit in this matter,

realizing, of course, that no trade route could exist with

numerous hostile Apaches infesting its borders.
37

The return was to be by the most direct route where
water was available. The line of march was to be marked

by chopping off branches from the trees or by driving stakes

into the ground as signs, and the fullest report possible was
to be kept of everything concerning the new route.

Captain Zuniga was fortunate in having eight Apache
scouts, two of whom knew the country well. One called

Stosti, or Stoci, had been as far as the New Mexico country.
88

The campaign began at Tucson on April 9, 1795, and
lasted till May 29, when it was reached again.

39 The troops
followed approximately the route of the Southern Pacific

Railway of today east from Tucson, and crossed the San
Pedro river north of Benson. As they went eastward, they

probably passed through the Little Dragoon Mountains, and
farther on through Railroad Pass, as it is now called, north

of the Dos Cabezas Mountains. From here they crossed the

San Simon Valley and struck the Gila, possibly near the

Arizona-New Mexico line. A good deal of reconnoitering
followed from this time on, but they continued in a general

northerly direction to the San Francisco river, scouting the

Mogollon Range to the east and also the "Sierra del Telar,"

or San Francisco Mountains, to the west of the river. Here

they found a pass and made their way northward to Zufii,

which they reached on May 1. At the pueblo they met a

36. Nava to the viceroy, Chihuahua, January 20, 1792. Historia, Tomo 62.

37. Echeagaray to Zuniga, op cit., March 31, 1795.

38. Ibid.

39. The journal, translated below, is found in A. G. I., 103-5-11.
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Franciscan friar, whose name is not mentioned, but who
courteously offered Zuniga couriers, by whom he sent a mes-

sage to the governor of New Mexico, asking for two scouts

to accompany the expedition on its return. The Franciscan

assured them they should have a reply in six days, but as

this failed Zuniga began the return march on May 7, pro-

ceeding but slowly at first, so that the governor's couriers

might still overtake him. The expedition was divided, in

order that two explorations might be made, all reuniting

again at the San Francisco River. At various times the

Apaches came near, and, in one instance, wounded fourteen

horses. At another time their warning smoke signals were
seen rising from the mountain tops.

Captain Zuniga was now worried, since he had not done

any special damage to the Apaches and the campaign was

drawing to a close. Accordingly he sent our further scout-

ing parties and proceeded toward the Gila, which they
crossed on May 22, and the next day the ensign, Don

Marcial, met the main party at "La Cienaga Salada," in the

San Simon Valley, south of Solomonsville twenty-five or

thirty miles. Don Marcial had been to the Rio de la Sangre
de Christo, doubtless north of the Gila. Captain Zuniga
now sent him to investigate the Dos Cabezas and Chiricahua

Ranges for hostile Apaches, while Don Manuel de Arbizu

was sent to look for some stray horses. Both were equally

unsuccessful, whereupon the expedition broke up. Zuniga,
with his troops went to Tucson, which he reached on May
29. The Bacoachi and Fronteras troops left at the San
Pedro on May 27, and the next day the Tubac soldiers de-

parted for their presidio.

Captain Zuniga appears to have been unhappy over the

results of his expedition, only one warrior and four others

having been killed and five Apaches made prisoners.
40 The

fact that he had not received more information about the

new trade route he attributed in part to the situation at

40. This information regarding the prisoner is given by Nava in letter to Conde

del Campo de Alange, op. cit.., July 9, 1795. The rest of the summary is from

Zuniga's journal.
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Zuni, for the Franciscan friar had only recently arrived

there and the alcalde could not provide the explanations de-

sired. Zuniga was especially grieved because he had not

found the Apache chief, Esquigoca, or Quegoca, for whom
they had made a special search.

The reaction of the authorities in Sonora is indicated

in a letter of Pedro de Nava, the commandant of the western

Provincias Internas, when he urged that the exploration be

repeated in order that the route might be well identified.

That would make it safer for the pack trains to go from one

province to the other. A pack train could reach Zuni in

twenty-two days, he noted, and in fourteen more could be

in Santa FeV1 His hopes failed of realization with the

crumbling of the government of Mexico, incident to the

revolutionary disturbances which were ushered in just after

1800. A translation of Jose de Zuniga's journal follows.

JOURNAL AND REPORT OF THE FORCE OF A
CERTAIN EXPEDITION

Tupson, May 29, 1795

Report which sets forth the forces of the expedition
described in this journal.

42

Companies Captains Ensigns Sergeants Corporals Carabineer Soldiers Total

Fronteras 1 2 1 21 25

Santa Cruz 1 12 16 20

Tupson 11 2 1 16 21

Altar 112 21 25

Bacuachi 1 25 26

Tubac 26 26

Apache Scouts _ 8

Total 1 4 1 6 6 125 151

List of the commissioned officers and the sergeant who
took part in the said expedition :

Captain Don Jose de Zuniga.

Adjutant, Ensign Don Antonio Narbona.43

41. For these hopes, see Nava to Alange, op. cit., July 9, 1795.
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Ensign Don Manuel Grijalva.

Ensign Don Juan Felipe Belderrain.

Ensign Don Manuel de Arbizu.

Sergeant Juan Martinez.

April 9, 1795 I set out on my march with the troops of

this company for the abandoned presidio of Santa Cruz,
and halted at the Cienaga of the Pimas.

44

April 10 At break of day we began the march and
arrived at the above-mentioned place of Santa Cruz, where
I met the divisions of my expedition, their commanders in-

forming me that nothing unusual had occurred.
45

April 11 The appointment of the force of the fatigue-

party was made and fifty-one men remained with the main

body.
46

April 12 Leaving an order that they should follow

with the main body three days after my departure for La
Cienaga de Santa Eulalia, I began my march with one hun-

dred men at ten o'clock in the morning, and in the after-

noon I called a halt at Las Bolas de la Penazcosa.
47

April 13 At dawn, I continued the march and spent

the night at Santa Teresa Springs, having in this and the

42. The following translation is based on the manuscript copy of the journal in

the Archive General de Indias, 103-5-11. It may also be found, in printed form, in

Aurora. Periodico Cientifico y Militar. Num. 1, Tomo 1, Mexico, 1835, pp. 269-278,

under the title: "Espedicion de Nuevo Mexico a Sonora. Diario que form6 el

capitan D. Jose de Zuiiiga en la espedicion destinada al reconoeimiento, apertura y

perfeccion del camino del Nuevo Mexico, para abrir el comercio con la provincia de

Sonora." Some explanatory notes were added by the editor of that magazine. Cf.

Wagner, H. R. The Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794, p. 274, Berkeley, 1924.

43. The term ensign was used to denote the lowest commissioned officer.

44. This was near the modern Pantano. The word cienaga means a marshy
place.

45. The Santa Cruz here referred to was in the San Pedro Valley, possibly in the

vicinity of Benson.

46. The fatigue party seems to have been the scouting force.

47. Literally, the mountainous rocks. This was in a canyon east or northeast

of Benson.
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past day inspected La Pefiazcosa, Cabezas, and the Playa of

the Pimas.48

April 14 I sent the infantry to investigate La Florida49

and in the evening of the same day, they united with the

camp in Quilcho Pass without finding any tracks.

April 15 At dawn, the march continued. They
crossed the Cienaga Salada and pitched camp at its

borders.
60

April 16 In the morning, they crossed the Gila River
and the reconnoitering troops and eight Apache scouts pro-
ceeded to examine the bad lands through Chibato Pass, and
not encountering any tracks, they passed the night in the

above-mentioned pass.

April 17 At daybreak, the infantry proceeded through
the bad lands and about ten o'clock in the morning, reunited

with our troop. I directed that forty men should follow

some tracks while I remained under cover.

April 18 About four in the afternoon, the infantry
returned. They informed me that they had followed the

tracks and that at a distance of about three leagues they had
found the rancheria, which was deserted because they had
been heard.

April 19 Upon day breaking, I continued up an

arroyo. Although it seemed to us, at first, that the outlets

of this creek were toward the river we had crossed, we were
undeceived later, and as this arroyo was unknown to us we
named it La Casa del Arroyo de los Tres Alamos.51 Here we
ran across the tracks of some hunters and, while I remained
with the cavalry, the infantry went on and at a distance of

48. They had apparently reached the Pinaleiio Mountains. The Playa of the

Pimas was in the region between the Dragoons and the Chiricahuas. These playas
were basin shaped areas that received the drainage from the surrounding country.

49. Bolton suggests, with a question mark, that La Florida might have been iden-

tical with the Santa Teresa Mountains, north of the Pinalenos. If so, I am inclined

to think the term covered the latter as well. Cf.Kino's Historical Memoir, II, 235.

50. The Cienaga Salada was the San Simon Valley.

51. Literally, the house by the creek of the three poplars.
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about two leagues, captured a woman and two boys. The

Apache scouts continued forward with the oldest boy.

Night fell upon the troops and while filing through a narrow

place the Indians began to shriek at them from the woods
because they had killed their captives. After repulsing the

enemy, they returned to the camp without further disturb-

ance, informing me that they surely must have wounded
some of the hostile Indians.

April 20 As the enemy was heard in this direction I

crossed over to the east, guided by the Apache, Stoci.
52 We

rested at the mouth of the canyon where they killed the ani-

mals of Lieutenant Colonel Don Joseph Saenz Rico, and con-

tinuing on we spent the night at the river of San Juan Ne-

pomuceno.
53

April 21 The reconnoitering troops continued inves-

tigating. After resting at El Alamo, I spent the night in a

cienaga, which is in the Sierra de Los Ayudantes.

April 22 Having united with the infantry, I reached

the main body at the side of Santa Leogarda
54
about eleven

in the morning. The officer reported concerning his charge,

that nothing of importance had happened, except that he

had left three animals on the march, two worn out and one

which went astray with a halter.

April 23 The men of the fatigue party were named.

Ensign Don Manuel de Arbizu remained in charge of the

main body, with forty-six soldiers, with orders that eight

days after my departure, they should approach the slopes

of the San Francisco River, and establish the main body
where Lieutenant Colonel Don Manuel de Echeagaray made
the crossing to the Valle de la Victoria.

April 24 Having determined upon the departure, it

was postponed another day because the troops and the

52. Written Stoti in the Aurora. -Op. cit., 271.

53. This was another name for the San Francisco River. See Echeagaray letter,

San Marcial, October 4, 1788. Provincias Internets, Tomo 128.

54. Spelled Lugarda in the Aurora. Op. cit., 272.
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Apaches were fixing their shoes. The companies passed in

review and remained ready.

April 25 At sunrise, I directed myself to the Mogollon
with one hundred and nineteen men, and rested at Los

Janeros. The reconnoitering troops continued their investi-

gations and at nightfall, united with the camp at the San

Francisco River at the site of El Lucero.

April 26 Directing the reconnoitering to the north of

the Mogollon in order that they should go by El Telar.
1*

I

proceeded with the rest of the cavalry troop and spent the

night at the exit of the canyon of Jucaros.

April 27 About nine o'clock in the morning, I con-

tinued my march with orders that they should follow some

tracks about four days old. Resting before the valley of La

Laborcita, the reconnoitering troops joined me, advising me
that they found only one rancheria, which had been aban-

doned approximately four days. In the afternoon, about

two-thirty, we began scouting the New Mexico road and,

passing over the peak of the Sierra del Telar toward the

north, we climbed a hill in the direction of the north-north-

west. Upon descending we found that the pass opens

through a sierra of pines and in the same direction there is

a beaten path. At sundown, we pitched camp at the mouth

of a canyon on a stream which runs from north to south.

It was named San Atanasio.
5*

April 28 At sunrise, the march continued through the

canyon toward the north. The opening is about a quarter of

a league away. Veering off to the north-northwest some

permanent lakes are found, for so they appeared, and cross-

ing to the north we walked at a good pace over various hills

covered with pines. At a distance of about five leagues we
passed by a little cienaga of water, and going a fourth of a

55. El Telar is identical with the Sierra de San Francisco. See below, entry tinder

May 29.

56. It was a branch of the San Francisco River.
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league, we discovered some very beautiful plains. Descend-

ing a hill and going toward the left of a sink we found some
small pools, but continuing to the north there are others

which are better. These we named San Vidal. Here we
passed the night.

April 29 At sunrise, I began my march to the north.

Traveling over some plains, we crossed, at a distance of

about three leagues, some bad country, and going toward
the north-northeast about three leagues more, we entered

another canyon which appears narrower but which is wide.

Stumbling upon a very large rock we turned to the left to

look for a path which leads to a hill where a pool is found

which is sufficient for infantry. It was named San Pedro
Alcantara. We proceeded in the same direction about five

leagues more when [the road] closing up toward the north,

we descended to some very beautiful salines with tracks and

paths leading off in various directions. We spent the night
here.

April 30 At break of day, we continued the march
toward the north over a beaten track, and at about a

league's distance we entered a canyon toward the east,

where we discovered a pool of water. We crossed a mesa

and, reconnoitering toward the north, we climbed a rather

long and rocky hill. At the end of it we returned to the

north-northeast, going about four leagues at a good pace,
and crossed a deep and rocky creek. After continuing a

short distance, we found that we were going along without

following a road and, after various roundabout courses

we found some sinks containing rain water, which was
barely enough for the men. We continued through a region
of red earth, and at sunset discovered a pool of water and
indications that some one had been cutting wood. We spent
the night here, having gone on this day from sixteen to sev-

enteen leagues.

May 1 Having noted the beaten path of the canyon, I

sent Ensign Don Antonio Narbona ahead with a small party
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in order not to frighten the people of the pueblo. I followed

with the rest of the troops. About two leagues to the north

we crossed some hills and discovered the pueblo to the north-

northeast, where we encountered a religious, a Franciscan,
who informed us that he was the minister of the afore-

mentioned pueblo of Our Lady of Guadalupe of Zuni, and
that its inhabitants were Indians with the exception of the

alcalde. As he offered me couriers I wrote to the governor
of that province, asking him if he would be pleased to give

me two experienced men who should be familiar with our

road and serve as guides for the pack trains who wished to

open up commerce with that province of Sonora. Informed

by the above-mentioned priest that within six days he would
have a reply, I decided to wait during this time, and advised

the said gentleman accordingly.

We mistook the road from the salines to the pueblo and

although it was good walking there was great dearth of

water. The alcalde remained to show us, on the return,

where the road for the beasts of burden crosses to the afore-

mentioned salines.

May 1-6 In the above-said pueblo without any new
occurrence ; well taken care of by the priest, and very well

watched over by the Indians.

May 7 Seeing that the couriers did not return and
that the cavalcade was delayed, due to the fact that it had
snowed for two days, I began the return by the above-de-

scribed road. We traveled about four leagues in a south-

westerly direction and pitched camp in an abandoned

pueblo, known as El Agua Caliente of the old pueblo of Zuni.

Here we spent the night.

May 8 At sunrise I continued the march toward the

south and at about four leagues' distance we halted in a

rocky creek which runs from south to north. Here we
found a pool with plenty of water for passing the night.

May 9 At dawn, I continued toward the south, and

after walking a short distance we entered a small canyon to
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the left, where there is permanent water there is none in

the interior. At a distance of about three leagues of good
road there is sufficient water and another pool. Descending
a rocky hill, which had to be cleared, we came out on a plain

in order to reach the salines. The latter is the regular road

of from two to three days for the pack train.

May 10 Because the journey was long and because I

waited to see if the couriers of the governor would overtake

me, I left late in the afternoon, and spent the night at the

pool of San Pedro Alcantara.

May 11 At dawn, we continued the march and rested

at San Vidal Springs, which were made to flow, the water

widening them. We left to pass the night in a little cienaga
which is about a quarter of a league away.

May 12 At break of day, I dispatched the infantry,

making two divisions in order to make two investigations ;

one through La Victoria and the other through the moun-
tain which we had crossed where El Telar ends.

57
I ar-

ranged with them the place of reunion at La Laborcita or

canyon of Los Jucaros. At dawn, I continued my march,

resting at the cienaga which marks the entrance to the

canyon of San Atanasio. I proceeded to spend the night at

the watering place of the said canyon, but finding it burned

over, we continued, and, darkness coming on, we spent the

night at the watering place. At daybreak, the sentinel

announced that the Indians were molesting the horses.

Rounding them up we experienced the misfortune that they
wounded fourteen animals for us, of which only four

escaped because the arrows were poisoned. We were happy
not to have had anything happen to the troops because, as it

was, a soldier from Fronteras had his cartridge box and

serape pierced by a dart. On becoming light two parties

reconnoitered. They noticed various tracks, which disap-

peared in the most rugged part of the sierra.

57. See note 55.
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May 13 At daybreak, I continued the march and en-

tered the valley of La Laborcita, the infantry advising me
that it seemed to them that the Indians, since our entrance,
had crossed our tracks and had become excited. As a re-

sult, columns of smoke could be discerned from the heights
of the sierra.

May 14 At dawn, I dispatched the infantry and the

Apaches in order that they could reconnoiter the canyon of

Los Jucaros. Following with the rest of the troops we
reached the main body in the valley of San Francisco, about

three in the afternoon, without the occurrence of anything
new.58

May 15 The companies passed in review, and the

scouting troop for the following day was named.

May 16 For me there was plenty of confusion. Inas-

much as the columns of smoke continued and as the end of

my campaign was drawing near, I lost hope of making any

capture and lamented my fate. In an effort to better my
fortune, I ordered that Ensign Don Marcial, with one hun-

dred and three men, should continue scouting for a period of

ten days, appointing La Cienaga Salada as the place of re-

union. The main body also broke camp so that the Indians

would notice our retirement. Don Marcial left, under cover,

through a canyon and came to spend the night at the site

of Los Janeros.

May 17 At break of day, I continued the march and

passed the night at La Cienaga of Santa Leogarda.

May 18 At daybreak, I continued the march, but on

account of the bad weather which overtook us, for it began
to snow, we stopped at a cienaga which is in the Sierra de

Los Ayudantes.

May 19 In the same place.

58. The route followed on the return was about the same as on the forward
march.
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May 20 We proceeded when it cleared up, and came to

pass the night at the Gila River.

May 21 At the said river.

May 22 About ten in the morning, we crossed toward

La Cienaga Salada and halted at the place of the ash trees.
69

While counting the animals here, I was informed that five

mules and one horse were missing from the extra mounts.

I ordered that a leader, with twelve men, should return to

the river. They noticed that the beasts had gone toward

San Marcial and caught up with them at sunset. They were

only able to overtake the horse and two mules, returning to

the main body during the second watch.

May 23 At break of day, the march was continued and

about two in the afternoon, we arrived at La Cienaga

Salada, where I met Ensign Don Marcial, with the fatigue

party. He told me of having been at the Sangre de Christo

River, from which place he retired to investigate the can-

yons where Esquigoca lives. Passing to the river, which

had been crossed, the infantry attacked a rancheria, where

they killed a warrior and seized another, killed two women
and seized two boys and a girl.

The warrior prisoner informed us that Esquigoca had

penetrated into the interior to Final, after having sent out

twelve warriors at the last moon to rob. So I decided to

begin the retreat, making various investigations.

May 2Jf I dispatched, at the break of day, two squads
in order that Don Marcial, with the first, could investigate

the Sierra de Las Cabezas and the Chiricahua, and Don
Manuel de Arbizu, with the second, San Marcial, San Simon,
and go through Los Almireses, to see if together they could

find the three animals that had gone astray. With the cap-

tives and with the rest of the troops, I continued the march
and passed the night at Jarilla Pass, investigating La
Florida.

59. Evidently south of Clifton, Arizona, about twenty-five miles.
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May 25 We continued, at daybreak, to examine the

openings of the Sierra de Santa Teresa.
60 We spent the

night in Pima Canyon.

May 26 The two ensigns having reunited, Don
Marcial informed me that they had not run across any
tracks and Don Manuel de Arbizu reported to me that they
had followed the animals to the Puerto del Dado.81

They as-

sumed that the animals had gone to Fronteras because one

of the mules was from that presidio and had returned in

another campaign from the Gila River.

May 27 I decided to dispatch the squads to their des-

tinations, reuniting those from Bacoachi and Fronteras as

far as the San Pedro River, giving Don Antonio Narbona

charge of the warrior, four captives, and the five pairs of

ears.
62

I continued with my company and that of Tubac.

We passed the night at Tres Alamos.63

May 28 At dawn, the soldiers from Tubac left us, and

after resting at Agua Verde, we spent the night about four

leagues from the presidio.

May 29 I left the said place at nine in the morning
and arrived at the presidio.

64

There has now been explained, with as much clarity as

was possible on my part, the distances, directions, and char-

acter of the lands explored during the trip to the pueblo of

Zuni, in the kingdom of New Mexico. For a complete idea,

I shall make a chart with the marches of the beasts of bur-

den and a citation of the leagues, a league being five thou-

60. Cf. note 49. The Santa Teresa Mountains of the journal must be the

Pinaleno Range, for they could hardly have been as far north as the modern Santa

Teresa group.

61. The Puerto del Dado was Apache Pass.

62. It was the custom in those days, whenever a hostile Indian was killed, to

bring his ears to the governor, or other officer, for a reward. Aurora, op. cit., 276 ;

Twitchell, R. E., The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, I, 452, Cedar Rapids,

1911.

63. Tres Alamos is on the San Pedro, a few miles above Benson.

64. Of Tucson.
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sand paces of about five feet each, in which, perhaps, I may
err, they are regulated by a careful estimate of my imagi-

nation.

The pass which facilitates the entrance to this road,

although I explain in my journal that we entered it in the

Sierra del Telar, is really the same as the San Francisco

Range, which they have confused since the time of the cam-

paign of Don Pedro de Mata, who named it El Telar. It is

where it makes an opening through which the river passes

that has its rise in La Victoria. Through this valley it is

possible to make the crossing, but it is necessary to recon-

noiter San Vidal Springs, and a long journey for the beasts

of burden is encountered.

The pueblo of Zuni is menaced, to the south, by the

Coyotero Apaches of the Final, who are there called Mes-

caleros, and to the north by the Apaches of the San Fran-

cisco and Mogollon Ranges. They have penetrated inland,

pursued by our arms. They are called Gilenos there.

If, for this expedition, I had not had the very clear re-

ports which Lieutenant Colonel Don Manuel de Echeagaray

expresses in his journal, of the reconnaissance which he

made in the year '88 to the Sierra de San Francisco, and if

I had not had the Indian Stoci as a guide, it is true that I

should have made the journey without other information

than that which I got in the past campaign. And surely I

would have penetrated into the Spanish pueblos but at

great labor.

The Indians of the pueblo of Zuni rejoiced to see us

pass by and to hear the news that the pack trains that might

open commerce with this province could make their way to

that pueblo, but it seems to me that the difficulty of their

lacking a guard should be examined so that at least the first

journey should not be determined upon without one.

I tried to inform myself from as many sources as they

could show me in order to form an opinion, but the only

informants were the parish priest, who had arrived very
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recently, and the alcalde, an old man, who made very little

progress in giving me an explanation of what I wanted to

know. I may err in these conjectures, but my wishes are

for the success and fulfillment of my commission. While

attending to the performance of my charge, I have searched

for Esquigoca with great hopes of being able to find him.85

In fulfilling my duty, I have stepped on ground entirely un-

known to those of our men led by the Apache Stoci in the

first exploration, and I am ashamed of the very small results

of my campaign.
The officers and troops who have taken part in this

expedition have fulfilled their obligation. Continuing, I am
arranging the chart with which this journal is concluded.

Royal presidio of San Agustin of Tupson, May 29, 1795.

JOSE DE ZUNIGA.

CHART OF THE RETURN MARCH
League

1 From the pueblo of Zuni to Agua (Ojo) Caliente 4

2 From here water is found all along the road, and the beasts

of burden can advance to some white hills 7

3 To the salines 5

4 From Tardeada to the pool of San Pedro Alcantara 5

5 To San Vidal Springs 6

6 To the watering place of San Atanasio 6

7 To the valley of La Laborcita 4

8 To the canyon of Los Jucaros 5

9 To the river of San Francisco 5

10 To the river crossed from the Mogollon 6

11 To the canyon of Los Janeros 4

12 To the Cienaga of Santa Leogarda 5

13 To a cienaga, which is in the center of the Sierra de los

Ayudantes 4

14 To the last water at the bottom of the hill 5

15 To the Gila River _ 5

65. Echeagaray, in his instructions to Zuniga, dwelt on the desirability of finding

and attacking Quegoca and his rancheria. The Spaniards had come in contact with

him before, it seems, but what had happened does not appear. Echeagaray to

Zuniga, op cit., July 9, 1795.
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16 To San Marcial ___ 4

17 To the pass of La Florida de Tardeada 4

18 To the playa 5

19 To the pool of San Andres 5

20 To Tres Alamos 4

21 To Agua Verde 5

22 To the presidio of Tupson 5

Total 108

Tupson, May 29, 1795.

Jos6 DE ZUNIGA.

Copy. Chihuahua, July 9, 1795.

MANUEL MERINO. (There is a rubric)

Univ. of So. California,

Los Angeles.
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THE BATTLE OF LA GLORIETA PASS 1

By J. F. SANTEE

NEAR
the southern extremity of the Sangre de Cristo

range, in northern New Mexico, is the elevated, corri-

dor-like opening known as La Glorieta Pass. Several miles

in length, narrow at either end, and approaching a quarter
of a mile in width at the middle, this passage-way a part
of which is sometimes called Apache Canon has afforded,
from time immemorial, a ready means of traversing the

Sangre de Cristo barrier. Here may have passed the Aztec
in that ancient day when, if the myth be founded on fact,

he came out of northern lands seeking a southern home.

Marauding Apache, questing Spaniard, and dauntless

American frontiersman here found a thoroughfare; and
when at last the Santa Fe Trail was established, that his-

toric highway followed as a part of its course the canon of

La Glorieta.

La Glorieta Pass, too, is a battle-field of the Civil War.
Within its narrow confines, late in March, 1862, was
fought a desperate and decisive struggle which resulted in

the frustration of the well-laid plans of the Confederacy
concerning the Far West. As a military achievement, how-

ever, this Union victory in the Sangre de Cristo mountains
was overshadowed by those greater battles which character-

ized our stupendous fratricidal conflict. In a war of lesser

magnitude, the stubborn contest at La Glorieta Pass, with
the issues involved, would have been heralded afar in song
and story.

Of course, the mere conquest of New Mexico, and
even of Colorado in addition, would have resulted in no par-

1. Much of the material for this article was obtained from William Clarke
Whitford's Colorado Volunteers in the Civil War, published by the Colorado State

Historical and Natural History Society, Denver, 1906.
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ticular advantage to the Confederacy ; but the possession of

both would have been of paramount importance in moving
toward certain greater objectives. Foremost among these

was the separation of the Far West from the Union.

"With the Pacific Coast in their possession by conquest,

or with a free way to it by an alliance with the 'Western

Confederacy/ the world would have been open to the Con-

federates, since it would have been impossible for the Fed-

eral navy effectively to blockade that coast."
2

In the earlier period of the Civil War, extension of Con-

federate territory was prominent in the thought of many
Southern leaders. "The South, Seward asserted, had in

fact revolted with the avowed intention of expanding in

Mexico and Cuba/' 3

Casually considered, the effort of the Confederacy to

separate the Far West from the Union has the aspect of a

war measure only. This effort, however, like the Civil War
itself, was the logical outcome of that contest for power
which had been going on between the North and the South

since the earliest years of our existence as a nation.
4

In that

contest the West held the balance of power. When, finally,

the South lost the political leadership of the West, the South

appealed to arms. Having lost one "West," the Confederate

leaders considered the possibility of gaining another the

Far West.

Utah had recently passed through a period of disagree-
ment with the Federal government, and was thought to be

disaffected. Although California and Oregon remained in

the Union, and notwithstanding the conspicuous sacrifices

of such men as Colonel Edward Dickinson Baker, of Oregon,
and General Isaac Ingalls Stevens, of Washington territory,

2. Smiley, Jerome C. : preface, Whitford's Colorado Volunteers in the Civil

War, p. 13.

3. Pratt, Edwin F. : "Spanish Opinion of the North American Civil War,"
The Hispanic American Review, Vol. X (February, 1930), p. 16. Duke University

Press, Durham, N. C.

4. Brogan, D. W. : "The Origins of the American Civil War," History, Volume

XV, No. 57 (April, 1930.) p. 48.
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there existed in those sections, during the Civil War, an

under-current of sentiment favorable to secession. South-

ern sympathizers were much in evidence, and their secret

organization, the Knights of the Golden Circle, flourished.

As for California in particular "Politically, it was a

part of the United States ; geographically, it was an isolated

community, separated from the central government by thou-

sands of miles of prairie, desert, and mountains. . . . This

isolation naturally fostered ... a feeling that California had

interests distinct from those of any other part of the Union.

... On the eve of the Civil War, this idea of a Pacific Re-

public was discussed more seriously than at any previous

time. Its advocates . . . were not mere adventurers, but men
high in the counsels of the state. . . . These men were

largely Southerners, holding pronounced Southern views."
5

The territory now included within the limits of New
Mexico and Arizona was declared a part of the Confederacy

by a convention which met at Tucson in 1861. This con-

vention elected a delegate to the Confederate congress.

In March, 1861, Colonel William W. Loring was as-

signed to command the United States forces in New Mexico.

About three months later he entered the service of the Con-

federacy, and was succeeded by Colonel Edward R. S.

Canby, afterwards General Canby of Modoc War fame.

The Confederacy now made its first military move
toward the consummation of its aims in the Far West. In

July, 1861, Lieutenant-Colonel John R. Baylor, at the head

of Confederate troops, invaded New Mexico by way of El

Paso. All the lower part of the Rio Grande valley in New
Mexico fell into his hands. Colonel Canby then concen-

trated the Federal forces at Fort Craig, about midway be-

tween El Paso and Santa Fe.

On July 8, 1861, General Henry H. Sibley was charged,

at Richmond, with the task of expelling the Federal troops

5. Ellison, Joseph: "California and the Nation, 1846-1869," The Southwestern

Historical Quarterly, Volume XXX, No. 2, (October, 1926.) pp. 108-9.
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from New Mexico, but not until the following December

was he able to assume command at Fort Bliss, near El Paso.

Soon thereafter General Sibley concentrated the Confed-

erate forces in western Texas and New Mexico at Fort

Thorn, well up the Rio Grande toward Fort Craig.

General Sibley definitely assumed the offensive when,
on February 7, 1862, he set out for Fort Craig with about

3,000 men and a long and heavy supply train. On this ex-

pedition General Sibley was ably assisted by several of the

Confederacy's most dashing officers, among whom were

Lieutenant-Colonel Baylor, before mentioned, and Major

Trevanyon T. Teel, in command of the two batteries of

artillery.

To oppose the Confederates, Colonel Canby had at Fort

Craig, according to the report made later to the adjutant

general at Washington, a force of 3,810 men. This included

regulars, New Mexican troops, and a single company of

Colorado volunteers. The most distinguished of Colonel

Canby's officers was Colonel Kit Carson, in command of the

first regiment of New Mexico volunteers.

On February 16, the Confederates reached the vicinity

of Fort Craig, and offered battle within two miles of that

stronghold. This offer Colonel Canby declined. Three days

later, General Sibley, with the troops under his command,
crossed to the eastern side of the Rio Grande, the side oppo-
site Fort Craig. The next day, the Confederates moved
northward until due east of the fort. They were protected
from the fire of the Federals, however, by the immense

ridges of volcanic rock, among which they sheltered them-
selves.

Early on the morning of February 21, the Confederates

moved to a point five miles farther north, with the object
of re-crossing the river and resuming their march toward
Santa Fe. Colonel Canby now resolved to take the initia-

tive. About the middle of the forenoon, the Federal troops,

advancing on the west side of the Rio Grande, reached a
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point where they could fire across at the enemy, and so

began the battle of Valverde. Early in the afternoon, the

Federals crossed the river and desperate fighting ensued.

However, the raw and untrained New Mexican volunteers

gave way under fire, Captain Alexander McCrae was killed

and the Federal battery under his command was captured.

Colonel Canby was able to withdraw his surviving troops

and they retired in good order to Fort Craig, leaving the

Confederates in possession of the field.

The Federal loss at Valverde was reported by Colonel

Canby at 263. General Sibley acknowledged a Confederate

loss of 140.

Colonel Canby's reverse at Valverde should not be at-

tributed to lack of personal bravery nor to mismanagement.
As a proof of the former, it may be said that during the en-

gagement the horse upon which Colonel Canby rode was
killed. General Sibley's Confederates were very formidable

antagonists.

The day following his victory at Valverde, General

Sibley demanded the surrender of Fort Craig. This de-

mand met with refusal. The Confederates did not attack

the fort, probably being impressed with its strong defenses.

After two days' delay, the Confederates proceeded

northward, their advance guard reaching Albuquerque on
March 2. Here supplies were secured, and preparations
were made to move on Fort Union.

Meanwhile, early in February, 1862, David Hunter, in

command of the department of Kansas, which then included

Colorado territory, had requested Acting Governor Weld, of

Colorado, to send re-enforcements to Colonel Canby.
Accordingly, the First Colorado Regiment, commanded

by Colonel John B. Slough, was ordered to the scene of

operations. After being assembled near the site of the pres-
ent city of Trinidad, the Colorado troops marched as rapidly
as possible over the snow-covered country to Fort Union,
where they arrived on the evening of March 10. They were
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welcomed by the officers and 800 men of the garrison, and

likewise by the governor of New Mexico, who, with the

other territorial officials, had abandoned Santa Fe, and had

made Las Vegas the emergency seat of their government.

Colonel Slough assumed command of the post, because of

the seniority of his commission over that of Colonel Paul,

the former commander.

On March 22, Colonel Slough set out for Santa Fe,

taking with him 1,342 men. Besides his own Colorado reg-

iment, Colonel Slough had a company of independent Colo-

rado volunteers, a company of New Mexico volunteers, and,

of regulars, a battalion of infantry, three detachments of

cavalry, and two artillery batteries of four guns each.

Major John M. Chivington, with about one-third of the

Colorado regiment and a force of cavalry, 418 men in all, on

the afternoon of March 25, started for Santa Fe, Colonel

Slough having been informed that the enemy had there only

about on hundred men. Late at night these troops stopped
at Kozlowski's ranch, near La Glorieta Pass, where they
learned that a Confederate scouting party was in the neigh-

borhood. The scouting party was captured and Major
Chivington then discovered that the advance guard of Gen-

eral Sibley's army was at the farther end of La Glorieta

Pass.

At eight in the morning of March 26, Major Chiving-
ton's troops broke camp and marched toward the enemy.

Proceeding up La Glorieta Pass, they reached the divide

about two in the afternoon. Here at a sharp turn in the

road, and in the midst of a thicket, the advance guard came

unexpectedly upon a Confederate scouting party, consist-

ing of thirty mounted men, led by a lieutenant. The Con-
federates were taken prisoners without any casualties.

Major Chivington urged his men to proceed, but with

caution. Three-fourths of a mile farther on, at the point
where the trail turns to the right to enter Apache Canon,
the western section of La Glorieta Pass, the Federal troops
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sighted a body of Confederates, under the command of

Major Pyron.

Upon seeing the Federals, the Confederates immedi-

ately halted, unfurled the "Lone Star" flag of Texas, and

planted in the road their two pieces of artillery.

Without delay the Confederate gunners opened fire,

throwing the Federals into momentary confusion. Major
Chivington, however, proved equal to the emergency. In-

structing the main body of his troops to seek cover, he sent

his mounted troops to the rear, and deployed several com-

panies as skirmishers among the pines on the mountain

slopes on either side of the Confederate guns. The fire of

the skirmishers soon caused the Confederates to retire

hastily to a point almost a mile from where their first stand

was made. They were now at a place where the mountains

drew near together and this afforded better advantages for

defense. As the Confederates retired, they crossed a deep

arroyo, by means of a bridge. This bridge they destroyed,

in order to check the Federal onset. The guns were then

posted in a defile just beyond the place where the bridge had

been, and the slopes on both sides of the road were covered

with troops to support the artillery.

Again Major Chivington resorted to his former tactics.

From the mountain sides a galling fire was poured into the

Confederates, who, after sustaining the punishment for al-

most an hour, began to show signs of giving way. At this

moment, the Federal cavalry charged, the horses leaping
across the arroyo. The Confederates fled in confusion,

taking their guns with them, however.

In the Apache Canon fight, the Confederates probably
had between 500 and 600 men, the majority of whom had

participated in the victory at Valverde. The Federals were

predominantly Coloradoans, who had not been under fire

previously. Major Chivington himself had just left the

ministry of the gospel, yet the tactics which he employed
when matching infantry and cavalry against artillery were

worthy of a trained strategist.
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The Federal troops, with their dead and wounded, and
with about seventy Confederate prisoners, retired to

Pigeon's ranch. This ranch, by the way, belonged to a

Frenchman, Alexander Valle, nicknamed "the Pigeon."

During the following night, 300 Federal infantry and

cavalry arrived, Colonel Slough having sent forward re-

enforcements. On the morning of March 27, after burying
their dead, the Federal troops fell back to Kozlowski's

ranch, the water supply having proved inadequate. Here,
on the afternoon and the night following, Colonel Slough's
entire force was reunited.

At the opening of the battle in Apache Canon on March

26, Major Pyron, in charge of the Confederate forces en-

gaged there, had dispatched a courier to Lieutenant-Colonel

Scurry, the Confederate commander at Galisteo, fifteen

miles to the rear. By daylight the next morning, all the

Confederate troops at Galisteo, with their baggage train of

at least seventy wagons, had reached Major Pyron's en-

campment at the western end of La Glorieta Pass.

For twenty-four hours the Confederates remained

there, expecting an attack. The attack not occurring, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Scurry decided to move his troops forward.6

Leaving his wagon train behind, he proceeded, with about

1,100 men, toward the Apache Canon battlefield. About
half past eight in the morning of the twenty-eighth, when
the Confederates were less than a mile west of Pigeon's

ranch, they discovered an advancing column of Federals.

This column was a part of Colonel Slough's command,
which was advancing from Kozlowski's ranch, Colonel

Slough himself being in charge.

The Confederates formed in battle line immediately

upon sighting the Federals. The latter were only about 800

yards distant when they discovered the presence of the

6. It will be noted that Scurry was now the ranking officer of the Confederates.

General Sibley, at the time of the battle, was twenty miles away in Santa F6 and well

supplied with whiskey. See Hayes, as quoted by Twitchell, Leading Facts of New
Mexico History, II, 384, note.
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enemy. Fighting began at once and raged until five in the

afternoon. In the course of the engagement, all the Con-

federate field officers were killed or wounded. Lieutenant-

Colonel Scurry was twice grazed by bullets.

A peculiar feature of the situation was that, through-

out the engagement, Lieutenant-Colonel Scurry supposed
his forces to be opposed by the entire Union force under

Colonel Slough's command. Until late in the afternoon, he

was unaware that Major Chivington, with perhaps one-

third of the Federals, was executing a circuitous movement

through the rough mountainous country. Colonel Slough
had expected to find the Confederates at the western end of

La Glorieta Pass, and had planned to have Major Chiving-

ton launch a surprise attack from the flank or rear.

At the western end of the pass, however, Major Chiv-

ington found only the Confederate wagon train and a small

guard. The guard was captured and the wagons, together

with the supplies, were destroyed.

Apparently, news of this disaster reached Lieutenant-

Colonel Scurry just before five o'clock, and was probably
one of the causes of his raising a flag of truce about that

hour.

Shortly before midnight, Major Chivington's body of

troops rejoined the part of command which had participated

in the engagement of Pigeon's ranch. Then, possibly on ac-

count of the limited water supply, the Federals again re-

turned to Kozlowski's.

So ended the battle of La Glorieta Pass. Conflicting

reports have been made as to the losses in this two-day

struggle. Governor Connelly of New Mexico, writing to

Secretary Seward, reported the Federal loss as 150. Yet it

is known that the losses of the Colorado troops alone ex-

ceeded this number. Governor Connelly estimated the Con-

federate loss at 400.

After two days, the Confederates, who were without

shelter or blankets, and virtually without food, retreated
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to Santa Fe. Colonel Slough made no attempt to follow up
the enemy, although it is certain that the Confederates, in

their wretched plight, could have offered but slight resist-

ance. Possibly both armies had had enough of the horrors

of war.

At this juncture, a courier arrived from Ft. Craig with

an order from Colonel Canby, instructing Colonel Slough's

force to return to Fort Union. In the absence of telegraphic

communication, it is possible that Colonel Canby was un-

aware of the Confederate predicament. This appears to be a

logical conclusion, because soon after the Federals fell back

to Fort Union, Colonel Slough received a message from
Colonel Canby ordering him to proceed at once, with his

troops, to Albuquerque. Colonel Slough resigned, however,
and was succeeded by Major Chivington.

The Federals, upon arriving at Albuquerque, found

Colonel Canby there with a small force which had marched
northward from Fort Craig. General Sibley now definitely

gave over further prosecution of the campaign and re-

treated with his army to Texas.

Some of Colonel Canby's critics have thought that he

might have followed up the Confederate retreat more vigor-

ously, and have attributed his alleged leniency to the fact

that General Sibley was his brother-in-law. Such relation-

ship was nothing unique in Civil War annals. Lincoln had
relatives by marriage in the Confederate service, and

Major, afterward Colonel, Chivington's brother died in bat-

tle as a champion of the Lost Cause. Colonel Canby had
been charged with the task of clearing New Mexico of Con-
federates. This, in the later phase of the campaign, at least,

he accomplished with the minimum amount of bloodshed,
and the war department manifested its approval of his

services in New Mexico by promoting him to the rank of

brigadier-general.

Normal School, Monmouth, Oregon.
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APACHES AS THESPIANS IN 1876

By JOHN P. CLUM

(Copyright 1930)

y^vLYMPlC Theater! A Novel Attraction! Wild Apaches
V>/ of Arizona ! Stirring Tableaux ! Under the direction

of Mr. John P. Clum, Ex-Indian Agent. Friday and Satur-

day Evenings, September 8th and 9th, and Saturday Mat-

inee." These phrases are excerpts from an announcement

by the manager of the Olympic Theatre at Saint Louis,

Missouri, for the week ending September 9, 1876.

When I was appointed agent for the Apaches in 1874

they were reputed to be the most desperate, treacherous and

blood-thirsty tribe within the United States. "The Apache
is a savage of the lowest type" was the initial sentence in

the annual report for 1878 submitted by General August V.

Kautz, commanding the Department of Arizona. While this

and similar contemporaneous pronouncements against the

Apaches were unwarranted, nevertheless, from a retrospec-

tive viewpoint, the plan to take a party of these nomadic In-

dians in 1876 direct from their trails and fastnesses within

the (then) remote mountain areas of Arizona and trans-

form them, as if by magic, into valiant actors upon the

stages of first class theatres in some of our largest cities to

the eastward, looms as an exceedingly ambitious and daring

undertaking. And yet, while this enterprise was in course

of incubation, I well remember that the feature of greatest

concern was that of necessary funds to transport our abori-

ginal theatrical troupe from the isolated trails of Arizona

to the great centers of population in the East.

Prior to the adoption of the civil service plan it was
doubtless true that the majority of civil government ap-

pointees entertained a more or less justifiable fear of being
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unceremoniously separated from their respective jobs, and

the matter of a potent political pull was of paramount im-

portance. My personal status in this particular was at

least unique, for the reason that, although my political back-

ing was practically nil, during the greater part of the latter

half of my administration as Indian Agent at San Carlos my
resignation was on file at the office of the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs.

There were two principal causes for this unusual sit-

uation. In the first place certain weaknesses in the "policy"

of the Indian Bureau pertaining to the direction of the af-

fairs of the Apaches persistently discouraged any inclina-

tion I might have had to remain permanently in charge at

San Carlos. The second and more important reason was

that with my resignation on file at Washington I felt en-

tirely free at all times to exercise my best judgment in con-

nection with my duties and responsibilities as agent, con-

scious of the fact that my superior officers at the Depart-
ment of the Interior were in a position either to ap-

prove my official conduct and methods, or promptly to ac-

cept my resignation and appoint my successor.

And so it happened that my theatrical venture with the

Apaches was a direct sequence of this habit of resigning.

My original resignation as agent was submitted on Febru-

ary 27, 1876, just two years subsequent to the date of my
appointment. About six weeks later April 6, 1876, the

outbreak of the Chiricahua Apaches occurred. On May 3,

instead of being relieved, I received telegraphic orders to re-

move the Chiricahuas to San Carlos. This important as-

signment was accomplished during the month of June. Al-

though this removal added 325 individuals to the population
of the San Carlos reservation we were still happily able to

report "all quiet on the western front."

That being the national centennial year the citizens of

Tucson arranged for a somewhat elaborate celebration on
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the Fourth of July and I cheerfully accepted their invitation

to be present on that occasion. The Fourth of July celebra-

tion passed into history, but no successor for my job had

been announced, whereupon there arose in my mind the

very pertinent question "where do we go from here?"

The idea of taking some of the Apaches on a tour of

"the states" was not new with me. For nearly a year I had

felt that much good would result if I were allowed to take

representatives of the several bands on a trip through our

great country to the eastward at least as far as Washing-
ton. In fact I had applied to the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs for authority to make such a trip, but permission
was withheld for the reason that no funds were available

with which to meet the expenses involved.

However, the proposition had appealed to me so strong-

ly that now, with the added lure of the Centennial Exposi-
tion at Philadelphia, I determined not to allow the matter

of mere money to stand in our way particularly as con-

ditions upon the reservation indicated that this was an op-

portune time for undertaking the trip. My administration

was so well organized and the mass of the Apaches were so

friendly disposed toward said administration that I felt

confident peace and harmony would prevail until the arrival

of my successor. Furthermore, if influential members of

the several bands accompanied me, these would serve in the

nature of hostages pledging the orderly conduct of their

people during our absence. In fact, as soon as the leaders

among the Apaches displayed their sympathy with, and
their interest in the proposed tour I did not hesitate to exert

myself in making the trip possible.

Our chief handicap was the lack of necessary funds. In

this extremity the plan of giving entertainments with the

Apaches was suggested. Instantly the enterprise cap-

tivated the romantic imaginations and adventurous spirits

of two young friends and myself. The appearance of
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a group of Apaches always attracted a crowd even in Ari-

zona provided the Indians were not on the war-path. The
ranchers and townsfolk evinced unfeigned curiosity and in-

terest whenever I appeared on the trails or in the villages

with an escort of Indians, and less than two months pre-

vious fully two-thirds of the entire population of Tucson as-

sembled on the old military plaza in that ancient pueblo to

witness an Apache war-dance given by members of the com-

pany of Apache Police then with me en route to Apache
Pass. In view of these circumstances we felt assured that

there were thousands of people in the East who would gladly

pay a small fee to obtain a glimpse of the spectacular, pic-

turesque and wooly-wild West as portrayed by the only, ori-

ginal, genuine representatives of the fierce Apaches direct

from their mountain fastnesses in Arizona. All we needed

was sufficient funds to transport our Ambulatory Apache
Aggregation from their crude wicki-ups in the West to the

flashing footlights in the East. We clearly envisioned vast

throngs besieging the theatres where we were advertised to

appear, and ourselves speedily advancing into the million-

aire class as a result of the amazing returns from the box-

offices. Furthermore, we would automatically loom as pub-
lic benefactors philanthropists, for the reason that we
would be affording the Indians the desired benefits of a tour

through the vast camping grounds of the pale-face, while

contenting ourselves with the problematical returns from
the "gate." The more we discussed the proposition the

more enthusiastic and optimistic we became. I may state

now that the sanguine mental attitude on the part of my
two friends and myself was largely due to the fact that we
were young and robust and inexperienced in the show
business. Our lack of experience and caution, from a cold

business viewpoint, is illustrated by the fact that, although
a brief announcement of the slaughter of the gallant Custer

and his entire command by the Sioux on June 25th had
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reached Arizona, we did not stop to consider the inevitable

reaction of this tragedy at the North upon the people of the

East, and that in all probability the entire country would be

swept by a wave of extreme prejudice against all of the so-

called savage tribes of the West.

After mature deliberation our optimistic trio decided

that a cash capital of $5,000. would be required to place the

enterprise upon a paying basis. One of my friends had

some real money (more dollars than sense in this invest-

ment) and he was so confident of the success of the enter-

prise that he offered to provide one-half of the necessary

capital if the other friend and myself would dig up the bal-

ance. This was done. The die was cast, and about the mid-

dle of July, 1876, I found myself designated as the manager
of a troupe of Apache Thespians, backed by a cash capital

of $5,000. with which to carry on until we should reach a

"paying basis." The fact that I had not obtained leave of

absence for myself, or permission to remove the Indians so

far from their reservation did not cause the least hesitation

or delay in the execution of our plans.

Inasmuch as we lacked proper authority from the Indian

Bureau, it seemed desirable that, if possible, we should

obtain a word of approval from the governor of Arizona

which we might exhibit as a sort of identification card and

certificate of honorable intentions. Accordingly, on July
15th I addressed a letter to Governor Safford, reminding
him of my desire to take some of the most influential

Apaches on a tour of "the states" in order that they might
better comprehend the magnitude of our country, the vast-

ness of our population and the achievements of our civiliza-

tion by personal observation and contact, while at the same
time many eastern people would have opportunity to acquire

a more accurate understanding of the general character of

the Apaches, and as we hoped a more friendly attitude

toward them, and that if the trip was undertaken I hoped to

be serving the Indians, the territory and the general govern-
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ment. I also advised the governor that funds necessary to

cover the expense involved had been provided by myself and

two friends. Following is the governor's reply :

"Territory of Arizona,
Executive Department,

Tucson, Arizona, July 19, 1876.

"Mr. John P. Clum,
Tucson, Arizona.

"Dear sir :

"I have received your letter informing me of your con-

templated trip through the eastern states with a party of

your Apache Indians and asking my opinion as to the pro-
priety of so doing. In reply I have to say that the project
appears to me commendable in the highest degree. I know
of your efforts to obtain an appropriation from the govern-
ment for this purpose and much regret you have been un-
able to obtain such aid.

"I concur heartily in the undertaking and believe it will

be conducive of great good. Your Apaches will never ap-
preciate the immensity of our domain, the enterprise and
culture of our people and the advantages of peace until they
have mingled with and learned civilized people by actual
contact and practical association.

"Your contemplated trip will therefore be of great bene-
fit to the Indians, and at the same time give the people of
the East a true illustration of the character of the Apache
Indians.

"Wishing you success in the undertaking, I am,
"Very sincerely yours,

"A. P. K. SAFFORD,
Governor."

The next important step was the selection of the person-
nel of our party. There were then about 4,500 Indians on

the San Carlos reservation and we had decided to limit our

group of thespians to twenty, but finally added two boys to

this number. This was a matter of vital importance, de-

manding the utmost discretion in the selection of each mem-
ber with a view to attaining the principal objectives, name-

ly : the influence to be exerted by the members of this party
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after their return to the reservation ; the material required
to assure the success of our proposed entertainments; se-

curing a combination that would maintain harmony among
themselves, while at the same time endeavoring to avoid as

far as possible, any feeling of disappointment that would
embitter any more or less ambitious candidates who might
be left behind. This responsibility devolved entirely upon
me, because my two associates in the enterprise were

strangers to the Apaches.
The result was that our party of Apache tourists in-

cluded Eskim-in-zin, chief of the Arivaipas, and his wife;

Tah-zay (son of Cochise) , chief of the Chiricahuas ; Diablo,
chief of the Coyoteros, and his son five or six years of age ;

Sagully, chief of the Yumas, and his wife ; Casadora, a sub-

chief of the Finals, and his wife ; Captain Jim of the agency
Indian police force, and his wife. Ten athletic young braves

and a boy about twelve years of age completed the group.
The journey from San Carlos to the railroad station at

El Moro, Colorado, was no minor undertaking in itself. The

transportation provided for this part of the trip consisted of

one large and substantial farm wagon drawn by four

horses, one two-seated light wagon drawn by two horses,

and a two-seated covered wagon drawn by four horses

with myself as the Jehu presiding over the reins in the last

named conveyance.

Our camp equipment was exceedingly limited merely a

few cooking utensils, a supply of tin cups, tin plates, knives,
forks and spoons, and one or two blankets for each indi-

vidual for although the weather was warm, we would at-

tain elevations en route where the nights would be chilly

enough. In those days we never thought of carrying tents.

Likewise, our commissary supplies were reduced to the low-

est terms. Only a few days' rations were carried as we
planned to forage on the country through which we were to

pass.
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The broad mesa upon which the buildings of the San
Carlos agency were located, presented a gala-day scene on

July 29, 1876, the date appointed for our departure upon
the long trek in the direction of the rising sun. A great

throng of more or less excited Apaches had assembled there

to wave and shout a sincere adieu and bon voyage.
In connection with our enterprise the services of Mari-

jildo, that loyal and efficient interpreter, were indispensible.

Dr. S. B. Chapin, who had been the agency physician, de-

cided to journey eastward with us. I also employed two
teamsters. With these four men, the twenty-two Indians

and myself, our party disclosed a grand total of twenty-
seven. Our get-away was most auspicious. We followed up
the Gila valley as far as Pueblo Viejo and then detoured to

the overland stageroad, which led us into Silver City, New
Mexico.

In my files I have found only one newspaper notice re-

garding our trip through Arizona and New Mexico. This

notice was published in the Silver City Herald on Saturday,

August 5, 1876, from which the following excerpts are

quoted :

"John P. Clum, agent at the San Carlos agency, arrived
here yesterday with his retinue of Apaches on his way east.

This party represents the Arivaipa, Pinal, Coyotero and
Chiricahua Apaches. There are sixteen men, four women
and two boys Mr. Clum left San Carlos on Saturday
last and it is his intention to make a tour through the East
in order to acquaint the Indians with the extent and power
of our nation, and to afford them that information which
can be obtained only by contact with eastern enterprise and
civilization. He has been careful to select young men of

prominence and intelligence who will appreciate the visit

and wield a proper influence on their return.

"For a year Mr. Clum has endeavored to obtain an ap-
propriation for this purpose but to no effect. He has now
decided to take them at his own expense and will give en-

tertainments in some of the large cities illustrating the true

character of these wild Indians both in time of peace and of
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war. With the proceeds of these exhibitions he hopes to de-

fray all expenses incurred in the tour.

"If he meets neither misfortune nor accident we believe

this adventure will result in more benefit to the Indians and
to the people at large than anything we have yet done for

them."

This record shows that we were a full week traveling

from the agency to Silver City and I recall that the entire

journey by wagon from San Carlos to El Moro occupied

nearly four weeks. From Silver City we drove to the Rio

Grande river and followed up that valley to old Albu-

querque, where we crossed the river and proceeded by the

most direct route to old Las Vegas, and from there we fol-

lowed the old Santa Fe Trail to Trinidad, Colorado the

easternmost outpost of the early Spanish adventurers. At
this point we were delighted to learn that we were only four

miles from the railway station at El Moro. The fact that

it took us nearly a month to drive from the agency to the*

depot indicates that even as late as 1876 San Carlos was a

remote and isolated locality.

However, this somewhat tedious journey to the railroad

was not without its compensations. There were many far-

flung and inspiring scenic vistas as we passed valley and

mesa and mountain in that semi-arid region of the South-

west. There was an invigorating tonic in the fresh, clean,

rare atmosphere, and the wide, open spaces impressed a

sense of boundless freedom at the same time inviting a

more intimate communion with Nature that was both ex-

hilarating and uplifting. Also, happily, we had robust

health and the vigor of youth which enabled us to appreciate

and enjoy these picturesque and romantic features to the

utmost, and to minimize the less agreeable experiences.

Our plan to forage on the country as we traveled proved
most satisfactory. At convenient intervals I purchased a

small steer or a couple of sheep which were speedily killed

and dressed by the Indians. Other supplies were obtained

from the merchants in the towns through which we passed.
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For the most part the Indians enjoyed the trip and main-

tained their normal spirit of good humor, so that when we
arrived at El Moro all the members of our expedition were

still on cordial speaking terms which is not always true of

more civilized parties at the end of a journey of this char-

acter.

We had at least one very uncomfortable experience en

route. A rain of cloudburst proportions overtook us one

afternoon in the Rio Grande valley and continued for sev-

eral hours. We were drenched. Cooking was impossible.

Our supper consisted of cold beans straight, and we passed

the night in an exceedingly damp and disagreeable fashion.

It will be proper to record here our solitary clash with

the minions of the law en route. This occurred at old Al-

buquerque. We camped for the night in the suburbs of that

venerable city and while our herders slept our horses in-

vaded an adjacent corn field and munched and trampled
some of the growing corn. The next morning I was haled

before the austere Alcalde, who evinced an unfriendly spirit

as soon as he learned that we were Apaches from the wilds

of Arizona, and without hesitation he assessed the damages
to the corn at veinte pesos and demanded immediate pay-
ment thereof. When I protested that the amount seemed

excessive his honor flung at me his fiercest war-like glare,

pounded upon a volume of the statutes and shouted from
the bench, "La ley es la ley!", at the same time threatening
to summons the entire population of the city, if necessary,

to enforce the judgment of the honorable court. This bit of

comedy appealed so keenly to my sense of humor that I

prolonged and accentuated the horse-play a bit by designed-

ly contributing to the irritation of the high and mighty Al-

calde, although I had no desire to avoid payment for the

damage our horses had done to the innocent Mexican's corn.

Finally the twenty good American dollars were delivered

into the custody of the court, the cantankerous Alcalde was

pacified and we Apaches were permitted to go on our way
rejoicing.
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Another wayside incident may prove of interest as il-

lustrating the fact that the Apaches in our party had no con-

ception of the vast area of the United States, or of the mil-

lions of the paleface race then occupying those sections of

our country we were about to visit. In a general way the

frontiersmen and the pioneer settlers knew something of

the tragic fate of all the Indian tribes that had opposed the

white men in their resistless advance from Plymouth Rock

to the Rocky Mountains, and, judging the future by the past,

they were confident that sooner or later the Apaches must

yield to their prowess hence they were impatient at the

persistent resistance offered by these redskins of the moun-

tains.

But the Apaches had no hint of the sad tragedies which,

through the passing decades, had overtaken tribe after tribe

of the aborigines who had formerly held sway over that vast

territory stretching from the big sea on the east to the big

mountains on the west. To the Apaches the white men were

always intruders, and as a rule, aggressors. Because at

first, these intruders had appeared in small numbers the

Apaches doubted the boasted "man-power" of the paleface,

and, therefore, they felt equal to the task of opposing and

even of destroying those adventurous pioneers who came

from time to time to spy out their country and to appro-

priate whatever pleased them for the time being, or prom-
ised advantage or profit for the future.

In a general way the personal observations of the

Apaches had been confined to southeastern Arizona, south-

western New Mexico and northern Chihuahua and Sonora,

where there were comparatively few white settlers. On this

trip we had passed through the eastern half of Arizona and

across the entire territory of New Mexico, and had observed

that the country was still undeveloped and but sparsely set-

tled. We had been traveling eastward nearly a month and

were now approaching the Colorado line without having
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seen any substantial evidences of the alleged progress and

prowess of the white race.

This situation furnished the framework for the wayside
incident referred to. The day's journey had not been tire-

some, the evening meal had been disposed of with keen

relish, and now the Indians were gathered about their com-

munity camp fire smoking cigarettes and relating experi-

ences of a more or less thrilling nature. I had already

spread my blankets on the ground and was lying there con-

templating the glories of that August night, the drive we
were about to make over the Raton range and our near ap-

proach to the railroad. I was abruptly recalled from these

very pleasing ruminations when Marijildo came over from
the circle of Indians and with evident concern told me that

Tah-zay "was not talking right." Tah-zay was the elder son

of Cochise, the famous head chief of the Chiricahuas, who
had been a terror to all who had ventured to intrude within

the range of his territory until a treaty of peace was ar-

ranged between him and General Howard in the fall of 1872.

Cochise died in 1874 and Tah-zay succeeded his father as

head chief of the Chiricahuas. And now Marijildo told me
this young chief had been boasting to his traveling compan-
ions of the wonderful prowess of his people; that he had
been relating in detail several deadly battles which had oc-

curred prior to the treaty made with General Howard, in

each of which the Chiricahuas had triumphed valiantly over

their pale face foes, and that Tah-zay had concluded his

vivid and spirited recital by declaring with evident pride
and confidence that it was a good thing the treaty had been

made with his father four years before, otherwise there

would have been very few white people left alive at the time

he was speaking.

"Don't be alarmed," I said to Marijildo. "Let Tah-zay

enjoy his dream a little longer if it pleases him. In a couple
of days we will be on the railroad, and then very soon we
will see something of homes and farms and villages and
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cities of the white man's country. Doubtless these exhibits

will prove a revelation to the boastful young chief."

At El Moro we reached what the Apaches called the

"pesh-be-tin" the road of iron. It was but natural that

the Indians should manifest genuine interest in the railroad

and particularly in the locomotives, and yet there was
no undue excitement when we boarded the train. However,
soon after the train started a couple of the women began

crying. When I asked the reason they said they feared

they would never see San Carlos again. As long as we
were traveling with the wagons amid the mesas and the

mountains they remained unconcerned, but now that we
were on a railway train bound for Washington with the

mountains behind us and the vast plains ahead of us they
were alarmed. But they very soon recovered their accus-

tomed equanimity and the entire party made the trip to

Philadelphia and return like veteran tourists.

I endeavored to observe carefully the effect of the first

contact with civilization upon the several members of our

party as we passed through Pueblo and Denver and Kansas

City and climbed to the summit of the dome of the city hall

at Saint Louis and were finally quartered in Cincinnati.

Then as we stood in a balcony from the second story of our

hotel and looked down upon the congested triffic in the street

below I asked the Indians what they thought of the country
and the villages of the pale face race. Es-kim-in-zin pro-

tested that he was unable to express his feelings, and, wav-

ing his hand about his head, he said that all the very won-
derful sights made him "dizzy." Tah-zay was silent. He
did not know what Marijildo had told me concerning his

wayside boasting, and so I could ask him in an innocent way
if he did not think his father had acted wisely in making
peace with the white men. The young Chiricahua chief was
still proud of his people, but he admitted that he now
realized how unequal their fight had been. The anticipated
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benefits of this trip were already apparent. I was much

gratified little dreaming that the stalwart and genial Tah-

zay would never return to the country and the people he

loved so well.

If the Indians were immensely interested in what they

saw in the populous and busy camps of the white men, it

must also be recorded that the pale-faces were quite as much
interested in the presence of this company of "wild"

Apaches fresh from the remote waste places of Arizona.

And this interest was keenly accentuated by thoughts of

the recent fatal conflict between General Ouster's command
and the Sioux for be it remembered that if there was any
tribe of Indians in the country at that time whose reputation

as desperate and deadly warriors exceeded that of the Sioux,

it was the Apaches of Arizona.

And thus it happened that whenever we appeared upon
the streets of the large cities we were speedily surrounded

by a milling throng of curious people, each one eager to

obtain an intimate view of these Indians. Although the ex-

termination of Custer and his brave comrades had aroused a

popular sentiment against the Indians in general, I am glad

to be able to testify that no demonstration of a hostile char-

acter occurred during our visit to the several states not-

withstanding the fact that the active services of the police

were frequently necessary to enable us to pass through the

crowds that blocked our progress in the streets of the big
cities.

While we were traveling with the wagons and camping
in the open air the Indians cooked and ate as they had al-

ways been accustomed to do in and about their native wicki-

ups, but as soon as we were embarked on the railroad and

entered the cities of the middle West the necessity for a com-

plete readjustment of our "table manners" was imperative
and this readjustment was thrust upon us with heartless

abruptness. But the Apaches demonstrated their ability to
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"rise to the occasion," and very soon they were able to sit

comfortably at the table, eat their food from plates and
handle their knives and forks with reasonable ease and com-

mendable accuracy.

Another tribute I desire to record in favor of these rep-

resentatives of the untutored redskins of the mountains of

the Southwest is the fact that no complaints alleging rude

and boisterous conduct or uncleanliness on their part was
made to me by those conducting the hotels and boarding
houses where the Apaches were quartered in the several

cities visited by us.

Finally the "moving accidents by flood and field" had
been safely passed and the fateful period had arrived when
the histrionic talents of our aboriginal actors and the finan-

cial outcome of our enterprise were to be put to the acid

test in the initial entertainment to be given by the Indians.

If I had not realized before the daring character of this un-

dertaking, I did so to the last degree when I began to ar-

range the "plot" and to assign the "characters" and to in-

struct the individual Indians in the "roles" they were to en-

act in this drama of the Arizona frontier. The plan and

purpose to rehearse this raw material in the exacting details

of the several "tableaux" with such satisfactory results as

would enable us to present the entire "spectacle" in a man-
ner to attract and captivate an audience of blase theatre

fans and thus transform these "wild" Apaches into "star

actors" in a single week, was, indeed, such a bold ambition

as only the most optimistic might hope to accomplish.

It should be stated, however, that the most difficult and

serious feature of the play was made possible by the fact

that Dr. Chapin, Marijildo (who was a Mexican) and my-
self represented the pale face foes of the Indians in the des-

perate mock fighting on the stage and the Apaches knew
that ive would play the game on the square. But the over-

coming of seemingly unsurmountable obstacles had been an

inspiring feature of my job ever since I assumed the direc-
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tion of the affairs of the Apaches and so our rehearsals

proceeded merrily with no thought of failure.

Our confidence in the intelligence, ability and loyal co-

operation of our Apache actors was indicated by the fact

that the date of our first appearance was announced when
we were just 'beginning the rehearsals. Fortunately, the

stage manager developed a sincere and sympathetic interest

in our unique Wild West play and our "savage" players. He

very soon appreciated that although we were all raw re-

cruits, we were exceedingly anxious to present a really good

show, and he gave us most valuable suggestions and assist-

ance, for which I thanked him then and thank him now.

We made our debut at Saint Louis, Missouri, and

emerged from our premier performance without a single

fatality or even inciting an incipient riot. Fortunately I

have preserved two exhibits of the literature announcing
the birth of our "stage career" a program and a press no-

tice. I am, therefore, able to include in this narrative a fac-

simile of the program and a copy of the press notice. The

program will serve to indicate the somewhat ambitious

character of our entertainment.

The following is a copy of the press notice which was

published in a Saint Louis morning paper on Saturday,

September 9, 1876.

"Considering the popular feeling against the noble red
man at present, the entertainment given at the Olympic
theatre last night by the tribe of Apache Indians of Arizona,
under the supervision of ex-Agent John P. Clum, was well

patronized. The dress circle contained many ladies, the up-
per tier was crowded with the gamins of the city, and in the

parquette were to be seen four Celestials, who sat near the

stage and seemed to enjoy the performance as much as any-
body. These Indians had only been in the city about a week
and knew little or nothing of what a great city was, or even
what a theatre was like until their arrival. They have only
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had a few rehearsals, but even these have not fully con-
vinced them that it is altogether proper and right that they
should publicly exhibit their manners and customs or dance
their war-dance behind the footlights. For a first effort

they did very well last night, however, many of their tab-

leaux being strikingly realistic as well as picturesque. The
troupe numbers sixteen braves and four squaws, and when
the curtain went up they appeared before the audience in

full costumes. That is to say, they were naked from the
waist up, but their chests, backs, arms, necks and faces were
painted with all the colors of the rainbow. Mr. Clum intro-

duced them in a brief speech, after which they retired to

prepare for the second tableau. This represented an Indian

encampment where the braves are surprised as they sing
their peculiar and monotonous song around their campfire.
A hand-to-hand combat ensues, resulting in the triumph of

the palefaces. There was considerable fighting done, how-
ever, and when the knife of the white man gleamed in the
face of the Indian, who was held in his strong embrace, the

applause, especially from the galleries, was deafening. The
third tableau was an Indian council of war, with speeches by
the braves and chiefs. Of course the audience applauded
each speech at the right point. The most ludicrous tableau
of the whole performance, however, was that representing
an Indian woman mourning the death of her husband.
What was meant to be pathetic, and what is without doubt,
affecting when done at the proper time and place, was really
the funniest part of the show. An Indian woman comes out
with an old blanket thrown over her head and shoulders, and
kneeling on the ground shakes her head and utters the most
dismal cries. To an American audience her voice conveys
not the slightest emotion of grief, and when she boo-hoos

they can only see a performance that causes their sides to

shake with laughter. The fifth tableau disclosed the braves
in a grand war-dance, which was one of the best things
done during the evening. Part second changed the program
by allowing the red man a victory over the paleface, the for-

mer making the attack. Included in this was the Indian

scalp-dance. The final tableau showed the Indians at home,
engaged in social games, and as happy and contented as any
white man. The entire performance was enjoyable.

There will be a matinee at two o'clock today and another

performance in the evening, the last to be given in this city."
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It is to be regretted that the scalping acts were included

in our program, for I now firmly believe that this was whol-

ly unwarranted so far as the Apaches were concerned. A
popular notion then prevailed and still survives assum-

ing that in every successful combat between warriors of the

redskin and paleface races, the victor invariably crowned

his conquest by lifting the scalp of his fallen foe. While it

is alleged that the exquisitely cruel act of scalping an enemy
was a common practice among the Indians who roamed

over the vast plains, as well as among some of the eastern

tribes, I am now satisfied that the Apaches did not scalp

their victims, at least I have never been confronted with

competent evidence establishing a single act of this charac-

ter. The very friendly and efficient stage manager at Saint

Louis advised that our combat scenes should include the

taking of the scalp in order to conform to the popular idea

of the details of such deadly affairs. In the midst of our

hectic preparations for the show the suggestion of the stage

manager was adopted without due consideration. It was a

serious mistake, and the only feature of our program not

sustained by the facts. The research involved in the prep-
aration of this story has brought the offending feature of

our exhibition to my attention, and I make haste to set the

record of the Apaches right in this particular.

We gave a good show we even admitted that. In at

least two tableaux we presented the "real stuff" with a dash

of action and excitement that was enough to thrill even a

bard-boiled frontiersman. At each entertainment we shot

and cut and killed each other (in realistic stage fashion) .

We delivered the goods. But notwithstanding favorable

comments from individuals and the press our theatrical ven-

ture did not prove a financial success. In such circum-

stances "post mortems" yield little satisfaction. However,
it is doubtless true that we were the innocent victims of the

unfriendly sentiment occasioned by the killing of Custer and
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his command. Furthermore, we may have over-estimated

the public confidence in our thoroughbred, untutored and

unrestrained actors of the redskin race. During the scenes

in which mock fighting occurred these "wild" Apaches, hid-

eous in their war-paint, dashed and leaped about the stage

firing rifles, flashing Bowie-knives and causing the painted

forests and canyons of the scenery to echo with their savage,

blood-curdling war whoops. Nothing but the foot-lights

separated them from the audience, and it is not improbable
that there were many who would have been glad to witness

the spectacle if they had been confident that the Indians,

wrought up to a high pitch of excitement by the realistic

play, would not break from our control, go "wild" and see

"red" and extend their raid across the foot-lights into the

audience.

Whatever may have been the reason, we were persistent-

ly confronted with the disagreeable fact that each successive

entertainment left us with less available cash on hand. And
thus it happened that we quit the show business, packed up
our fancy buckskin suits, beaded moccasins, Bowie-knives,

etc., and proceeded to Washington to view the national capi-

tal and to interview the Great White Father. While there

we explored the Capitol building and the White House,

voyaged down the Potomac to Mount Vernon and detoured

for a picnic in the mountains of Virginia. Of course, we
had several conferences with the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs.

However, our visit to Washington was sadly marred by
the only tragedy of the trip the death of the young Chiri-

cahua chief, Tah-zay.* Young and strong as he was, Tah-

zay fell ill with pneumonia, and although the best medical

skill available was called to attend him he grew worse rap-

idly and died within a few days. The funeral services were

conducted by Rev. J. E. Rankin of the First Congregational

* See Review for January, 1929.
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Church of Washington. Among those attending the obse-

quies were Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. Q. Smith and

General 0. 0. Howard, who, four years previous, had made

the treaty of peace with Cochise the dead Apache's father.

The interment was made in the Congressional Cemetery.

The illness and death of Tah-zay were not devoid of bene-

ficial results, for the reason that they afforded the Indians

with our party an opportunity to observe the civilized meth-

ods and customs of caring for the sick and preparing the

dead for burial, as well as our funeral rites and ceremonies

all of which, under ordinary circumstances, were about

the last things I would have thought of bringing to their

particular attention.

When we stopped at Saint Louis I learned that Commis-
sioner Smith was then in that city opening bids for certain

Indian supplies. The coming of the Apaches had been

widely broadcast by the press, and when I called upon the

commissioner at his hotel I anticipated a proper official pan-

ning for having absented myself and the Indians from the

reservation without permission from the Indian Bureau.

But, on the contrary, Commissioner Smith greeted me cor-

dially, inquired how the Apaches were enjoying their trip,

and then, quite abruptly but with great earnestness, he

said : "Mr. Clum, you are going back to San Carlos."

I told the commissioner frankly why I had resigned and

that I had not expected to return to San Carlos as agent;

that I was still hopeful that the entertainments we expected

to give would prove satisfactory and beneficial to all con-

cerned, and therefore my thoughts and plans were centered

upon this enterprise. Commissioner Smith extended his

best wishes for our success, but I suspected that he was re-

serving the right to doubt that our anticipations would be

realized from a financial viewpoint. It was not so long

after this interview until the very unsatisfactory returns
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from the box-offices had convinced me that the commission-

er's doubts had been well founded.

Soon after our arrival in Washington I called upon Com-
missioner Smith at his office in the Interior Department and

advised him of the sad fate of our brief and hectic "stage

career." His attitude was sympathetic, and he said that

while he regretted the enterprise had resulted in financial

loss to my two friends and myself, he hoped the experience

had left me in a mood to withdraw my resignation and re-

sume my duties as agent at San Carlos. During the period

of Tah-zay's illness we had ample time to discuss all the

dips, spurs and angles of the general situation in Arizona.

Finally the commissioner proposed that if I would withdraw

my resignation and resume charge of the 4,500 Apaches
then on the San Carlos reservation that the Interior De-

partment would petition Congress for an increase in my
salary; that I would not be asked to undertake any more

foreign expeditions for the purpose of removing other tribes

to my reservation; that certain specified necessary agency

equipment would be purchased ; that in the execution of my
official duties I would be given the fullest support by the

officials of the Indian Bureau, and that because of the ob-

vious benefits of the trip to the Apaches accompanying me,
their visit would be approved and their expenses returning
to the reservation would be paid by the Interior Depart-
ment. Encouraged by these stipulations I withdrew my
resignation and set about arranging for the return trip to

San Carlos.

The following official communications are of interest in

connection with the resignation submitted by me on Feb-

ruary 27, 1876, which made it possible for me to invade the

East with the Apache thespians :
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TELEGRAM
"Washington, D. C.,

March 20, 1876.

"Agent Clum,
San Carlos, Arizona.

"Secretary Interior has accepted your resignation to

take effect upon appointment of successor.

"J. Q. SMITH, Commissioner."

"OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Washington, D. C.,

October 25, 1876.
"Mr. John P. Clum,

U. S. Indian Agent,
Washington, D. C.

"Sir: and in view of the further fact that

upon the request of this office you have withdrawn your
resignation, you will be allowed your actual and necessary
traveling expenses in returning.

"Yours respectfully,
"S. A. GALPIN, Acting Commissioner"

Conspicuous mention should be made of the persistent

good humor and harmony that prevailed among this little

company of Apaches throughout the trip. It should be re-

membered that our party was composed of representatives

of distinct bands of a nomadic race, which, until quite re-

cently, had occupied widely separated hunting and camping

grounds, and, therefore, the Coyoteros and the Arivaipas

and the Chiricahuas had not had opportunity to establish

intimate acquaintances and life-long friendships. In fact,

several of the more prominent members of the party were

just getting acquainted with each other on this trip, and yet

in all the vicissitudes of that memorable visit to the East

there was no wrangling among the members of our group.

And looking backward I have always regarded it as most

remarkable that we were able to make that long, tedious

trek by team ; to take those Indians so far from their home-

land to meet conditions new and strange to them, without
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developing a single instance which would indicate that any
members of the group were inharmonious, hostile or an-

tagonistic among themselves.

We experienced only one vicious outburst of hostility

toward the Apaches en route, and this, I am pleased to say,

expressed the attitude of only one man. The incident oc-

curred while we were homeward bound. One evening as

we were passing through a middle western state, a robust,

black whiskered and grim visaged conductor entered the

car in which the Indians were traveling. I chanced to be in

the car at the time and was conversing with two or three

other passengers near the door through which the conductor

entered. He glanced savagely at the Indians and exclaimed :

"The , I'd like to have every

scalp hanging to my belt." "Why so?", I ventured to in-

quire, "have these Indians harmed you, or your family, or

your friends?" "No," he snapped back, "they have not, but

they are a bunch of blood-thirsty savages the damned red

devils, etc." After he had emitted a little more similar

rough stuff I pointed to Es-kim-in-zin and mentioned

some of the wrongs he had suffered at the hands of the

white race; the cruel massacre of his family and friends;

his imprisonment at hard labor in chains, etc., and then I

added, "That man is an Indian an Apache. You call him a

'blood-thirsty savage/ and yet he says he has no desire for

revenge ; that he wants to forget his past wrongs and live a

good and useful life. That's the kind of a savage he is, and

yet he has always lived in the Arizona mountains, while you
have enjoyed the advantages of a Christian civilization.

What do you mean by 'blood-thirsty?' What kind of a sav-

age are you?" The menacing glance he flashed at me be-

spoke the hot blood of cruel barbarian forebears that surged

in his veins. "Who has the tickets?" he snarled. I handed

him the tickets and the incident was closed.
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It was deemed worth while that the return trip should

be made by way of Philadelphia in order that the Indians

might have a glimpse of the Centennial Exposition. This

was done, and then we proceeded direct to El Moro, Colo-

rado, where the teams and teamsters were in readiness for

the journey overland to San Carlos. And the morning after

our arrival at El Moro the little caravan moved westward

in charge of Marijildo and two other agency employes, while

I returned once more to the East for the purpose of acquir-

ing a young bride, who had consented to share with me the

vicissitudes of life on an Arizona Indian reservation with

4,500 other "wild" Apaches.

Los Angeles, California.



NECROLOGY

AMADO CRAVES

IT
is with genuine sorrow that we record the death of an-

other of the older members of our Historical Society, and

worthy member of one of the oldest families of Spanish
name in America. Amado Chaves passed quietly away at

his home on Palace Avenue, in the city of Santa Fe, Tues-

day evening, December 30th.

Don Amado was born in Santa Fe April 14, 1851, the

eldest son of Colonel Manuel Antonio and Senora Vicenta

Labadie de Chaves. He was educated at St. Michael's Col-

lege in that city, and later attended the public schools in the

city of Washington, and the National University, from

which he was graduated in 1876. He was at once admitted

to practice in the supreme court as an attorney and coun-

sellor at law, but he soon returned to his native home and

engaged in business in San Mateo, Valencia county, and in

Santa Fe. He was an excellent Spanish and English

scholar, and his special interest was in proving up the titles

of old Spanish and Mexican land grants.

In 1884, Don Amado was elected to the territorial legis-

lature, from the county of Valencia, and was unanimously
chosen speaker. The late Governor L. Bradford Prince

appointed him in 1891 as the first superintendent of public

instruction, a position in which he served with honor for

six years. In 1901, he was elected mayor of the city of

Santa Fe, and in 1903, he was made state senator from that

county, and again, for a short period, ending in March,
1905, served as superintendent of public instruction, this

time by appointment of Governor Miguel A. Otero. In the

summer of 1912, he was employed by the state attorney gen-
eral for special investigation as to the New Mexico-Texas
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boundary in the Rio Grande valley, and his careful report

formed an important part of the evidence before the federal

supreme court in this case. In 1916, he was appointed by
the late Governor W. C. McDonald as a member of the state

tax commission, and during the late war he was a district

board member by appointment of President Wilson.

In 1891, Mr. Chaves was married at Santa Fe to Mrs.

K. N. Foster (nee Kate Nichols, of Ohio), who died at Albu-

querque in 1914. Of their three children, their only son,

Amado, Jr., served with honor in the late war and after his

return, was appointed U. S. consul to La Guaira, Venezuela.

This son's death, early in 1928, was a severe blow to the

father. He is survived by the two daughters, Katherine

Isabel (Mrs. B. W.) Page, of Chicago, and Consuelo Mer-

cedes (Mrs. O. B.) Summers, of Santa Fe.

Don Amado was an hidalgo (hijo de algo "son of

somebody") if there ever was one. When the writer was
in Spain, he received a letter from him, under date of May
23, 1928, which said in part: "Among my father's old

papers I found two . . . which contain some information

concerning the Chaves family in Spain in the early days. I

do not know where they came from originally; no doubt

they must have come from Spain. . . The copies I will enclose

in this letter." A translation of one of his enclosures will

be of interest:

Chaves is a very noble and old family in Spain, whose
name was derived from the Villa of Chaves, in Portugal, in

the following manner. In the year 1160 there were living
in Portugal two youths related to the king of Spain (Don
Alonzo Henriquez) who were called Garci Lopez and Rui
Lopez, and they were intrepid warriors. This city was then
in possession of the Moors and the king had not been able
to capture it, but in the year 1160 these youths raised an
army and took the city without the aid of the king, and for
this memorable feat there was given to the two of this

lineage the appellation of "Chaves." This is so stated by a

lettering which remains on the arch of the principal church
of the said villa, which reads thus :
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Dps hermanos con ai guinas
Sin rey ganaron a Chaves ;

Donde en Rouxo Cristalina
Les hay dado ppr mas signas
En su escudo cinco Haves.

These knights had relatives very close to the king, Don
Alonzo Henriquez, as appears from various writings and
from the [heraldic] arms which they display of the five

silver keys upon a crimson field, bordered with the royal

quinas of Portugal, thus they are carried by the Trujillo

family, but the other [family or descendants] changed the
color of the keys to blue upon a field of gold, bordering [the

shield] with eight aspas [crosses] of gold over crimson

[field], because of the member and chief head of this

house who participated, in the year 1212, in the battle of
Las Navas de Tolosa, as is told in song by Don Luis Zapata
in his "Carlo Famoso" :

Son Chaves cinco Haves relucientes

En el hermoso escudo Colorado ;

Su orla con ocho aspas excelentes
De San Andres el bienaventurado.
For los que antiquamente de sus gentes
Fue el Lugar de Baeza conquistado
Que por su esfuerzo fue tal dia
Y fue de Portugal su antigua guia.

In the principal church of Baeza, say Haro and others,
close to the font of holy water there was an ancient slab of
stone on which was inscribed the fact that the Chaves had
been the conquerors of that city.

From the said knights was descended Martin Ray-
mundes de Chaves, the first who passed, before the year
1280, from Portugal to Castile to serve the king, Don Fer-
nando IV and the queen Dona Maria his mother. The lat-

ter, in the year 1304, sent him as her ambassador to the
Infante Don Henriquez de Castilla and [to] other Lords
who had gone to Aragon, to secure their oath for Don

Alonsp de la Cerda as king, and finding them in Ariza he so
did with them, and on the day following, when the oath was
about to be taken, the treaty was broken in the manner de-
scribed in the chronicles of the King Fernando.

The last passage is obscure and very much involved,

but the point of present interest is that the Chaves family
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originated in Portugal, and in Castile is traced to the early

part of the 14th century. From then until the latter part of

the 17th century there is a break in the lineage record of the

New Mexico branch of the family, although Twitchell

(Spanish Archives, II, pp. 134-135) states that General

Fernando Duran y Chaves, who was a resident of New Mex-
ico prior to the Indian rebellion of 1680 and who figures

prominently in the records of that period, "was a lineal

descendant of Ruiz Lopez," and from Don Fernando he

traces the descent thus :

He was the father of eight children, one of whom, Don
Bernardino Duran y Chaves, was also an officer under Gov-
ernor Otermin and later with Cruzate and De Vargas. Don
Bernardino had a son, Diego Antonio de Chaves, whose son,
Don Pedro de Chaves, married Dona Catalina Baca, of

Tome, Valencia county. . There were several children born
of the Chaves-Baca union, of whom Don Julian Chaves was
the father of Colonel Manuel Antonio Chaves, father of Don
Amado Chaves . .

Don Amado was thus sixth in descent from Don Ber-

nardino. The latter was a caballero of the famous Order of

Santiago, and very possibly in the archives of that order

records might be found which would trace the Chaves an-

cestry back over much or all of the break in lineage. In

another letter to the writer, under date of December 22,

1928, Don Amado gave what may be considered as an in-

teresting bit of substantiating evidence connecting the New
Mexico branch with the Chaves family in Spain. He wrote

in part :

My father had an old gold ring, in which was engraved
the coat of arms of the Chaves family. He was a lieutenant-
colonel during the Civil War and was in command at what
is now called Fort Wingate. . . At one time my father and
family were going from the fort to Albuquerque in a family
carriage. When we arrived at Blue Water the creek or

arroyo was very high, as it had been raining. In the mid-
dle of the arroyo the mud was very soft and the horses got
mired and could not pull the carriage across. . . My father
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got off to help [the driver]. They had to use a rope, and in

pulling the rope my father lost his ring and it could never be

recovered.

It would be interesting to know the origin of this old

seal ring; doubtless it had been handed down for various

generations, perhaps from the time of the conquistadores or

even earlier.

Don Amado was justly proud of his distinguished de-

scent, but in a quiet and unpretentious way. Far more im-

portant is it that in his private and public life he was a

worthy representative in the world of today of his noble an-

cestry. In honoring his heritage he has won for himself a

high place of honor in the history of New Mexico. Exem-

plary in private life, faithful servant in public office, he was
a cultured Christian gentleman whose place cannot be filled

but whose life may well be an inspiration to others of Span-
ish-American descent. L. B. B.
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Ancient Life in the American Southwest. By Edgar L.

Hewett. (The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1930. 392 pp. with

maps and illustrations)

Greater in scope than the title indicates, the author

presents charmingly the history, philosophy and achieve-

ments of the American aborigines, by dwelling in particular

upon the life of the Pueblo Indians and their ancestors, as

he knows them better and more completely, perhaps, than

any other living authority. The book, in typography, bind-

ing, and illustrations is a credit to the great publishing firm

at whose request Dr. Hewett compiled the volume, although
it also carries out a lifetime ambition to put together the

results and findings of his own research work, that of his

predecessors, and as far as possible, that of his contempo-

raries, in the field of American anthropology and archae-

ology, to which he has given more than thirty years. He
has at least, and at last, made a beginning, although his pre-

vious publications comprise many monographs, reports and
articles on the same subject, and further volumes from his

pen may be expected.

The publishers state in a prospectus: "He (the

author) shuns the spectacular statements of the archaeo-

logical spellbinders and follows always the uncompromising-
course of the scientist, but to this study of facts and his re-

port of investigations he brings the joy of the poet and the

imagination of the artist. For him the Southwest is a

pageant of nature and man in which natural history and
human history are inseparable. For him the scattered rem-

nants of Indian communities living in the Southwest are the

descendants of a people 'as imaginative, as gentle, as har-

monious as any that have ever existed on this planet.'
'

The volume is dedicated "To all the old camp-fire Com-

panions," and he pays graceful acknowledgment of indebt-
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edness to such as Alice C. Fletcher, William H. Holmes,
John Wesley Powell, Frederick Ward Putnam, Adolph
Bandelier, J. Walter Fewkes, Edward Naville and Louis

Wuarin who presaged much that in these latter days is

being proclaimed as new and startling discovery.

It is to reconstruct from the available material the life

and times of the ancient people of the Southwest, that the

author essayed the task of writing a book which would give

to the average reader a virile account of a subject that has

been made technical by a nomenclature and confusing
minutiae which too often obscure the subject matter. The

plan of the book is set forth as follows : Part I, a summary
of Indian culture history as it is now known to students of

the American native race ; Part II, with a similar treatment

of the Indian communities of the Southwest, concerning
which every statement is verifiable or the contrary, since a

considerable body of Pueblo Indians survive and live the

ancient life ; Part III deals mainly with the ruins of towns

that flourished and passed out of existence without having
been seen by a member of the whole race, of which there

was not a survivor when the Spanish occupation began

nearly four centuries ago; towns of which not a scrap of

contemporary literature exists. In addition, the story is

told of towns and provinces that have passed into the arch-

aeological realm during the period of recorded history a

process that may be called archaeology in the making. It

must be remembered that the author has been foremost in

the excavation of the pre-Spanish sites on the Pajarito

Plateau, in the Jemez valley and plateau, at the magnificent

site of Quirigua, in Guatemala, in the exploration on foot

and on horseback of the other archaeological fields of Cen-

tral America, Mexico, and the entire Southwest ; that he has

visited and studied the classic as well as Oriental sites, pay-

ing especial attention to life in the desert ; that he brings to

his work the maturity of years and the ripeness of a kindly

philosophy; that he has been a teacher at whose feet have
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sat many of the men now prominent in American archae-

ology, and that he commands a style that is clear-cut and

convincing. The day will undoubtedly come when the book,

emerging from clouds of present-day controversy, will be

regarded as a classic. For the present, it should serve as a

text-book in schools and universities in which living knowl-

edge is prized above the dry bones of technical details, im-

portant as the latter may be. To every one at all interested

in the history and culture of humanity and to those to whom
the Southwest is a treasure-house of romance and life, the

volume is indispensable, while to the casual reader also it is

bound to prove a source of delight. P. A. F. W.

The Santa Fe Trail. By R. L. Duffus. (Longmans,
Green and Co., 1930. 283 pp. with illustrations, bibliog-

raphy, and index)

Robert Luther Duffus, the author of this newest of the

line that began with Gregg's "Commerce of the Prairies,"

brought to his task experience and considerable fame as a

writer on historical phases of American Life. He had the

advantage of those who wrote of the romance of the Santa
Fe Trail before this in having new sources that had not been

known or accessible to previous writers. He has thus

brought together much material that was scattered widely
and presents it in chronological and proper sequence. His

style gives the narrative vividness and color. The heroism
of those who made the Trail and those who conquered the

West for American exploitation and enterprise are made
real, the glamor of the pioneer days is convincing. The
statistics presented tell a real story. The author logically

refers to the pre-Spanish days when tides of migration

swept over the Southwest, bringing them up to Coronado's

epoch-making march and Onate's final conquest of the Rio

Grande valley, when with four hundred men, eighty-three

wagons and seven thousand head of cattle, the Spanish colo-

nizer laid the foundations for the Hispanic culture that pre-
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vailed at the time that the first enterprising Yankees, a hun-
dred and more years ago, definitely broke the Trail from the
Missouri to Santa Fe and Taos. Those early days were
even richer than the later ones in the romance of struggle
for the possession of a province which was deemed much
richer than it was actually found to be. Then came the ef-

forts of the French to establish trade with, and to gain
foothold on, the Rio Grande, just a passing phase, but as

interesting, perhaps, as any other, for behind it lay in-

trigues that reached into European capitals. It was toward
the end of the eighteenth century that Taos leaped into fame
as a trading point as much sought after as Santa Fe. Who
wouldn't be stirred by the author's delightful account when
he writes :

To Taos the beautiful, high under the chilly peaks of
the Sangre de Cristo, amid its green meadows, watered by
icy streams, came also the mountain trappers with their
rich stores of beaver. Up from Chihuahua rode the crafty
merchants of Mexico with imported goods from Spain and
with great silver dollars which were prized as ornaments
among the Navajos. They were not legally permitted to sell

firearms to the Indians but if they did not, human nature in

New Mexico was different from what it was at other points
along the long Indian frontier. From El Paso came a wine
which was described as quite as good as any of the Spanish
imported vintages, and there was also the "brandy of the

Pass", and little Taos had its own famous brand of "light-

ning," highly esteemed for potency if not for flavor. We
may imagine the glowing spectacle when half a dozen vari-
eties of Indians in multi-colored blankets and head-dresses,
a scattering of Frenchmen and later of Americans, and all

the possible gradations of Mexicans and Spanish, assembled
in this lovely valley at the foot of the great range. This was
the golden age of Taos, when here were concentrated the

money and the merriment, the drinking and the singing, the

wooing and the fighting, of twelve months of lonely and
dangerous life and an empire of wilderness. The crown
was soon to pass to Santa Fe. Had it not done so we should
now be talking, not of the Santa Fe Trail, but of the Taos
Trail. And men did cling tenaciously for a long time to the
habit of going to Santa Fe by way of Taos. After the Taos
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fair was over, the merchants took their accumulations of

goods and went south in a great caravan, hundreds of

burros moving in a cloud of dust, muleteers shouting, bells

on the leaders jingling, to attend the annual January fair

at Chihuahua. They could ride contentedly, too, to the

jingling of money bags, for their profits, owing partly to an
ingenious system of accounting, by which a "dollar" might
mean eight, six, four or only two reales, were large. They
bought with the cheaper variety of dollars and sold for the
dearer. By this ingenious method they every year drained
New Mexico and its satellite regions of the greater portion
of their wealth. Attempts were made to limit their takings
by fixing legal equivalents in barter, but these regulations,
like similar ones everywhere and always, failed.

And thus the author draws one complete picture after

another, fascinating and full of life, luscious and rich. No
library which gives proper recognition to history can do

without it, while here in the Southwest, "The Santa Fe

Trail," by Duffus, should have a place in every school house

and in every home. P. A. F. W.

The editor is very unhappy in calling attention to cor-

rections which are necessary in the last issue of the REVIEW.

Mexico City proved to be too far away to exercise close

supervision in the proof reading, the printing office was

being moved from Santa Fe to Albuquerque and the force

was being reorganized. The result was fit matter for a
New Year's resolution, and we hope that this will be evident

in the present issue.

The introductory pages for Volume V, in revised form,
are herewith furnished, and the following corrections in the

text should be noted :

Vol. V, p. 333, note 1, line 2, read comentario y memoria

p. 334, note 2, line 2, read chronista

p. 385, line 3 of note, read northern Tiwa group
p. 387, line 22, for caravans read caravan

p. 388, line 12, for who read whom
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p. 394, line 21, for charges read charged

p. 404, under signature, read Custodio

p. 407, lines 9 and 10 are transposed

p. 409, lines 11-12, delete editorial comment Gamio's ref-

erence, of course, was to the "Pyramids" in the north-

eastern part of the Valley of Mexico and not to old

Tenochtitlan.

p. 411, line 14, read July 19
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PADRE LUiS VELARDE'S RELACI6N OF
PIMERiA ALTA, 1716

Edited by RUFUS KAY WYLLYS

A~*tONG
the more interesting minor accounts of the early

missionary efforts in what are now southern Arizona

and northern Sonora, is that found in the relation or memo-
rial of Padre Luis Velarde, the successor of Padre Eusebio

Francisco Kino at the latter's mission of Nuestra Sefiora de

los Dolores. Velarde's description and chronicle of Pimeria

Alta follows fairly closely that given by Padre Kino. But

it was written five years after Kino's death, and thus gives

a somewhat different perspective.

The relation appended has never been completely trans-

lated into English, although a particular section of it

which gives us almost our only objective account of the

daily life and the character of Padre Kino has been quoted
so often as to become the classic description of that great

missionary. The memorial, however, has been published in

Spanish, and is also to be found in manuscript in the

Archive General de la Nacion in Mexico City, and in tran-

script in the Bolton Collection, Bancroft Library, Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley.

The Spanish edition of Velarde's relation (referred to

by Bancroft as Description Historica de la Pimeria), is to

be found in Captain Juan Matheo Manje's Luz de Tierra

Incognita, Libro II, which "second book" has been published
in Documentos Historicos Mexicanos, cuarta serie, tomo i,

(Mexico, 1856), pp. 226-402. Manje, the soldier friend of

ill
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Padre Kino, incorporated Velarde's relation in his Luz de

Tierra Incognita as chapters nine, ten and eleven of the

Libro Segundo (pp. 344-390, Doc. Hist. Mex., 4a
serie, tomo

i) ; which chapters are given hereinafter for convenience,

as sections one, two and three, respectively. This Spanish
edition is the basis of the following translation, which has,

however, been compared with the Bancroft transcript.

Padre Velarde, according to his own account, came to

Kino's mission of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores in 1702 or

1703, eight years before Kino's death. According to the

last definite record which we have of him, he was still sta-

tioned there in 1730; and he was probably there for some

years after that date. His relation, written in 1716, was ap-

parently borrowed by Captain Manje, whose Luz de Tierra

Incognita seems to have been compiled about 1721.

The relation, as has been indicated, is of interest be-

cause it contains many geographical notions of the time,

concerning Pimeria Alta and the Northern Mystery, and

also shows the condition and the troubles of the Jesuit mis-

sions after the death of Kino, besides giving a resume of the

history of the Pima missions. It will be noted that Velarde's

geographical ideas conflicted at times with those of Kino,

and that many of them are vague and inaccurate. But in

general he admits uncertainty where his source of informa-

tion is hearsay. As a documentary record of the times,

therefore, it is reasonably trustworthy.
DR. RUFUS KAY WYLLYS

Arizona State Teachers College

SECTION ONE
A description of the site, longitude and latitude of the nations of

the Pimeria, with its northern adjacents, its Californian Gulf, and
other notices and observations made by the Reverend Padre Luis
Velarde of the Company of Jesus, rector and missionary of the afore-
said province.

Having to make a description of the memorable things
that are to be found in the country of the Pima nations and
their neighbors to the northward, on which are founded the
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chapters of this second book1

; for greater clarity and dis-

tinction of everything, I provide an account no less exact
than that of the Reverend Padre Luis Velarde, of the Com-
pany of Jesus, rector and missionary of the missions of Our
Lady of Sorrows of the said Pimeria; and such being the

intent, I will transmit it in a small chronicle in three chap-
ters, omitting his introduction thereto.

2

The Pima nation, which name the Spaniards have

adopted (in their native tongue it is called Otama, and in

the plural Ohotoma) from the word Pirn, repeated among
them as their negative. It is so numerous and wide-spread
a nation that there is no lack of those who say and affirm

that there are found many Pimas in the neighborhood of

Mexico, and more probably that there are some among the

Tepehuanes, who live in the sierra, and many more, even
rancherias of them, among the insurmountable gorges and
hills which are between the Tarahumara and Tepehuane
nations, [in] the sierra of Topia and Tubares; and in the
two new missions of Nabogame and Naborigame, which are
attached to the visita of the old Tepehuanes and Tarahu-
maras and are in the sierra forty leagues from the Mission
of Santa Cruz, there are found some Pimas. Grounds are
not lacking for believing that the Nayares Indians are
Pimas or at least descendants of them; what is lacking is

any doubt as to the multitude of Pima peoples who, from
Yepache in the Sierra Madre, are administered by the Com-
pany of Jesus in all of the missions of Yecora, Onapa, Moris,
Movas (or Navas) , Tecoripa and Ures, in large towns, al-

though mingled with the Indians of the nation Eudeve and
others who live in San Marcial, Nidope, Guaymas, known as
Lower Pimeria. But my intent is to tell of the Upper
[Pimeria].

This Pimeria Alta, then, extends from south to north
from the thirtieth degree to the thirty-fourth,

3 which are

computed from this Mission of Our Lady of Sorrows 4
to the

Rio Gila, which empties into the Rio Colorado; and from

1. Referring to the Libro Segundo of Manje's Luz de Tierra Incognita, printer

in Documentos Historicos Mexicanos, serie 4, tomo i, pp. 226-402.

2. This opening paragraph is Manje's introduction to Velarde's relacion.

3. Degrees of latitude.

4. The old mission of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, on the upper Rio de San

Miguel, founded in 1687 and occupied as his headquarters by Padre Eusebio Fran-

cisco Kino (1644-1711), the famous Jesuit missionary and explorer of Pimeria Alta.

See his Favores Celestiales, edited by Dr. H. E. Bolton as Kino's Historical Memoir of

Pimeria Alta (2 v., Cleveland, 1919).
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east to west from the valley of the Pimas called Sobaipuris,
as far as the shores of the California Sea, which are peopled
by the Soba Pimas. The nations contiguous to this Pime-
ria are so numerous and for the most part unknown toward
the North, that, with reason, they call northern America
"unknown" (Incognito) ; although by the entradas of
Padres Eusebio Francisco Kino and Agustin de Campos
some information unknown to the ancients has been se-

cured, of which I will relate what is best confirmed after

giving the rest of the limits of this Pimeria, which has for
its eastern boundary, descending from north to south and
from [this side of] New Mexico, the nations of the Apaches,
Sumas, Jocomes, Janos, and part of the Opata nation which
is the largest in the Province of Sonora and borders on the
Tarahumara [nation] but separated [from them] by the
Sierra Madre.

To the south, it has the rest of the nations Opata and
Eudeve, belonging to that province, and between them and
the Sierra Madre, from east to west, [lies] Pimeria Baja.
It also has on the south the Province of Sinaloa with its

neighboring nations, Yaquis, Mayos, etc., towards New
Spain ; and further to the west the Seri and Tepoca nations,
few in numbers and although not well reduced," they are
not declaredly enemies of the others although sometimes
doing them damage.

On the west it has the California Gulf or Rubro Sea,
8

which divides it from that Island [of California] and the
missions which the Company has on it, and on the opposite
shore of which is the expanse of the South Sea.

To the north of this Pimeria, in latitude from thirty-
six to thirty-seven degrees, is the Kingdom of New Mexico,
and from the watershed of the hill and pueblo called Acoma
has its beginning the Rio Gila, which some call the Rio
Grande; which, at a short distance from its source, runs
almost directly from east to west, until after receiving the
waters of other rivers and joining, just before reaching
the Yuma nation, with an arm of the Rio Colorado before

reaching the sea, empties into the California Gulf. On both
sides of the Gila, and also to the northeast, live Apaches
(whom the Pimas call Jarosoma [Parasoma]), sworn ene-
mies of the Province of Sonora, since, joined by the Jocomes
and some Janos (and formerly also by the Sumas) they

5. That is, made peaceful and if possible converted.

8. Perhaps referring to the Rio Grande or to the Rio Colorado of Texas.
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make every year many and great robberies of horses, and
at times murders, without the two presidios of Janos and
Sonora being able to hold them back to their territories;

they are also enemies of our Pimas, with whom they have
had wars for many years ; and certainly the Pimas have had
usually good success against them, to which we who live in

this Pimeria attribute the fact that injuries are fewer and
less frequent.

More towards the west of New Mexico, at 36 degrees,
and to the east of the Colorado and north of the Gila and
of Pimeria, is the Province of Moqui,

7 which since the up-
rising [of New Mexico] has not been able to be pacified by
the Spanish, although they have attempted it various times
and with large forces. But the Moquinos are governed so
well and are so valiant and well fortified, that they have
driven them back in defeat; this may be the sign of a pro-
gressive nation.

The Rio Colorado, at the north of this Pimeria, ac-

cording to what we know here, almost always runs from the
east to the west ;

I have heard and have noted that of New
Mexico, while in search of a rich nation [in company with]
a part of the presidio [garrison], and in an entrada into the
western part of the aforesaid kingdom, which [river] runs
to the contrary, that is, from the west to the east.

6 We do
not know at what latitude lies the source [of the Rio Colo-

rado] , nor from which branches it is formed ; for some give
as its source the Sierras of the Great Teguayo, and others
the Gran Quivira. These kingdoms many geographers
place in this northern and unknown America, and of them
there are some reports here and in New Mexico, although
they are very confused. Others place them close to the
seven caves or cities, whence came the Mexican nation ; al-

though most of this legend seems to me to be guesswork, and
so judge also the learned and intelligent. Runs thence

[however] , this great river in the form which has been men-
tioned, and as at twenty-five leagues from its mouth a
branch comes out running almost north and south, and
joins with the Rio Gila, a few leagues before entering the

sea, so they are all joined and it is a very large river when
it enters the Gulf of the Pimico-California Sea, which they
call Mar Rubro. And at the outlet of the Rio Colorado
[there is a] large river called the Coral, as it is given in

6. Reddish.

7. Named from the Hopi or Moqui pueblos of northern Arizona.
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many maps, so named due to the color of its sands or per-

haps because in its sands are found pieces of coral ; which in

truth is found but little and thin on this western Pimeria

coast, although I have seen it and have had it in my hands,
although it was not entirely hard or mature.

To the east, where it draws apart from the Colorado,
and on the other side of the Gila, there are joined with this

river, which is composed of them, two others, called the
Salado and the Verde, the first because it is salty, and the
latter perhaps because it runs among greenish slopes or
rocks.

9 And these rivers run, the Salado from the east to

the west and to the south from Moqui; and the Green or
Verde from the northeast of the said province to where they
are joined, as has been said. But toward the last and most
easterly part of this Pimeria, there are two other rivers,

really arrpyos without any particular names; of which the

first,
10 which starts twenty-five leagues to the north of this

Mission,
11 runs to the north until joining with the Rio Gila,

and is bordered with fields of the Pimas, among whose
rancherias is situated the great [mission] rancheria of San
Javier del Bac. In a little hill close by this mission, there is

a hollow or hole, which according to the tale cannot be

fathomed; the Indians have it covered, because they say
that if one opens it, such a strong wind will arise, that it

will cause a tempest that will destroy them and their crops.
This may be an air volcano, and not the first which has been
found in the two Americas. 12 Another similar hole there is

in a hill near the village of Imuri, which they call Uburiqui,
that is, house of air

; which houses another secret of nature,
of which they do not lack superstitions as to its effects. As
to volcanoes of fire, we do not know whether any are to be

found, although there are some signs of one having violently
erupted in the neighborhood of San Marcelo de Sonoita.

13

9. The Salt and Verde rivers of Arizona. The Salt River was also known to

Kino as the Rio Azul.

10. The Rio de Santa Cruz, whose source is in the Huachuca Mountains, near
the present international boundary line.

11. Kino's chief mission, Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, where Velarde was
Kino's assistant and successor.

12. Manje relates an incident at San Xavier del Bac in October, 1699, con-

nected with this phenomenon. See H. H. Bancroft, North Mexican States and Texas

(2 v., San Francisco, 1884-1889), I, 269; , Arizona and New Mexico (San Francisco,

1889), 358.

13. Doubtless referring to the volcanic cone of the Sierra del Pinacate (Kino's

Sierra de Santa Clara), some fifty miles west of the present town of Sonoita, Sonora.
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But let us return to our intent. In the angle which the

aforesaid river
14 forms when it is joined with the Rio Gila,

there are the Casas Grandes,
15
of three stories, ruins of the

edifices which were once built in these parts, by those people
who settled in Mexico with their first Moctezuma; so some
others call [them] Guitzilopoctli and the Pimas [call them]
Sibuni, as I will afterward explain, from a little mountain
range that lies toward the east of this river and its villages.

These [villages] of the valley are separate from the Pimas
Sobaipuris, who at a short distance have their villages and
are very numerous, most of them to the west and a few to

the east of the river, which rises in the watershed of the

hill of Terrenate, about thirty leagues to the north of this

Mission, and runs from south to north until it joins the
aforesaid Rio Gila and runs with it westward, until they
are incorporated with the aforesaid three, the Bac,

16
the

Salado and the yerde, to the west of the Casas Grandes.

Following this direction westward, the shores of the Gila
are populated by the Yuma, Cocomaricopa and part of the
Pima nations; and in the island which is formed when the
arm of the Colorado joins the Gila, there live the Guacamao-
pas, and on the other side of the Colorado the Oabopono-
mas. 17 And between the Gila and the Colorado, toward the
Northeast of the aforesaid nations, live the Nijor, with
whom our Pimas fight, and of whom they take many into

captivity, some of whom they sell and others they keep as
servants. All of the nations referred to speak the Yuma
tongue, and have many relations and friends among them ;

and there are good interpreters to help reduce them to the
faith, and to obedience to our Catholic Monarch.

To the north, and at a short distance, or higher latitude
than that of the Province of Moqui, lives the nation of the
Cruciferos, or those who wear a cross ; because, so say the old

Pimas, that is the sacred sign or device of the nation ; and

14. The Rio de Santa Cruz.

15. The famous Casa Grande of the Gila, not to be confused with the larger and
more elaborate Casas Grandes of northwestern Chihuahua. These Gila ruins prob-
ably at one time contained a fourth story, or rather a watch tower. They were first

visited by Padre Kino in 1694, and he gives us the earliest known description of them.
Their makers and the time of their construction are still obscure, although there is

considerable evidence that the builders had some contact with the ancient Mexican
civilization. The Pimas refer to the occupants of the Casa Grande simply as the

"Ho-ho-kam" (those who were).
16. The Rio de Santa Cruz. The Sobaipuris, now extinct, occupied the San

Pedro valley.

17. Hoabonomas. Both tribes were of the Yuma or Cuchan nation.
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all wear it, whether well made of wood and hung around
their necks, or well painted on the forehead or chest. We
do not know, nor have we been able to investigate this de-

sign; perhaps it may be due to communication of the Mo-
quinos with New Mexico, or to another cause which I shall

show later.

Other less important rivers, outside of various streams
and arroyos, has this Pimeria, which empty into the Gulf
or the Californian Sea. One of these, which has its origin a
little further up from the village of Cocospera, third village
of this Mission, is formed of various streams, along which
many people live in good villages and rancherias, which
have had missionaries; but at present the Padre Agustin
[de Campos] is the only one, who lives in the Mission of
Nuestro Padre de San Ignacio, and who takes care of all and
visits them when able. Only in the time of rains does this

river reach the sea, because of the many sands which con-
sume it many leagues from the coast.

ls And when it is the
time of drought it runs very little. It is called the River
of San Ignacio, and empties into the sea twenty leagues to

the west of the village of Caborca.
The other river

19
starts about two leagues from this

village [Dolores], and running from the north to the south,
waters all of the lands of the Mission of Tuape, of the
Eudeve nation; those of Nacameri, belonging to the Pimas
Bajos ; and those of the Mission of Populo, belonging to the
Seri nation. At a distance from this last, it joins with the
Rio de Sonora, and fertilizes some of Pimeria Baja, al-

though it is of very little depth in the time of drought. It

empties into the said gulf.
The nations placed in the preceding order, are those of

whom we have actual knowledge ; of the others, who may be
more noble, political and populous, we have only a confused
knowledge, because of their relation to the Pimas, to whom
we must give credit in many ways. And in order not to

argue, I have omitted them ; and I conclude with saying that
outside of the Yumas and Cocomaricopas, who live on this

branch of the Gila, all this Mission district for more than
eighty leagues to the north, and from east to west for more
than one hundred leagues, is populated by the Pimas, many
of them Christians, although the majority are still gentiles.

18. The Rio del Altar, or as it is sometimes called, the Asuncion or Rio

Magdalena.
19. The Rio de San Miguel de Horcasitas.
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All that has been said is to be found also in the adjoining
sketch, which I do not call a map because I do not under-
stand geography, but which I think will make matters better

comprehended.
20

There is also put down in that sketch what the Pimas
say about the coast with regard to the communication be-

tween the Pima Gulf or Californian Sea and the South Sea.

They say, then, that [in] the coast of California may be dis-

cerned from this [coast] here,
21

although in a straight line

west from Caborca and almost in front of the mouth of the
Rio Colorado but a little more to the south, there is a narrow
canal or strait, through which the two seas communicated. 22

This agrees with what a great many Californians say, who
assure us that from the mission of the Padre Maria Picolo

(which is the last one in that island to the north at twenty-
seven degrees),

23

up to the strait of communication, there
are ten days of travel ; this also agrees with what was seen
last year, 1715, on the 16th of October, from the coast of this

Pimeria about twelve leagues to the north of the port of
Ascension. This port is in thirty degrees of latitude, and
was discovered by the Padre Agustin de Campos in the
month of January of that year.

From the said coast were distinguished three hills a
little higher than the coast ; and in spite of the strong sight
of the Padre Agustin and of the Indians and others who
were with him, they could not discover more land, which
is a sign that going down this way and along the coast until

reaching the strait, its existence will be the more verified.

That region which is in front of the Yuma lands appears
again, with all clarity, on the other coast, which is as I

judge, an isle distinct from that of California, on which live

the Avrhcoatamas (sic) who use balsas in having inter-

20. Padre Velarde's map has long since disappeared, but it is probable that it

was more or less based upon Kino's maps.
21. That is, from the coast of Sonora.
22. Velarde is here trying to confute Padre Kino's claim that Baja California

was a peninsula. In 1715, Padre Campos, as the result of his own explorations

(much less extensive than those of Kino), became convinced that the supposed
peninsula of Kino was an island, and Velarde agreed with him. Whether Velarde

accompanied Campos in his farthest explorations is uncertain. It will be noted that

Velarde's location of the supposed canal or strait is in a region until then unexplored

by land, by Kino or any other overland traveler, so that it was the more simple to

assume the canal's location there, just where Velarde desired it to be.

23. Padre Francisco Maria Piccolo was the Jesuit padre at Loreto, Baja Cali-

fornia, for many years during and after Kino's time. The mission referred to is

probably Loreto.
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course with the Yumas and with the Hoaboponomas, who
live where we have said. One and another [reports] are
confirmed by a modern Dutch map which, indicating the
same strait almost where the Yumas place it, shows on its

other shore another island distinct from that of California,

which, running for a distance of thirty-five leagues, finishes

in another strait of communication between this gulf and
the South Sea; and although we have no such evidence of

this here, yet it seemed worth while to put it down, if only
as probable and [yet] in doubt. But let us return to the
Yumas.

They say also that this Pimican Californian Gulf be-

comes narrower as it goes northward, and finally marking
the spot (as far as can be learned it will be in about forty
degrees latitude) they say that by the Great Sea, as they
call the South Sea, "great houses" sometimes come [there]
with people, white and clothed. What people this might be

although certainly not Spanish nor the [annual] ship
from the Philippines we are wholly ignorant except that

they communicate with the Areotama,
21 and we do not doubt,

with those nations further up the coast and river; and so

from the other coast, as from the other branch of the Rio

Colorado, they will have enough communications to assure
our saying that they should not be deprecated ; and knowing
actually of this communication of these nations, there is

eliminated the great difficulty which has been found in

arguing how the Yumas secured the large sky-blue shells

which they say are found only on the coast of the South
Sea.

25

Also, although we have not been able to verify up to

what latitude this Pimico California Gulf of the sea reaches,

yet if one does not say that it inclines toward the east, even

so, it might come to empty almost in front of Terranova,
breaking out into a great bay, where one of the two Spanish
vessels which, in charge of Miguel Delgado in the year 1601,
were carried there by a great storm in the bay of Bacallao,

26

ran first almost to the west, and then to the south, through a
narrow of the sea for three hundred leagues, until it

24. Possibly Velarde refers to the Alchedomas, a half-Yuman tribe living along

the Colorado above the Gila. Mange has "los Avrhcoatama."
25. Referring to Kino's effort to trace a connection between Alta and Baja

California by showing that the "sky-blue" shells could only have come overland from

the Pacific to Pimeria Alta. Velarde's reasoning, although false, is at least in-

genious.

26. Newfoundland.
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emptied into a river on whose banks they saw various na-

tions and a walled city, which they took for the Gran Qui-
vira.

27

They went out of the said river by the strait, on the

strength of a powerful wind, and returning to go back over
their road, they found themselves in sight of Terranova, and
sent almost all of their sick to Havana, where most of them
died. This relation I have in my possession. Some have

thought that this voyage was through the strait of Anian,
but I have my reasons for not thinking that. The truth is

that the signs of the river and the nations agree with the

reports of the third entrada from New Mexico toward the

west, made by Don Juan de Ofiate in the year 1606,
28
the

relation of which I also have, and which was made to the

Rio Colorado and the nations on its shores. But I do not
affirm the truth of everything in it.

I can well see that what has been said thus far does not

agree with what has been written by the Padre Eusebio
Francisco Kino, first missionary of this Pimeria, who de-

clared with solemn affirmation that the California Gulf did

not go up further than thirty-four degrees latitude, and that

the Rio Colorado ended in a great bay; in virtue of which
relation there were drawn maps making California a

peninsula joining with New Spain in the said latitude. But
I am inclined to think the contrary. In the first place, be-

cause the data of the said Padre do not agree as they should,
and as his Reverence worked gloriously to discover and
verify that which Europe so desires, it seems that his error
lies in the badly informed Yumas or in the fault of inter-

preters, or perhaps because he relied very much upon his

eyes ; for he says that he saw it [the land connection] pal-

pably from the hill of Santa Clara, situated close to the
Yuma country ; which seems the more doubtful as the said

hill is at a good distance, thirty-five leagues, from the Yuma
nation, which is at the mouth of the Rio Colorado, and he
could well have been mistaken in his sight, accustomed as it

is to present that which it is desired to see ; or it could blind
itself with the distance and with other [causes] by which
objects are often misapprehended.

The second reason [for disagreeing with Padre Kino]
is that the Padre Agustin de Campos, missionary of this

Pimeria for more than twenty-three years and such a

27. A garbled and fictitious account of some half-forgotten voyage.
28. Correctly, 1604-1605. (Yet the year 1606 agrees with the Onate inscription on

El Morro ! editor. )
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master of the tongue, good will and affection of the Pimas,
as all here know, natives as well as outsiders was no less

anxious to verify this secret; and he has made many visits

to the Yumas, with this in mind, and has examined them
many times, and always finds the same thing ; and if he has
not climbed the hill of Santa Clara, it is because he is so sure
of his conclusions, that he need not try to verify what is a
known fact.

The third reason is that the Pimas of Caborca, who are
closer to the coast, assure us that about thirty years ago
they found on their coasts various articles of clothing,
thrown by the tide on the beaches, and even today there is

on the beach a plank chiseled and bored, which a Chinese
sailor and carpenter of the coast says is part of the poop
of a vessel of great size. Now where could this clothing and
plank originate? To say that they came from south of the
California Gulf is very difficult of proof, and all that is

left is that this ship might have been an old galleon of the

Philippines or some other vessel, which navigating by the
South Sea, was wrecked in some storm which brought it to

these shores by the strait which has been mentioned. Or
perhaps it was one of the ships of Francisco Alarcon, who
they say entered this strait ; or other vessels which the first

Viceroy of Mexico, Don Antonio de Mendoza, despatched to

explore these coasts and which were lost; although there is

some doubt due to its antiquity.
29

Moreover, although voyages by way of the South Sea
have reached up to forty-three degrees latitude and have
not seen the aforesaid strait, [it may have been] because

they passed it at night, or it might have appeared as a
cove; and their sight could have deceived them as well,

navigating as they did at some distance from land and the
strait being so narrow, that at a distance the shore line

would seem to be a solid continent; or by a thousand other

contingencies and most of all because these mariners were
navigating in the interest of finding good places for fishing

29. Hernando de Alarcon's voyage was made up the Gulf to the mouth of the

Colorado in 1540, in connection with Coronado's land expedition, sent out by the

Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza. It was Alarcon, it seems, who bestowed the name
of Rio de los Tizones upon the Colorado; and it was Alarcon and a later explorer,

Ulloa, who proved even at that early date that Baja California is a peninsula. But
their explorations had been forgotten by Kino's time, and the contemporaries of

Velarde were still trying to prove what they wished to be true the existence of a
strait dividing the "island" of California from the mainland.
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for pearls and not in the interest of gaining glory by dis-

covery.
I omit other data which persuade us as to the certainty

of this strait, or which at least leave the matter in doubt,

just as it was before the relation of the Padre Kino. All

would be proved if the journey [had been made] which was
proposed in June of last year, according to the advice of

the Padre Juan Maria de Salvatierra, Superior of the Mis-
sions of California. But although around here we expected
to make the journey, and Padre Agustin and I were in

Caborca, making fires at night and smokes and beams in

the day time to discover the California ships, expecting
that they would make the port of Ascension, it was omitted
for just causes and inconveniences at the close of Septem-
ber. During this time, the Padre Agustin passed through
Caborca to make the same signals as in June. But the
Padre Rector sent word that he could not come because the
boat called Guadalupe, which was to have made the trip,
reached that Island so battered and damaged, due to a
terrible tempest which beset it for forty-eight hours, that it

nearly foundered three times in sight of the harbor and,
due to the need of careening it and making repairs, it will

not be possible to carry out this project until this year,

although we do not know at what time. I hope that the

journey we have so desired to make will be carried out, and
that we shall prove finally whether California is an island

or range of islands, which are connected up to the neighbor-
hood of the Marianas and more likely Japan ; while there is

no lack of conjectures, as there are also many who assert,
that this firm land extends to the north, and that it is con-
nected with the lands of Cape Mendocino and the land of

Teso,
30
of the Company of Holland as I understand, until it

divides itself at the strait of Anian or some other strait be-

tween China and Tartary at the east of the lands further
north on the other side of the Pole, or peradventure is con-
nected with these lands.

This last seems probable, as the Pimas say that they
have a report of a land in which half of the year it is night,
and this agrees with the region beyond Norway. [Also they

30. Yeso. For a convenient statement reflecting the old geographical ideas con-

cerning the western coast of North America, the Strait of Anian and the land bridge

to Japan, see Dr. H. E. Bolton, Spanish Exploration in the Southwest, 1542-1706

(New York 1916), p. 109. Doubtless Velarde here refers to the commercial estab-

lishments of the Dutch East India Company in Japan.
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speak of] lands of islands in line with one another. They
also say that they have reports of a nation in which the men
have only one foot and the women two. I do not affirm this

as true ; but although I do not resolve myself to believe it, I

do not put it beyond the conjectures of Philosophy; and as
we know so many marvels that have been seen in the

Americas, which if they had been told before, would have
been considered chimeras such as that of the Patagonians,
of the Monuculos, of the women who have only one breast,
and others of this type. It will remain only in the faith of

those who affirm it, that these reports contain any truths;
since for the present it is very difficult to verify them. The
truth of the matter is that there is still much unknown in

this America Septentrional, and much lack of animation and

help from those who could and should give it, and even more
when methods were proposed to accomplish it all. This is

what we desire, and we hope to accomplish much in a short

time, with the limited help which is given to us.

For the greater clarity of what I have said here and in

the sketch or map, I assert first that some of the maps give
the names of the Rio Coral and Rio Grande to the Rio Gila,
which is properly belonging to the Rio Colorado, the Salado
and the Verde, already joined, which they call the Rio de
los Tizones,

31

although I do not know the motive of this, be-

cause hereabouts we do not have a special name for the
one which the maps call the Acuche Colorado. These rivers

are not as they are presented on the maps, nor do we who
live so close to them call them except as I have stated at

the beginning of this memorial. I have not been able to

verify the origin, beginning and author of such names. I

note in the second place that some maps put above the Colo-
rado at thirty-five degrees a river called Tizon, and other
streams which empty into the same bay with the Colorado.
We have no reports here of such a river, and I think that the
first who gave this name was the Englishman, Francis

Drake, in his dissertation. But to my poor judgment, that

navigator, although very skilful, animated and thorough,
did not coast California by this gulf or arm of the sea
where it is shown in his navigations. This moves me to say
that California is only one island, although due to what I

have already said, it does not seem even to be that; so that

31. As noted above, Alarcon gave the name of Rio de los Tizones (Firebrands)

to the Colorado because he found there the Indians of the Yuman nation bearing

firebrands for warmth.
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the material evidence should be weighed and verified very
carefully before publishing it. He (Drake) wished to make
himself famous by asserting that he had rounded the great

California, and by writing of other wonders of this North
America, such as a crowned king carried in a litter of pure
gold from a city surrounded by a lake of pure gold, and
other myths of this type. There is much said in these parts
of political nations, rich and valiant, to the north ;

and they
tell us that there are other Pimas who inhabit the interior ;

but we are not able to persuade ourselves to believe as much
was written by Drake and even by Don Juan de Oiiate.

More faith, it seems to me, should be given to another

English navigator, whose name I have not been able to

learn, who about fifty years ago entered the southern part
of the strait and the Pimieo-Californian Gulf, and sailed up
to thirty-eight degrees latitude. He says that he gathered
many pearls, selling them in London as fame tells it to the

sum of seventy thousand pesos, and he gives in his treatise

and log many good signs and reports of the coasts of Cali-

fornia and this Pimeria, the Rio Colorado, etc. Be it Drake
or some other who gave reports of the Rio Tizon, here-

abouts, as I have said, we have reports of it only through the
medium of the Yumas and the rest of the bordering nations.

The reason for giving it such a name is without doubt due to

having found on the shores of its estuary much cinder, such
as is found at the mouth of the Colorado; and the reason
for this is strange, and is due to there being so much cold

weather there, especially in the winter, when the natives

being dressed only in their innocence and going out very
early in the mornings to gather shell-fishes, which are a

great part of their current diet, to protect themselves from
the cold they are accustomed to carry in their hands pieces
of lighted charcoal, which applied to the navel give heat to
the principal parts of the body.

32 On that coast is found
such a multitude of coals, and those only around the mouth
of the Colorado, that some, ignorant of its true name, would
call it Tizon, while others would have it a distinct river.

Such conjectures seem not bad to me, and they are put in the
sketch as they are on other maps.

I assert as my third point, although I have not been
able to hit upon the reason why some geographers, and
among them the learned Don Pedro Hurtado de Mendoza in

his geographical work, show us in their maps the River

32. Repeating the old story of Alarcon.
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of the North emptying into the Rubro Sea or Pimico-Cali-
fornia Gulf. The true River of the North, and the one
which everyone hereabouts knows as such, is the one which
running to the west from the Villa de Santa Fe, crosses

from the north to the south through the Kingdom of New
Mexico, leaving the Tejas [Indians] and the missions of
New France to the east and northeast, and inclining its

course close to the Pass toward the east, and joining with
it the Rio Conchos and other streams, empties very large
into the Mexican Gulf, or Bay of the Holy Spirit (Bahia del

Espiritu Santo) . Other observations and helps could be
taken from other books and maps which I have here, which
would not be much, although some day I shall make an effort

in that direction. What I have said seems to me enough so

that no curious or malicious person will dispute with me
because I differ from so many intelligent men in this argu-
ment. However, as they write by report in relation and at

a distance, their statements cannot be very true; and we
who are so near to these things, and so well informed on

them, and who have seen them and now actually see them
through out own eyes, have very little faith in these obser-
vations or malicious cavillings.

SECTION Two
Of the qualities and climate of this Pimeria, the origin and cus-

toms of its natives, and other reports of them, up to the time of their
conversion to the faith.

It seems to me that I have departed from my original
intent in this treatise; but what has been said I hope has
not been disagreeable ; and it has seemed necessary for the
ends which are sought. I will now continue with the prin-
cipal subject matter. The climate of this Pimeria from
thirty to thirty-four degrees latitude is temperate, without

inclining to extreme cold or heat, although in their times
these qualities are reasonable, the cold being much stronger
in the winter. The sky is kindly and the temperature for
the greater part healthy, although there are some parts in

which it is rather sickly, which seems to be due to the air

currents, which at times blow somewhat coldly, and to the

humidity occasioned from some marshes which are to be
found here and there. The land is flat, although it is inter-

spersed with various hills and sierras which beautify it the

more, but which impede the roads, which are flat surfaces,
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much cut up. And its hills [are covered] with mesquites,
bell trees and other trees and shrubs and there are thickets

along the banks of the rivers, composed of poplars, willows,

tamarisks, walnuts and gueribos, and in some of the sierras

[there are] many and good pines for the building of the

churches of the towns near where they are found, as in the

Province of Sonora ; the valley of the Sobaipuris
3*

being the

poorest in woods, although they do not lack timbers, bring-

ing them from greater distances.

There is no doubt that in the lands of this Pimeria
there are many and good minerals, but there are none who
bother about them, and the Pimas have but little knowledge
of the metals, as much from lack of experience as from the

little interest that they have in silver ;
since even up to the

present they have developed no avarice for this and the

other metals so coveted by men. They only value the little

stones called chalchihuites, which the Mexicans also appre-
ciate, and I believe that they find them in the region of the
Colorado. But this is mainly due to the valuable quality
which these stones have of restraining the flow of blood of

men and women, which causes their preciousness ; for their

real value is little, although they are not disagreeable to the

sight, appearing to be crude emeralds which incline toward
a blue or green color.

81 There is also a hill of rock salt and
in the coast there are many good inlets and deposits for the
fabrication [of salt] which the Pimas do not know how to

benefit by, although [they are] the closest to the sea. They
take some out, which they distribute among their friends
and relatives, with which to season their foods, especially
the food of the Pimas of the West, for those of the North
take very little care of their appetites. There are, close to
the Valley of Bacanuche,

35

eighteen leagues to the east of
this Mission, veins of magnetic rock. There have been seen,

also, on the coast of this Pimeria signs of coral, as I have
said, and also of pearls; and although it is presumed that
amber could be found, as certain white pastes indicate
which are found in October, it cannot be assured for lack of

search; but if that be true, it will prove a rich thing and
treasured by those who seek wealth.

33. The valley of the Rio de San Pedro.

34. Velarde here refers to the turquoise or similar colored stones found in

abundance in Arizona.

35. The Spanish frontier pueblo of Cacanuche was located herein.
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The fertility of the land is more than medium, and in

parts very abundant, although in places it is somewhat
sterile ; more through lack of care, I believe, than due to the

quality of the soil, for those who live [in such lands] are
called Papabotas, that is, Pimas who eat beans, whose prin-

cipal harvest is the bean called papavi; they content them-
selves with very little, to eke out an existence. Of fruit

trees there are very few, for there are found only tree-

cactus, tunas, wild nuts and acorns, and these not every-
where. To the west, and among the Sobaipuris of the north-

east, there is abundance of the tree of terebrinths (jojova),
with a fruit somewhat smaller than the cacao, although
nearly of its color and quality, but white on the inside; it

does not serve for sustenance, although when the skin is

removed it is agreeable to the palate; however, it is so

medicinal and so advantageous that every day there is found
a new virtue in it for various illnesses, and it is treasured
and asked for from Mexico and even from Spain. It is not
found elsewhere than in this Pimeria, and but a little among
the Seris, whom without reason they call the Jojova of

Sonora. There are also the medicinal herbs and roots

known in these lands and many others which the Pimas
know and apply to their illnesses with good effect. There
is found also a root or yucca, similar to the so much praised
one of Julimes, the same one in California, and they use it

against the poison of their arrows and the poison of snakes
and other poisonous creatures. There are, in parts, the
healthful gum and antidote against poison and other pains
which they call xua, and another gum which serves as in-

cense, and if not as good as that of Europe, it is at least

better than the copal of New Spain.
The rest of the fruits of this Pimeria are maize, the

small bean called tepari, and other grains which in season
the Pimas collect and save for their sustenance; and since

they have had intercourse with the Spaniards, and the

padres entered the country, they harvested considerable

wheat, especially those of the West, and beans of all kinds,
lima beans, lentils, squashes of various kinds, watermelons
and melons ; and in the missions there are grown abundant
grapes, peaches, figs, pears, quinces, pomegranates, sweet
cane and other choice fruits ; and vegetables as in any other

part of the world, from which it may be inferred that the

36. Probably mesquite beans.
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fertility of the soil is not inferior but really superior to

parts of New Spain.
The Sobaipuris and the other Pimas of the North sow

much cotton, which they weave and with which they clothe

themselves ; and in truth there is no lack of anything in the

Pimeria to sustain life with convenience and gratification
for those who dedicate themselves to the cultivation of this

vineyard ; for in its rivers there are catfish and other small

fish; ;they raise chickens of Castile (there are countless

turkey in the mountains, although they are easy to domes-

ticate), sheep, goats, large cattle, and mares and horses,
from which even the Pimas breed many herds.

As for what touches on the wild animals, [there are]

tigers, lions, bears, wild cats, wolves, foxes, coyotes,
mountain sheep, deer, hares, rabbits, and other crea-

tures. And it is certain that beyond the Colorado
there are bisons like those of New Mexico; for it is clear

that the beast which the Spaniards called the Mexican bull,

is really a bison, which, because of its size, Moctezuma had
in his house of the beasts [in Mexico City] and which had
been taken from these lands, for they do not exist in the rest

of New Spain. There are also many deer, that in the canons
and hills, due to the lack of water, raise the highly prized
vezimles stones that are in such demand in Mexico and
in such demand in Mexico and in various other parts as
remedies and are even sent to Spain, the Spanish valuing
them so much that the Pimas now prize them too, and do
not sell them as cheaply as before, especially in these latter

years, when so many have died of rabies and so much harm
has been done in these lands that these stones have not
been in such abundance as in the past, when there were
many and some very well grown. There are also birds of
almost all types or species which are to be found in the
rest of New Spain ; and at San Javier del Bac and neighbor-
ing rancherias, there are many macaws, which the Pimas
raise because of the beautiful feathers of red and of other

colors, almost like those of the peacock, which they strip
from these birds in the spring, for their adornment. There
is also in the island which the sea forms on the coast near
Caborca a type of large bird, seen there last year, which
seemed to be an ostrich; and although I do not assert this
as true because of the distance from here, I will say that

they were unusually large birds. In some places are found
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thousands of birds which are called "chickens of the Indies,"

large and fat and of pleasant taste.

Of their origin, and how and when, and whence the

Pimas came to populate this land, there is the same doubt
that exists for all of the nations of America; although if

this land connected with China, Tartary or some other

country, whether by the continent, or whether divided from
it by some small strait, we could perhaps say that they came
from Asia or Europe. At the same time, those who have
studied this matter say that the Pimas came with the rest,

for they say of themselves the same things that are known
about all of the Mexicans from the West to the East they
traveled so many leagues and for so much time, having left

those places to populate Mexico. But if one gives credit to

the traditions of the Pimas, although they are mixed up in

a thousand stories, they inhabited this land from a short

time after the deluge, of which they also have their tales.

One thing can be assured for truth, and that is that when
the Mexicans left, the Pimas were already here, for with
the same traditions, a little less confused, like the more
modern ones, they tell of various things about the first

Moctezuma or chief of men, who took the Mexicans away;
and they tell about their companions, especially those who
lived in the region of the Casas Grandes, of whom they
have more individual reports; and they even have super-
stitions originating in fear of the aforesaid Moctezuma, who
they say was a necromancer.

Those Casas Grandes are, as I have said, five in num-
ber, and they are of three stories. Eleven of them, in the

style of those which they draw for us, were in Mexico at the
time of the Spanish coming, whose walls in the greater
part are still standing; and there were some entire houses
there then, although without roofs, due to the injuries of

time. There are many other ruins of the minor houses of

other and inferior Indians, subjects of Moctezuma, and they
must have been numerous, for the ruins occupy two square
leagues of land, the town and its surroundings, and some
walls of a large tank or reservoir, made by hand of stone
and mortar, and a dike of the same materials, by which they
conducted the water of the Rio Gila for more than five

leagues, for the service and the sowing that they would do in

their homes. Finally, there are so many other vestiges that

they leave no doubt. The Pimas assure us that on the other
branch of the Gila, in the angle which is formed by the
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junction of the two rivers, Verde and Salado, there are
ruins of other and similar houses (and all the Pimas of this

locality assure us that there are others between the pre-
sidio of Janos and the valley of San Buenaventura,

87

by
which they give it the name of the Valley of the Great

Houses) ;
and there are still others on the other branch of

the Rio Colorado, from which to the seven caves or cities

whence came the Mexicans, and which they say are at the

northwest of this Pimeria and close to the sea, there are
no more than ten days of travel, which they make on foot

and which seems to be but a short distance, and apparently,
as I have said, in about forty degrees [north latitude] . And
as we know that this is certainly the nation with whom
those people trade who are white and clothed, then by vari-

ous sources I have and by other conjectures not to be depre-
cated which perhaps I will write some day, I am inclined to

believe that they are Chinese, who at times arrive there by
the Sea of the South, in "great houses/' as the Yumas say.
There is no rashness in asserting this.

In what touches their superstitions, the Pimas do not
dare to burn any wood of the aforesaid house ruins. There
is in them a feeling that perhaps they may in some manner
make an offering, and give guaris, feathers, arrows and
others of their treasures to the departed ones. They affirm
that there is buried close to the ruins a large pot, full of

chalchihuites, which when one tries to grasp it goes to the
bottom. Finally, they show at a short distance a little hill,

divided in two small divisions, which they say join if anyone
passes between them ; and whoever is thus caught is never
seen again ; which among other things they attribute to the

magician Moctezuma. The Padre Agustin, who has been
in these houses a great many times, has said the same thing
about them. He has attempted to rid the Pimas of these

fears, and has burned some of the aforesaid wood for his

uses, and made his servants take out and throw away the

jewels that are put superstitiously into the dwellings, and
he has even asked them to show him the magical pot, but
has not been able to see it ; nor have they now as much fear
of the magician Moctezuma, and with time they will lose it

all when they are baptized and show that they are Chris-
tians. All of this I have recorded here, because there are
some who say that the Mexicans went from this Pimeria,
and the Pimas are of the same race, which appears to be

37. The Casas Grandes of Chihuahua.
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false due to what has been said and the difference in the

natives and their customs, polity and government, and other

qualities, in which the Mexicans in no way correspond to

them.
The Pimas are usually of good height and well featured,

although their color is somewhat darker than that of the

nations of New Spain, originating in the nudeness in which

they live, made dark from the sun, air, cold and other in-

clemencies of the weather. Their dress who live in the

North, is of cloth of cotton, which is very well woven and
painted gracefully with red and yellow ; they also have some
cloth of wool, when they possess sheep. Although those of

the West have no weaves, nevertheless, due to commerce
with the others and their exchanges, especially in the
chamois skin

38 which they have and cure very well because
in their land the hunting of deer is more common, they too

go about dressed decently in the same clothes. They use
trousers of chamois skin, and from this skin they also make
little overcoats, very charming. The women, as a rule, are
naked from the waist up, and down to their feet are clothed
with skirts of chamois skin, and in the winter they have
another chamois skin which serves as a shawl; and others
have a jacket made of many skins of rabbits cured with the
fur together, and this serves as overcoat for the children
of these last Pimas. Especially among the Papabotas there
are many who do not wear any more clothing than their

innocence, even without covering the most shocking parts.
This is done with great sincerity. Also, among the Yumas,
the Cocomaricopas and their neighbors there are found few
who wear anything over their naked skins, outside of the

women, who have a skirt made of willow bark, which
reaches down to their knees and does not serve for more
than a covering of decency. They live, nevertheless, happily
in their poverty, and do not have more clothing because of
the lack of cloth, which does not trouble them, and of com-
merce with which to get it. But in our missions, towns and
rancherias they are better dressed, somewhat by the help of
the padres, as well as by the food which they sell to the
Spanish.

Their habitation is in huts of matting made of reeds,
split and built in the form of a roof on some sticks forming
arches, on which they support the said mats, which are

Meaning deer or antelope skin.
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strong enough to resist the injury of the weather; and they
do not have in these huts any more furniture than a mat
on which to sleep, some calabashes in which to carry and
hold water, and some pots in which to roast maize and most
have a metate on which to grind the maize; but there are

always a bow and arrow, quiver and club to fight with ; and
in spite of this misery, they pass their lives happily and live

long and even make some pretensions to vanity.
Their understanding is very small, and with it they at-

tain to very little of this life as well as very little of the

other life. They are not malicious, and for the greater
part they are very simple, although some are found to be
more alert, and these are usually the restless and noisy ones.

Their temperament, especially of those of the North, is

haughty and arrogant, and it is noticeable in the spirit and
bizarreness with which they talk; the reason for which is

that they hold those of the West in such little esteem; and
it is true that these latter, whether it be due to having less

fire or to some other cause, recognize in the others some
superiority and look up to them with special respect, which
although not amounting to subjection, remains a matter of

knowledge, whence is born the opposition and rivalry which
was formerly expressed by fighting, but now is shown in the

handling of their arms and in races and contests. The
Pimas of the North carry away the wagers, and almost
always have the advantages. And also they usually win in

the game of running and kicking with one foot a round ball,

which they call playing el gyaquimari; at this game two
teams play, each team throwing their ball to a place decided

upon at the same time with the other team ; and then run-
ning three leagues with it; the team which returns first to
the starting place gains the wager from those who come in

last. They also have another game which they call patole,
which is played with four little canes cut a thumb's length
long; they throw these upon a rock so that they will jump,
and the luck of each player will be shown by the manner in
which these canes fall to the ground, the player whose score
first reaches a determined number winning. They also
dance in a circle, singing and leaping, and if it is about some
triumph or death that their enemies have caused them, they
put the scalp or some member of the dead one upon a stick
in the center of the dance ground or the plaza.

They all use the same tongue, but especially those of
the North have the advantage in this as in everything, their
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tongue being more abundant and having more beauty than
that of the West and Pimeria Baja. Nevertheless, they
all understand each other, and all of their tongues have the
defect which is found in the rest of the tongues of this

America, of being very poor in words to explain the di-

vine mysteries and things about heaven, so that it is neces-

sary to take advantage of metaphors and roundabout ex-

pressions to show thjem the mysteries of our sacred faith,
the orders, sacraments and the rest of the things conducent
to their salvation.

39 But it is true that the Pima tongue has
its advantages, so affirm those who have learned it, over the
rest of the tongues which are spoken in the New World, out-

side of the Mexican and Tarascan, in its abundance, propri-
ety, expression and other qualities.

Their customs are not as irrational as is promised by
their barbarity, and although polity does not exist, they all

salute each other and give each other the hand, even upon
first sight. They are generous and liberal, as far as they
can be in their poverty, and no one who visits their ranch-
erias or homes, be he one of themselves or a stranger, will

lack necessities. They live in a community together in the

winter, and in the summer each one in his hut. They have
no government, nor laws, traditions or customs which which
to govern themselves ; and so each one lives in liberty, with-
out knowing in each village any superior other than the
one who talks most and incites them to fight with the enemy
nations, or who gives the signal for the time to hunt. In the
West there was an Indian by the name of Soba who had a

great following, his nation retaining the name of Soba.
41

Among the Sobaipuris, there was El Coro,
u who five years

ago killed one by one many of his rivals in various contro-
versies which they had. Today the Sobaipuris recognize as
chief El Turumisani, who with anxiety desires baptism and
padres for his people. Among the rest of the Indians of the

North, many visits were made by Francisco Pacheco, called

by the name of Captain Pacheco who was his baptismal
father, and vulgarly known by the name of Cola de Palo,

who, regarded with caution and watchfulness by the Span-

39. A "defect" which other Spanish missionaries often deplored.

40. El Soba was the most prominent chieftain of the Western Pimas, in

the lower valley of the Rio del Altar. His main village in Kino's time was Unuicat,
a short distance south of Caborca.

41. El Coro was the famous Sobaipuri friend of the Spaniards, and ruled over

most of the Sobaipuri villages in the upper San Pedro valley from his main village

at Quiburi, not far from the present town of Fairbank, Arizona.
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ish, accredited himself at all times with loyalty; he died

in April of last year, six days after having been confirmed
in the church, of a sudden accident in Cocospera, the third

village of this Mission, in which he was governor for many
years. He left among others a son of a good native mother,
who is the Captain of the village, and is gathering some fol-

lowing. Other captains there have been and in other parts,
of some repute among them, but more than anything this

position remains only as has been said, without feud, obe-

dience or subjection, each one doing what he wishes. These

captains I call chiefs or leaders and the one of the West the

Great Soba ; and so it was published and written in Europe,
I do not know for what reason, for they have no authority
to speak of.

Their religion is none ; they do not even know God, the
Universal Cause, nor do they think or discuss anything out-

side of the material or the present. And as they know no
Deity, nor adore anything, it is the easier to introduce them
into the Holy Gospel and reduce them to the gentleness of

our faith. They have nevertheless some tradition of the

general deluge, and they tell of the way in which their
ancestors saved themselves, and they keep the memory of
a Titoi, of whom they say that with two other families,
he saved himself from the deluge and various other calam-
ities. It is a long history, full of a thousand stupidities, and
finally, as with a blind person, barbarous and of short mem-
ory ; and so I omit it here, although it would not be disagree-
able, due to the gracefulness of its style. The sun they rec-

ognize in some manner, but not as a Deity, and so they do
not give it adoration nor do they show it any obsequious-
ness ; and it only appears that they look at it as the source
whence their fruits come, which lights them and gives them
heat, without any other reflections or discourses. Of the
moon they say that within her is a young boy, who, I know
not why, was picked up by a crane and put there; others

say that the blot which appears upon the moon is a coyote.
When there is thunder or an eclipse of the sun or moon, they
give many cries and observe other superstitions which I

omit, due to their being more simple and typical of primitive
people, more than aught else.

There is no lack of magic among them, the arts of
which they use to kill each other, with herbs or in some
other way, or to make snow fall when they are going to

fight the Apaches or other enemies, or to make the wind
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blow hard against the faces of their adversaries so as to

make their own arrows go more directly to the mark
; or to

raise fogs on the hills in order not to be seen by their ene-

mies, or to make the rain fall and take away clouds, and
other things of the sort, which, although I doubt not they
are worked in accordance with a pact [with the devil] yet
I know for a fact that it is derived from the ancients, and
that the magicians who at present are found, do not have

any communication with the evil one, nor does it appear that

they have seen the devil as is known of some others. More-
over, in a general way the magicians are so despised and
disliked by the rest, that sometimes they attempt to kill

them. Nevertheless, they esteem others who by sucking or

blowing cure the sick, and these cures are also diabolical in

part, and with as little security as that of the magician who
has them blinded and deceived.

As to their marriages, with the wish man and woman
are married, without any exterior ceremony, other than by
living together, without anyone disturbing them; but they
do not marry blood relations, even outside of the grade of

affinity. They usually have two or three women, but in va-

rious villages, and if it be in the same one, then in separate
houses, and in no manner together. This is their greatest
vice, although it is easy to remove it, as may be seen by the
conduct of those of them who are Christians. And in the
matter of shamelessness they do not go to the excesses of
other nations of Indians, and rarely does one find sodomy
among them, they being less inclined that way than are
others. I believe that this originates in the fact that they
live apart from the drunkenness of the rest, except in the
time of the ripening of the cactus fruit, when they attempt
to make some wine of it; but this lasts only for two or
three days and is not carried to the excess practiced by other
nations. If the husband and wife disagree and the children
are young, they draw them close to either one, and each

gains on his or her side. They do not curse nor use profane
language, nor do they rob each other; their houses being
without doors, no one steals their poor treasure, because
their dinners are eaten as common repasts by whosoever
desires to share them. They bury their males with their

quiver and arrows and some food and a little calabash of

water, a sign that they have a glimmering of immortality,
although not with the distinction and reward for bad and
good living ; they also have a fear of the depths of the earth,
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although in the same silly way as that which they show in

speaking of the deluge.
That which has been said of the Pimas in regard to

their religion, polity, etc., is likewise the same for the Coco-

maricopas, Yumas and other surrounding nations, which

according to the accounts of the Pimas, are in every way
confirmed, although it is true that further into the interior

there are nations more advanced in government and other

knowledge.
The dullness of our Pimas keeps them from knowing,

not only the use of letters, but also the use of those symbols,
characters and paintings by which the Mexicans (as well, it

is believed, as other nations of the Americas) wrote and left

for posterity their deeds and happenings. They have only
some traditions handed down from father to son, and as

these are wrapped in a thousand absurdities and stupidities,

they do not deserve the name of histories. The Indians of

San Javier del Bac [say] that from there were propagated
all of the Indians now inhabiting those regions, through
the medium of a man who came up out of the earth; and in

this, it is perhaps meant to be said, that the Mexicans had
their origin in this Pimeria. But the truth is that thence,

although not as they tell it, have come the greater part of

those who live in Pimeria Baja, just as the old men, those
of more than one hundred years of age, tell of it, although
without any data or reason to prove the contrary, because of

the wars that they have had between their tribes. If those
Indians of Bac originated in their center and spread thence

through various parts, it would not be strange if it were
found that some Pimas, serving in a more modest capacity
or in the company of the Mexicans, went out therefrom, and
from such Pimas would be descended those who they say
live near Mexico ; and I even submit that perhaps from them
also come the Otomies,

12

a nation that is well known in the

vicinity of Mexico, and even in fear of the Mexican emper-
ors at one time, although not subject to them. There is also

a relation in names, Otomi and Otoma, as are called the

Pimas, and in the barbarity of the costumes of the one and
the other, and other conjectures that are not improbable,
as perhaps I will show on some other occasion. I will at-

tempt to make a vocabulary in that tongue and attempt to

combine the verbs, names and radicals with these.

42. A half-barbarous nation living on the northern fringes of the Aztec empire
in southern Mexico.
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The Pimas are valiant and daring, as is proven by the
wars which the Sobaipuris and the rest of the Northern
tribes have maintained against the Apaches, a bellicose

nation which passes the lines of temerity in its valor. The
valor of the Pimas is also shown by those of the West, who
have also fought well against the Seris and Tepocas, of

whom there are still rumors of trouble, and by those wars
which they have fought against the Spanish at various

times, and in which they would have given the latter much
trouble if they had been united on these occasions. And
truly it has been due to the particular providence of Our
Lord, that this nation has been diminished due to continuous

epidemics; for because of their pride there are not lacking
among them people who are restless and troublesome.
Their arms are club, bow and arrow, touched with a very
effective poison which they make out of various poisonous
weeds and the sap of a plant called in Pima usap.

In former years, before there were padres here and
when all were gentiles, the Sobaipuris had the last commu-
nication with the Apaches of the Sierra of Chiguacagui,

4*

and much later since then, the Captain Ramirez in good
style and without bloodshed separated them. The Apaches
are the implacable enemies to the great good of this Prov-
ince of Sonpra, for since the Indian named Coro with his

Sobaipuris in the village of Santa Cruz [de Gaibanipitea]
made that killing of 148 idlers from a much larger mob of

Apaches, Jocomes, Yumas and Janos, who were united and
were doing much damage in all parts of the country, there
have been no enemies disturbing any town of this province,

44

there being before this time many aggressors continuously
carrying on great hostilities and doing harm to all the land.

Moreover, this killing was an excuse for the Janos to retire

in peace to the presidio of San Felipe and Santiago de Janos,
of which Don Juan Manuel Fernandez de la Fuente was
Captain, and the Yumas to the presidio of the Pass of New
Mexico, making the condition that they together with the

Spanish should go to war against the Pimas if the latter did
not keep the peace and quiet of the country. The Apaches
with a few Jocomes and Janos remained and although the
Pimas are less in number than before, they are numerous
enough to resist them, as they do when they go out on a

43. The Chiricahua mountains, east of the San Pedro valley.

44. The fight in question took place March 30-31, 1698, and is well described by

Kino in his Favores Celeatiales. See also Bancroft, North Mexican States, I, p. 274.
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campaign, killing a good number by following them into the

hills, or in campaigns accompanying the mounted soldiers

of the presidio of this Province

Returning to the original proposition, the Pimas Sobas
of the West not only maintained war with the Seris, but as

a numerous people of a gentile race who knew no other

padres than the Spanish, they came to the valley of Opodepe
to steal horses and execute other hostilities, although it is

today twenty-eight years since the aforesaid Captain
Fuentes with soldiers from his presidio and vecinos, made
an expedition to Caborca. Although he did not reach that

place, due to not knowing the road and lacking good guides,
and it being the season when the land was dry and the

pasturage poor, yet this demonstration was enough to quiet
them for a while, and a short time afterward there arrived
the light of the Evangel in which Padre Eusebio Kino in-

structed them, and they ceased all of their turbulence, and
now they persevere in great felicity in keeping the faith.

Although there was killed in their town of Caborca the ven-
erable Padre Javier Saeta in the year 1695, they did not
kill him, as I will explain presently.

Finally, in the past few years, as the old Pimas tell, the

Sobaipuris have had a mutual communication with the

Moquinos, with the good fortune that they have held fairs

together. Due to this the Pimas have had many reports of
each nation of the Province of Moqui, and the situation of
the villages, their government and other matters, until

recently when the Moquinos arrived in the valley of the

Sobaipuris in the land called Taibamipita.
45 We do not know

why on this occasion both nations fought, nor why the
Pimas killed many Moquinos; but there were multitudes

there, and then ceased the friendliness and commerce. Al-

though the Pimas wish to return to peace and communica-
tion, they have not yet carried out the formal visits neces-

sary to re-establish the communication, for the Apaches
have occupied the pass of the Rio Gila where the road is;

although the distance between the last towns of the Sobai-

puris and the Moqui towns, is not more than three days of
travel.

45. Probably Gaibanipitea, a Sobaipuri village, referred to by Kino as Santa Cruz
de Gaibanipitea.
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SECTION THREE
A chronicle of events in this Pimeria, from the beginning of

Christianity therein, with the progress and obstacles which it has en-

countered, and its present state.

Thus lived the Pimas in their gentile and barbarous

state, when the Holy Sacrament came to give them the light

through the medium of Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino, a
native of the City of Trento, who after having been in the
Californias in the company of the master [mariner] Don
Isidro de Atondo 46

[for] eighteen months, with the title of

cosmographer to His Majesty Don Carlos II (in glory may
he rest!), and as superior of all the padres who were with
the armada [of Atondo] ; and having postponed the enter-

prise and the subjugation of that island, was appointed by
his superiors to these new conversions of this Pimeria, to

which he dedicated himself promptly, as much with zeal and
desire to employ himself in missions for the gentiles, as with
the idea of investigating if in this Pimeria there was a land

passage to California.
To gain for his conversions the aid of the padres of

the Province of Sonora, he secured a royal provision by the

Royal Audiencia of Guadalajara,
47

so that these worldly
justices might help him in his sainted work. It was de-

clared in the royal grant that for the first twenty years of

the conversion of these nations, the Indians should not be

obliged to pay any tributes nor under any circumstances be
divided by the secular justices to serve and work in the

46. Don Isidro Atondo y Antillon, a native of Navarre, was governor of

Sinaloa when, in 1679, by royal cedula or decree, he was given the office of Admiral
of the Kingdom of the Californias, with the right to hunt pearls therein, provided a

colony was founded. Kino was Atondo's chief missionary (for the Spanish gov-
ernment usually sent missionaries to accompany such expeditions), and early in

1683 the expedition sailed to La Paz Bay, near the tip of Baja California. A short-

lived attempt at a colony failing at this place, Atondo and his expedition returned

to Sinaloa. Late in the same year, another effort was begun at San Bruno (not

far from Loreto, and some distance up the coast from La Paz). This colony lasted

until the summer of 1685, when it too was abandoned. Baja California had no more
missionaries nor settlers of any consequence until 1607, when Padre Juan Maria de

Salvatierra began his Jesuit missions in the peninsula. Kino, after seeing the failure

of his San Bruno mission, returned to Mexico City, and thence was sent to Pimeria in

1687. While head of the San Bruno missionaries, he seems in 1685 to have made a

voyage across the Gulf to visit the Guaymas Indians in southern Sonora, and BO

came to know something of them.

47. That is, the royal Spanish judicial district of northern New Spain. Kino, in

December of 1686, visited the audiencia and secured its permission to carry on mission

work among the northern Indians, who were to be protected from the Spanish

settlers by a royal cedula.
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mines and ranches of the Spaniards.
1" He entered this

Pimeria on the 13th of March in the year 1687, and with
the help of an Indian named Coxi [Cosari?] (and called at

his baptism Don Carlos, in obsequiousness to our beloved

king Don Carlos II, of glorious memory), who was native

to this village, then only a small place; and with aid of

neighboring villages, he began to make entradas among the

Indians; and carried to them the light of the Holy Sacra-

ment, explained through the medium of sure interpreters
whom he brought from the Mission of Ures, in the lower

province, where he had mastered the language.
The mildness and good manner of the Padre, along with

various little gifts, and principally the purity of our Holy
Faith by the explained and Divine Disposition, which had
already opened the door and light of Heaven to those who
for such a long time had lived in the shadows of death
all began to soften their hearts, so that inasmuch as they
were free from idolatry and not as deeply rooted in vices as
the other nations, they gave place to the seed of the Divine

Word, offering then their children for holy baptism, while
even the adults asked for it insistently.

They assembled at good sites to form villages and to

build houses and churches as they had at first in this village.
And in order that there might be a good beginning, progress
and faith in these conversions, [this Mission of] Our Lady
of Sorrows was dedicated in a suitable church, elegant,
adorned and built of adobe and soil.

19 Then were begun a
mission in the village of Our Lady of Cures,

50 and another
in Santiago de Cocospera,

51

large and suitable, with its

chapels, to be the cross-bearer of all the missions of the
district. Then were begun those of Our Father of San
Ignacio,

5" San Jose de Imuris,
53

Santa Maria Magdalena,
51

and San Pedro de Tubutama,
55 and others as well. And with

48. This cedula prohibited a common practice of the country, by which Spanish
settlers obtained cheap labor for their lands.

49. Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, on the upper San Miguel River. Only r\ trace

of the ruins remaina.

50. Nuestra Senora de los Remedies, a few miles north of Dolores.

51. Near the headwaters of the Rio de San Ignacio (the eastern branch of the

Rio del Altar ) , and nor far south of the international boundary line.

52. On the Rio de San Ignacio below Cocospera.
53. Just above Mission San Ignacio and on the river.

54. Just below Mission San Ignacio and on the river. Still famous for its

annual October fiesta, attended by thousands of the Sonora Indians.

55. On the Rio del Altar, a few miles south of the present boundary between

the United States and Mexico.
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the occasion of other padres coming afterwards to the said

conversion, although they did not continue very long, yet
they greatly aided Padre Kino, with prosperous success

everywhere; making much progress in the teaching of the

Faith, in baptisms, and in the beginnings of churches and
houses. Governors were chosen among the natives, as were
justices, fiscal agents and constables ; and as they turned to

the Faith, they were introduced to political life and rational

customs. In the year 1693 the Padre Agustin de Campos
was chosen for the Mission of Nuestro Padre de San
Ignacio, where he still remains. With Padre Kino, and
sometimes alone, he began various entradas among the outer

nations, and both worked gloriously, so that in a short time

they had already gone all over this Pimeria, and had en-

lightened its inhabitants with the light of the Holy Sacra-

ment, having gathered the fruit of many children and sick

adults who, bathed with the waters of baptism, departed to

the eternal possession of the glory, to be treasurers in the
Divine Esteem for the total conversion of their fellow

Pimas. There was no lack of Divine Providences which
took care that the Divine Lord now has them among His
chosen.

With well-grounded Christianity, and with hopes of its

total conversion, the five padres who were to be found in

this Pimeria made up a rectorship which had the title of

Nuestra Senpra de los Dolores, separate from that of San
Javier in which it had been. But in the year 1695, the com-
mon enemy of the good of souls, seeing that there had
escaped from his clutches those who had for such a long
time whined beneath his domination, gathered together his

forces to impede the progress [of conversion] and even to

tear all away from the Faith, with the death of the Evan-
gelical missionaries, and incited some malevolent Indians of

the West, especially those of the village of Oquitpa,
56 about

ten leagues from Caborca. And many of the villagers of

Tubutama [caused] the death of a servant of the Opata
nation, belonging to the Padre Daniel Januske, who was
then the missionary of Tubutama" (at present he is at

Oposura and is rector of the Santos Martires district among

56. San Antonio de Oquitoa, on the Rio del Altar, just above the present town of

Altar, and some twenty miles below Tubutama.
57. Padre Januske was absent from Tubutama at the time when his servant

Antonio maltreated certain of the villagers. On March 29, 1695, Antonio and the

other servants of Januske and Kino in Tubutama were killed by the enraged Indians.
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the Opatas), and of two other Indians who were coming
from Caborca after leaving a few cattle with the Padre

Saeta; and even the Padre Daniel would have died at the

hands of these restless ones, if an old man who was less

cruel than the others, had not prevented them, the padre
having come out of his mission to hold Holy Week in the

Mission of Tuape,
58 nearer to this Pimeria, among the

Eudeve nation and belonging to this rectorate.

The Padre Agustin had notice of the uprising, and had
notified the Padre Daniel. But seeing that he did not come,
Padre Agustin went out in search of him, in company with
some Indians of his mission; and had even, believing him
dead, made search for his body, by an unaccustomed road
which he had not used before, and along which the Padre
Daniel was proceeding without having known of it.

59 But
by the special providence of Our Savior there were saved
from death these two padres, who would probably have met
it at the hands of the restless natives if they had both gone
by the regular road. Thus the Padre Agustin was spared
the shock which he would have had at the death of Padre
Daniel ; and the latter learned the danger in which he had
been and of which he himself had been ignorant by not

having received the notice from the Padre Agustin, he
having passed the messenger on the road, to go on to Tuape
to hold the Holy Week without fear that a rebellion would
take place. And there was not present at this function,
Padre Francisco Javier Saeta, because him Our Lord had
chosen to shed his blood on this Pimeria, and give his life

for the Faith, in return for his angelical procedure and his

innocent life and religious virtues.
80

In great excitement, the Tubutamas, Uquitoas and
other malevolent Indians who followed them, having killed

the three mentioned Opatas, set fire to the house and chapel
of Tubutama, outraging the chalices, altars, medals and
holy pictures; and having destroyed various images of
Jesus Christ, they divided and profaned the sacerdotal sac-

raments from which they made clothes after their fashion.

Then, the poor Padre Daniel having been spared from their
barbarous and cruel hands, they went toward Caborca on

58. About thirty leagues south of Dolores and on the Rio de San Miguel.
59. That is, without having known of the insurrection at Tubutama.
60. Padre Saeta was killed at his mission of Concepcidn del Caborca, as will be

seen.
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Holy Thursday, March 3 1,
61 and tried to seduce from the

faith the natives of Pitiquin,
62
three leagues from that vil-

lage, so that they might join them in their iniquitous de-

signs; and not gaining them, on the Saturday of Glory,
68

well on in the morning, they arrived there, and then began
to give vent to their ire with cries, and [to attack] the wild
Indians who served the Padre Saeta.

64

The padre came out, for according to the hour he was in

prayer at the time when he heard the cries, and seeing what
these barbarous people were doing, he said to them with
notable meekness: "Why do you seek to kill these poor
people?" The answer of the rebels was to fire at him two
arrows, which almost at the same time entered his sides.

He then knelt to offer up his soul to God, and a short time
later he retired to the poor house which was his only home.
His murderers followed him, and setting him up in his hum-
ble bed, they committed upon him a thousand cruelties, until

at the blows of their clubs, accompanied by twenty-five
arrows, as is presumed from the number found in the house,
he surrendered his life, to enter triumphantly into the

glory and to celebrate the triumph of Christ, receiving the

palm and crown of martyrdom. I call him a martyr, this

venerable Padre Francisco Javier Saeta, in the degree
which is permitted by the decrees of our Holy Father Urban
VIII and others concerned ; for according to the protests of

the Indians, and according to the treatment of the sacred

ornaments, sacred pictures, chalices and medals, which was
in the same excess as at Tubutama, and according to other
incidents and circumstances, no doubt they killed him "in

odium fidei."*

Fortunate death of a fortunate padre, for he deserved
the reward of dying for Christ, which is only attained by
the relevant virtues and innocence of life in which the
venerable padre excelled. He was a Sicilian by birth, and
had come to New Spain only two years before, with the
desire of employing himself in the glorious work of the
new missions. He finished his studies in Mexico, and was
ordained and then directed to this Pimeria, which was then

61. Kino gives the date as April 1.

62. San Diego del Pitquin.

63. April 2, 1695, according to Kino, and early in the morning.

64. The mission of La Concepcion del Caborca, westernmost of the Altar

valley missions, had only recently been organized by Kino, Padre Saeta having been

conducted thither in October of 1694.

65. Saeta's four Indian servants were also killed.
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poor, new, remote and with but few Christians although

many gentiles. These qualities he accepted with joy, as

much to employ the fervor of his spiritual zeal in the total

conversion of these poor creatures, as for the chance to

await an opportunity for the entering of California, to dedi-

cate there a mission to his countrywoman, Santa Rosalia

de Palermo, as he had promised to do.

He had the light of Heaven within him, for a few days
before he had written to Padre Kino that his last days were

approaching ; and despite the nature of his death, it is pre-
sumed that he had a premonition, since although he was ad-

vised in time by some of his flock who knew of the conjuring
and schemes of the rebels, he did not attempt to save him-
self.

[The tumult] being somewhat assuaged, and the ene-

mies dispersed to various parts, a Christian Pima called

Felipe, who at present lives with his son in the neighbor-
hood of San Ignacio, burned the precious body of the padre,
which, what with the strong poison of the arrows and the

heat, was decomposing and swelling (this burning is the

manner in which the Pimas treat their dead whom they
most esteem). Instantly the news of what had occurred
was given to Padre Kino, by the medium of the loyal In-

dians. He, already on the march, sent word immediately to

the Padre Marcos Antonio Kappus, then missionary of

Tuape and rector of that mission district (at present the
most worthy Padre Visitador of the missions of the Prov-
ince of Sonora), and they began to rouse the [Indians of]
the necessary provinces, who, joining together with soldiers

and vecinos, would stop the uprising before it could take on
more volume ; and [they sought] to give the venerable padre
a more decent burial.

60

Came then Don Domingo Xironza Petriz de Cruzat,
military governor and alcalde mayor of this Province,

67 and
with sufficient men he directed himself toward Caborca, ac-

companied by the Padre Agustin. He arrived there, and
gathered together the Caborcas who remained (because the

most, with fright at the death of the padre, had fled to the

hills) , they assuring him that the Tubutamas and the ma-

ss. Obviously, cremation was considered unchristian by the missionaries, then

as later.

67. He was the uncle of Captain Juan Matheo Manje, and had twice served as

Spanish governor of New Mexico. In 1693, he was sent to Sonora as military

governor and alcalde mayor or chief justice, which positions he held until 1700.
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levolent Uquitoas, and not they, had killed him; because,
they added, How, or why, should we kill him when we loved
him so much and he being a saint? Thus they explained
it, and in this manner asserting themselves, they gave great
testimony as to the virtue and saintliness of the venerable

padre. In truth, argued the Comandante, we found not a

single Caborca Christian or gentile connected with the death
of the padre, although many were solicited [to rebel] and
if they did not defend him, it was not through lack of love

for him, but due to lack of strength, because the majority
of them were scattered, preparing their lands for the sow-
ing, and they were quite inferior in numbers to the seditious

ones, none of whom could be found at hand from then on.

After collecting the bones and ashes of the venerable padre,
and putting them into a decent box, the governor conducted
them to Cucurpe j

68 and in sight of that village, the governor
dismounted, and leading by his left hand the mule on which
were carried the venerable relics, he placed upon his own
shoulders the box of relics, and was thus received at the
entrance to the village by the Padre Rector Kappus. Cov-
ered with a cape, and with a deacon's ornaments and a cross,
and with all due ceremonies and concourse, including the

firing of arquebuses, [Padre Saeta's remains were] buried
in the sacred church at the side of the epistle of the main
altar.

They were there until the end of the year 1714, when
there came as visitor extraordinary of these missions the
Padre Luis Mancusp, missionary for twenty years in the
new Tarahumara missions of New Spain.

89 A countryman
of the venerable Padre Javier Saeta, from the latter's own
kingdom

70 and in whose company he came from Europe, he
arrived in this province in the course of his visits, and going
over the tender memories of his sainted countryman, asked
the Padre Agustin, a friend of both of them, for notices

of the life and death of the Padre, which were given to him
by the venerable Padre Agustin in a letter of information,
but of which I shall not deal more herein.

He [Padre Agustin] also then opened the sepulcher of
the venerable padre, as he had assisted in his burial and
knew the place which was occupied by his bones ; but very

68. A mission on the Rio de San Miguel about midway between Dolores and
Tuape.

69. In Durangro and north central Mexico.

70. That is, Sicily.
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few were found (and it was lucky that any were found at

all, he having died through such a violent death and having
been burned), and the sole of a shoe, which was verified by
the affirmation of the Padre Agustin. The said Padre Vis-

itador then took them to send to his holy province of Sicily
with the said letter, in virtue of which, and the rest of the

information about his saintly life, I doubt not that Padre
Saeta will have his rightful place in the history of the Com-
pany. The fury and passion of the homicides [had spared]
a holy crucifix of rare material, flexible to the touch and of

precious and very devoted workmanship, which the padre
had brought from his homeland to locate in his mission ; and
a loyal and good Indian hid it for the time in his house in a

planting of wheat that the padre had for his sustenance.
And when a few months later the Spaniards entered [the

village] he presented it on his bended knees to the Padre
Agustin ; and having been in the possession of various per-
sons, both pious and devoted, it is at the present time in

the Mission of Arispe of the better Opatas, [kept] with all

respect in a rich sepulcher, gilded and formed of six large
moons of rich, hard and resplendent crystal, which serves
for the holy burial during Holy Week.

Although the rebels scattered, they returned to join to-

gether in a larger force, so that it was thought that the up-
rising of the Pimas was universal, and preparations were
made to reduce them [to obedience] with arms. But neither
the Indians of the North nor the majority of those of the
West joined in the revolt. They moreover took in a bad way
the murder of the padre and his servants, and looked with
dislike upon the overtures of the seditious ones. Never-
theless, the white soldiers entered [the country] for the sec-

ond time, and then, all being quiet as they thought, they
left for Cocospera, leaving the Padre Agustin at his mission
of San Ignacio with four soldiers who were under Corporal
Juan de Escalante, later Captain of California and at pres-
ent lieutenant of the presidio of this Province.

But not two days after the soldiers had left, the Padre
Agustin heard that the rebels [were going] to attack his

mission. He sent word to the troops and, thinking to reach
them in time, he waited until morning, but with horses sad-

dled. And at breakfast time they heard the cries of more
than three hundred Indians who attacked the house from
the rear. They all mounted, and while the padre took the

horses out of the village, the said corporal stood and held
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open the way with his companions, which he did with
notable dexterousness and valor, and they joined the padre,
who with another companion was ahead, going toward
Cucurpe ; although it seemed impossible, as it was in fact, to

resist such a crowd of valiant and furious Indians. They
were followed for two leagues, but seeing that the whites
would escape them, the Indians in their rage turned toward
the church and house of San Ignacio, which with all of their

belongings were instantly reduced to ashes.

Spared for the second time was Padre Agustin, and
spared due to the valor and thoughtfulness of the corporal
in having taken the road to Cucurpe; because around this

Mission [of Dolores] the enemy had put a cordon. Al-

though Padre Agustin was regretful, since for the second
time he had lost the palm of martyr from his hands, he gave
thanks to Our Lord, Who without doubt saved him in the
midst of so many dangers, so that with his zeal and sainted

industry [he might] maintain, as he now maintains, this

Pimeria. The soldiers returned from Coc6spera, and al-

though they did not reach there in time to remedy the ruin
and fire of the house and church of San Ignacio, they suc-

ceeded in capturing various rebels, and punished several,
and in the Tupo rancheria,

71
distant from San Ignacio about

eight leagues, many cruelties were executed by the soldiers,
without the Padre Agustin being able to restrain them ; and
many innocent folk paid for the crime which others had
committed. A corporal, aid to the Comandante, after having
unjustly killed his woman here, later found himself poor
and destitute in Mexico, and was killed by a blow with a
stool ; if it was a punishment for the cruelty used with the
innocents of Tupo, God only knows.

The two old men, heads of the sedition, and the first one
who wounded Padre Saeta, were pardoned by the interces-

sion of the padres ; and even more, as I believe, by the blood

spilt by the blessed martyr, which, more than vengeance,
asked mercy for those poor, blind ones. Finally the sedi-

tion died down, not so much by rigor as by the kindness and
good conduct of the other corporals and captains ; peace re-

turned, things took on a different light, and the triumphs
and increase of the Faith continued with new entradas by
the Padre Kino,

72

returned from Mexico, where he had been

71. El Tupo, to the west of San Ignacio.

72. Since Velarde and Campos were still active as missionaries at the time

this relacion was written, and moreover were close friends and associates, it is not
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to see his Reverence
73
to dispose of various matters to the

betterment of this Pimeria ; and by the Padre Agustin, who
remained to fill [Padre Kino's] place in this mission

[Dolores] (whose Indians firmly maintained their loyalty) .

Upon [Padre Kino's] returning, the Mission of San Ignacio
was rebuilt. He put his own hand to the work, and separ-

ating the wood and rocks, found in them a curious cross

with counters of silver. It is venerated today in the new
church, still bearing the marks of fire. New padres came,
and they continued with fervor in the cultivation of this

new vineyard, sown with the blood of a martyr, whose sup-

plications in the Divine Presence, together with the young
children who certainly enjoy the eternities of glory, as well

as many adults, whom we are piously persuaded they ac-

company, will move the Divine Clemency so that He will

grant mercy for these who have his precious blood, and will

dispose that all be incorporated in the gathering of the Faith
and attain the fruit of the redemption to which Old Lord
has predestined them.

Other misfortunes have been met with in these new
conversions, which although they were without bloodshed
are more to be feared, for they are falsehoods originating
with the pretext of good zeal. There have been those who
were moved falsely to suspect and even to declare that the
Pimas were the real Apaches, who caused the harm that
has occurred in the Province of Sonora.

74 This was believed
so widely that it was necessary for soldiers with a corporal
to enter and investigate the large herds of horses which the
Pimas of the North had in their corrals. They discovered

nothing, and the visit only served to convince them of the

fidelity of the natives ; although these gentiles, who were not
as deeply friendly with the Spanish [as were others]
through the medium of the padres, would have broken out
into war at the time. So many were the excesses that the
soldiers committed by their military license, [that it is clear

that] not only were they not restrained, but were even en-

couraged by the corporal who led them. But it was due

surprising that Velarde makes Campos figure much more prominently than Kino, in

connection with the rising of 1695. Now and then, one gets a hint that Velarde
sometimes resented the harsh austerity of Kino, and perhaps some of the rules laid

down by the latter.

73. The Padre Provincial, Juan de Palacios, head of the Jesuit missions of New
Spain.

74. This complaint was frequent from Kino.
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neither to them nor to him, it seems to me, that they failed

to receive what they deserved.
There is no doubt that there are some bad folk among

the Pimas, but because of that the nation should not be made
to suffer if it is mostly innocent. The truth of the matter

is, in my opinion, that the devil sowed to impede in this

manner the propagation of our Holy Faith, molesting the
Indians as had been done in other parts by those who should

promote the Faith, but who take advantage of the general
feeling in order to gain parts of this Pimeria to advance
their own interests, or because they missed the convenience
of having servants free of cost, or to say better, slaves at

a very low price slaves whom the soldiers took in any man-
ner possible in the entradas which they made on the pre-
text of looking for the enemies of the province, a practice
which the padres always opposed. Since the soldiers en-
tered this Pimeria, they have attempted to discredit the poor
Indians with similar impostures ; and in fact, at the request
of the padres the alcalde [mayor'} ordered restored to their

nation eight Indians whom the soldiers had imprisoned. I

affirm that if in the Pimeria there had been discovered rich

mines, the Pimas [would have been] apportioned out to

work [in them] with all the extortions that the rest of the
Indians [have known] on the ranches and haciendas of the

Spanish, as well as those of the mulatos and coyotes'" (for
even these servile people wish to have servants in this land) ,

[in the belief that the Indians] would be good, and would be
friends of the Spanish and enemies of the Apaches. So
much can blindness and passion originate from avarice,

pride and personal interest.

Deadened already, but not altogether quieted, are these
falsehoods ; for there are still hundreds left in some of the
few settlements, who would prefer to have the Pimas for
enemies. Although without reason, and against all justice

by their own good procedure of being satisfied, the captain
of the presidio and the justice of the province did not fail to

make his opposition to the advancement of Christianity,
which others make public, although they should not, due to

their profession, with the pretext of good zeal. For besides

sharing the above opinion [of the Pimas] they affirm that
the Pimeria is very sickly, that the Pimas, besides being
inconstant, are stupid and that it is lost time and money, at-

tempting to reduct them.

75. Persons of mixed white, negro and Indian blood.
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Oh, Holy God ! How many are the wiles of the devil !

For the deaths of three or four padres, and because a few
have become ill in the course of thirty years, they discount
the souls saved with the blood of Jesus Christ ! This becom-

ing ill and dying, I supose, is seen only in the Pimeria? Is

not the soul's life worth more than many healths and cor-

ruptible lives ? If the Pimas are inconstant, let the spiritual
administration of the rest of the Indians be abandoned, for

hypocrisy and inconstancy are things that everyone on this

earth possesses. Let these jealous ones, the apostates of the

Faith, find false Pimas ; and if they find one, I will give them
full credit for their statements. And as a venture, are not
salvation and predestination linked to much knowledge and
understanding? Is it not true that God saves both men and
idiots? I wish to explain, to the educated and the unedu-

cated, to the learned and the simple alike, to the rude and
the cultivated, the fairness of God. The knowledge of Hell

is not very clear; if it were a little better known, perhaps
they would have been saved. I should say that shortsight-
edness saves the Pimas, that their very rudeness and
meagre knowledge make them incapable of committing
many of the sins into which frequently fall the most learned

men; and with the little which they understand they have
enough learning to save themselves; for God does not ask
for more than what He gave, and those who understand
Him by comprehension and intelligence which are scant,
need much less. On no point would I expand with more
pleasure, than to break up the cavillings of those who call

themselves zealous. But if will of a truth be necessary else-

where to point a finger at that which they call zeal ; for this

work is not an apology nor a place for disputation.
78

The truth of the matter is, that neither in this medium
have affairs turned out as was hoped by the common
enemy,

77
for if all of his wiles could have disturbed the Faith,

it would not have persisted as it has in this Pimeria. Its

success, after Divine Disposition, is due to the zeal and work
of the Padres Eusebio Francisco Kino and Agustin de

Campos, who almost always maintained themselves aloof in

76. Velarde's description of the troubles between padres and military authorities

is in some degree a reflection of the complaints of Padre Kino, although the latter

was much more tactful in his remarks concerning the lay authorities. For a number
of other documents illustrating conditions in Pimer|a Alta after Kino's day, see G. P.

Hammond, (ed.), "Pimerfa Alta after Kino's Time," in New Mexico Historical

Review, IV, No. 3 (July, 1929), pp. 220-238.

77. That is, the devil.
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it; although at times there have been other padres. The
said Padre Kino died in the year 1711, having devoted him-
self for twenty-four years in glorious works in this Pimeria,
in which he made more than forty entradas, that afterward
were only [occasionally] repeated by two or three mission-

aries, as they found time. He died at almost seventy years
of age, and died as he had lived, with much humility and
poverty, due to which he did not undress in his last illness,

for his bed was as it had always been, composed of two
pieces of leather for a mattress, two little blankets which
the Indians use as covers, a pack-saddle for a pillow and
from these not even the insistence of the Padre Agustin
could change him. He died in the house of the padre,

78

where he had gone to dedicate a remarkable chapel which
a short time before had been finished in the village of Santa

[Maria] Magdalena, and was consecrated to San Francisco

Javier, whose entire body in an admirable image was shown
in a gilded niche. Feeling ill at the singing of the dedica-

tion mass, seemingly the Apostle Saint
79

to whom he was
devoted called him, so that, being buried in his chapel, he

might accompany him, as we believe, in glory.
Allow me to add what I observed in the eight years

during which I was his companion.
60 His conversation was

ever of the mellifluous names of Jesus and Mary, and of

the conversions of the gentiles, for which he always prayed
to God. In saying over his breviary, he was often edified

and moved to weep by the lives of the saints, of whose vir-

tues he told us. He showed a natural anger when he pub-
licly reprimanded those who had sinned against others ; but
those who maltreated him in person he treated with the

greatest patience and kindness, even embracing any one
who affronted him, and saying to such an one : "You are
and ever shall be my dearest lord !" even though he might
dislike the person. And then he might go and lay the in-

sults he had received at the feet of the Divine Lord and Our
Lady of Sorrows, in whose church he prayed a hundred
times daily.

After supper, seeing us already in bed, he would enter
the church, and although I might sit up all night reading,
never did I hear him come out to get the sleep which he be-

78. Campos, at San Ignacio. Campos was in Pimeria Alta for some eighteen

years before Kino's death and a like time afterward.

79. San Francisco Xavier, famous Jesuit Apostle to the Orient.

80. 1702 or 1703 to 1711, at Dolores.
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grudged himself. One night accidentally one of us saw him
beating himself unmercifully [as a penance]. He ever

took his food without salt, and often added to it mixtures of

herbs, to make it the more distasteful. None ever saw
in him aught of vice, for the discovery of new lands and the

winning of new souls had purified him. These alone were
the virtues of Padre Kino: he prayed much and was known
to be without sin. He neither smoked, nor took snuff, nor

wine, nor did he enjoy a siesta. So austere was he that he
never drank wine, save at the celebration of a mass ; nor had
he any other bed than was formed by the sweat cloths of

his horse, for a mattress, and two small blankets for a
cover. Never did he possess white trousers, nor more than
two coarse shirts, because he gave all else to the Indians, in

charity. Although merciful to others, he was cruel to him-

self, and he punished his body with hardship. When strong
fevers attacked him, he took no remedy for six days, save to

get up and celebrate mass and then go to bed again. Thus
by weakening and dismaying nature, he overcame the
fevers.

The Padre Kino being dead, Padre Agustin continued
and still continues in his entradas; and with dexterity of

tongue and with his saintly industries, with the love and re-

spect which the Pimas have for him, and with other me-
diums dictated by his prudence, zeal and experience and
knowledge which he has of the Indians. He loves this Pi-

meria in obedience to the King of Heaven, and in subjection
to his most Catholic Majesty our King and Lord Don Felipe
V (whom God prosper), and is fortunate in having been
honored by our Padre-General with the charge of the two
rectorates in the two preceding governments. He super-
vises the immediate superiors to the meetings of the In-

dians, the captains of the presidios, and the jus-
tices and vecinos of the land; [although they have]
judged more by the glory of Our Lord what the padre
wanted, as he has executed with pleasure, dedicating him-
self to these missions until death, and without wishing any
other thing than this Pimeria in which, with the wishes of
Our Lord, he maintains the faith with many good Chris-
tians who live throughout it. There are also many gentiles,

especially among the Sobaipuris and the remote rancherias
of the North and the West, where live the majority of the

Pimas; and this is because of the lack of missionaries, for
due to the great distances from one point to another, it is
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impossible to visit them, administer them, teach them and
bind them to the obligations of Christians. There is no
doubt that many souls are lost, due to there not being those
who will distribute the bread which they anxiously ask for

and desire ; for we are sure that if there were padres at least

in the four other missions in which there formerly have
been some, and if we had offerings in real money, there
would not be found a gentile in this Pimeria, in which, re-

gardless of the illnesses and epidemics which have con-
sumed so many people, there are still about ten thousand
souls of both sexes.

81

And not only the Pimas (who if they had padres to re-

strain them would be enemies of the wild Apaches ; and lack-

ing padres and control, it is probable that they will unite
with them, giving the province much trouble) , but also the

Yumas, Cocomaricopas and the rest of the adjacent nations,
and even the Apaches, would be converted into receiving
missionaries and the Holy Evangel would be extended into

regal domains, if Your Majesty
82 were informed of some

points and some means, not very costly, which the padre-
missionaries of the Company

83 would propose ; the more so
since we know the docility of these nations, some friendly
to the Pimas, and all lacking idolatry and other errors,
which have held back augmentations to the Christian faith
in other barbarous lands.

The reduction of the Moqui to the dominion of our
king was once attempted, and, and principally by the efforts

of the church ; but since the uprising of New Mexico,
84

[this

nation] lives apart and apostate, having shaken off the arm
of the Faith as well as its obedience to God and to Your
Majesty, with the death of twenty-one religious seraphics,
your missionaries,

85 and of six hundred Spaniards and other

foreigners, who by their excesses have lost that kingdom
without having been able to regain it. But we know that in

truth they desire padres of the Company, who will reconcile
them to both Majesties; and if it were not for the respect

81. A picture of the declining missions of Pimeria Alta after the death of Kino.
82. Philip V of Spain, (1701-1746), to whom Velarde would appeal for help for

the missions.

83. The Company of Jesus, or as often known, the Jesuits.

84. The great Pope rebellion of 1680, after which for sixteen years the Spaniards
were unable to recover completely the upper valley of the Rio Grande.

85. Missionaries of the Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans), who had been

put in charge of the New Mexico missions. Franciscans and Jesuits were active

rivals in their efforts to get control of the missionary work among the peaceful Hopi
or Moqui Indians of northern Arizona.
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due to the Seraphic Order, and lest I put myself into some-
one else's business, already the Padre Agustin de Campos
would be there, although he formerly had some doubts about
the matter; and he knows that he would be well received.

We hope that Your Majesty (God guard you), will give us
the necesary provision, for we have word that His Excel-

lency, the Duke of Linares, Viceroy and Captain-General of
this New Spain,

86 has informed you of this particular.
It might be successful to investigate what mystery is

contained in what the Pimas of the North tell, of a Spanish
woman, who in past years went out at certain seasons from
a house on the other branch of the Rio Colorado, to preach
what the padres taught, and to teach those native gentiles
the road to heaven; which agrees with what is read in the
life of the venerable Mother Mary of Jesus, known by the
name of the Madre Agreda, and much more for her

heavenly writings, who many times was seen in New Mex-
ico and adjacent parts, preaching, catechizing and giving
out rosaries and other little gifts to the Indians.

87
This was

verified according to the manner in which it is written in

her life to which I refer ; and thus perhaps has originated
the device of the cross, [found among the northern na-

tions] .

Attempts have also been made to investigate what the
Pimas themselves say, who pointing out about one hundred
leagues to the north of the Moqui, assure us that there is

in that place a small tank or pool, of thick water of the
color of silver, which moves much and is heavy and which
upon being picked up goes through the hands; and that
there is much red soil around there. These signs indicate

quicksilver, whether the story be true or not. Who knows?
Who would affirm it or disagree with it? This is true, that
the natives of New Mexico claim that there is a quicksilver
mine around there, although they do not know just where,
nor which nation has that product which in New Spain is

valued so highly. It is also true that the Cocomaricopas
bring from a distance some balls of reddish earth, which
appears to be vermilion, with which they paint themselves,
and it would not be difficult to obtain some of this. These

86. Fernando de Alencastre, Duke of Linares, and Viceroy of New Spain, 1711-

1716.

87. The legend of Madre Maria de Jesus de Agreda was a fairly common one

among the Indians and missionaries of northern New Spain. See Bolton, Spanish

Exploration in the Southwest, pp. 354, 387.
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things should not appear strange to anyone, for if so far

away and in such remote places there should be found the
said mine, the people of the place would help the mission-
aries and men of commerce, and lead them both to that
which each desires.

Finally, an attempt will be made to investigate what
rich nations, political and valiant, live in this Septentrional
America, and where are those seven caves or cities whence
came the populous Mexican nation, and where were learned
the polity, government and actions which showed the Mex-
icans how to found an empire so far from their home ; and
there is no doubt that many were left to maintain those
lands which gave them their origin. To say that the Casa
Grande which has been mentioned in this work, is one of
the seven cities that were divided, and that the Mexicans
left, fleeing the other nations that pressed upon them, as
some have written, is in my opinion a mistake, as the Pimas
themselves tell us, and their statement appears the more
correct. An attempt will likewise be made to discover the

kingdoms of the Gran Quivira and the Gran Teguayo, which
I believe will be discovered here sooner than in New France,
and it would be well for us to reach them before the French
arrive, for those nations being discovered and the Saintly
Evangel being published among them, it would be easier to

introduce it among the adjacent nations, who are perhaps as
humble as they are subjected, since we are told that they
are ruled over by the king of the Gran Quivira.

I omit many other fruits which would follow from pop-
ulating this Pimeria with zealous missionaries, when such
rewards are so obvious. And I also omit the inconveniences
that will follow upon the contrary [lack of them] ; for upon
another occasion I have repeated some of them to the Padre
Visitador, Marcos Antonio Kappus, and if it be necessary,
they will be proposed again when I have concluded my
relation; in which it seems to me I have detained myself too
much by touching upon some things which appear to some
to be trifles, not worth writing about. But as my intent was
to propose at one time all that seems necessary to me to
make a complete concept of the Pimeria, without losing in-

terest due to being too ponderous, as someone did it, nor
leaving anything unnoticed due to obscurity, and that with-
out conveying any false information, as many have written
about the country. Moreover, I prefer to adopt the note
of the tedious or impertinent, rather than give the notes
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without that clarity which is required in a sincere relation

which, passed by the censoring of the one who ordered me
to write it and who is [himself] witness of many things,

will, I doubt not, reach the sphere without which I might
fear it would remain poorly accepted, due to its slovenliness,
humble style and other defects, for it takes all of its recom-
mendation from the glorious end to which it is directed;
that is, that the superior ones may realize how important it

is to procure the gift of the provinces that are at their hand
(we hope that the King, Our Lord, will not omit those that
are touched upon), so that the Company of Jesus will be
able to enjoy the fervor of their zeal in gathering to the
arms of the Church such copious grain, which appears al-

ready white and mature ; hoping that it will be gained as we
desire it, that this Pimeria may be populated with glorious
missionaries who, enlightening it with the splendor of the

Faith, and bathing it with the pure waters of baptism, will

pass afterward to evangelize it and carry the light to so

many and so numerous nations, who living in the shadows
of death lack the greatest of its benefits.

So I desire it unaffectedly, and so I ask it from your
Divine Majesty, and so I await it from the heaven of our
superiors, being desirous that the high standard of the

Company of the glorious and sainted name of Jesus, with
which it ennobles itself, will be known and venerated in all

of the nations, peoples, tongues and countries, to the greater
honor and Glory of Our Lord.

Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, May 30, 1716.



A CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE MOQUI PUEBLOS

UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF GOVERNOR AND CAP-
TAIN-GENERAL DON PHELIX MARTINEZ, BEGINNING
AUGUST 16TH, 1716, AND CERTAIN CORRESPONDENCE IN
RELATION THERETO ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL AR-
CHIVE FROM WHICH THIS PAPER HAS BEEN PREPARED.

INTRODUCTION

SOME
fifteen years ago, the late Col. Ralph E. Twitchell

prepared an annotated translation, under the above title,

of one of the old Spanish archives at Santa Fe 1 and this

paper was among those acquired after his death by the His-

torical Society of New Mexico. It is now published, with

some minor changes in the text, based on the original ; and

with a few additional notes, as indicated by initials. Colonel

Twitchell did not place in the text any reference numbers
for his notes; if any of them are out of proper place, the

fault is the editor's.

The value of this old document is two-fold. In the first

place, and occurring in the same year as did the events in

Pimeria Alta (now southern Arizona) discussed by the

Velarde Relation and edited in this issue by Dr. R. K.

Wyllys, we have here an attempt by the governor of New
Mexico to extend Spanish and Franciscan authority, royal

and ecclesiastical dominance, over the group of Hopi towns

on the western fringe of the then occupied Pueblo Indian

1. Journal of Events and Operations of Expedition to the Province of the

Moquis, with letters from FT. Yrazabal, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Governor
and Captain-General, October 8, 1716. Spanish Archives of New Mexico, vol. ii, p.

180, Archive No. 260.

Captain Phelix Martinez succeeded Don Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon in the

governor and captain-generalship in 1716. At the very time he was engaged in

his expedition against the Moquis an order was issued by the Marques de Valero,

Viceroy of New Spain, ordering him to turn the government over to Don Antonio

Valverde y Cosio and come to the City of Mexico at once ; he was charged with

peculation by the officers of the Santa Fe garrison (Archive 288, op. cit.) See also

Archive 822, op cit., which sets out the judgment against him by the visitador, Don
Antonio Bezerra Nieto.
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country. The attempt was a failure, it is true, because Na-

ture proved to be on the side of the Indians;
2
nevertheless

the record of this expedition is of value because it affords

considerable insight into the relations which then existed

between Spaniard and Pueblo Indian.

In the second place, this document throws some light on

the movements of the Jemez people, and especially upon the

identity and the history of the old pueblo of "San Juan de

los Xemes."

By comparing the dates of the various autos and let-

ters, it will be seen that No. 5 is the earliest.
3 On April 30,

1716, two warriors (evidently from San Juan de los Jemez) ,

accompanied by three Jemez Indians "of the province of

Moqui, being of those who are apostates in that place since

the year 1696," appeared before the governor in Santa Fe,

asking his permission to take "twenty young men of the

pueblo of San Juan de los Xemes who are obedient to His

Majesty in order to bring out sixteen families of their na-

tion who are living in the said province of Moqui, in the

pueblo of Gualpi." The permission was given, and also or-

ders that the refugees should be aided in their return by
the Indians at Zufii, Acoma, Laguna, and Cia, the last

named pueblo being stated to be "distant three leagues from
that of [San Juan de los] Xemes."

The three "Moquino" Jemez Indians, with the twenty
from "San Juan," started on the journey to Walpi (Gualpi)
on May 3; and a few days later, Fray Francisco Yrazabal

seems to have gone from Santa Fe to his missionary post at

Alona, one of the (then) pueblos of Zufii; for in the first

letter he reports his arrival there on the 10th of May. He
further states that thirty persons have arrived there (evi-

dently Zufii refugees returning from the Hopi country) , but

that "the Xemes who were at Moqui" had not yet arrived.

2. As will be seen upon reading the document, the Spaniards found no adequate

supply of water for themselves or for their stock. L. B. B.

3. For purposes of reference, the first parts of the document have been num-

bered. L. B. B.
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Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are in proper sequence as to dates and
show that on the 8th of June the emissaries from San Juan
de los Jemez had returned home from Walpi with 113 of the

"Xemes" refugees, men, women, and children. It is inter-

esting to note that Jemez was grouped with the pueblos of

Cia and Santa Ana (both located in the lower valley of the

Jemez river) under one of the Spanish officials of that

period who had the title of alcalde mayor. Captain Arrel-

lano states in his note of June 9 (notifying the governor of

the arrival of the party) that both men and horses were
wearied from the long journey, but that within a few days
he would come to Santa Fe with the "captains" (princi-

pales?) to give the governor detailed information.

The captain's letter was dated at "Xemes," which was
the name of his alcaldia and does not show whether he was
at any particular pueblo within his jurisdiction, although
No. 6 seems to identify it as "San Juan." There are, how-

ever, indications in this document that at least two of the

former pueblos of the Jemez people were being occupied by
them at this time. In No. 11 we have an order issued to the

various alcaldes mayores to furnish warriors from their

pueblos for the expedition ; and those in the jurisdiction of

Jemez were called upon for 12 from Santa Ana, 25 from

Cia, and 20 from "San Juan de Xemes." In No. 19 we have

the record of the inspection of the expedition held at "San
Antonio" on August 20, and among those who passed mus-
ter were none from the pueblo of "San Juan de los Xemes,"
but there were 30 from the pueblo of "San Diego de

Xemes" ! Unless this is explained as an inadvertent use of

pueblo names, the inference seems justified that in the year
1716 both "San Juan" and "San Diego" were being occupied

by the Jemez people. And incidentally no other of the

pueblos furnished an equal number of warriors for this

campaign except their cousins at the pueblo of Pecos.

The location of "San Diego de los Jemez" has never

been in doubt. At the modern Jemez Springs, in the canon,
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of San Diego, thirteen miles above the present pueblo of

Jemez, may still be seen the extensive ruins of old Gui-u-

se-wa, with the massive walls of the church and convent of

the former mission of San Diego towering above them, one

of the most interesting and prized possessions of the state of

New Mexico.
4 But regarding the location of the mission of

San Juan de los Jemez there has not been the same agree-

ment among students of the Jemez people, so that the refer-

ences to it in this document are of value in helping to iden-

tify it.

About five miles north of the modern Jemez, where the

two main branches of the Jemez river come together, racing
and tumbling down out of the twin canons of Guadalupe and

San Diego, towers a majestic potrero, its mesa-top nearly a

thousand feet above the canon bottom on either side. There
is only one approach from the frontal side, but if one will

climb the steep, narrow trail which goes up the western, or

"Guadalupe" side, he will be well repaid by the view of im-

pressive grandeur. Standing at the brow, in utter silence

except for the steady murmur of the wind in the tops of the

pine trees, he will gaze to the south, over the valley of the

Jemez and beyond, down the valley of the Rio Grande, to

mountain masses a hundred, two hundred miles away. To
the west and east are slopes and other mesa-tops covered

with pine forest ; northeast and north looms the summits of

Cerro Pelado and Cerro Redondo. And then the visitor may
turn and wander among the ruined walls of the old pueblo
of Mash-ti-a-shin. For on this commanding site part of the

Jemez Indians built a pueblo of refuge, perhaps in 1681,

perhaps earlier ; and it is one of the dramatic feats at arms
of De Vargas and his men to storm this height in 1694 and

compel the vanquished Jemez to descend and live again on
the point below.

4. There was some question as to the ownership of the six-acre tract occupied

by the old mission and the adjoining: pueblo ruins, but about ten years ago title was

acquired by the Museum of New Mexico through a quit-claim given by the San Diego
Grant Company and through sale at a nominal figure by Mrs. J. W. Miller and her

son Hugh, of Jemez Springs. L. B. B.
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For there is a lower point, thrusting southward from
the foot of the high potrero and keeping apart the waters of

the two eager streams for another quarter of a mile. On
this lower point lie the ruins of the old pueblo of Ash-ti-a-

la-kwa,
5 which bore also the Spanish name of "San Juan

de los Xemes." In the north side of the ruins may still be

traced the lower walls of the little mission church, chancel,

transept and nave, and perhaps it was at this pueblo that the

Franciscan father, Fray Francisco Casafias de Jesus, suf-

fered martyrdom in June of 1696. At least we know that

it was at that time that one of the bloodiest battles of that

period was fought with the Spaniards, partly at the pueblo
of San Juan and partly in the canon of San Diego, after

which the Jemez people fled "to the Navajo country."

Nor is it strange that in their flight they kept on and

on, westward across the Navajo country, until finally they
reached the first mesa of Tusayan. For tradition tells us

that the first people who settled at Gualpi, in the long dim

past, were the "Bear" people, who are reputed to have come
from the Jemez country. What would be a better retreat

for the fugitives of 1696 than a pueblo where lived descend-

ants of their own ancestors? At least, there they were in

1716, homesick for the streams and forests and game of

their homeland ; and thence part of them returned, accord-

ing to this document.7

6. W. H. Holmes, followed by Hewett and others (Bureau of Am. Ethn., bull. 32.

pp. 44-47) identified the name "Astialakwa" with the ruins on the upper point.

Hodge (Handbook of Am. Ind., "Astialakawa," "Jemez") seems to identify it with

those on the lower point, but he has confused the two missions of "San Juan" and
"San Jose." (On this, see paper by Bloom in El Palacio, xii, 19-26).

In the Jemez language the terminal kwa, or wa is a locative ; "Mashtiashin-kwa"
means "place of the thumb" and "Ashtialakwa," "place of the index-finger." A
Jemez informant explained to the writer the meaning of the names of those two
old pueblos by holding his hand with fingers extended horizontally, with the palm
in vertical plane, and said that the thumb and index-finger represented the location

of the two old pueblos. L. B. B.

6. For details as to the death of the fraile, and the battle, see Twitchell, Lead-

ing Facts of N. M. Hist., I, 410-411. L. B. B.

7. Perhaps there is significance also in the fact that the Jemez people call their

present pueblo "Wa-la-tu-wa" (place of the bear people). See Hodge, op. cit.,

"Jemez," "Walpi." L. B. B.
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With this digression, we may return to the main record

of this testimonio. It appears that the "reducing" of the

Moquinos has been under consideration for some time,
8 and

has been a matter of negotiation; but the Moquinos have

been reluctant to acknowledge Spanish sovereignty. The

cacique of Oraibi has been busy with his planting, but will

come to Santa Fe "when he is at liberty." "The time seems

to have arrived," writes the fraile at Alona, "for reducing
the Moquinos through hunger." It seems that they "have

great fear of the Spaniards" and "do not love them much,"
but he assures the governor, writing on June 25th, that the

expedition which the latter "has determined to make is by
Divine command" ; and on July 16th he writes that he has

learned from two Moquinos that it has rained in that coun-

try, so that men and horses of the punitive force would find

water. "It appears as if God were opening the way there

is no help for it, Your Excellency must enter Moqui because

the Indians are already advised of it"; the missionary at

Zuni would suffer discredit if the matter were not carried

through.

Thus encouraged by the letters of May, June, and July
from Fray Yrazabal, and with added information received

from Christobal, a chief of the returned Jemez Indians,

Governor Martinez issued his orders for the assembling of

officials, soldiers, and Indian allies. Some of the cabildo of

Santa Fe and representatives from the two other villas,

Santa Cruz and Albuquerque, accompany the expedition;
and when he asks the Father Superior to designate a chap-

lain, the latter informs him that he himself will go, accom-

panied by two frailes. The expedition when it set out,

therefore, had in its personnel representatives of the civil-

military government and also of the Church.

8. During his first entrada in 1692, for the reconquest of New Mexico, De Vargas

had visited the Hopi towns and they had professed submission to the Spanish crown.

But during the founteen years since that time they had steadfastly resisted any Fran-

ciscan missionary establishing work there; in fact, they attacked and destroyed the

pueblo of Aguatubi (where this expedition made headquarters) because that people

had allowed a fraile to visit and to perform some baptisms there in 1700. L. B. B.
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From No. 14 to the end of the testimonio we have the

record of the expedition from the time of its departure from
Santa Fe on August 16, 1716, until its return after an ab-

sence of two months, for sixteen days of which time the

expedition maintained itself in the arid province of Moqui,
in the imminent danger of dying from thirst. Notwith-

standing the reports that rains had made conditions favor-

able for the undertaking, no sufficient or usable supply of

water was found. Camp was maintained at the ruined

pueblo of Awatobi, but the distance from there to the First

Mesa made a siege impracticable. Governor Martinez was
not a Coronado, nor a Vicente de Zaldivar, nor a Diego de

Vargas, and he seems not to have considered seriously the

taking of Gualpi by storm. In fact, all that seems to have

been accomplished was the running off of any stock which
the Spaniards found and the ruthless and deliberate de-

struction of all the crops growing in the fields below the

penol. The net result of the injury which the Moquinos thus

received and of their successful defiance of the Spaniards
was simply to confirm them in what Governor Martinez

terms their "apostasy." Seven years later, also, this un-

successful expedition was to figure in the residencia, of Gov-

ernor Martinez and the unfavorable judgment passed upon
him by the visitador who conducted that investigation.

9

LANSING B. BLOOM.

(1) Letter of the Very Reverend Father Fray Franco

Yrazabal, Minister of the Pueblo of Our Lady of Guad-

alupe of Alona.

Senor Governor and Captain-General Don Phelix Martinez :

My Dear Sir:

I arrived at this village on Sunday, the tenth of the

current month after a good journey, thanks be to God, and
in compliance with Your Excellency's commands, I asked

9. Spanish Archives of N. Mex., 322, 323. L. B. B.

10. The first missionaries sent to the Zuni pueblos were of those brought to

New Mexico by Fray Estevan de Perea ; this was in 1629. About 10 years prior to

the Revolt of the Pueblos, in 1670, the Frayles at Alona or Halona were Fray Juan
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Juan Nicolas why he had not gone at Your Excellency's

summons, and he replied that it was because he was waiting
for the Cacique of Oraibi, who declares that he is busy with
his planting, and will come when he is at liberty. I have
made inquiry into the facts, and they are all unanimous in

telling me that the time seems to have arrived for reducing
the Moquinos through hunger; only they say that the said

Moquinos have great fear of the Spaniards. God will un-

deceive them in time, and they will see that we Catholics

have good hearts, patet experientia, toward those of the

Custodia. It appeared to me that Juan Nicolas might aban-
don his journey, since the object for which he was sum-
moned no longer exists; Your Excellency will make such
order as he pleases.

There have come to live in this village something like

thirty persons, large and small, and among them two Mo-
quinos, for love of their children, and what is more, of God.
As yet the Jemez who were at Moqui have not arrived.

Your Excellency must not charge this entirely to the Mo-
quinos, because there are Indian reasons, and the patience
of Job is required, so that, as the Lord took the herds from
Job, it might be well to take them from the Moquinos, in

order that in this manner they would be deprived of the

power and desire for the eating of meat although this last

is unlikely.
The Zunis received me with their accustomed kindness

and I manifested the same toward them. That which I have
and ought to have for Your Excellency is of a higher order
and moves me to beg for news of Your Excellency's health
and of the good success of your arms against the Apaches ; I

shall be obliged to Your Excellency for giving me this news,
and shall also be indebted if Your Excellency will commend
me to your Lieutenant General and to the Father Superior ;

the wine that I left in the hands of Your Excellency may go
to him at the first opportunity, Father Miranda having
helped me with a little. No other news occurs to me to give

de Galdo, at Halona and Fray Pedro de Avila y Ayala at Hawikuh. On October 7th,

1670, the Navajo-Apaches raided Hawikuh and beat out the brains of Fray Pedro
with a bell, while he was clinging to a cross, and burned the church. His remains
were recovered by Fray Juan and taken to Halona or Alona and buried. In 1680 the

Zuni took part in the revolt and murdered their missionary, Fray Juan de Val. In

the revolt of 1696 the Zuni also took part, and they were not reduced to submission

until 1699 which was accomplished by Governor and Captain-General Pedro Rodriguez
^Cubero. The mission here was first called La Purissima but was changed after the

revolt of 1696 to Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de Alona.
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Your Excellency, nor have I anything further to write,
wherefore I come to a close, particularly as nothing remains
in my ink-pot!

God, Giver of all good things, be pleased to bestow them
upon Your Excellency in abundance, as I desire and ask of
His Divine Majesty. At the Convent and Village of Your
Excellency, Alona, May 14, 1716 My dear Sir, I kiss your
hands; Your most humble servant and friend,

FRAY FRANCISCO YRAZABAL.

(2) Letter written by Captain Cristobal de Arellano, Al-
calde Mayor of the Pueblos of Santa Ana, Cia and
Jemez

Senor Governor and Captain-General :

Sire:

I arrived yesterday, Monday, the 8th of the current

month, at this pueblo of the Xemes, my men wearied by the

journey, and the horses in the same condition. There is

nothing at all to report, but on Tuesday I shall go with the

Captains to that Villa, where I will inform Your Excellency
as to everything. The people who came number forty-three
men, nine boys, thirty-six women and twenty-five girls.

This is all I have to inform Your Excelency at present. I

pray God to keep Your Excellency many years! Jemes,
June 9, 1716. I kiss Your Excellency's hands. Your most
humble servant,

CHRISTOBAL DE ARELLANO

(3) Second letter from the Very Reverend Father Fray
Francisco de Yrazabal

Senor Governor and Captain-General, Don Phelix Martinez :

My Dear Sir :

At Your Excellency's summons, Juan Nicolas is going
and will give Your Excellency the news from Moqui which
I presume Your Excellency has already received in detail

from the Xemes who went from the province, who, as eye-
witnesses for many years of Moqui affairs, can truthfully
inform you of their lives and miracles. I have learned from
experience that Indians are not very truthful and do not
love the Spaniards much, and so I cannot give Your Ex-
cellency, in detail, full information of the thoughts, words
and deeds of the Moquinos, because, as I have said, they do
not rest upon very firm grounds. Therefore, the expedi-
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tion which Your Excellency has determined to make is by
Divine command. This is my opinion salvo meliori (for
lack of better).

I trust the health of Your Excellency is perfect, thanks
to the Most High, who sustains me! I should be rejoiced
could I be of any service to Your Excellency personally, to

whom I have not sent the honey requested by Your Ex-
cellency because there is none. Those who are going will

testify to this ; it may be that they are taking some ; it is

very like them to conceal it from their ministers. God give
us patience and keep Your Excellency many years. Alona,
June 25, 1716. My dear sir, I kiss Your Excellency's hands.
Your Chaplain and friend,

FRAY FRANCISCO YRAZABAL

(4) Third letter from the Very Reverend Father Fray
Francisco de Yrazabal

Sefior Governor and Captain-General Don Phelix Martinez :

My Dear Sir:
The contents of Your Excellency's letter were of much

comfort to me although I cannot truthfully say that I de-
served them all. The letters with which Your Excellency
has favored me have been most pleasing, and this last over-
flows with rejoicing on account of the desires and the good
intensions which Your Excellency entertains of entering
into Moqui : festinare Domine noli tardare. Only the confi-

dence and experience I have of Your Excellency's trust in

me emboldens me to say to you that in such an enterprise
Your Excellency should fix his gaze upon the greater honor
and glory of God and on nothing else, and I assure you that

complete victory will follow Your Excellency. I well know
that this, my admonition, is superfluous, because Your Ex-
cellency's Christianity and great zeal are notorious ; there is

no obstacle for a happy outcome, unless it be my sins; but
God is the Father of Mercies and listens to pious wishes;
such are mine, and one of them is that Your Excellency may
remain in perfect health, which (thanks to the Most High)
I myself have and also [I have] the desire to serve Your
Excellency; and in proof of this I proposed to the children

[Indians] what Your Excellency commanded relative to the

corn, and they replied that if Your Excellency would send
small coas

11 and large mattocks and other implements, they

11. A sharp stick used by the Indians in tilling the soil; a kind of hoe very

primitive.
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will begin purchasing, and as fast as it arrives, they will

order it ground, which is what was done in the time of Don
Pedro Cubero. There have been good rains and there is

water in this region. Two Moquinos arrived a few days
since and I inquired of them whether it had rained in their

country, and they answered that it was like here. It ap-
pears as if God were opening the way there is no help for

it, Your Excellency must enter Moqui because the Indians
are already advised of it, and if Your Excellency does not
enter [that province] I shall not have the face to suffer the
misdeeds which they will commit in the rocky fortress

(rochela) of Moqui. May God act in all things according to

His pleasure and keep Your Excellency many years, as I

desire. Alona, July 16, 1716. My dear Sir, I kiss Your
Excellency's hands. Your most humble Chaplain and
friend,

FRAY FRANCISCO DE YRAZABAL
I think they can supply 100 fanegas of corn; some of

them have but little, but they will not refuse to sell it, espe-
cially knowing that they will not have to deliver it. The little

that the Convent has is Your Excellency's, as I am. I have
ordered the children [Indians] to keep on grinding. I will

thank Your Excellency to remember me to General Juan
Paez j

12
as I have not the material, I do not write his Honor.

(5) Permission given to 20 young warriors of the Pueblo

of Xemes to go to the Province of Moqui.

At the Villa of Santa Fee, on the 30th day of the month
of April, 1716, I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Life Mem-
ber of this Royal Garrison, Governor and Captain-General
of this Kingdom and Provinces of New Mexico, and Cas-
tellan of its Fortresses for His Majesty, being in my resi-

dence, at about the hour of eleven in the morning there came
to see me two warriors, and in their company, three Xemes
of the province of Moqui, being of those who are apostates
in that place since the year '96, and these latter brought me
messages from those remaining in the said province, one
and the other asking my permission to take in their com-
pany twenty young men of the pueblo of San Juan de los

Xemes who are obedient to His Majesty, in order to aid

12. General Juan Paez Hurtado, subsequently governor and captain-general of

New Mexico. He came to New Mexico with General Don Diego de Vargas Zapata
Lujan Ponce de Le6n.
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in bringing out sixteen families of their nation who are

living in the said province of Moqui, in the pueblo of Gualpi ;

and having interrogated them and learned their reasons and
their desire to return to this Custodia and their old pueblo,
I gave permission to the said twenty Indians, and I gave or-

ders that the natives of the province of Zuni, when those

coming from Moqui should have arrived at their pueblo,
should take care of them and conduct them on horseback to

the pueblos of Acoma and Laguna; and to these people I

gave the same order as to their guidance and journey to the

pueblo of Cia, distant three leagues from that of the Xemes,
which journey the said twenty Indians and three Moquinos
made on the third day of May.

In witness whereof, I made affidavit, which I signed,

along with my Civil and Military Secretary, on said day.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(6) Information given by the Cacique, Juan Nicolas, as
to what was told him by the Cacique of Oraibe and
other Caciques of the Province of Moqui
At the Villa of Santa Fee, on the nineteenth day of the

month of May, of 1716, having received a letter from the
Reverend Father Fray Francisco de Yrazabal, Doctrinal
Priest of the pueblo of Alona, province of Suni, under date
of the fourteenth of the current month, in which he informs
me that the Cacique of that pueblo, Don Juan Nicolas, has
not come to me because of his waiting for the Cacique of

Oraibe, and because he is busy with his planting and that as
soon as he is unoccupied he will come, the which he did,

coming to see me and giving account of what happened
among the caciques and captains of said province of Moqui,
who, with those who separated themselves from this Cus-
todia, belonging to the tribes of the Tanos, Teguas, and
Tiguas, as soon as they entered the said province of Moqui,
were received most joyfully and were made much of in their

pueblos and were conducted as far as Oraibe, where were
gathered all the governors, caciques and captains of the
said province, to whom he showed a Cross, which I, the said

Governor, had sent to them in sign of peace, assuring them
of the same in the name of the King our Master, and in

proof of it I sent them by the said cacique, Don Juan Nico-
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las, some bundles of tobacco, knives, beads, sashes, and hoes,
and other things which they like, all of which they accepted
with pleasure; and to the embassy of said casique they re-

plied that they desired peace ; that they were already tired

of war, and that when their principal cacique of Oraibe died,
who was an Indian who had been in Mexico, he had said to

his son, who now holds the position of cacique and the gov-
ernment of the said province: "Take this blessed Christ
and this silver [headed] cane, so that when the Spaniards
enter [our country] they will with it give thee peace"; and
that likewise, in the presence of the said cacique, Don Juan
Nicolas, he told those of the three nations mentioned above
that when they wanted to they might go to their pueblos
that the path was still open that they were reminded of

their pueblos and their relatives, and as proof of this, there
set out for this dtstodia thirty persons of the pueblo of

Alona, ten of Laguna, five of Isleta, and one hundred and
thirteen of San Juan de Xemes, which makes 158 persons,
as is shown by the letter of the Chief Magistrate of said

Pueblo of Xemes, Christoval de Arellano, of the 9th of June,
which, with that of Father Fray Francisco de Yrazabal and
two others of the said father, of the 24th of June and the
16th of July, I ordered to be included in these edicts that

they may be kept intact ; and in testimony of all that is here-
inbefore mentioned, I signed at the said Villa of Santa Fee,
together with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
By order of the Governor and Captain General,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(7) Information given by the Indian, Christoval, a Xemes
who left Moqui for the Pueblo of San Juan de los Xemes
in this Custodia. Condition of the Moquinos

At said Villa of Santa Fee, on the llth day of the
month of June, of 1716, before me, Don Phelix Martinez,
Governor and Captain-General of this Kingdom of New
Mexico, appeared Captain Christobal de Arellano, and in

company with him a Chief of the Xemes nation, called

Christobal, one of those who, on the 8th of the present
month, arrived from the province of Moqui at their old

pueblo of San Juan, who, through an interpreter, told me
that he came to offer me obedience as a vassal of the King,
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for himself and all those who had recently accompanied him,
who did not come themselves because they had arrived tired

out by so long a journey, and whom I received with great
kindness, and gave him presents, giving him to understand
the great pleasure I had in seeing them restored to their

pueblo ; and I asked him what was the decision of the others

who had remained in the province of Moqui those of his

nation and the others of this kingdom, and why they had
not come out with them inasmuch as nobody among the

Moquinos hindered them ; on which he satisfied me, saying
that their not having come out with them was owing to a
lack of horses on which to bring their wives and children,
and that they also might have effected their departure had
the twenty Indians of their pueblo gone to get them with

enough horses, and had the other pueblos helped to trans-

port them; and that if I entered from this Kingdom with

arms, as soon as they saw me in that province, they would
join me and return to their pueblos ; and he told me likewise

that the Cacique of Oraibe, and others from the other

pueblos sent many greetings to the Great Captain of Mexico,
and to me, the said governor, and to the monks and other

Spanish captains, with whom they desired to maintain

peace ; and, in witness of all the aforesaid, I signed this on
said day together with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(8) Order given to Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin to

have ready 70 soldiers of his company on the 16th of
August for the Province of Moqui
At the Villa of Santa Fee, on the 2nd day of the month

of July [August], 1716, I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez,
having received the affidavits of the Cacique, Don Juan
Nicolas, and of the Xemes Indian, Christoval, and the letter

of the Father Preacher, Fray Francisco de Yrazabal, of the
16th of July, in which they assure me of a favorable result
in an incursion into the Province of Moqui in order to rescue
from the captivity of the Devil the large number of souls

therein, who are apostates and outside His Majesty's obe-
dience ;

13 and considering the great service that may be ren-

13. No effort was made by the Franciscans to establish missions in the Province

of Moqui until 1629, when Fr. Estevan de Perea was custodio. See Hodge's Notes in
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dered to Divine and human Power in making the said incur-

sion, I order Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin, my Lieu-
tenant of Captains of the Company in this garrison fortress,
to make ready for me 70 out of the 100 men, on the 16th

day of August, of this present year, which is the date of

setting out, by God's favor, from this said Villa to San
Phelipe de Alburquerque,

14 which I designate as Headquar-
ters for the 19th; and in testimony thereof, I so provided,
ordered and signed, together with my civil and military sec-

retary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(9) Order given to the Chief Magistrates for the Juris-

dictions of Santa Cruz, the Villa of Alburquerque, and
this of Santa Fe, to have ready 45 Citizens on the 16th

day of August
At the Villa of Santa Fee, on said day, month and year,

having decided to make an incursion into the Province of

Moqui with seventy soldiers from this garrison, leaving

Fray Benavides Memorial, Ayer's Translation, pp 258-9, where Mr. Hodge says : "It is

learned from his Segunda Relation (Perea's) that the journey to found the missions

in the new field to the west was made from Santa Fe, beginning June 23rd, 1<>29 ;

the party reached Acoma (36 leagues) and Zuni (56) leagues, at which pueblos the

missionaries assigned to them were left, the remainder, consisting of Fray Fran-
cisco de Porras, Fray Andres Gutierrez, Fray Cristoval de la Concepcion, and Fray
Francisco de Buenaventura "with their crucifixes at the neck and staffs in their

hands," accompanied by 12 soldiers, continuing to the Hopi or Moqui country, where
they arrived on St. Bernard's Day, August 20th."

14. The Villa of San Felipe de Alburquerque waa founded in 1705 by General

Don Francisco Cuervo y Valdes, Knight of the Order of Santiago, governor and cap-

tain-general of the kingdom of New Mexico. See Archive 124 op. cit. p. 136, in

which the Viceroy of New Spain, the Duke of Alburquerque, says: "On the fourth

point, in which the said governor refers to having re-established the Villa of Galisteo.

bringing back to it the residents who had settled it, and who had become scattered

over the country on account of the attacks made upon them by the rebel enemies, and
also of having founded a Villa, which he called Alburquerque, and that it has no bell,

altar furniture, chalice and vessels asked for, this assignment being in accordance

with the royal law for new settlements, and he being ordered not to make other

settlements without informing His Excellency and consulting with him with refer-

ence to his reasons for the same, in order that he may send him orders as to what he

shall do, His Excellency adding that, as he has a royal order that a Villa shall be

founded, with the name of San Felipe, in memory of His Royal Majesty, the said

Governor is ordered to call it so for the future, and that this resolution be recorded in

the archives of the Villa of Santa Fe.

It would seem, therefore, that the correct name for the old town is as set out

in the archive San Phelipe de Alburquerque.
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thirty behind as a guard for this Villa and for the horses

remaining here, and this number of seventy soldiers not

being sufficient, owing to the numerous population which the
said province of Moqui contains, and the accidents which
may occur there, in consideration of leaving the crops of
this neighboring region in safety, I gave orders to Captain
Juan Garcia de las Rivas, Chief Magistrate and military
captain of the Villa Nueva de Santa Cruz, to give notice by
my order, in the Plaza de Armas, to twenty inhabitants of
his jurisdiction those whom he thought best supplied with
arms and horses (the munitions will be given to them at His

Majesty's charge) ; and I likewise gave orders to Captain
Antonio Gutierrez, Chief Magistrate of the Villa of Albur-

querque and Bernalillo, that in his jurisdiction he should

notify fifteen inhabitants, provided in the same manner as
those of the Villa Nueva de Santa Cruz; and in this Villa

of Santa Fee, I ordered Captain of Militia, Miguel de la

Vega y Coca to get ready from his company 10 militiamen
for the said day, August 16th, that they may go out in my
company on the said campaign, and in testimony thereof,
I signed with my civil and military secretary.

15

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(10) Notice given by my secretary to the Honorable
Cavildo that I am going in person to the Province of

Moqui and that their Honors should accompany me to

do all they can for the service of the King

At this Villa of Santa Fee, on said day, month and year,
having determined to make an incursion into the Province
of Moqui, and having selected for it the number of 70 sol-

diers from the company in this garrison fortress, and 40
residents of the jurisdiction in this Kingdom, that they may
offer their services to His Majesty in this campaign, I or-
dered my civil and military secretary to carry a message

15. Governor Martinez also by a bando offered liberty to all those who had taken

refuge in churches if they would enlist for the campaign against the Moquis. This

order was published on August 1, 1716. At least 3 persons took advantage of this

class of pardon ; they were Juan Antonio Dominguez, Marcos Montoya and Francisco

Xavier who filed petitions, but evidently were not accepted as their names do not

appear in the muster-rolls ; they may have gone as civilians, however.
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from me to the Honorable Cavildo
16

of Law and Order of

this Villa of Santa Fee that, as I am setting out in person
to reduce the apostates of the Province of Moqui, their

Honors should accompany me, in order that they may do
all they can in the service of the king, our master, and in

testimony thereof, I signed this with my civil and military

secretary on said day.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(11) Order given to the Alcaldes Mayores to call out the

Indians of the border in their jurisdictions for the ex-

pedition into the Province of Moqui
I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Life Member of the

Company of this garrison fortress of the Villa of Santa Fee,
Governor and Captain-General of this Kingdom of New
Mexico, Castellan of its Forts and Garrisons for His

Majesty, inasmuch as I am about to make a campaign into

the Province of Moqui, of which I have notified His Ex-
cellency the Viceroy, the Duke of Linares, and being obliged
to take from the Christian pueblos of this Kingdom a num-
ber of the Indian people for the urgent needs which may
arise during this campaign, in view of the fact that the said

natives have no other obligation by means of which they
recognize their vassalage to our Master, the King, than that
of serving at his expense in the campaigns and in the
courier duties presented in this Kingdom, by these presents
I order the Alcaldes Mayores, or their Lieutenants, to select

from their jurisdictions the following number of Indians
for the said campaign :

Taos, Ensign Christobal Tafoya: from the pueblo of San
Geronimo de los Taos >15 Indians; from the [pueblo]
of San Lorenzo de Picuriez 10.

Teguas, Captain Juan Garcia de las Rivas: from the

pueblo of San Juan 10; from Santa Clara 6; from
San Yldefonzo 10; from Pujoaque 6; from Nambe
5; from Tesuque 10.

16. The Cavildo of the Villa of Santa Fe, of which the Governor and Captain-

General was always the president (Santa Fe being his headquarters and capital)

seems at times to have had jurisdiction beyond the limits of the Villa proper : his

taking the members of the Cavildo with him on this expedition is not otherwise ex-

plainable, nor is their signing all of the autos, at his request.
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Pecos, The Adjutant Salvador Montoya: from the pueblo
of Pecos 30

;
and from Galisteo 4.

Queres, Captain Manuel de Baca: from the pueblo of Co-
chiti 20 ; from Santo Domingo 10 ; from San Phelipe

20.

Xemez, Captain Christobal de Arellano: from the pueblo
of Santa Ana 12; from Cia 25; from San Juan de
Xemes 20.

Ysleta, Captain Antonio Gutierrez: from the pueblo of
Ysleta 5.

Acoma, Captain Balthazar Romero: from the pueblo of

Laguna 10; from Acoma 25; from Alona 30.

All of whom will report to me at the Villa of Alburquer-
que which I have selected as Headquarters, on the 18th of

August, where they are to pass muster; and in order to

certify this order, I signed it in this Villa of Santa Fee on
the 20th day of the month of July, 1716, together with my
civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
By order of the Seiior Governor and Captain-General,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(12) Notice given to the Very Reverend Father Superior
Fray Antonio Camargo
At the Villa of Santa Fee, on the 27th day of the month

of July, 1716, I, the said Governor and Captain-General,
went to the Convent of Our Father San Francisco in this

said Villa,
17 and gave notice to the Very Reverend Father

Preacher Fray Antonio de Camargo, the Superior and Ec-
clesiastical Judge for this said Kingdom, that I had deter-
mined to make an incursion into the Province of Moqui, to

reduct it, if I could, to his Majesty's obedience, of which I

had given notice to His Excellency
18 and [I stated] that I

desired the Very Reverend Father to be pleased to select a

religious man who could accompany me as Chaplain for the

army which I was taking, to which the Very Reverend
Father replied that he should like to go in person and would

17. Not the church or convent which Fr. Benavides built but the one which
still stands directly in the rear of the present Cathedral, which was built between
1710 and 1714. See Archives 1072 and 1074, op. cit. vol. i, pp. 316-317.

18. The viceroy, the Duke of Linares.
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take in his company two friars; In witness whereof, I or-

dered this affidavit which I signed with my civil and mili-

tary secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

By order of the Senor Governor and Capt.-General,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(13) Order given to Lieutenant Francisco Monies Vigil to

set out ivith the cattle on the 5th of August, inarching
slowly and waiting for me at the Pueblo of Alona, in the
Province of Zuni

I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Life Member of this

Royal Garrison of the Villa of Santa Fee, Governor and
Captain-General of this Kingdom and Provinces of New
Mexico, and Castellan of its Forts and Garrisons for His

Majesty, (inasmuch as the day is approaching on which I

shall set out from this capital Villa for the Province of

Moqui, and it being necessary that the Cattle which I have
ordered for the maintenance and support of the military
shall go some days in advance) order the retired Lieutenant
Francisco Montes Vigil, with an escort of ten soldiers, to

receive from Ensign Christobal Tafoya the number of 100
cattle on the fifth day of the present month, and with them
to proceed slowly and wait for me at the Pueblo of Alona
in the Province of Zuni, where he will require the governor
to have ground for me, by the 25th of this said month, 100
fanegas of corn, half in kernels and half in flour ; and in wit-
ness of the said provisions, I signed it in this Villa of Santa
Fee, on the 3rd of the month of August, with my civil and
military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(14) I, said Governor depart from this Villa of Santa Fee
ivith the men at arms of this Garrison for the pueblo of
Santo Domingo
At the Villa of Santa Fee, on the 16th day of the month

of August, 1716, I, the said Governor and Captain-General,
having given an order to the Maestre de Campo Thomas
Olguin, Captain's Lieutenant of this garrison fortress, on
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the 2nd day of last July [August] of this current year, that

he should prepare and mount 70 soldiers of said garrison
for the reduction and conquest of the Province of Moqui,
and the day having arrived of which I gave him notice, and
the said soldiers being mounted on horseback for the de-

parture, I ordered the military instruments to sound, and
the Royal Standard-bearer, Ramon Garcia, to unfurl the

royal flag, and the march to the Pueblo and Mission of

Preacher and Superior Fray Antonio de Camargo joined me
and the said army together with the Honorable Cavildo;
and that my departure from this said Villa may be attested,
I signed this with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(15) Arrival at the Pueblo of Santo Domingo
On the 16th day of the month of August, of said year, I,

the said Governor and Captain-General, arrived at this

pueblo of Santo Domingo
19 with the said Army, having

marched about 8 leagues. In testimony whereof, I signed
this with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(16) Said Governor arrived at the said Pueblo of Santo
Domingo and halted one day because of having fallen ill

On the 17th of the said month and year, I, the said

Governor, having arrived yesterday, the 16th, at this said
Santo Domingo to begin, going first to the Convent of Our
Father, San Francisco, where the Very Reverend Father
Pueblo of Santo Domingo,

20
suffered a hemorrhage of the

19. The Army followed the camino real by way of the Rancho of Juana Lopez;
thence to the pueblo which stood on the left bank of the Rio Grande, near the mouth
of the Galisteo. This pueblo was washed away not long after the visit of Martinez;
it was rebuilt but again in 1886, a large part, including two churches, was de-

stroyed by flood waters of the Rio Grande.

20. The army here forded the Rio Grande on its march to the Post of Bernalillo.

En route they passed the pueblo of San Phelipe, which at that time stood on top

of the mesa, the ruins of the church and old walls being still visible ; this pueblo was
built in 1684, and it was about 1720 that the present pueblo of San Phelipe, which
lies at the foot of the mesa, was built. The church on top of the mesa (ruins) was
built in 1694.
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head, extending to the eyes, for which reason I made a halt

this day, aforesaid, and ordered Maestre de Campo Thomas
Olguin to conduct the army and to halt and remain at the

place and post of Bernalillo, the Reverend Father Superior
Fray Antonio Camargo, the Honorable Cavildo and the

royal standard bearer, who carries the flag, and the detach-

ment of soldiers who guard it, remaining with me ; in tes-

timony whereof, I signed this with my civil and military

secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(17) Said Governor arrives at this place, Santiago, where
the said Army was found encamped
On the 18th of the said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, finding myself somewhat re-

covered from the accident and hemorrhage that happened to

me, sent an order to the said Maestre de Campo Thomas
Olguin to break camp and make the day's march to the place
and post called Santiago,

21 where I would go to join him,
which I did, arriving at the said place about 5 in the after-

noon, where I found the aforesaid army; having marched
8 leagues, I signed with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(18) Said Governor arrives at this place and neighborhood
of San Antonio, which lies opposite the Villa of Albur-
querque on the other side of the River.

On the 19th day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor, with the army aforesaid, having arrived at this

place and neighborhood of San Antonio,
22 which is opposite

the Villa of San Phelipe de Alburquerque, having marched

The settlement and Post of Bernalillo, a very ancient settlement of Spaniards,
was located on the right (west) bank of the Rio Grande at that time; the river's

course was changed suddenly a few years later to approximately its present course,

leaving Bernalillo on the left (east) bank of the river.

21. Near the ruins of the old Pueblo of Alameda, destroyed in the revolt of

1680, by Governor Otermin at the time of his return the following year.

22. The town of Atrisco of today.
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about 5 leagues where I made a halt, in order to prepare a

parade-ground for tomorrow and pass in review all the

men at arms, the friendly Indians as well as the soldiers, in

order to inspect their arms and horses, for which purpose I

ordered the Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin to bring to-

gether the horses on the said day, tomorrow, at eight o'clock

in the morning for which purpose they will play the mili-

tary instruments to bring the said men-at-arms together
and in witness thereof, I signed, with my civil and military

secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

(19) Review of the Men-at-arms and others of the said

Army, held by me, said Governor and Captain-General

Being at this place, San Antonio, today, the 20th of the

present month and year, as dated, I, the said Governor and
Captain-General, by virtue of the order I gave to the said

Maestre de Campo on the 2nd day of the present month and
year at the Villa of Santa Fe, that he should prepare a

parade ground at the Villa of San Phelipe de Alburquerque,
and because this place is more suitable on account of its

fertile pastures and groves, the said review of the military
was held at this said spot, including Civilians as well as

Indians, in order to count their numbers and their arms and
horses, for the reduction, conquest and campaign of the
Province of Moqui, which I, the said Governor, personally
performed, and the list is as follows:

1. Maestre de Campo Thomas Lopez Olguin passed muster
with full equipment of arms and 7 horses.

2. Sargento Mayor Don Alonso Rael de Aguliar
28

passed
muster equipped with arms, 3 horses and 3 mules.

3. Maestre de Campo Roque Madrid passed muster fully
armed except a breastplate [leathern jacket] and with
four horses.

4. Adjutant General Joseph Dominguez passed muster
fully armed and with 5 horses.

23. One of the survivors of the Villasur expedition to the Platte, five years

later. (See archive No. 327. L. B. B.)
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5. Royal Ensign Ramon Garcia passed muster fully armed
and with 3 horses.

6. Company Sergeant Lazaro Duran passed muster fully

armed, with 5 horses.

7. Captain (retired) Xptobal de la Serna passed muster

fully armed, with 5 horses.

8. Civil Secretary Miguel Thenorio de Alva passed muster

fully armed and 4 horses.

9. Ensign (retired) Salvador de Santiestevan passed mus-
ter fully armed, with 6 horses.

10. Campaign Captain Pedro Lujan passed muster fully

armed, with 5 horses.

11. Ensign Eusebio Rael de Aguilar passed muster fully

armed, with 4 horses.

12. Sergeant (retired) Juan de la Mora Pineda passed
muster fully armed, with 7 horses.

13. Commander Francisco Garcia passed muster fully

armed, with 8 horses.

14. Commander Phelipe Pacheco passed muster fully

armed, with 5 horses.

15. Commander Antonio Tafoya passed muster fully

armed, with 5 horses.

16. Antonio Lucero passed muster fully armed, with 4
horses.

17. Antonio Baca passed muster fully armed, with 6 horses.

18. Antonio de Herrera passed muster fully armed, and 3
horses.

19. Antonio Beitia passed muster fully armed, and 5 horses.

20. Agustin de la Cruz passed muster fully armed, with 7
horses.

21. Bernardo Casillas passed muster fully armed, and 5
horses.

22. Bias Lovato passed muster fully armed, and 5 horses.

23. Bernave Baca passed muster fully armed, and 5 horses.

24. Carlos Lopez passed muster fully armed and 5 horses.

25. Cayetano Lobato passed muster fully armed, and 5

horses.

26. Cayetano Fagardo passed muster fully armed, and 5

horses.
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27. Dimas Xiron passed muster fully armed and 6 horses.

28. Domingo Romero passed muster with all arms and 6

horses.

29. Diego Velasques passed muster with all arms and 5

horses.

30. Francisco Perez passed muster with all arms and 5

horses.

31. Francisco Velasquez passed muster with all arms and 5

horses.

32. Joseph Griego passed muster with all arms and 6
horses.

33. Juan Phelipe de Rivera passed muster with all arms
and 5 horses.

34. Juan Trugillo passed muster with all arms except a

breastplate [leathern jacket], and 5 horses.

35. Juan Vigil passed muster, all arms except breastplate,
and 5 horses.

36. Juan Luzero passed muster fully armed, and 4 horses.

37. Juan de Dios Martinez passed muster with all arms and
4 horses.

38. Juan Estevan Apodaca passed muster with all arms
and 4 horses.

39. Manuel Thenorio passed muster with all arms and 5
horses.

40. Miguel de San Juan passed muster with all arms and
6 horses.

41. Luis Ortiz passed muster with all arms and 4 horses.

42. Nicolas Ortiz passed muster with all arms, 7 horses and
1 mule.

43. Phelipe de Tamaris passed muster with all arms and
4 horses.

44. Pedro Varela passed muster with all arms and 5 horses.

45. Ramon de Medina passed muster with all arms and 7
horses.

46. Thomas Garzia passed muster, all arms and 5 horses.

47. Juan Maese passed muster, all arms and 3 horses.

48. Antonio Lopez passed muster, all arms and 3 horses
and 1 jackass.

49. Francisco de Tapia passed muster with all arms and
4 horses.
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50. Francisco Gonzales de la Cruz passed muster, with all

arms and 4 horses.

51. Pedro Enrriquez passed muster with all arms and 6
horses.

52. Joseph Gonzales passed muster with all arms and 6
horses.

53. Anton Clarin passed muster, all arms, except a breast-

plate, and 3 horses.

54. Estevan Rodriguez passed muster, drum, arquebus
24

;

his drum-frame with drum-heads and sticks, and 3

horses.

55. Pedro Segura passed muster, all arms and 3 horses.

56. Nicolas Xiron passed muster, all arms and 5 horses.

57. Pedro Martinez passed muster, all arms and 4 horses.

As to the number of those who passed muster it ap-
pears from this that there are 57 soldiers, which, together
with the 11 who, by my order, went on to the Province of

Zuni, leading the beef cattle, makes the number of 68, with
278 horses and 5 mules, which the aforesaid 57 soldiers dis-

played before me, the said Governor, and in witness thereof,
I signed this with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(20) The Honorable CabUdo and the Citizens of the Villa

of Santa Fee, pass muster

On said day, month and year, before me, the said Gov-
ernor and Captain-General, passed in review the Most Hon-
orable Cabildo and the residents of the Villa of Santa Fee,
together with thoses of the Villas of Santa Cruz and San
Prelipe de Alburquerque, in the order following:

1. Captain Juan Garcia de la Rivas, alcalde ordinario,
passed muster, fully armed and with everything needed
to carry out the campaign.

2. Councillor Salvador Montoya passed muster fully
armed, with 6 horses and 4 asses.

24. This drummer was a negro.
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3. Notary to the Cabildo Juan Manuel Chirinos passed
muster, with all arms and the necessary horses.

4. Militia Captain Miguel de Coca passed muster with all

arms, 4 horses and 2 mules.

5. Militia Sergeant Antonio Duran de Armijo passed
muster with all arms except breastplate [leathern
jacket], and 2 horses.

6. Agustin Saes passed muster with all arms, 2 horses and
1 mule.

7. Nicolas Griego passed muster with all arms, except
breastplate with 2 horses, 1 jackass.

8. Antonio Montoya passed muster with all arms, 1 horse
and 1 mule.

9. Miguel de Archibeque
25

passed muster, all arms, 4
horses and 2 mules.

10. Vizente de Armijo passed muster, all arms, 6 horses
and 1 burro.

Residents of the Villa of Santa Cruz

11. Joseph Lujaa passed muster, all arms, except breast-

plate, 3 horses, 2 asses.

12. Joseph Trugillo passed muster, all arms and 1 she-ass.

13. Joseph Madrid passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; and 1 horse.

14. Diego Torrez passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; 3 horses and 1 she-ass.

15. Miguel Martin passed muster, all arms, except breast-

plate ; 2 horses and 1 mule.

16. Juan Lujan Romero passed muster, all arms except
breastplate; 2 horses and 2 mules.

17. Marzial Martin passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; 2 horses and 2 mules.

18. Xptobal Martin passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; 1 horse and 1 mule.

19. Juan Antonio de Apodaca passed muster, all arms ex-

cept breastplate ; 1 mule.

25. This man was the son of Jean de Archibeque, one of the murderers of La-

Salle, who came to New Mexico with General De Vargas. The father at this time

was junior alcalde in Santa Fe ; he was killed by the Pawnees and French on the

Platte river in 1720 (ViUasur expedition). The last will and testament of Miguel de

Archibeque is on file in the archives in Santa Fe, and is a very interesting document.
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20. Diego Archuleta passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; 2 horses and 1 mule.

21. Lorenzo Griego passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; and 1 horse.

22. Diego Marquez passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; and 2 mules.

23. Manuel Martin passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; and 1 horse.

24. Antonio Martin passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate ; and 2 horses.

25. Balthazar Trugillo passed muster, all arms except
breastplate; 2 horses and 1 mule.

26. Pedro de Mora passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate; and 3 mules and 1 horse.

27. Simon Baca passed muster, arquebus, shield, powder
bags and 1 horse.

28. Diego Romero passed muster with all arms, except
breastplate ; and a jackass.

29. Pedro Sisneros passed muster, all arms except breast-

plate ; and 2 horses.

Residents of the Villa of San Phelipe de Alburquerque

30. Captain Antonio Gutierrez passed muster, all arms and
4 horses.

31. Geronimo Jaramillo passed, all arms except breast-

plate; 1 horse and 1 jackass.

32. Antonio de Yrrisarri passed muster, all arms except
breastplate; 5 horses and 2 jackasses.

33. Felix de Candelaria passed muster, all arms and 4
horses.

34. Captain Luis Garcia passed muster, all arms except
breastplate ; 7 horses and 1 mule.

35. Alonzo Garcia passed muster, all arms, 5 horses and 1

mule.

36. Pedro Ascencion Lopez passed muster, all arms except
breastplate; 3 horses and 1 mule.

37. Captain Diego Montoya passed, all arms except breast-

plate; 3 mules.

38. Captain Manuel Baca passed, all arms, 4 horses and 2
mules.
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39. Bartholome Gutierrez passed, all arms except breast-

plate; 3 horses.

40. Don Pedro de Chaves passed muster, all arms, 6 horses
and 2 mules.

41. Joachin Sedillo passed, all arms and 4 horses.

Indians of the Pueblo de Thaos; Picuries; Teguas; Pecos;
Queres; and Xernes

There passed muster from the Pueblo of the Thaos 16 In-

dians and 3 War Captains, with their arms, consisting
of arrows and macanas (war-clubs).

From the Pueblo of San Lorenzo of the Picuries passed mus-
ter 11, with 1 war captain and their arrows and
macanas.

From the Pueblo of San Juan de los Teguas passed muster
10, with their arms of arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Santa Clara passed muster with their

arms
From the Pueblo of San Yldefonzo passed muster with their

arms
From the Pueblo of Pojoaque passed muster 5, with their

arms of arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Nambe passed muster 5, with their

arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Tezuque passed muster 8, with their

arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Pecos passed muster 30 Pecos Indians,
with their Governor, Don Phelipe Chisto.

From the Pueblo of Galisteo of the Tanos nation passed
muster 5, with bows, arrows, and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Santo Domingo of the Queres nation

passed muster 10, with their arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Cochiti of said Queres nation passed
muster 20, with their arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of San Phelipe of said Queres nation

passed muster 20, with their arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Santa Ana of said Queres nation passed
muster 12, with their arms of arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Cia of the said Queres nation passed
muster 20, with their arrows and macanas.
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From the Pueblo of San Diego de Xemes passed muster 30,

with their arrows and macanas.

From the Pueblo of Ysleta passed muster 5, with their

arrows and macanas.

Therefore it appears there are 255 Indians who passed
in review before me, the said Governor, at this spot of San
Antonio, opposite to the Villa of San Phelipe de Alburquer-
que, and in order that it may be attested, I signed with my
civil and military secretary on said day.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(21) Said Governor with the Army arrives in the neigh-
borhood of the Rio Puerco

On the 21st day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, having set out from the

neighborhood and place of San Antonio with said Army,
arrived with it at this, the Rio Puerco, where I ordered Cap-
tain Manuel Baca and Antonio Gutierres to go with some of

the Indians of their jurisdictions of Alburquerque and Ber-

nalillo, of which places they are the chief magistrates, and
select a point on the said Rio Puerco on level ground, with

space and shade, in order that the entire army could move
on, because the said river was swampy where the animals

might get mired in crossing; which plan was carried out
without any mishap, and the said army reached the place
safely, a distance between the one spot and the other of 8

leagues, and in order to attest the fact, I signed, with my
civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor with the Army reaches this Mission and
Pueblo of San Joseph de la Laguna.
On the 22nd day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, having set out with the said

army from the neighborhood of the Rio Puerco and march-
ing 8 leagues, arrived at this Mission of San Joseph de la
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Laguna of the Queres nation
26

; and in witness thereof, I

signed with my civil and military Secretary.
Before me, PHELIX MARTINEZ

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor arrives with the Army at this stop of El Paso
del Rio, which is called Cubero

On the 23rd day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, having set out with the

army from the Pueblo of La Laguna aforesaid, and march-
ing 4 leagues, arrived at this stopping place of El Paso del

Rio, which is called Cubero,
27 and in witness thereof, I

signed with my civil and military secretary.
Before me, PHELIX MARTINEZ

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor reaches this stop of El Nacimiento

On the 24th day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, arrived with the said army
at this stopping place of El Nacimiento,

28

having marched 4

leagues ;
in witness whereof, I signed with my civil and mili-

tary secretary.
Before me, PHELIX MARTINEZ

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

26. Toward the close of 1697 a new pueblo was established on the Rio Cubero

(now Rio San Jose), 17 miles N. E. of Acoma, by rebel Queres from Santo Domingo,
Cochiti, Sia, evidently Acoma, and probably other Queres pueblos, although there is

some evidence that the rebels had assembled at this place and had constructed a

pueblo as early as 1689. Hodge, Benavides' Memorial, Note, p. 251. Hodge, op. cit.,

also says: "It was visited by Governor Don Pedro Rodriguez Cubero on July 4, 1699,

when the natives of the new settlement declared their allegiance and the town
was named San Jose de la Laguna, from the lagoon which formerly existed west of

the pueblo, and by this name it has ever since been known. I desire to record here

a strong suspicion that the nucleus of the Laguna population consisted of Queres
who had fled to the Hopi country (Tusayan) during the great revolt or earlier. This

is based on the fact that Kawaika, the native name of Laguna, is identical with that

of a village, now in ruins, not far from Awatobi, a former pueblo of the Hopi in

northeastern Arizona. Investigation has not yet reached a stage that will warrant

the identification of the ruins of Kawaika as those of a Queres pueblo, nor does the

town appear to have been mentioned in history."

27. El Paso del Rio The Ford of the River. The present settlement of Cubero

lies north of the Rio San Jose or Cubero, as it was formerly known.

28. Near the present A. T. & S. F. Railway station of McCarty's.
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Said Governor arrives with the Army at the middle of the

Sierra

On the 25th day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor, having set out with said army from the aforesaid

place of El Nacimiento at about three in the afternoon, after

the horses and mules of the remount had come, reached the

middle of the Sierra
29 with the said army at sunset, the

length of which march was 5 leagues; and there we slept
without water, and I gave orders to Maestre de Campo
Thomas Olguin, Captain's Lieutenant, that he should gather
the horses before sunrise, in order that tomorrow's journey
may be made in the cool of the day to the vicinity of El

Morro, which is distant 6 leagues; and in witness thereof,
I signed with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor reaches this stop of El Morro
On the 26th day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor, having set out from the neighborhood of the
Sierra with the said army, arrived with it at this stopping
place of El Morro,

30

having marched 7 leagues, and while
here the Governor of the Pueblo of the Picuries appeared
before me and through an Interpreter, named Juan, told me
that he had recognized a horse that the Utes had taken from
him a year ago in the possession of an Indian of the Xemes
nation, and, therefore, he asked me to order it returned to

him; on which demand, I ordered that the said Xemes
Indian should appear before me with the said horse, and,
being present, I asked him from whom he had it; and he

replied that he had exchanged another for it with a Ute ; and
I, said Governor, realizing the bad results that might arise

from ordering him to return the said horse to said Governor
of Picuries to whom it was reasonable and just that it

should be returned he having given information that it

29. In all probability about four miles west of the present town of San
Rafael in Valencia county. There is a good wagon road over this route leading to

Inscription Rock.

30. Although Governor Martinez remained at El Morro only one day, he took the

time to have the fact recorded in an inscription on El Morro, as follows : "In the

year 1716, upon the 26th day of August, passed by this place Don Phelix Martinez,

governor and captain-general of this Kingdom, for the purpose of reducing and

uniting Moqui." (translation).
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was his, and that it had been stolen from him these being
matters in which he might not recognize justice and might
frustrate [my efforts] by giving some bad advice to those
of his nation living in the Province of Moqui, and then they
might not come out and return to their pueblo and to the

bosom of our Holy Catholic faith, for which reason I

thought it wise to pay the said Picuries Indian myself, by
giving him one of my own horses, and the Xemes, aforesaid,

kept the one that was demanded of him; and in testimony
thereof, I signed with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor reaches this Pueblo of Our Lady of Guada-

lupe of Alona, Province of Zun^
1

On the 27th of said month and year, I, the said Gov-
ernor, arrived at this Pueblo of Nuestra Senora de Guada-
lupe of Alona, Province of Zuni, accompanied by the Rev-
erend Father Superior Fray Antonio Camargo, the Father
Preacher, Fray Domingo Arano, the Honorable Cavildo, and
a detail of 25 soldiers, where the natives received me with
great demonstrations of joy, and more particularly the
Reverend Father Preacher Fray Francisco Yrazabal, their

missionary father; which journey was 9 leagues, an order

having been given that the remainder of the army should
halt at the little spring'

52 and in witness thereof, I signed
with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

31. This, historically, is one of the most interesting spots in Southwestern
United States. The present pueblo of Zuni is the survivor of the group of "Seven
Cities of Cibola" first visited by the Fr. Marcos de Niza, in 1539, or rather described

by him. It was conquered in the following year by Francisco Vasquez Coronado.
For a complete resume of the history of this pueblo, see F. W. Hodge, in note, pp.

252, 253, 254, 255 and 256, Fray Alonzo de Benavides' Memorial, Ayer Trans. Modern
Zuni is identical with the Alona, or Halona which was visited by Governor Martinez,
and it appears from the Letter of Fray Yrazabal to him that the mission was then

called Alona and in this auto of the governor, his secretary calls it (the pueblo)
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, Alona, Province of Zuni.

32. This little Zuni spring is well identified on the road from El Morro to

Zuni, the pueblo being almost due west from El Morro.
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All the remainder of the army arrives at this Pueblo of
Alona

At the Pueblo of Our Lady of Guadalupe of Alona, on
the 28th day of the said month and year, there arrived all

the rest of the army which I left yesterday in the neigh-
borhood of the Little Spring; and in testimony thereof, I

signed this with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor provisions his army aforesaid

On said day, month and year, I, the said Governor and
Captain-General, the said army having arrived at this

Pueblo aforesaid, and being all together, I gave orders to

the Lieutenant Francisco Montes Vigil, under whose care
and charge are the cattle which, by my orders, he brought
from the Villa of Santa Fee, for the provisioning of the
said army and men-at-arms, as well as the pinole,

33 which
they required and needed ; in witness whereof, I signed this

with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor reviews the 11 soldiers who brought the

Cattle.

At said Pueblo of Alona, on the 29th of said month and
year, I gave orders to the Captain's Lieutenant Thomas
Lopez Olguin, that the 11 soldiers who brought the cattle

to this said Pueblo should appear before me with their arms
and horses to pass muster, and my said order having been
executed, they all came and passed muster, as follows :

1. Lieut. Francisco Montes Vigil passed muster fully
armed, and with 8 horses.

2. Commander Salvador Anaya passed muster, with all

arms and 5 horses.

3. Salvador Martinez passed muster with all arms and 6
horses.

4. Francisco Rendon, all arms and 5 horses.

33. Mexican corn meal.
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5. Xavier de Benavides, all arms except a sword, and 6
horses.

6. Joseph Montano, all arms and 5 horses.

7. Geronimo de Ortega, all arms and 5 horses.

8. Joachin de Anaya passed muster, all arms and 5 horses.

9. Bernardo Madrid passed muster, all arms and 4 horses.

10. Manuel de Silva passed muster, all arms except a
sword and spurs; and 6 horses.

11. Juan Gallegos passed muster, all arms except spurs;
and 5 horses.

Which said soldiers passed muster before me, said

Governor and Captain-General, with their arms and horses
as herein set down; and in witness thereof, I signed with

my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Indians of Acoma, Zuni, and Laguna passed muster

On said day, month and year, being at the said Pueblo of

Alona, 25 Indians of the Pueblo and Penol de Acoma,
84

with their arms of arrows and macanas, passed muster.

From the Pueblo of Laguna 12 Indians, with their arms of

arrows and macanas, passed muster.

From the said Pueblo of Alona 25 Indians, with their arms
of arrows and macanas, passed muster.

34. Hodge, op cit. note, p. 251, says that the church on the Penol de Acoma
dates from about the time when the pueblo was visited by Governor Cubero on

July 6th, 1699. In truth this church on the Rock of Acoma, in my judgement is the

only one which was built prior to the revolt of 1680 and which survived, and that

with the exception of the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, is the only building

erected under Spanish supervision which was not entirely destroyed in that revolt.

My authority for this statement is contained in the De Vargas Journal of Events

and Operations, of date November 4th, 1692, an extensive account of his efforts to

reach the top of the Penol peaceably, which he finally succeeded in doing, and find-

ing there the church, which he describes as follows: "When I had completed all of the

aforesaid business, I went to see the Holy Temple they have which was dedicated to

Saint Stephen, who is the titular Saint of said pueblo, and I found it to be very large,

and it seemed to me even larger than the convent of San Francisco, in the extent of

its court, as well as in the height of its walls, which are almost a yard and a half

in thickness ; they stand firm in spite of the heavy rains, which break the windows
and skylights of the said church ; after having seen which, it being already dark,

I took leave of the said Indians, and embraced and caressed my compadre, Mattheo,
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Which makes in all 62 Indians in the said Muster,
which I signed with my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor sends 16 Indians of the Christian Pueblos,
with a Cross to offer peace to the Apostate Natives of

Moqui
On said day, month and year, I, the said Governor and

Captain-General, being at this Pueblo of Alona, assembled
to appear before me all the Chiefs and principal Indians of

the Pueblos of this Kingdom, that I had with me, on the said

campaign, and all being assembled, I proposed to them and
gave them to understand through their interpreters, that

for the fulfillment and success of the campaign it was most
necessary to send some Indians to the Province of Moqui to

offer peace in the name of His Majesty (Whom God Pre-

serve) , and in token of the same, and that it might be firm

and secure, they should carry a Blessed Cross, painted upon
paper, [declaring] that no harm would be done them in

their persons, fields and other possessions ; that it was only
asked that they return to the Bosom of Our Holy Catholic

Faith, rendering obedience at once to the Divine and human
Majesty, whose vassals they were ; and they might consider
themselves fortunate in being subjects of so powerful a

King, Monarch of all this New World ; and in order to carry
this plan into effect, I desired them to select the most in-

telligent Indians of good hearts, and they understanding
this proposal replied that they had already talked over this

very point and proposition and had chosen 16 Indians from
the Pueblos of this Kingdom ; they brought them into my
presence, to whom I explained all the foregoing, so that, in

my name, they should tell the Governors, Caciques and
Chiefs of the said Province of Moqui and the people there

saying and repeating to him that he should take care that they all pray
"

This entry seems to have escaped all research, although Prof. Bandelier once told

me that, in his judgement, the church at Acoma had survived the revolt of 1680.

Mr. Hodge declares that the church which was built by the missionary sent there in

1629, Fray Juan Ramirez, was one which "stood just to the north of the present

remarkable edifice, but no trace of it now remains if we bar some carved beams
which form part of one of the houses of the old north tier." Query: Is the church

which De Vargas visited the one built by Fray Juan, and if so when was the

present "remarkable edifice" built?
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who have been rebellious and apostate some since '96

that they should return to the Pueblos of which they are
natives and where their relatives live.

36
I gave them the

Blessed Cross and some handfuls of tobacco in order that

they might give them, in my name, to the said Caciques and
Governors, and dismissed them, embracing each one, and I

gave orders to the Adjutant-General Joseph Dominguez
that he should set out with them and leave them one league
from this Pueblo, putting them on the road,

35 which was
punctually done; and in witness thereof I signed with my
civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Order given to Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin, Lieu-
tenant of Captains in the Garrison of the Villa of Santa
Fe.

I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Life Member of the

Royal Garrison of the Villa of Sta Fee, President of its

Cabildo, Governor and Captain-General of this Kingdom
and Province of New Mexico, and Castellan of its Forts and
Garrisons, for His Majesty, having been informed by many
persons who have traveled the road into the Province of

Moqui how few and scarce are the watering places for
the maintenance of the horses, for which reason it is neces-

sary that they be divided into three parties in order to reach
the said Province without any loss, and that these shall fol-

low one after the other with no more than a day in advance ;

and, in order that this business may be well managed, the
first party that sets out from this pueblo of Our Lady of

Guadalupe of Alona, must be in charge of a commander
under whom the persons selected from the muster roll will

go, and who should be a person of experience, courage and

35. The route, after leaving the pueblo of Alona (Zuni) was to the northwest,
and the springs at which the pools had been ordered made, and where the Governor
made his first stop before reaching the ruined pueblo of Aguatubi, were in the

present state of Arizona. It is rather peculiar that the Governor does not mention
crossing the Rio Puerco of the West, which flows into the Little Colorado. It may
have been entirely dry, as it probably was at that time of the year.

36. At the time of the pueblo revolt, August, 1680, the missions among the

Moqui, according to Vetancurt, Crdnica pp. 321-322, were: San Bernardino de Ahua-
tobi, 26 leagues from Alona or Zuni ;San Bartolome de Xongopabi, now called Shon-

gopovi, 7 leagues further on, at the Middle Mesa, with Moxainabe, called Mosonavi by
Governor Martines and now known as Mishongnovi and San Francisco de Oraybe.
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judgment; and because Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin,

Captain's Lieutenant of the garrison fort of the Villa of

Santa Fee, possesses so many of these qualities in high de-

gree, I selected and nominated him for Commander of the

said party of men-at-arms which is composed of 40 soldiers

and civilians and 70 Indians from the Pueblos of the nations

of Thaos, Picuries and Teguas ; and having sent yesterday,
which was the 29th of the present month and year as dated,
16 Indians from the Pueblos of the Thaps, Picuries, Teguas,
Xemes, Queres, and Zunis to the Chiefs, Governors and

Caciques of the said Province of Moqui and to those people
therein who are rebels and apostates, some of them since '80

and others since '96, who left their Pueblos and submitted
to the Devil, and have persisted in their said apostasy with
so much obstinacy that, although the Governors my pre-
decessors, in many talks, have tried to bring them under a

peace, they have not been willing to accept it, the which I

did on the said day with the 16 Indians aforesaid, sending
them to say in the Name of His Majesty that all of their

offenses would be pardoned, that they should have no fear
of being injured in their persons, nor their wives and chil-

dren, nor in their pueblos or fields, that they should remain
quiet and give obedience to Divine and Human Majesty, and
this was the sole purpose for which they came ; and in proof
of said peace, I gave to Don Xptoval Caiquiro, an Indian
Chief of the Pueblo of Cia, a Blessed Cross, painted on

paper, for the accomplishment of the aforesaid, and that my
great zeal in the service of both Majesties might succeed, I

ordered and commanded the said Maestre de Campo Thomas
Lopez Olguin that when the pools are constructed at the

watering-places where water is to be replenished, he is to

arrange with the Indians under his charge that as soon as he
arrives at the pueblo of Aguatubi a halt is to be made, and
he will wait until the said army and men-at-arms join him,
and under no pretext consenting to the party in his charge
doing any damage to the crops which, I am informed, the
natives of the pueblo of Gualpi have at the deserted pueblo
of Aguatubi ; and, in case the apostate Indians, aforesaid,
should be met with, or come to ask for peace by virtue of
what I sent them through the 16 Indians, he shall welcome
them and treat them with much affection, so that they may
see that we are not coming to do them any harm ; and in

case they do not wish the peace aforesaid, but desire to

fight, he must beguile them by any means possible, treating
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them with suavity and prudence; all of which the Maestre
de Campo will punctually and carefully perform, as I expect
from his sense of duty and the well-known services which he
has rendered to His Majesty; and, seeing that there may be

many opportunities given him by these apostates, and al-

though he may offer them peace [and] they will not accept
it and make war upon him, in such case I order and com-
mand that, having tried the aforesaid means, he shall do and

carry out everything that seems to him good for His

Majesty's service, as the circumstances [shall] require, pun-
ishing their rebellion with the severity worthy of their great
crimes and atrocities ; and in witness thereof I signed with
my civil and military secretary, whom I ordered to make an
affidavit of this said order and deliver it to the said Maestre
de Campo Thomas Olguin, so that, understanding its con-

tents, he may carry out and execute the same and regulate
his conduct thereby.

Done at this Pueblo of Our Lady of Guadalupe of

Alona, on the 30th day of the month of August, 1716.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Said Governor departs from the Pueblo of Alona

On the 31st of the said month and year, having given
orders to Adjutant-General Joseph Dominguez to set out to-

morrow, the first of September, with the third party of

men-at-arms, convoying the reserve and the cattle, and to
march as far as the spring of replenishment, following in

my footsteps to the vicinity of the deserted pueblo of

Aguatubi, where he shall join me and the remainder of
the army; having marched 7 leagues to this halting place,
it was discovered that the spring of water was all filled up
with sticks and stones and much refuse was cleared out with
great labor, by which means water was provided for all the
horses to drink; and, in witness thereof, I signed with my
civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary
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Said Governor arrives at this place of Chupaderos
On the first day of the month of September of said year,

I, the said Governor, arrived with the army, aforesaid, at

the watering-place of the Chupaderos, where a large pool
was built in which was gathered enough water, although the

spring was very limited, and by this means all the horses

drank, having traveled 7 leagues; in witness whereof, I

signed with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Captain Thomas Olguin sends Capt. Luis Garcia with the

attached letter, in which he gives notice that the In-

dians of Moqui Province have come to offer peace

On the second day of said month of September of said

year, I, the said Governor, having set put from the afore-

said place Chupaderos with the said men-at-arms, at

about two o'clock in the afternoon, and being in the neigh-
borhood of La Magdalena, I was met on the road by Captain
Luis Garcia, sent back by Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin
with the letter attached to these edicts, which I order to

be placed with them, in which he gives me the news that
12 Moqui and Tigua Indians have come to offer peace at the

watering-place of Aguatubi, where said Maestre de Campo
now is ; and in witness thereof, I signed with my civil and
military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

(Letter)

Senor Governor and Captain-General, Don Phelix
Martinez :

This news is so worthy of being placed under
the consideration of Your Honor that I do not wish
to fail to do it, and, therefore, I send Captain Luis
Garcia with two companions to felicitate Your
Honor on the successful undertaking Your Honor
has accomplished in this Province of Moqui. I ar-
rived at this deserted Pueblo of Aguatubi this day,
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at seven in the morning, and found here 12 Moqui
and Tigua Indians, including two war-chiefs, one
from Mosonavi and the other from Gualpi, offer-

ing peace with great friendship and with Crosses

[set] in their plantations of vegetables and

peaches, which are very abundant ; and they imme-
diately sent word to the pueblos of the said

Province so that they may come tomorrow to re-

ceive Your Honor; as they have proposed these

matters, it seems to me there is no doubt of the

peace, because they left their arms to show us

kindness; but I am sorry there is no water be-

cause the Indians of the Pueblo of Gualpi have
their gardens at the springs; at this moment one
of Your Honor's Zufii Indians sent to Moqui has
arrived to give notice that we need have no con-
cern

;
that the Thaos and others who went off are

at Gualpi having a talk ; this is since coming from
Oraibe; they are very happy, declaring perfect
peace and that they are going out to receive Your
Honor at Aguatubi. I pray God to crown your life

with happiness; from this neighborhood and de-

serted pueblo of Aguatubi, September 2d, 1716
I kiss Your Honor's hands; your devoted servant,

THOMAS OLGUIN

Said Governor arrives at this place, the ruined Pueblo of
Aguatubi

On the third day of the month of September of said

year, I, the said Governor, having set out from the neigh-
borhood of La Magdalena, where I spent the night without
water, arrived at this deserted Pueblo of Aguatubi

37 and
found here the Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin, who
came out to receive me with the soldiers of his company,

37. At the time of his first entrada, in 1692, General De Vargas visited Aguatubi
which he found to be fortified against attack, the entrance to the pueblo being so scant
that only one man could enter at a time. During the administration of Pedro Rodri-

guez Cubero, who succeeded General De Vargas, the mission which was burned in

1680 was probably rebuilt, because in 1700 when the pueblo was visited by Fray
Garaycoechea, he found it rehabilitated. I have found no record of any Frayle,

during Cubero's time having done this. Sometime late in the fall or early winter of

the year 1700, Aguatubi or Awatobi, was destroyed by other MoQui who did not
welcome the efforts of the people of Aguatubi in attempting to have the Frayles
returned. Espeleta, a chief of the pueblo of Oraibi visited Governor Rodriguez
Cubero in Santa Fe, in October, 1700, asking for peace and the right to continue with
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giving me the same news that he had sent in the foregoing
letter, and that the Cacique of the Pueblo of Oraibe had
been expecting me. I went to his said Pueblo where he
was waiting for me with two others from Mosonavi, who
appeared before me and said that their said pueblos were
good and wanted to keep my friendship ; upon which news
I received them with much kindness, sending them back to

offer peace and [to say] that no harm should be done to

them, giving them a long talk through their interpreters, the
Reverend Father Superior Antonio Camargo following it up
with great zeal, giving them to understand the benefits that
obedience to the Divine and human Majesty would be to

them, and many other arguments to the same end ; and they
were told to explain all this to their people and were dis-

missed with great rejoicing, pleasure and joy; and in wit-

ness thereof, I made affidavit of this and of my arrival on
the said day and of the march of 6 leagues, the which I

signed with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The 16 Indians I despatched with the Holy Cross return,
and 4 Chiefs from the Pueblos of Gualpi and Mosonavi
come to offer peace, bringing a Holy Cross

Being at the said place on said day, month and year,
there came the 16 Indians whom I sent from Alona with a
blessed Cross to offer peace to the natives of the Province

their pueblo rites and pagan ceremonies. Cubero would not listen to this proposal.
The Oraibi chief returned and shortly afterward the pueblo was utterly destroyed,
the men all killed and the women and children carried off and distributed among
the other pueblos who had entered into the conspiracy to destroy Awatobi on account
of their being friendly to the Spaniards and their willingness to re-accept the faith

of the Christians.

Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, 17th Annual Rep. Bureau of Ethnology Expedition to

Arizona in 1895, Ruins in Tusayan, which is devoted very largely to the pueblo of

Awatobi, says: "For many years after its destruction the name of Awatobi was
still retained on maps including the Tusayan province, and there exist several

published references to the place as if still inhabited ; but these appear to be com-
pilations as no traveler visited the site subsequently to 1700. It is never referred to in

writings of the eighteenth or first half of the nineteenth centuries and its site at-

tracted no attention." Evidently Dr. Fewkes, at that time at least, was unfamiliar
with the details of Governor Martinez' expedition. To be exact, this testimonio

has not heretofore been translated in toto.
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of Moqui, who said that they had been to the Pueblo of

Gualpi, which is 3 leagues from this deserted spot, on a
rock that is impregnable, on which the apostate Tanos In-

dians had established their Pueblo, where are gathered the

Caciques and Chiefs of the Pueblos of Mosonovi, Hongopavi,
Oraibe, and the Tiguas, to whom they gave their message
and the Blessed Cross; and, having conferred at length on
the matter, they replied that they accepted the said peace
and friendship of the Spaniards; but only the apostate
Thanos Indians remained silent without saying a word ; and,
having given a report of all the aforesaid, there came to of-

fer me submission, four chiefs from the Pueblo of Gualpi
and two from the Pueblo of Mosonavi, one of them bringing
a Holy Cross of painted green wood, of the size of a Xemes
Indian,

37a
telling me that the natives of their said pueblo were

good and did not wish to make war ; to which I replied and
offered them the same terms as to the first-comers ; that they
should not be harmed in their fields or the gardens which
they have at this said spring of Aguatubi ; and in order that
the horses might be led in to drink, I offered to pay them
for the gardens which might be in the immediate vicinity
of said spring; and to carry this into effect, I ordered my
civil and military secretary to so inform the Soldiers, Civil-

ians and Indians by an edict, under heavy penalties, which
was proclaimed by the sounding of the military instruments,
the said natives being informed of it through their inter-

preters of each tribe, and it is placed in these official edicts ;

in witness whereof, I signed with my civil and military
secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Proclamation

I, Captain Don Phelix Martinez, Life Member of the

Royal Garrison of the Villa of Santa Fe, President of its

37a. This is a curious phrase, "del tamaiio de un Xeme," indicating that at this

time the Jemez Indians were recognized as being of unusual stature. The same phrase
is repeated in the bando which follows. There is some archaeological evidence, from
skeletal material, which tends to corroborate the suggestion that in the past the
Jemez were smaller of stature than other Pueblo Indians, but if so, they have
"graded up" in the last two hundred years. Certainly there is no such distinction

today. L. B. B.
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Cavildo, Governor and Captain-General of this kingdom
and provinces of New Mexico, and Castellan of its Forts

and Garrisons, for His Majesty, having arrived on this

day and date, at this place Aguatubi with the second

party of men-at-arms, I found here Maestre de Campo
Thomas Lopez Olgum, who gave me the gratifying intel-

ligence of the return of the 16 Indians whom I sent from the

Pueblo of Alona with a Blessed Cross, offering peace in the

name of His Majesty to the natives of the Province of

Moqui, which they accepted, and in proof of which an In-

dian came this day from the Pueblo of Oraibe, who said that

he is the son of the Cacique of the said Pueblo, and two
others from Mosonavi, who presented themselves to me, the

said Governor, and said that their Pueblos and the natives

living in them were good and wanted the friendship of the

Spaniards; and having embraced and received them with
the greatest kindness, I sent them back to repeat that no
harm would be done them in their fields or in any other way
affecting their well-being and comfort; and having dis-

missed them very happy and content, having witnessed the

great consideration that I, the said Governor, showed them,
in which the Reverend Father Superior Antonio Camargo
assisted me, who, with his convincing statements, explained
to them the benefits "they received for their soul's salvation,
as well as for their temporal welfare; and then, shortly
afterwards, came four chiefs from the Pueblo of Gualpi and
two from Mosonavi, one of them bringing a Blessed Cross
of wood, painted green, of the height of a Xemes Indian,
as a sign of their desire to accept the submission and peace
which I offered, telling me that all the people of their said
Pueblos were good and did not wish to begin war with
me; to which I replied offering the same terms as to the

first-comers, and dismissing them well contented ; and since
near the watering-place where the horses must drink, on
account of having no other in all the camp, there are fruit

orchards, as well as fields of onions, garlic and chili (pep-
pers), together with many peach trees, and having pro-
posed to the other Indians, above referred to, that I would
pay the owners for the gardens through which it might be
necessary to lead the horses to drink, they replied that they
would let out the water into a pool, where the said horses
could drink; and since it was a matter of consistency and
one of great importance that I should faithfully keep a
promise given by me that no harm should come to them,
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under the security of which [promise] they have given due
submission to both Majesties, and in order that it may
have the effect I desire, and that they may see that they are

not deceived in any way whatsoever, By these Presents, I

command and order all the soldiers of this said army that

on no account shall they injure the aforesaid natives in their

said fields and crops, and that they must not leave this camp
without my approval and permission, under penalty that I

will immediately impose banishment to the Province of Zuni
for two years upon those who disobey and make any in-

fractions of this order, which shall be proclaimed in due
form ; and the same penalty for the civilians who are in this

camp; and upon the Indians who may disobey I impose a

penalty of 100 lashes, driving them through the camp on a

burro; and that it may come to the notice of all, I order it

to be published by the sound of the Military Instruments, so

that no one can pretend ignorance.
Done at this place of the pueblo of Aguatubi, on the

3rd day of the month of September, 1716 ; and I signed with

my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Certificate of Publication

I, Captain Miguel Thenorio de Alba, civil and military
secretary in conformity with the order and command given
me in the above Edict by the Sefior Governor and Captain-
General, published it to the sound of Military Instruments38

by the voice of Estevan Rodriguez Jambon, in the presence
of all the persons in this camp and the Indians, Chiefs, and
Interpreters of each nation, who explained it to all the

others; and in testimony of having thus acted, I signed it

on the said day, month and year, the which I attest

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor ivith the said Army goes to a glen near
a Spring
On the 4th day of said month and year, I, the said Gov-

ernor and Captain-General, proceeded with the said army to

38. These consisted of drums, flutes, and old bugles.
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this Glen, which is in the vicinity of a watering-place, in-

convenient for the watering of the horses ; and I gave orders
to Captain Xptoval de la Zerna to clean out the springs and
make pools, taking for that purpose Coas and axes and some
of the Indians to do the work; and on this same day the

Adjutant-General Joseph Dominguez, with the third detach-
ment of people, arrived at this same place, having had no

mishap on the road; and in witness thereof, I signed with

my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Governor sends an Indian to require peace from the:

Pueblo of Gualpi of the Moquinos and Tanos Nations

Being at this place and Glen of Aguatubi on the 5th of

the said month and year, I, said Governor and Captain-Gen-
eral, having received news from different Indians that the

people of Gualpi and the Tanos,
80 who had gone up to the

rock (Penol), distant from this spot about three leagues,
were feeling suspicious that war would be made upon them,
therefore, I sent an Indian named Felipe, of the Tano na-

tion, which is the one most reluctant to leave their rock and
come to see me and offer submission to His Majesty, in

whose name I again told them that I was pardoning all

their crimes, that they need have no doubts as to my good
faith, and so that their Caciques and Chiefs should come
down from their rock (Penol) where they have their

pueblos, that I would set out at mid-day from this said place
where I have established the camp, and we would talk every-
thing that might affect their well-being; and, in witness

thereof, I signed it with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

39. At the time of the coming of the Spaniards (1540) the Tano had their

pueblos principally in the Galisteo drainage areas ; these were Galisteo, San Marcos,

San Lazaro, San Cristobal, and Cienega. In the revolt of 1680, the Tano were the first

to appear at Santa Fe, and after the retreat of Otermin, they took possession of the

old palace and the royal houses. Some of them also settled in the Rio Grande valley

above Santa Cruz. Driven out by De Vargas in the second revolt (1696) these latter

removed to the Hopi country and were living on the Penol of Gualpi at the time of

the expedition of Governor Martinez.
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Said Governor leaves this place, aforesaid, with 70 men-at-
arms and 150 Indian.

On said day, month and year, I, said Governor and
Captain-General, having sent the Indian, Felipe, to require
peace of the Indians of the Pueblos of Gualpi and the Tanos
who have gone up to the Penol, I, said Governor, ordered the
Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin to detach 60 soldiers and
150 Indians from this Camp, and that all remaining here
should be under the command of Maestre de Campo Roque
Madrid, for the security and guarding of this Camp, and
they being ready, I departed with the army and standard
which I ordered Ensign Ramon Garcia to raise, the Rev-
erend Father Superior Fray Antonio Camargo going with

me, and Father Fray Domingo de Azaus and the Honorable
Cavildo; and, having marched about 3 leagues, I reached the
said Rock (Penol) and, stopping at the declivity, for some
time (there) the apostate Indians were repeatedly and in-

sistently told that they could come down in safety (and)
that no harm would be done to them. An Indian of the

Tegua nation came down from the Rock and, coming into

my presence, said that he is called Juan Bartolo, and that
all of the Indians of the pueblos of this Province are good ;

to which, I, said Governor, replied : Why do not the Chiefs
and Caciques come down to see me, and, having made him
a long talk, I dispatched him with a message to the said

Caciques and Chiefs of both Pueblos (demanding) that they
should come down to offer me obedience ; that I had already
told them many times that no harm would be done to them
in their persons or possessions, nor would their fields which
I had under my hand (in my possession) be entered upon to

spoil their crops by putting the horses into them; and
having done this, he went up the said Rock and returned in

half an hour with the Cacique of Oraibe, whom I embraced,
dismounting from my horse, and having received him with
great affection and kindness, and being seated on a large
rock, I talked with him at length, there being present the
Reverend Fathers aforesaid and the Honorable Cavildo, tell-

ing him that he was a Christian and that the devil had de-

ceived him as well as all of his people since the year 1680,
when they rebelled and became apostates to our Holy Cath-
olic Faith and slaves to the devil, who held them under a

spell, in order to take their souls to Hell ; that we would not
now consider all of the crimes they had committed in having
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murdered their Ministers, the fathers,
40 burned and ruined

the Temples, profaned the churches and sacred vessels ; that
all would be pardoned them by his Divine Majesty if they
heartily begged his pardon; and the said Reverend Father

Superior corroborated this same statement, and, with his

great ability and clear intellect, gave him to understand,
through the interpreters and the said Juan Bartholo, who
knew our Castillian tongue, the eternity of Heaven and hell,

with strong arguments why they should come back to the

easy yoke of our Holy Catholic Faith; and, having listened

with much attention, he said he is called Fabian Yguerra,
Cacique of the Pueblo of Oraibe ; that all of his people from
all of the Pueblos of the Province are good and do not want
to fight, but to accept the peace that I, said Governor, offered
them ; to which I replied, that if they said what was true,

why did not the Governor and Cacique of this said Pueblo of

Gualpi and the [Pueblo] of the Tanos Indians, who are on
this same Penol, separated from each other, come down and
that I send them word that they should come down without

any suspicion, which I did ; and within a quarter of an hour
the Cacique of the said Pueblo of Gualpi came down from
there, and the Cacique of the said Pueblo of the Tanos could
not come on account of being sick in bed; and because an
Indian Chief of the nation of the Teguas, called Chucana,
well-known to almost all of the Spaniards, stayed up above
on a great rock and would not come where I was, the said
Reverend Father Superior, with most fervent zeal, mounted
to the said rock where the said Captain Chucana was with
some other Indians, and with convincing reasons persuaded
him, as he was educated in our Castillian tongue, that he
should come to see me, which arguments were of such force
that they moved him, and he took him by the hand and
brought him into my presence. I received him with the

greatest affection and kindness, tellling him to have no fear
whatever and that he might rest assured that no one would
harm him or anyone else; and all the aforesaid persons
being assembled, I explained to them the sole purpose for
which I had come with the army, this is, that they should
offer submission to the Divine and human Majesty and
bring back all of the Indians who had rebelled, some in the

year '80 and others in '96 ; that they should return to their

40. The Frayles at Gualpi who were murdered in 1680 were P. F. Jose de

Espeleta and P. F. Agustin de Santa Maria ; the church was burned.
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own pueblos whence they had fled ; that they should mount
their wives and children on horses, and with that in view,
I had brought and would give them for food meat and meal ;

and, having heard all of this talk, the aforesaid Casique of

Oraibe replied that the said Tanos Indians were some of

them poor ; that it was four years since they had reaped any
corn; that this year their crops were growing well, and
why should they leave them? To whom, I, the said Gov-
ernor, replied that they could sell to the natives of Moqui
of the said Pueblo of Gualpi, and that I would provide them
with meat and corn, for them and all the others who would
leave, until they could harvest their crops ; and that I would
give them seed to sow and implements to cultivate the

crops when they reached their aforesaid pueblos; and that

they should have no doubt whatever as to [the good faith

of] the offer I made to them. The said Fabian, Cacique of

Oraibe, replied that they would have a council and talk

over this matter with the aforesaid rebellious and apostate
Indians, and tomorrow they would advise of what they had
decided and resolved upon the matter. And, seeing that the
most reluctant to come and offer obedience to His Majesty
are those of the said Tano nation, not one of them having
come to see me, nor appeared on the slopes of the said

Penol, I sent the before mentioned Indian, Felipe, because
he is of the same nation, to tell them to descend and come to
see me at my camp, particularly their Cacique called El
Pinjui, a well-known Indian, whom the said Tanos obey,
because he has a great following among them, and they,
having given me some watermelons, were dismissed very
well pleased, mounting their said Rock, and I, the said Gov-
ernor, went to reconnoitre the watering-place, which is a
pond of rain-water, with a very small spring; and I found
the water to be of no account, full of Manure and other un-

cleanliness, so that, having dipped up some in a bowl for a
horse to drink, he would not touch it on account of its stench
and its being slimy with worms ; and the aforesaid Phelipe
whom I had despatched with the message and request before

mentioned, returned, and the aforesaid Cacique, El Pinjui,
sent word that he was very weary and sick and [on that

account] he had not come to see me and that he sent me
good wishes for my health; and in testimony thereof, I

signed this together with the Honorable Cavildo; and
during the whole of the preceding there were present the
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Maestre de Campo Thomas Lopez Olguin and Sargento
Mayor Don Alonzo Rael de Aguilar, and my civil and mili-

tary secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
ALPHONZO RAL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor sends the aforesaid Indian Felipe, with
another message, as no one has come to this Camp to

report on what they decided

Being at the said place of Aguatubi
41 on the 6th day of

the said month and year, the Chief Cacique of the pueblo of

Oraibe called Fabian having been with me, the said Gov-
ernor, yesterday, the fifth of this month and year, at the

slope of the Rock of Gualpi [and promised to inform me]
of what they decided in the council that he said he would
hold on the subject of my proposition that he must bring
out the rebellious Indians that are in this Province ; and the

greater portion of the day having passed, and it being ap-
parently about five o'clock in the afternoon, and he not hav-

ing come to report to me their decision, for this reason, I

again sent the aforesaid Indian Felipe to ask once more why
they had failed in the promise which they had made to give
me notice of their final resolution; and the said Felipe
having gone up the said Rock, he said he talked with a

Tegua Indian, who told him he must go down and return to

41. Dr. Fewkes tells us, 17th B. A. E. Rep. p. 60S, that the "legend of the over-

throw of Awatobi is preserved in detail among the living villagers of Tusayan, and
like all stories which have been transmitted for several generations exist in several

variants, differing in episodes, but coinciding in general outlines. In the absence

of contemporary documentary history, which some time may be brought to light,

the legends are the only available data regarding an event of great importance in the

modern history of Tusayan."
Dr. Fewkes secured the legendary account from the then oldest woman of the

Snake clan, the mother of Kopeli, the snake chief of Gualpi, and chief priestess of

the Mamzrauti ceremony. Her name was Saliko. The legend as he received it, is as

follows :

"The chiefs Wiki and Shimo, and others, have told you their stories, and surely

their ancestors were living here at Walpi when Awatobi was occupied. It was a

large village, and many people lived there, and the village chief was called Tapolo,
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this camp before the people of the said pueblo of Oraibe
should come, in order that they might not kill him, the which
he did, leaving the said Rock at about midnight and reach-

ing this camp at about three o'clock in the morning ; in tes-

timony whereof, I made affidavit, which I signed with the

Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin
and the Sargento Mayor Don Alonzo Rael de Aguilar, to-

gether with my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor again summons the said Apostates by
sending an Indian

On the 7th of said month and year, I, the said Governor,
notwithstanding having received the report certified in the

foregoing affidavit from the Indian Phelipe, again made a
demand upon the said Apostate Moquinos and Tanos of the
Penol de Gualpi, sending to them an Indian of their own
nation who was in my said army and who lived in the

pueblo of Cia, to render obedience to His Majesty, and that
if they did not, I should determine to declare war upon
them; and this being done, he returned, reporting to me
that they would not accept the peace which I had so many
times offered, and that on the said Rock there were found
but he was not at peace with his people, and there were quarreling and trouble.

Owing to this conflict only a little rain fell, but the land was fertile and fair harvests

were still gathered. The Awatobi men were bad (powafco-sorcerers ) . Sometimes

they went in small bands among the fields of the other villagers and cudgeled any
solitary worker they found. If they overtook any woman they ravished her, and they

waylaid hunting parties, taking the game, after beating and sometimes killing the

hunters. There was considerable trouble in Awatobi, and Tapolo sent to the Oraibi

chief asking him to bring his people and kill the evil Awatobians. The Oraibi came
and fought with them, and many were killed on both sides, but the Oraibi were not

strong enough to enter the village, and were compelled to withdraw. On his way
back the Oraibi chief stopped at Walpi and talked with the chiefs there. Said he, 'I

cannot tell why Tapolo wants the Oraibi to kill his folks, but we have tried and have

not succeeded very well. Even if we did succeed, what benefit would come to us

who live too far away to occupy the land? You Walpi people live close to them and
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[represented] 54 nations, that on a strip of deerskin was
shown the said number of 54 figures (nudos), and every one
of them was a nation from among those which live within

the limits of this Province, whom the aforesaid Apostates
had sent to call to their aid ; and in witness thereof, I signed
with the said Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo and

Sargento Mayor, together with my civil and military sec-

retary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Proclamation of a Council of War
In said Place of Aguatubi, on the 8th day of the month

of September of the year 1716, I, Don Phelix Martinez,
Governor and Captain-General of this kingdom and prov-
inces of New Mexico, and Castellan of its Forts and Garri-

sons, for His Majesty, having sent from the pueblo of
Alona on the 29th day of August last past, in this present
year, 16 Indians with a blessed Cross to the natives of this

Province of Moqui offering them peace, and to the rebels liv-

ing there, assurances that no harm would be done to them,
pardoning them for all their crimes and apostasy in what
had happened requiring only that they should offer due
have suffered most at their hands; it is for you to try.' While they were talking

Tapolo had also come, and it was then decided that other chiefs of all the villages

should convene at Walpi to consult. Couriers were sent out, and when all the chiefs

arrived Tapolo declared that his people had become sorcerers (Christians), and
hence should all be destroyed.

"It was then arranged that in four days large bands from all the other villages

should prepare themselves, and assemble at a spring not far from Awatobi. A long
while before this, when the Spaniards lived there, they had built a wall on the side

of the village that needed protection, and in this wall was a great, strong door.

Tapolo proposed that the assailants should come before dawn, and he would be at

this door ready to admit them, and under this compact he returned to his village.

During the fourth night, after this, as agreed upon, the various bands assembled at

the deep gulch spring, and every man carried, besides his weapons, a cedar bark

torch and a bundle of greasewood. Just before dawn they moved silently up to the

mesa summit, and, going directly to the east side of the village, they entered the

gate, which opened as they approached. In one of the courts was a large kiva, and
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obedience to the Divine and human Majesty, whose vassals

they were and should consider themselves fortunate to be so,

under such a Catholic and powerful King, absolute monarch,
as he is, of all this New World, and having arrived on the

third of this current month and year at this said place, I

found here the said 16 Indians, reporting to me that they
had carried out the aforesaid [order] and having been with
the Caciques and Chiefs of the pueblos of Mosonavi, Jon-

gopavi, Oraibe, Gualpi, and the Tiguas, who answered that

they accepted the said peace, and wished for the friendship
of the Spaniards; and only the apostate Tanos remained
silent, saying not a word; and on this same day came 4
Chiefs of the said pueblo of Gualpi and two from Mosonavi,
one of them bringing a Blessed Cross of wood, painted
green, saying that the natives of the said pueblos were good
and did not desire war, to whom I showed much kindness
and consideration, making them a good talk, declaring that

they should not be harmed in their persons or in their crops,
and knowing that the soldiers, natives and aborigines of
this said Army might do some injury, if the occasion of-

fered, to the gardens and fruit trees that the said apostates
have in this said vicinity, I ordered a proclamation made to

prevent any such thing, under grave penalties, and on the
5th I sent an Indian of the Tano nation, named Felipe, re-

questing those of his tribe to come and give the obedience
due to his Majesty, and no one of them having come, on the
same day, I, the said Governor, with a detail of soldiers, set

out for the Penol of Gualpi, where the aforesaid apostate
Tanos and Moquinos had fortified themselves, and having
reached the declivity of the Penol, I found that nobody had
came down, and through the great efforts made, there came

in it were a number of men engaged in sorcerer's rites. The assailants at once made
for the kiva, and plucking up the ladder, they stood around the hatchway, shooting

arrows down among the entrapped occupants. In the numerous cooking-pits fires

had been maintained through the night for the preparation of food for a feast on

the appointed morning, and from these they lighted their torches. Great numbers of

these and the bundles of greasewood being set on fire, they were cast down the hatch-

way, and firewood from stacks upon the house terraces were also thrown into the kiva.

The red peppers for which Awatobi was famous were hanging in thick clusters along
the fronts of the houses, and these they crushed in their hands and flung upon the

blazing fire in the kiva to further torment their burning occupants. After this all

who were capable of moving were compelled to travel or drag themselves until they

came to the sand-hills of Mishoninovi, and there the final disposition of the prisoners

was made.

"My maternal ancestor had recognized a woman chief (Mamzrau monwi), and

saved her at the place of massacre called Maski, and now he asked her whether she

would be willing to initiate the woman of Walpi in the rites of the Mamzrau. She
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down the Chief Cacique of the pueblo of Oraibe, the Cacique
of Gualpi, Juan Bartholo, and another named El Chucana,
the last two of the Tigua tribe ; and, being assembled, I made
them a long talk through their interpreters, telling them
that the devil had made them blind and had duped them,
and that it was enough to have been all through these

years separated from our Holy Catholic Faith; that they
should submit themselves and not incur the harm that I

could inflict upon them with the arms of His Majesty; and
that my intention was to leave only the natives of this said

Province, and to remove the outsiders, restoring them to

their old pueblos ; that I would maintain them there until

they could harvest their crops; to which talk the said

Cacique of Oraibe replied that the said Tanos were some
of them poor, that for four years they had not reaped any
corn and that now the crops were good and why should they
leave them? To which I replied, that they could sell to the

natives of Gualpi, and that I promised them support and
would keep them in provisions as aforesaid ; and he replied
that the same night they would confer about it and let me
know what they decided tomorrow ; which he has not done,
for which reason it was necessary for me to make them
many more propositions, through different Indians, sending
them to say that they had failed to keep their promise that

they would give me their final decision, so that I might act

and carry out all the operations conducive to the service of
His Majesty. All which propositions and proclamations

complied and thus the observance of the ceremonial called the Mamzr<iuti came to

Walpi. I can not tell how it came to the other villages. This Mamzrau-monwi had
no children, and hence my maternal ancestor's sister became chief, and her tiponi

(badge of office) came to me. Some of the other Awatobi women knew how to

bring rain, and such of them as were willing to teach their songs were spared and
went to different villages. The Oraibi chief saved a man who knew how to cause

peaches to grow, and that is why Oraibi has such an abundance of peaches now.
The Mishoninovi chief saved a prisoner who knew how to make the sweet small-ear

corn grow, and that is why it is more abundant there than elsewhere. All the

women who knew song-prayers and were willing to teach them were spared, and no
children were designedly killed, but were divided among the villages, most of them
going to Mishoninovi. The remainder of the prisoners, men and women, were again
tortured and dismembered and left to die on the sand-hills, and there their bones are,

and that is the reason the place is called Maschomo (Death-mound). This is the

story of Awatobi, told by my old people."

As is easily seen, the legend has lost nothing in Dr. Fewkes' telling. From my
experience with these lying Indian pseudo-historians, no two of whom tell the same
story twice alike, it would be interesting to know whether this old Saliko told this to

Dr. Fewkes before or after he had made his archaeological investigations. I also know
that suggestion often times works wonders with these old Indian women and men
also ; they will tell you just what you want to hear !
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have been fruitless, because they have replied to none of

them in proper form, but demand time in which to harvest
their crops, although in fact they are not ripe; and since

I have been in this place since the third to this present date,

during which time the aforesaid representations and proc-
lamations have been made on this subject, as certified in the
official edicts, and for the greater safety of His Majesty's
service, and that this campaign may have the effect and
success that I, in my great zeal, desire, I determined and
resolved to hold a Council of War, so that the Honorable
Cavildo of Law and Order of the Villa of Santa Fee, and the

military men, active and retired, each one being fully in-

formed of the contents of this Edict, and according to their

great experience and judgment in matters of war, may give
their opinion as to whether I should declare war on the
said perverse apostates, and in what manner I should con-
duct it, notwithstanding the fact, which is fully understood,
that we have no watering-place sufficient to maintain this

army and camp in the whole of this Province, since the

only one now to be found is on the slopes of the said Penol
of Gualpi, which is a pond of rain-water, and its source very
scanty, and into which the said apostates have thrown much
filth and dead bodies, as has been reported to me, which one
can well believe from seeing its manifest corruption on the

day when I was at the said Penol; and in order that the
aforesaid Council of War shall be held, I order my civil and
military secretary to summon the aforesaid persons to meet
in my campaign tent; and in testimony thereof, I signed
with my said secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

Council of War
On the said day, month and year, I, the said Governor

and Captain-General, by virtue of the Edict aforesaid, had
assembled in the camp tent where I live, the Honorable
Cavildo of the Villa of Santa Fee and the army leaders,
active and retired, to whom I had the said edict read, accord-

ing as it is herein contained, and being informed of its con-

tents, they gave their opinions as follows :

The Honorable Cavildo of Law and Order of the Villa

of Santa Fee, the members being gathered together and
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unanimously agreed, says: That I should make war upon
them at once, inasmuch as I am sufficiently justified by rea-

son of the many and repeated requests I have made to them,
and the many messengers that I have sent to them, offering
them peace and pardon in the name of His Majesty, and no
one of them has come to report what was their answer

;
and

the manner in which I should make war is by ravaging their

fields and crops, over-running the land, carrying off their

cattle and horses, and this enterprise could be carried on
and accomplished from this vicinity where there is water, in

the event of not finding any in the vicinity of the fields and
pueblos of the Province, and the said Honorable Cavildo

signed this.

The Maestre de Campo Thomas Lopez Olguin, Cap-
tains' Lieutenant of the Villa of Santa Fe, said that his

opinion is the same as that given by the Honorable Cavildo
and he agrees therewith, but adds that he would again make
a proposition tomorrow to the aforesaid entrenched apos-
tates and he signed.

The Sargento Mayor Don Alonzo Rael de Aguilar said

that he agrees with the above opinion and signed it.

The Maestre de Campo Roque Madrid said that he

agrees with the above opinions and signed.
Adjutant-General Joseph Dominguez said that he

agrees with the opinion of the Honorable Cavildo and signed
it.

Ensign Rafael Ramon Garcia said that he agrees with
the opinions above and signed.

Captain (retired) Xptoval de la Zerna said the same as
is expressed in the above opinions and signed.

Lieutenant (retired) Francisco Montes Vigil said that
he agreed with the above opinions and leaves everything
else to my judgment and signed.

Ensign (retired) Salvador de Santiestevan said that he
agrees with the above opinions and does not sign because
he cannot write.

Campaign Captain Pedro de Lujan said that he agrees
with the above opinions and does not sign because he does
not know how to write.

Ensign (retired) Eusebio Rael said that he agrees with
the opinions given and signed.

Garrison Sergeant Lazaro Duran said that his opinion
is the same as that of Maestre de Campo Thomas Lopez
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Olguin, and he did not sign because he does not know how
to write.

Sergeant (retired) Juan de la Rosa Pineda said that his

opinion is the same as that of Maestre de Campo Thomas
Olguin and he signed.

The troop leaders, Antonio Tafoya, Franco Garcia,

Phelipe Pacheco and Salvador de Anaya said that they

agreed with the above opinions and two of them signed.

Captain Diego Montoya said that he agreed with the

opinions that had been given by the army leaders and he

signed.

Captain Manuel Baca, chief magistrate of the juris-
diction of the Queres, said the same as in the above opinions
and did not sign because he does not know how.

Captain Balthazar Romero, chief magistrate of La
Laguna, Acoma and Zuni, said that he agrees with the

opinions given above and he signed.

Captain Antonio Gutierrez, chief magistrate of the

Villa of San Phelipe de Alburquerque, said that he agreed
with the opinion of the Honorable Cavildo; and it was
signed by Salvador Montoya, Juan Man 1

Chirinos, Notary to

the Cavildo, Thomas Olguin, Alphonzo Rael de Aguilar,
Ramon Garcia Jurado, Joseph Dominguez, Roque Madrid
Xptoval Zerna, Franco Montes Vigil, Juan de la Rosa
Pineda, Eusebio Rael de Aguilar, Salvador de Anaya,
Phelipe Pacheco, Diego Montoya, Balthazar Romero, An-
tonio Gutierrez ; and I, the said Governor and Captain-Gen-
eral, having heard the opinions given by the said Honorable
Cavildo and the Military Leaders, agreed with them in de-

claring war, as I do declare it, against the said Apostate Mo-
quinos and other rebellious nations found with them, the
which shall consist in laying waste all the fields and crops
they may have, taking from them their herds, flocks and
horses, that they may thereby feel the rigor of the punish-
ment which they deserve for their great obstinacy, and in

order to prepare them for this declaration, 60 soldiers and
150 Indians, under a leader, shall first make a last demand
upon the said Apostates, and, if they persist in their refusal,
the said destruction of all their fields shall be carried out in

their sight; and in order to find the springs that are said
to be in the neighborhood of the said Penol and to ascertain
whether they are sufficient for the maintenance of this

entire army, Captain Xptoval de la Zerna, whom I chose and
named as leader, will carry out this order. In Testimony
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whereof, I signed with the said Honorable Cavildo, Maestre
de Campo, Sargento Mayor, and my civil and military sec-

retary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LA RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Order given to Captain Xptoval de la Zerna to go with a
detachment and make a final demand upon the said

Apostates.

At said place of Aguatubi, on the ninth day of said

month and year, I, the said Governor and Captain-General,
it having been decided in the Council of War which I or-

dered held on the 8th of the present month and year, as

dated, that I should declare war on the Apostate and rebel

Indians of this Province of Moqui, as is certified by the

opinions therein given by the Military leaders and the Hon-
orable Cavildo, and I having agreed with them, order Capt.
Xptoval de la Zerna, with 60 military men, whom I have
selected for him, and 150 Indians, to march upon the Penol
de Gualpi and make a final demand upon those apostate
rebels who have fortified themselves there, and tell them to

render due obedience to both Majesties; and if they persist
in their disobedience and obstinacy, he is to go on with the
said soldiers to search for the watering-places which may be
in the neighborhood of the said Penol; and if they [the
springs] are good and sufficient, on his report the camp may
be pitched there, laying waste and destroying all the fields

and crops thereabout, and taking all the horses and cattle

they may have there ; and in case he meets any Indian men
or women of the said apostates he shall seize and take them
prisoners, not allowing them to be killed ; and if they defend
themselves, he shall act as circumstances may dictate in

opposing their arrogance ; and in testimony hereof I signed,
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with the said Honorable Cavildo, Maestre de Campo and

Sargento Mayor, and my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LA RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Captain Xptobal de la Zerna returns after having made a

final demand on the said Apostates who came out to

fight and gave battle.

On said day, month and year, Capt. Xptoval de la

Zerna, having carried out the order given him, which is

above set forth, arrived at the said Rock and on the slopes
found the said apostate Moquinos and Thanos uttering loud

yells, throwing earth into the air, playing a flute, and with
all their arms of bows and arrows made ready for fighting,

making the greatest demonstrations of beginning war ; and
notwithstanding all this, he made a last demand upon them
in compliance with my order aforesaid, to which the said

Apostates and rebels replied with many insults and blas-

phemies against the Majesty of God and the Purity of the

Virgin Mary, our Most Beloved Mother and Our Lady, hav-

ing a long string of the most execrable, sacriligious and
abominable epithets, which are not to be heard by Catholic

hearts; and seeing that the said Captain Zerna was in a

position where he could not punish them because the afore-
said enemies of our Holy Catholic Faith were protected by
great rocks on the said Penol, and by the trenches which
they had constructed for their defense all around the said

Penol, whereby it would be necessary for him, in order to

carry out my commands, to mount a very high hill, steep in

the middle and stony on the slopes which surround the said

Penol; and in order to look for the watering-place, he went
on and met an Indian, named Xptoval, of the Xemes nation,
and took him into his company because he knew the coun-

try and said that he knew the aforesaid watering-place,
having lived many years in the said Province of Moqui and
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being one of those who had come out from it. The said

enemy, seeing that Captain Zerna was marching in that

direction with all his men, set out, sheltering themselves in

the bad land (malpais), which was broken and stony, form-

ing a tremendous ambuscade with such immense numbers
that they surrounded the said Captain Zerna and all the

men-at-arms, who like the brave soldiers which they are
and loyal vassals of His Majesty, defended themselves and
fought against the aforesaid enemies for more than an hour,
killing eight of them and wounding many, making them flee

to the Penol above, carrying off their wounded ; and on our
side they wounded three, who through great care are re-

covering; also they killed Captain Zerna's horse and an-
other one of Antonio Tafoya's, and three more were
wounded, and the said battle being ended, he went on to

search for the watering-place which is at about the dis-

tance of a league from the said Penol; arriving there he saw
and certified that it is a small spring and has not sufficient

water to make it possible to maintain the army ; there they
rested, the detail of men-at-arms having arrived tired out,
and from there the said Captain Zerna proceeded with all

of them and carried out such destruction and waste as he
could in their crops and fields, having seized 24 horses and
some colts, and one Indian from the Moqui Penol whom he
brought before me ; and in testimony thereof, I signed with
the said Honorable Cavildo, Maestre de Campo, Sargento
Mayor and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LA RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Order given by me, the said Governor, to Maestre de Campo
Thomas Olguin to continue the destruction

At said place of Aguatubi, on the 10th day of said
month and year, I, the said Governor, gave orders to Maes-
tre de Campo Thomas Lopez Olguin to go out with 50 men-
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at-arms and 150 Indians to the fields and crops of the rebel

apostates of the Penol de Gualpi and there to wreak
destruction, pulling everything up by the roots, so that they
can get nothing from them, the which he did, giving me
a report and account of what he had done in the fields near-

est to the said Penol; and in testimony thereof I signed to-

gether with the Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo,
the Sargento Mayor and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor sets out for the Rock of Gualpi with the

Indian prisoner to demand from said Apostates submis-
sion to his Majesty
On the llth day of the said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, gave orders to have ready
60 men-at-arms and 150 Indians, and, having mounted, I set

out for the said Penol of Gualpi, taking with me the said

Indian prisoner, because he was a native of the Moquino
nation which was entrenched on the said rock, and arriving
there, I ordered the said prisoner brought before me on the

approaches of the said Penol, and, through the interpreters,
I told him that he must go up the said Penol and to the

pueblo and there tell the Cacique, Chiefs and other Indians
that in order to show them my good heart I had not taken
his life but kept him prisoner, and that notwithstanding
their having prepared an ambush and made war upon us
the day before yesterday, the 9th, I would forgive them,
in the name of His Majesty, if they would render the proper
obedience; and that I wanted only those of the Thano na-
tion who were on the said Penol to come out, and the ac-

complishment of this could be effected very easily by leaving
me free to ascend on the side of their pueblo without re-

sistance or opposition, they to remain quiet in their pueblo
while I, having come up with my men-at-arms, would cap-
ture the said apostate Thano rebels; and having explained
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all this to the aforesaid prisoner, he was released and went
up the said Penol; and from the center of it many of the

said Apostates came down to receive him; they embraced
him and rubbed his face and body with herbs which they
gathered, throwing the said herbs down toward the place
where I, the said Governor, was, and committing other
abuses with the said prisoner until they went up their said

Penol; after about an hour from that time, an Indian came
out on the middle approach and said that the aforesaid

prisoner had spoken good words and that his father was
well content, he being the son of the Cacique whom I had
supposed dead ; that he wanted peace, as did all those of his

pueblo; that it was not his fault that an ambuscade had
been prepared for the Spaniards; that it was the Thanos
who were malevolent and had led them astray ; that he was
waiting for me and would not annoy me; that they had
sent to call Juan Bartholo, who was two leagues from the
said Penol in his pueblo of the Tiguas, for which reason he
came up to the Penol and made a proclamation that they
were already friends with the Spaniards and did not desire
the friendship of the said Thanos ; that they will be severely
punished for the harm they have done in making war as

they had on the said day before yesterday; that many of
their people had been killed and wounded through the fault
of the said Thanos ; and, having heard the said proclamation
they retired to their pueblo which is on the point of the
said Penol. Thence, in a short time, a soldier of the garri-
son, Francisco Rendon, came running, asking me to give
him a reward, that the Thanos had made a proclamation in
their tongue, which he understood very well [to the effect]
that they should gather together their arms because they
wanted to offer peace and obedience if those of the other

pueblo of Gualpi wanted to do so; and they had, therefore,
sent to call the said Juan Bartholo, who came, after they
had waited for him two hours, and descended the slope of
the said Penol to a great rock, which is very high', and in

Castillian, said that he wished to talk with me, the said

Governor, and would I come nearer, which I did, and being
in front of him, at the distance of an arrow-flight, I told
him to come down in safety, that no harm would be done
him and that he ought to know my good heart and truthful-

ness, since the other day neither he nor the Chief Cacique
of Oraibe had received any harm nor the rest of those who
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had come down and been with me [though] failing to keep
their word to me as they had agreed ; and many other suit-

able and convincing arguments to effect my purpose. He
remained very attentive and replied that they did not want

peace in any form ; that they got along very well without the

irreligious Spaniards ; to which I retorted that they should

remember that they were Christians and the devil held them

by deception and had made them his slaves ; that his argu-
ments were the devil's very own, the Reverend Father Supe-
rior co-operating to the same purpose and the Honorable
Cavildo having [also] given him strong reasons why he
should come down, with convincing argument as to their ob-

ligations; and all were fruitless, for he persisted in reply-

ing that he did not want to offer peace, neither he nor any
of those of the said Province of Moqui; and at the same
time those in my company asked me to retire because some
of the Apostate Indians who were stretched on that same
rock were stringing their arrows to take aim and kill me;
and, seeing the great risk I was running, not being provided
with my shield which I carried on my saddle-bow, I re-

treated, starting off without taking it in my hand, showing
no sign of their treason and deceit in trying to kill me under
the security of the peace they promised, while the Councillor
Salvador Montoya and Sargento Mayor Don Alonzo Rael de
Aguilar remained talking with the said Juan Bartholo,
which they did until they saw I had left the bad lands and
was safe from the very manifest risk to which I had been
[exposed] when they [also] withdrew little by little to the

plain, and at this same time the said enemy attacked, utter-

ing furious yells and sending a multitude of arrows. I im-
mediately put myself in position to oppose and resist them
with my men-at-arms, who fired their arquebuses at them
many times, but, protected by their trenches and rock-piles,

they had no effect upon them, or but little in compelling
them to retreat slightly. This battle and encounter lasted
about three hours, and having killed two of them and
wounded some others, I ordered the assembly sounded, and
the army being united, I went with it to the fields and crops
of the said apostates, and before their very eyes they were
destroyed; and, it being now very late, I withdrew to this

place of Aguatubi, where I have established the headquar-
ters of my army; in testimony whereof I signed with the
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said Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo, the Sar-

gento Mayor and my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Order given to Xptobal de la Zerna to go out with 60 men to

harass the said Apostates

At the said place, Aguatubi, on the 12th day of the said

month and year, I, said Governor, gave orders to Captain
Xptoval de la Zerna to set out with 60 men-at-arms and 150
Indians for the pueblos of Mosonavi and Jongopavi, and to

march at night, and having arrived in their neighborhood, to

go into ambush at the most convenient spot in such manner
that they shall not be heard in order to seize the people of

those pueblos as soon as they leave them, and all the cattle

and flocks he may find ; and having accomplished this, to de-

stroy their fields doing all the damage possible to the Apos-
tates. In testimony whereof, I signed with the said Hon-
orable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo, the Sargento Mayor,
and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Captain returns from carrying out the above order

On the 13th day of the said month and year, the said

Captain Xptoval de la Zerna, having carried out the above

order, reported that he went into ambush and concealed
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himself with all the men-at-arms in the dry bed of a stream
at a distance of one league from the pueblo of Mosonavi and
Jongopavi, which are both on a high mesa ; and he remained
watching to see if the people or horses came out until about

eight o'clock in the morning; and seeing that no one came
out, he left the said stream and proceeded to the side of the
said Mesa, whereupon the Apostates of the said pueblos
appeared with loud yells to meet him; whereupon they
fought for about two hours ; and having wounded many of

them and with no one wounded on our side, he departed and
destroyed the fields on which they subsisted until after mid-

day ; and on the return to this said camp they found an In-

dian on horseback and, pursuing him, they overtook and
killed him ; and in testimony hereof, I signed, with the said

Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo, the Sargento
Mayor and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor goes out ivith the entire army to lay
waste

At said place, Aguatubi, on the 14th day of said month
and year, I, said Governor and Captain-General, gave orders
to the Maestre de Campo Thomas Lopez Olguin that after
the horses have come in he shall assemble them in order to

go out with the entire army for the purpose of laying waste
the fields and crops of the Apostates entrenched on the hill

from the pueblos of Gualpi, Thanos, Mosonavi, Jongopavi,
and the Tiguas, in spite of the drawback of having no water-

ing-place to maintain the said army, and having carried out

my said order, he left this neighborhood about half-past
three in the afternoon, and, having reached a stream in

sight of the said pueblos, at a distance of half a league, it

was found to have enough water, so that immediately I

ordered the war tocsin sounded in order to dam up the water
aforesaid, making two banks of grass and earth, within
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which the water could be stored, although doubting whether
it could be permanently stored, because of the sandy bottom
of the stream; and as soon as he commenced to make the
said dam, I ordered the camp to be made in the middle of the
said fields, where the horses and cattle could feed and all

the men-at-arms of the said army could enjoy its fruits. In

testimony whereof, I signed with the Honorable Cavildo, the
Maestre de Campo, the Sargento Mayor and my civil and
military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALVA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Continued Destruction in the fields of the Apostates

On the 15th day of said month and year, all the horses
and mules of the remount and the cattle having been pas-
tured in the fields the past night ; and seeing the great ruin
and destruction they made therein, I, the said Governor,
ordered them to ascertain if there was any water in the two
pools and dams that were constructed yesterday, and
whether there was enough to supply me and the said army
during all the time that I might stay, which was done, and
it was found that there was none, the sand having absorbed
it all, a reason why I should with all haste destroy the fields

and bean and squash patches as far as I was able to do,
which was accomplished by the entire army and the Chris-
tian Indians, the said Apostates looking on from their

penoles (rocks) of Gualpi, Mosonavi, Jongopavi and the

Tiguas, the distance from the first of these to the others

being about a league and one-half; and all there were of
fields and patches being entirely destroyed, and it being
after mid-day, I assembled the said army and marched
with it to other fields on the road, which I likewise ordered
them to destroy; and I then returned with the said army
to this place of Aguatubi ; and in testimony hereof, I signed
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with the said Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo, the

Sargento Mayor and my civil and military secretary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

The Said Governor orders a rest for the men-at-arms and
the horses

On the 16th day of said month and year, I, the said

Governor, in view of the great labor of the said men-at-arms
and the horses in the continuous marches and operations
which they have carried on against the apostate rebels and
enemies of our Holy Catholic Faith, having harassed them
as much as they could without neglecting any effort, ordered
them to take a rest this day and when it is over to make
such disposition as shall appear to be best for the service
of His Majesty ; and in testimony thereof, I signed with the
Honorable Cavildo, the Maestro de Campo, the Sargento
Mayor and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Captain Xptoval de la Zerna with 80 men-at-arms and In-

dians goes out to continue the destruction

On the 17th day of the said month and year, I, the said

Governor and Captain-General, gave orders to Captain
Xptoval de la Zerna to make ready 80 men-at-arms and all

the Indians, and as soon as the horses had come, to set out
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with them all and go down to the fields and other crops and
lay them waste all night and part of the day tomorrow,
doing all the injury he could, in order to punish the said

apostates and enemies of our Holy Faith; and in witness

thereof, I signed with the Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de

Campo, the Sargento Mayor and my civil and military sec-

retary.
PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Captain Xptoval de la Zerna returns from the carrying out

of the said order

On the 18th of the said month and year, the said Cap-
tain Xptoval de la Zerna returned with the men-at-arms
aforesaid and reported to me that he had executed my said

order, pasturing the horses in the fields and other crops of

the said Apostate enemies, who came down the slopes of the
said Penol of Gualpi, a great many of them, more than 700
or 800, as it seemed to him, uttering furious cries and as
soon as he moved nearer to where they were, they went up
the said Penol, and Captain Zerna returned to continue the
said destruction, which he did all night, with the Indians
and horses before-mentioned, and up to about noon of today,
when he thought that the greatest damage had been done
to the enemies aforesaid, because very few fields remained
to destroy and they were very insignificant ; and since I had
maintained my said camp from the third of the present
month and year, as dated, to the present day, which are
sixteen days, during which time the reconnoissance and de-

struction certified in these affidavits have been carried on
continuously, on account of which the horses are tired, I

gave orders to Maestre de Campo Thomas Olguin that they
should rest tomorrow, the 19th, and the following day, the

20th, the said horses should be brought together and the
said camp broken and the march made to the pueblo of
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Alona, province of Zuni, where I determined to make the

general visitation of the whole kingdom returning from the

said campaign ; and in testimony thereof, I signed with the

Honorable Cavildo, the Maestre de Campo, the Sargento
Mayor and my civil and military secretary.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
JUAN GARCIA DE LAS RIVAS
SALVADOR MONTOYA
JUAN MANUEL CHIRINOS

notary to the Cavildo
THOMAS OLGUIN
ALPHONZO RAEL DE AGUILAR

Before me,
MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,

Civil and Military Secretary

Edict of Transmission

At the Villa of Santa Fee, in New Mexico, on the 8th

day of the month of October, 1716, I, Don Phelix Martinez,
Life Captain of the Royal Garrison of this said Villa, Gov-
ernor and Captain-General of this Kingdom and Provinces
of New Mexico for His Majesty, having carried out the cam-
paign that, at my cost, I made with the Forces of His

Majesty from this royal garrison and the residents, to the

neighboring province of Moqui, and on my return, having
made a general visitation of the pueblos of the Christian
Indians and the Spanish settlements, in which campaign I

spent two months maintaining myself in the Province of

Moqui twenty days, including those of arrival and depar-
ture, and in that time carried out the operations certified in

these affidavits, the perverse rebels and apostates of the
said province feeling the rigor of our arms in the war made
upon them, by the death of some of them and the destruction
of their crops and fields, which they suffered, as described,
because they abused the peace offered them through various
ambassadors whom they did not accept, making war them-
selves which made defense and a declaration of war neces-

sary ; and in order to certify to His Excellency, the Viceroy
of this New Spain, what has been done and carried out in

the service of His Majesty against the said Apostates, I

transmit to His Highness these original affidavits spread on
41 leaves, counting this one ; and the civil and military sec-

retary will make a literal copy to remain in these archives
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in perpetual testimony of my action. I gave this order and
signed with my civil and military secretary this said day.

PHELIX MARTINEZ
Before me,

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary

This Affidavit (testimonio) agrees with the original
edicts which the Senor Governor and Captain-General Don
Phelix Martinez sent to the City of Mexico; a true and
faithful copy compared and corrected, made by Don Pedro
Enriquez de Riveria under my orders, and in referring to

the originals, Juan Manuel Chirinos and Juan Ruiz Cordero
were present to see them compared and corrected on 36
sheets of common paper, because there is no stamped paper
in this Kingdom. Dated at this Villa of Sta Fe, on the 20th

day of the month of November in the year 1716.

In Witness of the truth hereof I affix my usual signa-
ture and rubric.

MIGUEL THENORIO DE ALBA,
Civil and Military Secretary



"THE GOOD-BRINGING"

A Tale From the Hopi Pueblo of Oraibi

EDITOR'S
NOTE : In the nature of an epilogue to the pre-

ceding document is the following account which illus-

trates the early relations between the Hopi Indians and the

Spaniards at Santa Fe. It is the story of how an Indian of

Oraibi was given the name of "The Good-Bringing."

The story is contributed by Mrs. Isis L. Harrington, of

the U. S. Indian School at Albuquerque, as it was given to

her by Robert Ermatewa, 16 years of age, and as he had
heard it from his great-grandfather, the old man Loma-

Week-Va-Yah, who died at Oraibi in 1926. A grandfather
and a grandmother of Robert were two of the small children

who were carried away by the "traders."

It would be interesting to know who the governor at

Santa Fe was, but the story has no date and it can only be

estimated that the affair occurred about a hundred years

Long ago when I was a young man, and all the Hopis
lived at Oraibi, there came to our village one evening many
strange men. The men wore beards and were not Indians.

They did not speak our language. They drove mules and
rode horses. They made signs to tell us they had come to

trade for baskets, sheep and other things.
I remember how I watched the strangers as they ate

the food set before them by my pretty young wife and the
other women and girls. I wondered where such men lived.

They stayed in our village two days, seeming to be much
interested in our people and sheep. The second evening
after supper the visitors lay down for the night. It was
not a dark night, and from where I slept, near my house, I

could see the men raise their heads often and look about
them. I could not go to sleep, so I walked quietly out of
the village and down by the water-hole. I do not know how
late it was, but as I sat there watching the moon slip down
behind the high mountain, two of the strange men came
down to the spring. I hid behind an old wall.

227
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The two filled their water-bags and went on down the
cliff trail. I ran back to my house. Everybody was up, and
there was much noise. The strangers were robbing the
houses. Some of the strangers held guns against our men
while others drove some women and children to the sheep
pens. The women were made to let the sheep out, and many
women, girls, and a few men had to drive the sheep away.

When the sheep and the people whom the strangers had
stolen were loaded into carts and gone for some time, the
two men with the guns made our fathers look the other way
while they dropped from the cliff and made off toward the
east.

I returned quickly to my hiding place and watched
them. I could hear their hard shoes on the trail as they
hurried away, but soon there was no sound any more. I ran
to my house. It was empty. My young wife was among the
women carried away by the robbers. As soon as it was day
my grandfather and two others went to the highest places to

watch. They dared not follow, for the robbers had guns and
would kill the women and children.

At evening when the watchers returned they had seen
the yellow dust cloud rise far to the east and float on and
on, then disappear.

That night we did not have any supper. We had food,
but no one cared to eat. Even the little children pushed
away the bread their fathers gave them. There was much
crying that night, and in the darkness I slipped out of the

village and ran for the house of a white man I knew who
lived far off. I knew this was a good man, for he had come
to the village to talk to us many times. I reached his house
the second night, and told him what had happened at Oraibi.

This good man gave me food and water and made me
lie down to rest till day should come.

I woke early the next morning. The man was writing
something on a piece of paper. He folded the paper and
slipped it into my belt, saying, "you are a brave man, and a

good runner. You know how to hide yourself in the desert.

You must go far, far to the south and east. There is a river

to cross. It comes from the north. Cross that river and
keep on for a half a day's fast journey more. There you will

find a village. It is Santa Fe. Ask for the Governor. Keep
on asking till you find him. Give him the paper."

The man tied some dried meat in a small cloth, fastened
it to my belt, and I started off with the sun no higher than
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my head. Day and night I ran, resting under a ledge or

among the bushes when I grew too tired to keep up, and on

again. The third day, as the sun stood at mid-day, I reached
the river that came from the north. It was not deep, but
wide. Green trees grew along its banks as far as I could see

to north or south. I drank much, and lay among the willows
to rest for a short time, then crossed the stream and went
on. Keeping the sun at my back, I knew I was going in the

right direction, and that I should come to the village by
dark unless forced to hide from savage Indians, or other

persons like those who had robbed my people. Such
thoughts made my feet light and my eyes keen.

Leaving the beautiful valley through which wound the
wide river and the cottonwoods, I climbed over a high range
of mountains. From the top I had a last look at the sun half

hidden in the west. I could see another tall mountain far to

the east and took that as a mark to guide me. On I hurried,
that darkness might not hide my mountain peak too soon.

Not far from the foot of the eastern range, I saw the

village. I sat down among the dwarf cedars that grew all

over the smooth slope I had just reached. I could see

crooked trails leading into the village from all directions

and soon found the one to lead me in. Then I waited.
When it was dark and quiet, I walked along the trail

that led to a large square place in the middle of the village.
Around this square were thick-walled, low houses that
looked like the ones at my home. A few men walked back
and forth along the sides of this square. They carried guns
as the robbers had done. I dared not let them see me, so I

slipped from one dark corner to another until I was be-

hind the long, low building that stood on the north side of
the square. From a small opening in the back wall of this

building came a dim light. It was the only light I could see.

I crept toward it, keeping close and flat to the ground. Be-
fore I reached the light I came to a door. I pushed it open.
A woman such as I had never seen before looked up as I

came in. "Governor, Governor," I whispered, pushing the
door shut behind me. The woman said something. "Gov-
ernor, Governor," I repeated.

She rose, at last, and carried the light into a distant

part of the long house. I followed.
We came to a large square room. The woman set the

light on a table and stepped out, closing the door.
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On a bed near where I stood lay a man. As the woman
stepped out he had risen and sat up. He was a kind look-

ing man with large dark eyes and white hair. He spoke
softly to me. I handed him my paper. He read it and called
to the woman.

"Make this young man a bed," he said to her, as she
came in, "and send my orderly to me." The orderly came.
He was not Indian. He was like the robbers.

"Get this boy food," the gray-haired man ordered, "and
see that he is cared for." Turning to me he said kindly, "we
shall attend to your errand in the morning," and lay back
upon his bed.

The night passed as an hour, and when morning came
the orderly took me to eat in a large hall with many men.
While we were still eating the kind man with gray hair came
in. The men all stood up. I stood. They touched their
foreheads.

"Return every Indian taken from Oraibi," said the
white-haired man to one nearest him. "Escort them back
to their own grazing ground. Pay for the sheep with bacon
and sugar. Send the robbers to the guard-house." Then
the old man touched his forehead, turned quickly and was
gone.

It took but a few days for the fast traveling mules to

bring us to the valley below Oraibi. There the drivers let

us out of the noisy wagons, turned about and disappeared.
The people in the village ran down the cliff to meet us.

Not one of those carried away was missing.
In the council house that night my old name was taken

away. No more was I to be Quots-ku-ya-va-yah, as I had
been, but Loma-week-va-yah, meaning in our language,
"The Good Bringing."

The deepest mark on that tall cliff there shows the time.

Every rainy season since I was a boy I have made one mark.
There are fifty-eight now.
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Article 1. Name. This Society shall be called the Historical Society
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Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall be,

in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular, the

discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical ma-
terial, especially such as relates to New Mexico.

Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist of Members, Fel-

lows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.

(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council

and elected by the Society may become members.

(b) Fellows. Members who show, by published work, special

aptitude for historical investigation may become Fellows. Immedi-

ately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive
Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may there-

after elect additional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive
Council. The number of Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.

(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical

Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other
benefactors of the Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time
the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts, portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council
and election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.

(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered emi-
nent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the South-

west, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.

Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a

president, two vice-presidents, a corresponding secretary and treas-

urer, and a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute

the Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and

shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors

shall have been elected and qualified.



Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered

year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the

Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at

the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor

and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the

respective offices to be declared elected.

Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the

Historical Review.

Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selec-

tion and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction

and control of the Executive Council.

Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held at

the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at

eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at any time upon call

of the President or of three of its members.

Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three mem-
bers of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.

Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall be-

come operative after being recommended by the Executive Council

and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at

any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,

at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such proposed amend-
ment is passed upon by the Society.

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially in-

vited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the

corresponding secretary, Mr. Lansing B. Bloom, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
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HARMFUL PRACTICES OF INDIAN TRADERS OF
THE SOUTHWEST, 1865-1876

C. C. RISTER

FROM
the time our earliest colonists came in contact with

the Indians of the Atlantic sea-board until the disap-

pearance of the last frontier, trade relations between the

two races have been accompanied with irregularities.

White traders have capitalized on the Indian's ignorance
of trade values to the extent of ruthless exploitation. When
the Indian traded valuable furs, dressed buffalo robes, or

other commodities which he had, for beads, cutlery, colored

cloth, guns and ammunition, which the trader might have

in stock, he had very little understanding of relative values.

Colonel Richard Irving Dodge, who spent many years
as an army officer on our Western plains, relates an incident

in which a Sioux Indian came to Fort Sedgewick, having in

his possession an elaborately painted buffalo robe. Several

of the officers at the post were anxious to acquire it, and
offered in exchange various amounts in cash. All these the

owner refused. They then tempted him by seeking to ex-

change for it coffee, flour, and other things to the value of

twenty dollars, but these, too, he refused. Just as it seemed
that he was determined to keep the robe, a sergeant
chanced to pass by, holding in his hand a piece of paper

upon which were some cubes of cut-loaf sugar. He gave
two or three of these to the Indian who ate them. He was
so pleased that he offered to exchange his robe for the re-
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maining cubes. The trade was made and shortly thereafter

he devoured the entire quantity, seemingly satisfied that he

had made a good trade.
1

Colonel Dodge relates another in-

cident in which a Lipan Indian at Fort Martin Scott, Texas,

traded five beautifully dressed wildcat skins for a box of

matches, after which he seated himself near a large stone,

and struck one match after the other, curiously watching

the flame of each, until all within the box were gone.
2

The white trader of the Southwest, during the period

of frontier development, was a part of the jetsam of the

turbulent sea of border life. As a rule he could not bear the

restraints incident to the orderly processes of civilization.

He drifted about as his love for adventure, desire for profit,

or freedom from arrest led him ; and in some respects fol-

lowed a policy which in the end added to the hardships and

trials of frontier people. Many of these characters were

devoid of principle or honor, and ruthlessly took advantage

of the helpless frontier in plying their trade.
8

From the beginning of Anglo-American penetration

in the Southwest until the latter part of the nineteenth

century, irregular trade activities were carried on with the

Indians. It is purposed in this discussion, however, to re-

view such relations during the period in which they reached

their maximum development from 1865 to 1876, although
the earlier period will be reviewed in order to lay the basis

for an approach to the later one.

Before Texas became a state of the American union

the legislative body of that republic enacted a law regulat-

ing trade. Its salient features were as follows: (1) five

trading-posts were to be established on a line between the

Indian country and the frontier; (2) traders were forbid-

den to sell arms and ammunition to the Indians; and (3)

1. Richard Irving Dodge, Our Wild Indians, 262-263.

2. Ibid.

3. Reports of both army officers and Indian agents stationed on the frontier

at this time frequently referred to the dishonest activities of the traders.
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Indians were not to be allowed to pass from the Indian

country behind the line of trading-posts to the area occu-

pied by the settlers.
4

In accordance with the provision of

this act first mentioned only one trading house was estab-

lished that of Messrs. Torrey on the Brazos; and it was

placed one hundred miles below where the law required it

to be.
5 The Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1849, in

commenting on the act, stated that although the law pro-

hibited the introduction of warlike stores among the red

men, yet "these traders have furnished wagon loads to the

Indians."
6 He also stated that Warren's trading house on

the north side of the Red River, about sixty miles above

Fort Washita, was engaged in the same trade.

For a time after Texas became a state of the Union,
Indian relations in that part of the nation were exceedingly
difficult to manage, for Texas reserved her public lands on

entering the Union ; and no federal treaty with her Indians

could be made which would provide for reservations or

hunting ranges until after the Texas legislature passed an
act in 1854, offering the federal government land for such

purposes.
7 At that time the superintendency of Indian Af-

fairs for the Western territory included all the tribes south

of the line of the Saint Louis superintendency, and as far

west as the Rocky Mountains, and north of the line of New
Mexico and Texas. In this area were several hostile tribes,

among which were the Arapaho, Cheyenne, Comanche,
Kiowa, Wichita, and Lipan.

8 These savages frequently
raided the Texas frontier, and carried away into captivity

men, women, and children, which necessitated the payment
at times of large sums of money for ransom.9

This prac-
tice of taking captives and holding them for ransom had

4. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1849, p. 973.

6. Ibid.

6. Ibid.

7. F. N. Thorpe, The Federal and State Constitutions, etc., VI, 3545.

8. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1845, p. 455.

9. Ibid.
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been brought over from Spanish times,
10 and was as alluring

to the Indians as stealing horses and mules.

Relative to the difficult task of controlling the Indian

trade in the Southwest during this early period, Alfred J.

Vaughan, sub-agent of the Osage, said that "for many years

past the reports of superintendents, agents, and sub-agents,

have teemed with complaints on the subject of whiskey sell-

ing to the Indians. To defeat a course followed by unprin-

cipled white men squatters on the Indian border seems

to be, indeed, a hopeless task." In fact, there were three

irregular features of this Indian trade, all of which affected

the frontier adversely: (1) the traders sold to the Indians

spiritous liquors in violation of federal law; (2) they sold

them guns and ammunition, and in many instances encdur-

aged them to depredate on the frontier settlements ; and (3)

they remunerated the Indians for their depredations in

that they bought horses and mules stolen from the settlers."

Throughout the plains area, during this period, there

were hundreds of traders engaged in business with the In-

dians. Concerning them, G. C. Matlock, Indian agent of

the Upper Missouri Agency, wrote on October 17, 1847, as

follows : "There are about five hundred white men in this

district of country, the greater portion of whom are for-

eigners by birth, and many who never were citizens of the

United States." He stated that, although they had trading
houses from which they operated, they usually disposed of

their goods by "hawking and peddling" them over the coun-

try." In the same year Commissioner Medill, in making his

report to the Secretary of War, W. L. Marcy, stated that a

part of the depredations on the Santa Fe trade was from
New Mexico and that some of the attacks were instigated, if

not participated in, by white persons.
13 James S. Calhoun,

Indian Agent in New Mexico, helps to establish the culpa-

10. R. E. Twitchell, The Spanish Archives of New Mexico, item 839, p. 288;
"Letter to the governor of New Mexico asking for a statement of the amount of

alms collected for the ransoming of captives among the hostile Indians."

11. For source of quotation above given see Annual Report of Indian Affairs for

1846, p. 307.

12. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1847, p. 848.

13. Ibid, p. 744.
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bility of the white traders, when on June 25, 1850, he said

that "the constant and unrestricted intercourse of traders

with the Indians of this territory, is, perhaps, the greatest

curse upon it."
14

One of the most persistent opponents of the outlaw

traders of the Southwest at this time was Robert S. Neigh-

bors, United States Indian Agent in Texas. In 1848, he

wrote :

"I would respectfully call the attention of the Commis-
sioner to the great necessity of making some arrangements
for the regulation of trade and intercourse with the Indians
of Texas. At present every one who has a few articles to

dispose of, or a few gallons of whiskey, and can come in
contact with a party of Indians with a few skins, are
anxious to trade ; and there is no law to punish persons for

introducing whiskey among the Indians. The traders from
east of the Red River, a short time since, opened a trading-
post at the Keechie village on the Brazos River, which is in
the very heart of the Indian country, and are supplying as
much whiskey as they can sell. They keep it constantly on
hand as a regular article of trade."

15

Agent Neighbors did not stop here, but continued in later

reports to call the attention of the Commissioner to the

illicit sale of liquor, arms, and ammunition, and warned
that dire consequences would follow if such practices were
not stopped. Writing in 1856, he said: "there has been

a very extensive trade carried on during the summer. It

can be proven by Indians here, that at one time Jesse

Chisholm and other traders introduced and traded to those

bands (Comanche) 75 rifles, ammunition, etc., of which

they have since used in depredating on our frontier."
18

In-

deed, he became more bold in his report of the next year
and charged that an Indian agent on the Arkansas River

14. James S. Calhoun to Orlando Brown, in Official Correspondence of James S.

Calhoun, 105, ed. by Annie H. Abel.

15. Report of Robert S. Neighbors, Special United States Indian Agent, in

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1848, p. 592.

16. Robert S. Neighbors, Supervising Agent of the Texas Indians, in Annual

Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1856, p. 175.
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was distributing among the Comanche and Kiowa, arms
and ammunition, thus encouraging them in their raids on

the Texas frontier. He stated that he had called the at-

tention of the Commissioner to this deplorable state of

affairs in other reports but that nothing had been done to

correct the evil ; and that he would not refer to the matter

again were he not compelled to do so from a sense of duty.
17

These harmful trade relations continued in the South-

west until the outbreak of the Civil War, and neither the

Department of the Interior nor the Department of War
made serious efforts to correct them. Through the period

of conflict which followed, confusion was added to chaos

in our Indian affairs, and no constructive policy was fol-

lowed. Just as soon, however, as peace dawned, again the

government turned its attention to the Indian problem.
The outlaw traders also reappeared in the Indian country
and took up again their illicit trade with the hostile tribes

of the plains.

On January 4, 1867, Captain Ashbury, stationed at

Fort Larned, wrote that white traders were engaged in

selling war materials to the wild tribes, and that such prac-
tices would undoubtedly encourage them to depredate on

the frontier.
18 Nine days later, Major Douglas, command-

ing at Fort Dodge, Kansas, also complained of such prac-
tices. He said that D. A. Butterfield had sold several cases

of arms to the Cheyenne and Arapaho; and that Charles

Rath, another trader who lived at Zarah, armed several

bands of Kiowa with revolvers and completely overstocked

them with powder. He said that the Indians were so well

armed that if trouble came in the spring, they would be

ready for it. He further stated that he believed some of

the Indian agents were in league with the traders.
19

17. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1857, p. 264.

18. H. Ashbury to Assistant Adjutant-General, Division of the Missouri, MS.,
file No. 115-M-1867, Old Records Division, Adjutant-General's Office, War Department,

Washington, D. C.

19. Ibid, N. Douglas to the Assistant Adjutant-General, Division of the Missouri.
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General W. T. Sherman, who had command of the

Division of the Missouri, immediately acted on these reports

and instituted an investigation into the activities of the

traders. On January 26, 1867, having established the ac-

curacy of them, he addressed the following letter to Gen-

eral U. S. Grant:

The inclosed papers are so important that I ask for

them your special attention. The sale of arms and ammuni-
tion to the Indians is the most delicate operation conceiv-

able. The recent dispatches passed between us have been
sent to my department commanders for their government,
but of course I expect the sale to be controlled by Post Com-
manders and limited in quantity to powder and lead abso-

lutely needed by the Indians known to the local commanders
and for the purpose of killing meat for food.

Now it seems the aggregated Indian agents and com-
missioners for the Comanches, Kiowas, and Cheyennes and
Arrapahoes (all bold, daring and active Indians, inclined all

the time to break out into open warfare) have given unlim-
ited authority to Mr. D. A. Butterfield and to other regularly
licensed Indian traders to sell arms and ammunition to any
Indians that are at peace with and receiving annuities from
the United States Government.

The theory seems to me so monstrous that I would not
credit it, unless I had the papers well authenticated before

me, and I have ordered General Hancock to disregard it, and
to restrict the sales to small quantities, which alone are com-
patible with the present attitude of things on the vast

plains, and which is the most difficult problem I have ever
had to handle, to make comparatively secure. If the Indian
agents are to be intrusted with the matter, I may have to
withdraw our troops, for it is even now almost impossible to

protect the trains going to and fro. Those Indians are only
nominally friendly, and for buffalo robes can buy the best

carbines, revolvers, and guns of all kinds with the ammu-
nition to match. It is absurd to suppose a trader, who
makes money by each sale, and generally much profit by
Indian wars will be prudent in their sales, and I call your
attention to the fact that the commissioned agents, who
might be construed as to have some interest in the peace of
the frontier have surrendered all control of the matter to
the licensed traders.
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I beg you to show this and its enclosures to the Presi-

dent with this conclusion of mine that the trader for a

profit of ten dollars, the pistol, will involve us in a war that
will cost the treasury millions of dollars.

20

As soon as General Sherman was convinced that such

practices were carried on he issued orders to his post com-

manders to restrict the sale of arms and ammunition to

the friendly tribes, and then only to the amount necessary
for them to kill their game supply. He ordered that no

war materials of this kind should be sold or given the hos-

tile tribes. Even this policy, however, was criticised by the

peoples of the frontier, because it was maintained that the

Indians always used the bow and arrow in hunting the

buffalo.
21 The action of General Sherman did not stop the

bartering of the traders. Indeed, it is difficult to see how
this could have been done. So vast was the area involved

and so few the federal troops stationed in the Indian coun-

try, it would have been difficult indeed to have prevented
all of these criminal practices.

In New Mexico the problem of trader control was more
difficult than in other areas involved. Here the terrain of

the country was mountainous and semi-arid. In this region
collected the riff-raff of two nations Mexico and the

United States, and the lack of cordial relations between the

two republics made it an easy matter for illicit traders to

find safety south of the Mexican boundary when hard

pressed by American peace officers.

When A. B. Norton arrived in New Mexico in 1866 to

take charge of his work as Superintendent of Indian

Affairs, he found that an unrestricted trade, involving
thousands of cattle which were driven from Texas by the

20. Sherman to Grant, accompanying Annual Report of the commander of the

Department of Texas for 1867, on file in the Old Records Division, Adjutant Gen-
eral's Office, War Department, Washington, D. C.

21. A correspondent of the Austin Daily Republican of December 5, 1868, raises

this interesting point, and then bitterly assails the federal government for allowing

any materials which might be used for war purposes to be sold or given to the hostile

tribes, either by agents or traders.
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Comanche, was being carried on.
22 With these conditions

existing, he immediately gave orders for the cancellation of

of all trade permits and forbade any one to trade with these

Indians unless they had a license duly signed by the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs at Washington.

23 This by no

means put a stop to the illicit traffic, for the commissioner

granted licenses to four different citizens who sublet their

privileges to others until matters were as bad as before.

John Hitson, a Texas ranchman, voiced the complaint of the

Texas cattle raisers in 1873 when he stated that cattle steal-

ing, or "lifting" in Texas and New Mexico had become an

intolerable nuisance, paralyzing trade, driving away
settlers, and causing endless bloodshed and disorder. He
said that hundreds of thousands of horses, cattle, and mules

had been driven from Texas since 1869; scores of ranches

burned, and many valuable lives lost in useless defense.
24

About this time, Governor Richard Coke of Texas

stated that he had abundant proof that a large part of the

frontier troubles of his state could be traced to these trad-

ers. He said that white men on or near the reservations

were always ready with guns, ammunition, blankets, and
other things desired by the Indians to trade for stolen stock

and other plunder taken from Texas.
25

Superintendent Nor-

ton not only confirmed this statement, but added that many
times when the traders visited the camp of the Comanche to

purchase horses and found none, they encouraged them to

renewed forays by furnishing them with guns, ammunition,
and animals to ride, and by promising to purchase all stolen

22. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1867-1868, part i,

p. 194. Norton stated that "the territory was filled with Texas cattle."

23. The policies of the departments of Interior and of War, made the permit

problem a very discouraging one. Both maintained the right of granting trade per-

mits, with the consequence that much confusion prevailed. Representatives of one

branch of service sought to condemn the other for trespassing on forbidden ground.

The War Department maintained that in as much as it held the police power
over the area it should control the outlaws, but the Interior Department contended

that its agents were more directly in contact with the daily activities of the Indians

and should therefore control all trade intercourse with them.

24. San Antonio Daily Express, Sunday, January 12, 1873.

25. Found in Journal, 14 Legislature, 2nd Session, January, 1875, p. 37.
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horses brought back.
26

Indeed, the practice of stealing cattle

by the Indians had come to be so common, that little was

thought of it. Agent Labadi, of Santa Fe, spoke of the

Comanche as being "good at heart," and yet in the same

paragraph he stated that "they have Texas cattle without

number, and almost every day bring in more."27

General Augur, commanding the Department of Texas

in 1872, in commenting on this traffic between New Mexico

cattle thieves and Comanche Indians, said: "The western

line is exposed to outrages from the bands of Indians living

permanently in Mexico and others who make Mexico a base

of operations against frontier settlements, and by short

lines, a refuge from pursuit and market for their plunder
.... In addition to these outrages the frontier is also sub-

jected to the inroads of organized cattle thieves from New
Mexico on the western line."

28

This intolerable situation was brought to a climax when
on March 25, 1872, Sergeant Wilson, with a detachment of

troops from Fort Concho, pursued a band of depredating

Indians, and took a Mexican lad as prisoner. In giving an

account of himself, the boy said that he was one of about

fifty men from New Mexico who were employed by certain

New Mexicans to come to Texas and steal cattle. He gave
the names of his employers and mentioned the wages he re-

ceived, alleged that there were camps of Indians between

Fort Concho and New Mexico, and said that the Indians

worked in conjunction with the outlaws. Under compulsion
of his captors, he related his experiences from the date of

his connection with the thieves to that of his capture. He
told the surprised soldiers that the stealing of Texas cattle

had been a lucrative business for his employers. In connec-

tion with this point he stated what was hardly credited at

26. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1867-1868, part i.

27. Ibid.

28. Annual Report of General Augur, Department of Texas, 1872, MS., Old

Records Division, A. G. O., War Department, Washington.
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the time that there was a wagon road across the plains

with plenty of permanent water and grass and that all the

stolen cattle were driven over it to New Mexico.
29

When a report of this startling story was brought to

the attention of General Augur, he directed that steps be

taken immediately to verify it. A force was sent out from
Fort Concho under the command of Colonel MacKenzie. A
temporary camp was to be established on the "Fresh Water
Fork of the Brazos," from which the troops were to operate

against the Indians.
30

Colonel MacKenzie started out with the Mexican as his

guide, and in his operations discovered the road which the

lad had spoken of. Its appearance indicated that large

herds of cattle had passed over it, although because of re-

cent rains, it was impossible to judge how long before.

Colonel MacKenzie determined to follow it in order to find

its terminus, and if possible to recover some of the cattle. It

led him directly across the plains and along the route he

found plenty of grass and water, as far as Alamogordo, New
Mexico. After striking the settlements the road gradually
broke up into small trails which promised no results from
further advance. He endeavored to find those charged with

being responsible for the traffic but they had found safety

in flight. It is fair to say that when the more responsible

citizens of New Mexico living in the vicinity of the area in-

volved heard of the affair, they attempted to aid MacKenzie
in rounding up the thieves.

31 On the return to Texas, Gen-

eral MacKenzie took the route from Fort Bascom to the

29. Medical History of Fort Concho, vol. 205, pp. 58-59. This is one of many
large volumes containing the medical records, transfer of troops, and brief accounts

of happenings about the post, which are on file in the Old Records Division of the

Adjutant General's Office of the War Department, Washington.

30. Ibid. The name of this stream is misleading. In 1869, Major Brown, with a

small detachment of troops from Fort Concho, while scouting in the plains region,

found a stream of fresh water west of the Double Mountains which was not indicated

on the available maps. He designated it as "Fresh Water Fork of the Brazos,"

thinking that it was one of the forks of the Brazos River. The stream, however, had

been previously discovered by Capt. R. B. Marcy on his trip across the plains, and

was named Catfish Creek, because of the abundance of catfish found in it.

31. Annual Report of General Augur for 1873.
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headwaters of the Red River, and thence to the camp on the

"Fresh Water Fork of the Brazos." Of the route going out,

he said: "This route has permanent and excellent water

across the plains and no distance of more than thirty miles

between water. All the water runs into the Red River."

Of the trail via the Palo Duro Canyon, which he took on his

return journey, he said that it had permanent spring water.

He also said that there was good grass by both routes, and
that in almost every respect they were better than the Pecos

trail and could be made safe for legitimate cattle drivers.
32

One of the most sensational events incident to the ir-

regular activities of traders was the Belknap scandal. On
March 2, 1876, Representative Clymer of Pennsylvania,
chairman of the committee on expenditures in the War De-

partment, caused a sensation in the House of Representa-
tives by submitting a report of his committee to the House
in which he charged "that they found at the very threshold

of their investigation such evidence of malfeasance in of-

fice by General William W. Belknap, then Secretary of War,
that they find it their duty to lay the same before the

House." Acting on the findings made by this committee the

House preferred charges against the Secretary of War be-

fore the Senate, on March 2 of the same year.
38

A general review of events which led up to this affair

is well set forth in the following article taken from the

New York Tribune of February 15, 1872 :

Army officers stationed at forts in the West complain of
the extortion practiced by the post-traders, and of the gross
abuses practiced under the law which authorizes their ap-
pointment. Those traders are given the exclusive privilege
of selling goods upon the military reservations to the offi-

cers, soldiers, Indians, and emigrants. The privilege is so

32. Ibid. This trail, followed by MacKenzie in going to New Mexico, came to be

known as the MacKenzie Trail. From the "Fresh Water Fork of the Brazos" it ran

eastward along the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos to Fort Griffin. This road

is shown in Pressler and Laragerman's Map of Texas, 1879.

33. Proceedings of the Senate Sitting for the Trial of William W. Belknap, Late

Secretary of War, on the Articles of Impeachment Exhibited by the House of Rep-
resentatives, 44th Cong., 1st sess., 1.
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valuable that it is obtained by political or family influence

at Washington by men who never go to the posts or engage
in the business, but farm out the privilege to actual traders
for sums amounting in some cases to $10,000 or $12,000 a

year. The traders occupy relations to the army similar to

those the sutlers held during the war, with this exception,
that the sutlers were under control of the post commanders,
and the soldiers were protected against their rapacity by the

power of a council of officers to fix a tariff of prices at which
goods should be sold, whereas, the traders are appointed by
the Secretary of War, and, having no competition, and being
under no control, charge any price they please. The sutlers

were abolished at the close of the war, and the Commissary
Department was required to furnish the necessary articles

formerly kept by the sutlers, and to sell them to the soldiers

at cost price. This law the commissaries found irksome,
and they have always managed to evade it. Soon after it

went into effect, the Adjutant General issued an order al-

lowing any one to trade at a military post who should show
fitness to the department commander. This was a good ar-

rangement for the troops, for it gave them the advantage of

competition ; but it did not suit the traders, who have always
sought exclusive privileges. It lasted until the summer of

1870, when, on the recommendation of the Secretary of

War, a section was put into the army bill authorizing the

Secretary to appoint one or more traders at each military
post, "for the convenience of emigrants, freighters, and
other citizens." The section was plausibly worded, and
passed without objection. Under it the Secretary appoints
but one trader at each post and refuses to appoint more, so

that this single trader, having a monopoly of all the busi-

ness, plunders the officers and men by charging them out-

rageous prices. There is no escape from this rapacity, be-

cause the officers have no control over him as they had over
the sutler. There is good authority for stating that traders'

privileges are systematically farmed out by those who ob-

tain them from the War Department. The Secretary is not

charged with being cognizant of these practices, and prob-
ably has not been informed of them. One of the most out-

rageous cases of the kind is described in the following letter

from an officer stationed at Fort Sill, Indian Territory :

"I have incidentally learned that you have a desire to

know whether a bonus is required from the traders here, for
the privilege of trading, and have been urged to write you
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the facts in the case. As there seems to be no secret made of

the matter, and as, in common with all others here, I feel it

to be a great wrong, I think you will readily excuse the pre-

sumption which my writing unasked by you might indicate.

I have read the contract between J. S. Evans, a Fort Sill

trader, and C. P., or C. E. Marsh, of 1867 or 1870, Broad-

way, New York, office of Herter Brothers, whereby J. S.

Evans is required to pay said C. P., or C. E. Marsh the sum
of $12,000 per year, quarterly in advance, for the exclusive

privilege of trading on the military reservation. I am cor-

rectly informed that said sum has been paid since soon
after the new law went in force, and is now paid, to include

some time in February next. This is not an isolated case. I

am informed by officers who were stationed at Camp Supply
that Lee & Reynolds paid $10,000 outright for the same ex-

clusive privilege there. Other cases are talked of, but not
corroborated to me ; sufficient to state, the tax here amounts
to near $40 per selling-day, which must necessarily be paid
almost entirely by the command, and you can readily see

that prices of such goods as we are compelled to buy must
be grievously augmented thereby. It not being a revenue
for the government, and Mr. Marsh being an entire stranger
to every one at the post, it is felt by every one informed of
the facts to be, as I said before, a very great wrong."

34

The publication of this letter in the New York Tribune,

together with the article preceding it, created considerable

gossip in Washington; and other rumors came to the ears

of government officials, until it was decided best to investi-

gate them. As a result of these investigations, as previously

mentioned, impeachment charges were preferred.

As soon as Belknap was informed that impeachment
charges were impending against him he tendered his resig-

nation to President Grant, and it was immediately accepted

by him. Friends of the Secretary were greatly surprised at

this turn of affairs. General W. T. Sherman later wrote
that he was surprised to learn that General Belknap was a

dishonest man because he had proven to be a brave officer

34. The letter quoted here was written by General W. B. Hazen, who, for a

part of this period, was stationed at Fort Sill as commander of the Sixth Regiment

of Cavalry.
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during the period of the Civil War.85

Notwithstanding the

Secretary's resignation, however, the trial started after con-

siderable time had been spent in trying to determine

whether or not Congress had jurisdiction in the case. In-

deed, the nature of the trial was to determine the jurisdic-

tion of the Senate, rather than impeachment proceedings.

The testimony bearing on the case brought out that

under a circular letter of the War Department of August

22, 1867, departmental commanders were authorized to

grant unlimited permission to post traders to open their

establishments on military reservations for trading pur-

poses in order to accommodate the soldiers, settlers, and

Indians who could not readily travel to distant towns for

such purposes. In accordance with this regulation John

S. Evans secured permission to establish a trading-post at

Fort Sill. He met with such a large measure of success in

his operations that he made extensive improvements by way
of additional housing facilities, a varied stock of goods, etc.

Just at the time that he was planning a more comprehensive

trading program, he was told that it would be necessary for

him to secure a new permit from the Secretary of War since

Section 22 of the army appropriation bill for July 15, 1870,

had transferred the right of making such appointments
from the post commanders to the Secretary of War. In

compliance with this advice Evans applied to Secretary

Belknap for said right, stating in his application that he had

recently spent $80,000 in making improvements, buying
new goods, etc., believing at the time that his tradership was
of a permanent character, and that to vacate his position

at this time would bring financial ruin on him.
36 Accom-

panying this letter was an endorsement from all the officers,

including a special recommendation from General Grierson,

commanding at the post at that time.
37

35. Memoirs of General W. T. Sherman, II, 454.

36. Proceedings, etc. 455.

37. Ibid. The names of nineteen officers were affixed to the endorsement,

ranging in rank from Second Lieutenant to Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel. This made
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Some time before Belknap received this application,

Mrs. Belknap had visited in the home of Caleb P. Marsh, a

New York merchant, and formed a close friendship with

Mrs. Marsh. While here she became ill and was forced

to remain in the home of her friend for some time. Feeling

under obligations to them, Mrs. Belknap suggested to Marsh
that he apply for a post tradership in the West as such

positions were quite lucrative. Her host was at first hesi-

tant about accepting such an offer, but when Mrs. Belknap

insisted, telling him that it was in the power of her husband

to confer such rights, he promised that if she would use

her influence with the Secretary he would apply.
38

This she

agreed to do, and upon her return to Washington she im-

portuned Secretary Belknap to issue the tradership. This

he readily promised, and Marsh was then invited to come
to Washington and make his application.

At the time the tradership of the New York merchant
was pending the Secretary also had before him the request
of Evans for reappointment. It does not appear from the

testimony in the case that the Secretary and Marsh at-

tempted to force the trader to pay a bribe for a renewal of

his contract, but it was revealed that it was because of the

suggestion of the former that the latter approached Evans
for the purpose of making some kind of a satisfactory

agreement concerning the tradership.
89

In negotiations with the trader now thoroughly
alarmed over the prospects of losing his concession Marsh

the attitude of the Secretary of War all the more suspicious in his dismissal of

Evans. This was not the first time, however, that Belknap had dismissed a post

trader. Mr. Ward, a post trader at Fort Laramie, was removed shortly before this

time, and in this act the Secretary took unto himself authority which belonged to

General Sherman. The latter immediately wrote a stinging letter to Belknap in

which he informed him in no uncertain terms that he had transgressed on his

authority. When the right to appoint traders was transferred to the Secretary, he

again dismissed Ward. For details of this affair, see Memoirs of General W. T.

Sherman, II, 455.

38. Proceedings, etc., 769.

39. Ibid. The charge of the prosecution was that since the Secretary had been

informed by Evans that he had invested $80,000 in improvements, etc., he deliberately

used this leverage on him to extort a bribe.
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demanded $20,000 per year for the vacation of his rights.

Evans would not agree to pay this much ; so, after consider-

able debate over terms, his rival agreed to accept $12,000

annually, with the understanding that such amount was to

be paid in equal quarterly installments.
40 As a result of this

agreement, Evans was to remain at the post, having all

the rights going with that office. Marsh then withdrew his

own name as a candidate for appointment, and recom-

mended that the Secretary retain the original trader, which

was done a short time later.

Upon the receipt of the first payment from Evans, in

accordance with their agreement, Marsh sent to Mrs. Bel-

knap $1,500, or one-half of it, but in December of the same

year, 1870, Mrs. Belknap died and after this time the pay-
ments were made to the Secretary of War. Marsh testified

before the committee investigating the charges, that these

payments were continued for a period of eighteen months
or two years and then were reduced to $6,000 as a result of

withdrawal of troops from the fort.
41

In the trial of the Secretary the Senate finally voted

that it had no jurisdiction, and he was allowed to go free.

The testimony presented, however, proved beyond a reason-

able doubt that had the Secretary not resigned when he did,

impeachment proceedings would have debarred him from
further holding office. As to what extent he was guilty in

connection with the traders' irregular activities at the other

posts was not brought out in the Senate trial. He was

charged, however, with accepting gifts from many of these.

In conclusion it is not too much to say that the unlaw-

ful practices of the traders and agents of the West had much
to do with the unsettled relations between the settlers and

40. The agreement was originally $15,000 but Evans became alarmed upon
rumors that forces at the post were to be reduced, so the final understanding was
that the annual sum was to be reduced or raised in proportion to the withdrawal or

addition of troops at the post.

41. Secretary Belknap later married Mrs. Bower, sister of his deceased wife.
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Indians along the frontier. Encouragement given the red

men to depredate on the frontier by such disreputable white

men made the Indian problem harder to solve than it would

have been had the policy of either the Department of War
or Department of Interior been carried out without inter-

ference. In his greed for exploitation the dishonest trader

closed his eyes to the scenes of horror incident to the In-

dians' practices of murder and theft along the frontier.

Indeed, the trader who encouraged such warfare against

the settlers was more responsible for the consequences than

the wild savage who only lived up to his barbaric code of

morals.



A LETTER OF ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS

COLONEL M. L. CRIMMINS

THE
state of Georgia has recently presented to the

Statuary Hall in the Capitol at Washington, a statue of

Alexander Hamilton Stephens, by Gutzon Borglum. This

remarkable man was born in 1812 and died in his seventy-

first year. He was vice-president of the Confederacy, a

senator from Georgia and served five terms in Congress,

until elected governor of Georgia in 1882. He was a states-

man, author and patriot, and his character may be judged

by the following statement which appears on the base of his

statue, "I am afraid of nothing on earth, above the earth,

beneath the earth, except to do wrong."
He was born near Crawford, Taliaferro County,

Georgia, February 11, 1812, and graduated from the Uni-

versity of Georgia at Athens at the age of twenty. He
taught school and studied law, and was admitted to the bar

in 1834. He was a member of the Georgia house of repre-

sentatives from 1836 to 1841 ; state senator in 1842, and

served in congress from 1843 to 1859. He was a presiden-

tial elector on the democratic ticket of Douglass and John-

son in 1860, and became vice-president of the Confederacy
in 1861. After the Civil War, he was imprisoned at Fort

Warren, Boston Harbor, for five months, and was released

in October, 1865. He was elected United States senator in

1866, and served in congress from 1873 to 1882. His total

service to his state and nation covered a period of thirty-

nine years.

His father, Andrew Baskins Stephens, was of English

descent, and his mother was Margaret Grier, of Irish

descent, not a bad combination for a fighter. His mother
died when he was only three months old, and his father

died when he was fourteen. In his character was observed

a marked blending of the traits of his parents. He was
249
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thrifty, generous, progressive, and always as tender and

pure as a child, and he lived up to the following passages of

the scriptures, which he often repeated, "The fear of the

Lord is the beginning of wisdom," and "Fear God and keep
His commandments for this is the whole duty of man."

Physically he was very remarkable. He grew until he was

twenty-seven years of age, and his last teeth did not appear
until that time. Although he was five feet ten inches tall

he never weighed over one hundred one and a half pounds.
His legs were unusually long and his face so youthful look-

ing that he had been told to get up from his seat in a street

car for an older person, because he looked like a boy. He
looked so frail that he was not expected to live, he suffered

a great deal from severe abscesses, and he often would

weigh not more than eighty pounds. Yet he was not afraid

to fight, and was wounded eighteen times in a knife duel

with Judge Francis H. Cone. He had a debate with Judge
Cone, and the judge becoming angry, cried, "You little slim,

emaciated, dried up runt! I could pin your ears and swal-

low you whole." To which Stephens replied, "And if you
did, kind sir, you would have more brains in your belly than

you have in your head."

Stephens made every effort to preserve the Union
under the constitution and he foresaw the evils of secession,

which he foretold in a speech at Augusta in 1860. He refused

the nomination for president of the United States at a

Charleston convention in 1860, and it was due to his efforts

that Georgia did not secede as promptly as did South Caro-
lina and other states.

The following remarkable and characteristic letter is

a copy of one in the archives of the library of the University
of Texas :
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House of Representatives, July 3, 1850.

To the Editor.

Gentlemen :

In your paper of this morning I notice the following
editorial :

"We take it for granted that there is foundation, of
some kind or other, for the statement in the following ex-
tract from the Washington correspondence of the New York
Journal of Commerce. If it be really true, the gallant state

of Texas is about to march an army into the territories of
the United States, and against an armed station of the
United States within them ; and we are to have news of it in
less than six weeks from this time. Let us hope, however,
that the worthy correspondent of the Journal is prema-
turely alarmed for the safety of Santa Fe and the detach-
ment of the army who's duty it will be to defend it.

Correspondence of the Journal of Commerce

Washington, Saturday, June 29, 1850.

There will be some startling intelligence from Texas in

less than six weeks from this time. Texas will send an ade-

quate force at once, as is supposed, to effect her objects
probably 2,500 men. There are at Santa Fe about two hun-
dred Texas camp followers, who take an interest in favor
of the Texans. The troops of the United States, under
Colonel Monroe, number about five or six hundred, to which
six hundred are about to be added. The Texans in this city
are of the opinion that Texas, supported as she is by the

sympathies of the whole South, will arrest the United
States military officers, and bring them to trial for obstruct-

ing the operation of her laws. Should the adjustment bill

be defeated, there is no doubt that Texas will absorb New
Mexico, and if the United States interfere the Southern
States will give her all the aid she needs."

From this it seems that you hold it to be the "duty" of
the "army" of the United States now stationed at Santa Fe
to defend without authority of law, the military occupation
of that portion of New Mexico lying this side of the Rio
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Grande against any attempt of Texas to maintain her claim

by extending her jurisdiction over it.

Your right to entertain such an opinion it is not my
object to question. But I wish to say to you, lest you may
be mistaken in the opinion of others, that the first Journal

gun that shall be fired against the people of Texas, without

authority of law, will be the signal for the freemen from the
Delaware to the Rio Grande to rally to the rescue. What-
ever difference of opinion may exist in the public mind,
touching the proper boundary of Texas, nothing can be
clearer [than] that it is not a question to be decided by the

army. Be not deceived, and deceive not others. 'Inter
arma leges silent." When the "Rubicon" is passed, the

days of the Republic will be numbered. You may consider
the "gallant state of Texas" too weak for a contest with

[an] army of the United States. But you should recollect

that the cause of Texas, in such a conflict will be the cause
of the entire South. And whether you consider Santa Fe
in danger or not, you may yet live to see that fifteen states

of this Union with seven millions of people who, knowing
their rights, dare maintain them, cannot be easily con-

quered! Sapientibus verbum sat.

Yours most respectfully,

ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS.
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WHILE
it is generally known that in 1861 the southern

portion of New Mexico was occupied by Confederate

troops, who remained in possession for about a year, it is

but little appreciated that the Confederacy set up institu-

tions of civil government which for a short time actually

functioned. The purpose of this paper is to describe some
features of this government, as revealed in the records of

the Probate Court of Dona Ana County, (Confederate)

Territory of Arizona, in the years 1861-62.
1 At that time

the town of Mesilla was the county seat and the capital of

the Territory.

The Confederate invasion of New Mexico began in

July, 1861. There were several reasons for this campaign
waged in this remote section of the country. First was the

dream of a Confederacy stretching from ocean to ocean.

Jefferson Davis, in 1853, may have foreseen the future when
he advocated the railroad route of the thirty-second par-
allel from the Mississippi Valley through El Paso and Fort

Yuma to the Pacific. The United States certainly would

have had greater difficulty in enforcing its blockade had it

1. These records are now in the county courthouse at Las Cruces. Mention of

their discovery, accompanied by some comment, was made in the NEW MEXICO HIS-

TORICAL REVIEW, vol. Ill, p. 347 (October, 1928), in an article by Edward D. Tittmann.

This article alludes to several illustrations, apparently intended to be facsimiles of

extracts from the records, which unfortunately the REVIEW did not publish.

253
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found it necessary to operate off the California coast in ad-

dition to the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. Second, there

was the desire to cut an important line of communication

between California and the rest of the Union and to inter-

cept some of the gold which was providing the North with

the financial sinews of war. Third, there was the fact that

among the Anglo-American population of southern New
Mexico there were many people of Southern descent and

sympathies. There is no doubt that the Mesilla Times was

pro-Confederate. The writer remembers a copy in the pos-

session of Mr. George Griggs, of Mesilla, published before

the Confederate occupation, on the front page of which is a

description of the Confederate flag, a copy of the poem
Dixie, and another poem glorifying the land south of the

Mason and Dixon Line. Twitchell
2

quotes a letter from W.
W. Mills to J. S. Watts, in which is found the phrase, "The

Mesilla Times is bitterly disunion." This attitude of the

Times would not have been tolerated while Union troops
were still in possession of Fort Fillmore if it had been very
distasteful to its readers.

Mesilla was occupied by Confederate troops under

Lieut. Col. John R. Baylor on July 25, 1861, and two days
later he received the surrender of the Union troops under

Major Lynde, which had been stationed at Fort Fillmore.

This surrender left the Mesilla Valley entirely in Confed-

erate hands.

Baylor was not long in assuming complete control of

this territory so easily captured. A week after the entry
into Mesilla he issued a proclamation organizing a provi-

sional government under the jurisdiction of the Confederate

States of America. The passage most relevant to the sub-

ject of this article follows herewith :

2. R. E. Twitchell. Leading Facts of New Mexican History. Vol II, page 359,

note 284.
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"The social and political condition of Arizona being
little short of general anarchy, and the people being literally
destitute of law, order, and protection, the said Territory,
from the date hereof, is hereby declared temporarily or-

ganized as a military government until such time as Con-
gress may otherwise provide.

"The judicial power of this Territory shall be vested in

a supreme court, two district courts, two probate courts, and
justices of the peace.

"The two district judges shall constitute the supreme
court, each of whom shall determine all appeals, exceptions
and writs of error removed from the district court wherein
the other presides. One of the judges shall be designated
as the chief justice of the supreme court.

"The judicial districts of the Territory shall be divided
as follows : The first judicial district shall comprise all the

portion of Arizona lying east of the Apache Pass, the dis-

trict and probate courts whereof shall be holden at La
Mesilla. The second judicial district shall comprise the re-

mainder of the Territory. The district and probate courts
shall be holden at Tucson. The governor shall likewise ap-
point one probate judge and sheriff and the necessary jus-
tices of the peace in and for each judicial district. Each
district judge shall appoint his own clerk, who shall be ex-
officio clerk of the probate court within such districts.

"The city of Mesilla is hereby designated as the seat of

government of the Territory.

"Given under my hand at Mesilla this 1st day of Au-
gust, 1861.

"J. R. BAYLOR,
"Gov. and Lieut. Col., Comdg.
Mounted Rifles, C. S. Army."

3

It was this proclamation which set in motion the court

whose records are herein reproduced. The enabling act by
the Confederate Congress on January 18, 1862,

4 made little

change except to divide the Territory into three rather than

two districts, to provide that appeals could be taken to the

3. War of the Rebellion. Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies.

Series I, Vol. IV, pp. 20, 21.

4. A summary of this Act is given in Farish, History of Arizona, Vol. II, pages
94-95.
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Supreme Court of the Confederate States in all cases where
the amount involved was over one thousand dollars, to as-

sure the protection of the institution of slavery, and to vest

the executive power in a governor appointed by the Presi-

dent for a term of six years.

The probate court of Dona Ana county lost no time in

organizing under Confederate auspices, since the first entry

is on August 8th, only one week after Baylor's proclamation.

However, the court was in effect simply a continuation of

the court previously held under the Union, since the clerk,

Charles A. Hoppin, and the sheriff, John A. Roberts, were

simply continued in office. The probate judge, Frank Hig-

gins, was appointed by Baylor in his capacity as acting

governor. Nearly all of the cases which came before the

first term of the Confederate court, held in September, 1861,

were unfinished business of the previous May term, when
the Union was still in control. While in attempting to or-

ganize a new territory of Arizona, the Confederates were

setting up an institution of their own, in the government of

Dona Ana county they merely took over the existing gov-

ernmental machinery.
6

Although styled a probate court, it attended to many
things besides probate business. In fact, C. A. Hoppin's

very last entry is to the effect that "this Court is adjourned

to the next Regular July term, 1862, for Probate Business

and to Regular September term, 1862, for the Trial of Civil

Cases." Apparently the jurisdiction of the probate court

was more extensive then than now. This was not owing

to the lack of a district court, for there is evidence that the

district court held at least one session during the Confed-

erate occupation, because the regular term of the probate

court, set for the first Monday in November, was adjourned

5. Tittmann, op. cit., p. 348, points out that the oath of allegiance to the Con-

federacy was apparently not required of county officers.
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to the first Monday in December to avoid holding both

courts at the same time."

The great majority of the cases coming before the pro-

bate court concerned actions for debt, attachments, fore-

closures, etc. A number of others are appeals from the

justice of the peace courts in the various precincts. There

is a certain amount of strictly probate business : proving of

wills, and appointment of administrators of estates, guar-

dians of minor children, etc. There is one criminal case, in

which the accused, a Mexican charged with an attempt to

murder his wife, was held to appear before the distirct

court, bail being fixed at $2,500
7 and later reduced to $1,000.

Some light on the criminal justice of the day is also shed by
the fact that on one occasion a J. P. makes a claim against

fines collected of "constable's fees for whipping a thief."

There is one petition for a writ of habeas corpus, in which

a man is cited to show cause why he detains a young girl in

his custody. Although the court is careful to appoint a jury
at the beginning of each term, there are only two cases in

which it is recorded that the jury was used.

The probate court actually sat for two regular terms :

in September and December, 1861. Several special terms

also were held. Frank Higgins acted as judge from August,

1861, to about the end of January, 1862, when he was suc-

ceeded by John Peter Deus. The regular term scheduled

for May, 1862, was adjourned to June of that year, "in con-

sideration of the disturbed condition of the country," and
the adjourned session in June was never held, because the

judge had meanwhile resigned.

6. Some account of the session of the district court is given by Tittmann, op. cit.,

pages 351-355.

Another article by Tittmann in the same issue, "By Order of Richard Campbell,"

pages 390-398, shows that Frank Higgins had plenty of precedent behind him in

assuming wide powers as probate judge. In fact, the P. J. seems to have had the

best title to be "the law west of the Pecos."

7. Tittmann says $25,000 and is sarcastic at Higgins' expense for fixing such

unreasonable bail. However, in the record it is clearly "twenty-five hundred" not

in figures, but written out in full.
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In addition to its judicial duties, the Court seems to

have performed a variety of administrative functions,

which one would expect to belong rather to a town council

or a board of county commissioners. It forbade certain ob-

noxious practices, such as the butchering of animals or ren-

dering of lard and tallow in the public streets and plazas

and the washing of dirty clothes in acequias. It levied taxes

on balls, fandangoes, and theatrical performances, and on

the sale of wood, meat, and vegetable produce, and issued

business licenses. It appointed various officials, such as

pound-keeper, collector of revenues, market overseer,

county treasurer and commissioners of roads and bridges.

It ordered new roads and streets to be made, old ones to be

repaired, or obstructions to be removed. It acted as an

election board, registering and declaring elections. And
finally, it supervised the work of its appointees. Regula-
tions of the road commissioners were apparently not in

effect till the court so declared them. It received the report

of the mayor domo of the acequias. It seems to have exer-

cised a careful oversight over the actions of the county
treasurer. Evidently the powers and duties of the court

were multifarious.

These court records would cause us to believe that the

Mesilla of the sixties was a much more bustling town than

that of today. From Texas and Mexico came merchants

driving carts and wagons of produce even at the expense of

a tax on each wagon of from fifty cents to a dollar. Fruit,

vegetables, and other produce were sold on the plazas either

in booths or open to the sky. Meat venders hawked their

products to the populace, sometimes even butchering the

animals before the eyes of prospective purchasers who had
come to the market from up and down the valley. Soldiers

from Fort Fillmore milled around among the crowd, enjoy-

ing the brief leave, or after the invasion Confederate troops
took their place. Wood sellers drove carts, wagons, or

burros heavily loaded, or if they were willing to pay the tax,
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deposited their wood on the plaza, paid the city twenty-five

cents, and disposed of their wares. Women might be seen

kneeling over the irrigation ditches, the Acequia Madre, the

California Ditch or others, washing out clothing and soiled

articles. For amusement there were balls, fandangoes,

theatrical productions, and billiards. In the midst of all the

hubbub, in the days prior to the war, the stage of the But-

terfield Overland Mail Co., from California or the Missis-

sippi, would swerve into the plaza with a cracking of whips
to deposit passengers, luggage, or mail. All this is in con-

trast to the drowsy little village of the present.

It is amusing to notice the salaries and prices which

obtained in the Mesilla Valley seventy years ago. The re-

muneration of the judge of the probate court was $20.80 a

month, while the clerk of the same court received $25.00.

For jurors $1.00 a day was standard. A fanega of wheat

brought from $4.00 to $5.00, barley $5.00, and corn $5.63.

A horse is recorded as selling for $42.50, a goat for $3.00,

while the highest sale recorded in all the attachment suits is

that of a yoke of oxen at $51.00. The house rent for the

clerk's office was $10.00 a month.

One suspects that currency was scarce on the South-

western frontier. There are several reasons for assuming
this. A court settlement would frequently provide the alter-

native of payment in kind instead of in money. Often the

sheriff's return shows that the former method was adopted.

Perhaps warrants on the county treasurer circulated as

currency, because whenever a considerable sum is to be

paid, instead of one warrant for the whole amount, the

creditor takes several warrants, none exceeding twenty
dollars. In one case, the clerk of the court brings back two
"twenties" received in part payment of his salary, and

changes them for four "tens." Again, the pro-Confederate
Mesilla Times refused to print court notices without se-

curity that the costs of publication would be paid, and im-

portant announcements had to be published by posting on
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the courthouse door. When a Confederate newspaper under

the patriotic stress of war was careful of payment in deal-

ing with a Confederate court, it would seem either that cur-

rency was scarce or that the court was in financially

straightened circumstances.

The latter assumption is not at all improbable. The
total of all the disbursements recorded, including salaries,

fees, rent, and supplies, is $534.13. The sums collected

amounted to $605.11, but of this amount $245.00 was due

the Territory, leaving only $360.11 for the county. Unless,

therefore, the county was allowed to draw on some of the

territorial funds, it evidently incurred a deficit of at least

$174.02, perhaps more, since no mention is ever made of the

county treasurer's salary. Most of the revenue was col-

lected by John A. Roberts, who acted in the double capacity

of sheriff and tax collector; probably this money came

chiefly from the amusements and sales taxes.

What was Mesilla College? On the records for Sep-
tember 2, 1861, occurs this suit in attachment: "Gillett &
Cochran vs. H. L. Bishop, agent of Mesilla College/'

8

Nothing at all could be discovered concerning this

"Mesilla College." The old Las Cruces College, forerunner

of the A. and M., was not founded until some twenty years
later. Except for this one case, there is no evidence else-

where in the records, and none could be discovered outside

the records. Here is a point in the history of education in

New Mexico which might deserve investigation.

Confederate tenure of power in the Mesilla Valley was
destined to be brief, and was badly shaken when their army
in the northern part of the state began to be defeated. The
disaster to their arms at Apache Canon in March, 1862, is

reflected in the court record by the adjournment of the reg-

ular session scheduled for May, 1862, to the following June
"in consideration of the disturbed condition of the County."

8. In spite of the difficult legibility of some of Mr. Hoppin's handwriting, this

is one place where it seems to be clear. Moreover, on reference to the report of the

previous May term, it is evident that the word "college" is intended.
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On June 2nd Charles A. Hoppin entered the final sentence

in the records of the Confederate judiciary in New Mexico:

'The Honl. J. Peter Deus having- filed his notice of

Resignation of the Judgeship of the Court, this court is ad-

journed to the next Regular July term 1862 for Probate
Business and to September term 1862 for the Trial of Civil

Cases."

Those terms were never held. One turns the page on which

this entry is written in the court records to be faced with

the bold script: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, COUNTY OF DORA
ANA, APRIL 8TH, 1863.

The dream of empire had received a rude awakening.

A copy of the records of the Probate Court follows
herewith :

NOTE : The spelling in these court records is not impeccable and the punctuation

is decidedly deficient, but an attempt has been made to reproduce them in print as

near as possible to the original.

THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA
The Territory of Arizona) August 8th, 1861.

County of Dona Ana )

This day met the Honl. the Probate Court of the above
named county. Present Frank Higgins Esqr. Probate

Judge, Charles A. Hoppin Clerk of the District Court & Ex
Officii Clerk of the Probate Court and John A. Roberts
Sheriff. The Judge and Sheriff holding their Commissions
from Lt Col John R Baylor Commanding the Military
Forces of the Confederate States in said Territory and
Acting Governor of the same. The Clerk holding his ap-
pointment from the Honl. H C Cook Judge of the first

Judicial District Court of the Territory of Arizona
It is ordered that all Collectors, Sheriffs, Clerks, Al-

caldes, Constables or other persons chargeable with monies
due this County be notified to appear before this Court on

Thursday 15th of August A D 1861 and render a full ac-
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count of and pay into Court all monies received by or

chargeable to them.
Ordered that all Commissioners of Roads & those act-

ing under the Provisions of the Law Relative to Vagrants
appointed by the Honl J J Bull late Judge of Probate of this

County be and they are hereby continued in Office until fur-
ther ordered.

Ordered. That the Clerk purchase a suitable set of
Books of Registry, Record &c for the use of this Court the
cost of which shall be paid from any unappropriated monies
in the County Treasury

Ordered that the Tax upon Public Balls or Fandangoes
be & is hereby fixed at Three Dollars for each Ball. The
same to be collected by the Sheriff of the County.

Adjourned to Thursday August 15, 1861 @ 10 oclock
A. M

FRANK HIGGINS
Prob judge

Special Court August 9, 1861

This day met the Honl the Probate Court

Present. F. Higgins Esq. Judge of Probate. J. A.
Roberts Sheriff & Charles A. Hoppin Clerk.

In compliance with the Act of the Law of the Territory
of New Mexico approved Feb. 2 1860 the following named
persons were selected to serve as jurors at the next Sep-
tember term of the Probate Court in and for this County.
Viz 1. F DeRyther, 2. Geo A Hayward, 3. John May, 4. W B
Clarke, 5. J W Davis, 6. Ramon Nevarres, 7. Ramon Gon-
zales, 8. Jose Ma Chaves, 9. Nestor Barela, 10. Christian

Duper, 11. Henry Grandjean, 12. M Gellat, and venire issued
to the Sheriff.

Ordered. That a License Tax of Three Dollars be & is

hereby assessed upon a Theatrical Exhibition and Circuses
for each representation or exhibition.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Special Court Aug. 15, 1861.

This day met the Honl Court of Probate

Present Honl Judge of Probate Chas. A Hoppin Clerk
and J A Roberts Sheriff

This day comes Daniel Fritz, Treasurer of the County
and presents his accounts shewing a balance due the County
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of Two Dollars and seventy nine cents which after Exam-
ination were allowed and approved and the sum of Two
Dollars & seventy nine cents ordered to be charged against
him.

This day comes Rafael Bermudez late Justice of the

Peace of the 4th Precinct and presents his accounts of fines

Collected for said County shewing a collection of Six Dollars

and fifty cents which account after Examination was ap-

proved whereupon the said Bermudez paid into this Court
the sum of Six Dollars and fifty cents.

This day comes John A Roberts Sheriff of Dona Ana
County and presents his account of monies collected for the

Territory of Arizona shewing a balance due the Territory
of Eighteen Dollars and thirty seven cents which after

Examination was approved and an order upon the said

Sheriff ordered to issue in favor of the Treasurer of the

Territory of Arizona.
And now comes John A Roberts appointed Collector of

the Revenues of the County of Dona Ana, and presents his

Bond with Securities, which is approved and ordered to be
filed

It is ordered that a Tax of One Hundred per cent for

County Purposes be and is hereby assessed upon all prop-
erty and licenses made taxable by law for Territorial pur-
poses, upon the amounts assessed made payable by law upon
said licenses and property for the use of the County, Ex-
cepting the Tax upon Billiard Tables upon which a Tax is

assessed of 50% . upon the Tax assessed for Territorial pur-
poses.

It is hereby ordered that Daniel Fritz be and he is

hereby appointed Treasurer of this County and that he be
notified of said appointment and to file his bonds as such.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Special Term. Aug. 20th 1861.

It is ordered that Reymond Duran be and he is hereby
appointed Pound Keeper in and for the 5th Precinct with
authority to impound any stray animals here and animals
which may be found trespassing upon the fields or premises
of the Citizens of said 5th Precinct and the same to safely
keep until their owners pay all damages done to the owners
of said fields and in addition a fine of One Dollar for the
use of the County and twenty five cents (25c) for the use
of the Pound Keeper.
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Aug. 20.

The Territory of Arizona) Assault with intent to kill

vs ) Apolonio Minjares his wife.

Juan Avalos, or Abalos )

This day is brought before the Honl the Judge of the

Probate Court Juan Avalos, Defendant in the above named
suit. Where after an Examination of Nestora Minjares
Josepha Herrara John A Roberts & Victor Pascal, the

Prisoner was held to Bail in the sum of Twenty five Hun-
dred Dollars and he will appear before the District Court
of the First Judicial District of Arizona to answer said

Complaint.

Aug 27.

For good cause and reasons given the Bail in the above
named suit is reduced to the sum of $1000 Dollars.

Aug 31, 1861

(Order No. 2 on Treasurer) This day comes Joshua S.

Sledd & presents his account for 3% Months Rent for an
office and Court Room for Probate Court & Clerk for the

sum of Thirty five Dollars which sum is allowed & an order
on the County Treasurer directed to be issued.

Order No (3) on Treasurer. This day comes Chas. A
Hoppin and presents his account for Nine Dollars for Books
of Record Registry &c purchased under order of Court Aug
8, 1861. Account approved & order on the County Treas-
urer ordered to be issued.

Order No 4 on Treasurer. Ordered that the Sheriff
of this County purchase Two Tables and Six Chairs for the
use of the County Court and its Clerk.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Monday 2 Sept, 1861.

The Territory of Arizona) Probate Court
County of Dona Ana ) Regular Term Sept 2, 1861

The Court was opened according to law by Sheriff J A
Roberts Esqr. Present The Honl Frank Higgins Judge and
Charles A Hoppin Clerk.

The Jurors summoned for this term of the Court being
called at the door of the Court House, the following persons
answered and took their oath as Jurors Viz. 1. W B Clark,
2 Ramon Nevarres, 3 Ramon Gonzales, 4. Christian Duper,
5. John L May, 6. Frank DeRyther.
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Absent from the Regular Panel, G A Hayward Excused
for Cause, Jose Ma Chaves for sickness, Henry Grandjean
Excused.

Nestor Barela, M Gellat & J W Davis being duly sum-
moned and called & not appearing it is ordered that a fine of
Five Dollars be entered against each of them & that Ex-
ecution issue for the same.

The following named persons summoned to complete
the Jury appeared and were duly sworn Viz. 7. Jesus
Lucero 8. Cristobal Orosco 9. Juan Marolaine 10. Samuel
Ford, 11. Pedro Chavis 12. Santos Bermudez

Upon request of the following named persons they were
excused from Jury duty, Ramon Gonzales & Pedro Chavis.

No 1. ) Action of debt continued from
Rafael Armijo ) May term 1861. The parties

vs ) in this cause being duly called

Saturnino Barrientos ) and no appearance or answer
being made by Defendant Judgment for the Hundred &
Eighty-two Dollars with Interests & Costs of Court is ren-
dered against him, the defendant. Execution issued to

Sheriff Sept 18 1861 for $182. as Principal & Int & Cost,
Clerks Fees $4.00 Sheriffs return Nov. 17, 1861 "Nulla
Bona defendant not a resident of the County"

No 2. ) Petition for payment for
Rafael Armijo ) Damages & a Writ of Resti-

vs ) tution. Cause continued from
Yrineo Lujan ) May term 1861. By Consent

of Parties this cause is continued to Nov term 1861 of this

Court.

No 3. ) Action on debt of 16.25/100
W. W. Black ) from May term 1861. Con-

vs ) tinued to November term
John McGran Admr. of ) 1861 on motion of Atty Mac-
Estate of J C Miller deed. ) willie for Plaintiff. Summons

for J McGran Admr retd executed Apr. 11, 1861. Summons
for J McGran issued July 6, 1861

No 4. ) Attachment of 193,50/100
Ancheta & Barela ) continued from May term

vs ) 1861. This cause has been
Jose Ma Probencio ) settled by the parties thereto.
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Costs of Court adjudged against Plaintiff alias attach-

ment Aug 21/61. Execution issued Sept 18, 1861. For
Clerks Fees $2.25

No 5. ) Attachment continued from
John L. May ) May term 1861 It appearing

vs ) that the Defendant in this

Philander Brown ) Cause is dead, the Cause is

dismissed at Plantiffs cost $2.75 Execution issued to Sheriff

Sept 18, 1861, Sheriff return "Settled Dec 8, 1861 by Gold
Dust" Clerks Fees due.

No 6. )

Gillett & Cochran )

vs )

Eugenio Moreno )

$3.00 Chd in a/c to G & C

No 7.

Attachment $330
Continued from May term
1861. This cause is settled

at Plantiffs cost. Clerks Fees

) Attachment
Thos. J Martin ) Continued from May term

vs ) 1861. This case being called

C C Callett ) Proof of publication being
made and there being default upon the part of the Defend-
ant judgment is ordered against him for the sum of Three
Hundred and Ninety Dollars and Costs of suit. The pro-
ceeds of sales of Defendants property to await the decision
of the District Court as to their distribution.

No. 8.

Kuhne & Kness
vs

Same

No 9.

Francisco Garcia
vs

Same

No 10.

Jose Ma Chavis
vs

Same

) Attachment suit continued

) from May term.

) Judgment as above

) Attachment continued
) May term 1861

) Judgment as above

from

) Attachment suit continued
) from May term 1861
) Judgment as above
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No 11. ) Attachment suit continued
Moreau & Marks ) from May term 1861.

vs ) Subpoena for Charles Gira-
C C Callett ) haus 26 Aug 1861 Reed Ex-

ecuted. Taken under advisement by the Court Sept 2 1861.

Judgment as above

No 12. )

Francisco Salazar )

vs )

Cristoval Mestes )

continued to November term

No 13.

Francisco Chabori
vs

C C Callett

Appeal from Justice Court
4th Precinct continued from
May term 1861.
For trial, foot of the Docket,
1861

Attachment continued from
May term 1861.

\ Judgment as in No 7

Action on debt continued
from May term 1861.

No. 14. )

Jose Alert )

vs )

Jose Ma Marquez ) Subpoena for Bartolo Madrid
at request of Plantiff Made special order for Wednesday
4th day of Sept. present. Wednesday. Execution Sept. 18,

1861. Return by Sheriff "Sept 17th 1861 Paid to Plaintiff

$35.00. Cash on within case, paid"

No 15. ) Attachment
Rafael Lucero ) This cause continued from

vs ) May term 1861
Demetrio Alvarez ) Sheriffs return Sept 2, 1861,

"No property found & not a resident of the County" At
Plaintiffs request this case is continued to November term

No 16. ) Macwillie
Anastacio Varela ) Attachment

vs ) Cause continued from May
Antonio Torres ) term 1861

Continued by Plaintiff to next term.

No 21. )

Anastacio Varela )

vs )

Roy Bean and Others )

Replevin
From May term 1861
Continued by Plaintiffs Coun-
sel to Nov term 1861
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No 23. ) Action on debt
Esteban Ochoa ) From May term 1861

vs ) Set for trial Sept 2nd. On
Manuel Chavis ) 3rd Sept Subpoena on part of

Plaintiff issued for Ipefania Aguirre and cause continued to

Nov term 1861

No 24. ) Jones for Plaintiff

Rafael Armijo ) Lucas for Ruelas. Defdt
vs ) Action on debt

Rafael Ruelas ) Cause from May term 1861

On this day the parties appearing by their attorneys

judgment in favor of the Plaintiff for the sum of Two Hun-
dred and Ninety One 68/100 Dollars with Interest at the
rate of Six per cent and Costs of Suit is entered by consent
of the Defendants Counsel. Clerks Fees $2 75 Execution
issued Sept. 18 1861. Interest at 6% from 9th May 1858.
Return by Sheriff. Settled by Rect of $371 72. suit in full.

Execution 12th Nov. 1861.

No 25. ) Suit in Attachment from May
Gillett & Cochran ) term 1861.

vs ) This day comes the Plaintiffs

H L Bishop Agent of ) in the above entitled cause
Mesilla College ) and the Defendant being duly

called and not appearing judgment by default is rendered

against said Defendant for Three Hundred and Forty five

Dollars and fifty nine cents including Interest and Costs of
Suit. Clerks Fees $3 75 Execution issued Sept. 18, 1861 to

Sheriff.

No. 26. ) Appeal from Justice Court
The Territory (of Arizona) ) 5th Precinct taken by De-

vs ) fendant in this Cause and con-
Petra Chavis ) tinued from the May term

1861 of the P. C.

This Cause being called and the Defendant or Appellant
not appearing after being duly called the judgment of the
Justice of the Peace of the 5th Precinct is confirmed against
said Appellant Petra Chavis and her securities Caspio
Jurado & Jose Rafael Jaramillo for the $25 fines, one half
for the use of the Territory and one half for the use of the

County with all costs and interest @ 6% for vexatious ap-
peal. Int $1 25/100. Cost in Justice Court $2.60 Soto
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Aguazil $17 5/100 Clerks Fees $2 25. Execution issued

Sept 18, 1861 to Sheriff (Reed. 18th Oct this Execution

$33 47/100 C A H Clerk.

No 27. ) Appeal from Justice Court
Martin Lemos ) 8th Precinct from May term

vs ) 1861. Subpoena for Pablo
Jesus Ma Gonzales ) Apadaca & Eulalia Carrasco

issued Aug 23rd. Reed Execd. Subpoena for Guadalupe
Olivarez & Castolo Apodaca issued

The parties in the above entitled cause being present
the Case was settled by them in Court Each Party to pay
half the Costs of Suit. Of these costs Jesus Ma Gonzales has

paid to Sheriff Roberts $11.00. Justice 8 Precinct $2.56,
Constable $2.75, Clerks Fees $4.75. Execution issued to

Sheriff Sept 19/61. Sheriffs Return, "Settled in full Dec
15th 1861"

No 28. ) Action on debt of attachment
Saml. G Bean ) (Original) Petition Bond &

vs ) Affidavit filed May 13, 1861
Chatham Helm ) Returnable to Sept term Writ

of Attachment issued May 13/61 to Sheriff Roberts. It

appearing to the Court that this Cause has been settled be-
tween the Parties this Case is dismissed at Plaintiffs Cost.
Clerks Cost $1.75. Ap placed in hands of Sheriff

No 31. ) Macwillie for Pltff

Anastacio Varela ) Foreclosure of a Mortgage,
vs ) Case continued from May

Eugenio Moreno ) term 1861. This suit is with-
drawn at Plaintiffs cost by his Attorney. Clerks Fees $2.00,
Sheriff 1.50

No 31. ) Attachment
M H McWillie ) Bond and Affidavit filed May

vs ) 15, 1861
Francisco Chabori ) Continued by Plaintiff to No-

vember term 1861

No 32. ) Attachment
Thos. J Martin ) Bond and Affidavit filed &

vs ) Writ issued May 16, 1861.
John E Dusenberry ) Subpoena for Thos J Bull as

Garnishee May 16, 1861. Continued to November term
1861.
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No 34. ) Attachment
HJ&JSGillett ) Bond and Affidavit filed &

vs ) Writ issued June 3rd 1861.
J M Taylor ) There being no appearance of

the Parties the case is dismissed at Plaintiffs Cost. Clerks
Fees $8.25 including drawing up papers. Sheriffs Fees
Attach 1.00. Garnish 1.00

No 35. Attachment
E Lemart ) Petition Bond & Affidavit filed

vs ) & Writ issued June 3rd 1861.
Thibault & Requier ) Retd. No service not being

able to obtain escort from Commandt
Continued for service to next term of Fort Fillmore.

Alias Attachment issued Sept 18, 1861. Reed Exec by fur-

nishing J J Thibault with a copy of Attachment. By re-

quest of Pltff no further action to be taken until further
instructions.

No 41.

Lemart & Martin
vs

Attachment

Petition Bond & Affidavit filed

and Writ issued August 13.

1861. Retd Executed Sept
2nd 1861. The Parties in this

Marcella Provencia
&

Apolonio Varela
suit being called & Plaintiff making default this cause is dis-

missed at Plaintiffs Cost. Sheriff $2.50 Clerk 1.50

No 40. ) Certificate of judgment issued
Juan Geneste ) from the Court of the Justice

vs ) of the Peace of the 4th Pre-

Adolph Lea ) cinct Filed July 10th & Ex-
ecution issued to Sheriff Roberts Clerks Fees $1.75

No 46. ) Macwillie for Pltff

Gillett & Cochran ) Action for Debt
vs ) Petition filed & sworn to &

Juan P Abilar ) summons issued Aug 19, 1861.
Reed Exec Aug 21/61. Suit withdrawn and costs paid Sept
2nd, 1861.

No 47.

Henry L Dexter
vs

Eugenio Moreno

) Petition for Foreclosure filed

) Aug 19, 1861

) Summons issued with copy of

) Petition
Deeds &c &c $4.68. Sheriff

1 50 This case is dismissed by consent of Plaintiff at his Cost
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No 48. ) $260 Debt
Gillett & Cochran ) Petition filed and summons is-

vs ) sued Aug 19, 1861.

Cesario Duran Judgment rendered Sept 6th

for Plaintiff for Two Hundred & Eleven Dollars and fifty

four cents including Interest, and costs of Suit. Sept 7th
This day comes the Defendant a credit of Two Hundred
Dollars upon the above judgment which is allowed

(Amended Judgment entered, Sept 6th 1861, Friday)

No 49

Hoppin & Appel
vs

J. G. Ake
at Plaintiffs Cost

) Attachment
) Petition Bond & Affidavit filed

) Writ issued Aug 19/61. Writ
) not Executed Case dismissed

No 50. ) Attachment
Elsberg & Amberg ) Petition Bond and Affidavit

vs ) filed & Writ issued June 4th
Saenz & Rohman ) 1861 (June 4th 1861) & Writ

issued Sept 2nd. Continued for service. Alias Attachment
issued Sept 20th 1861. Alias Execution to Sheriff or Mar-
shal Swope

No 62. )

Buchoz Grandjean & Co )

vs )

C C Callett )

from No 21 new docket )

Attachment
From May term 1861
Demurrer filed by Plaintiff in

Interest is overruled Sept 2nd
1861. Judgment in this case

rendered as in other cases vs Callett. Publication made by
posting notices Sept 24, 1861, the Publisher of the Times
Newspaper having refused to print the Same without se-

curity for cost of printing.

No 61. ) Petition of Appeal from the
Pedro Duhalde ) Court of the 5th Precinct.

vs ) In this Case it appearing to

Ignacio Gonzales ) the Court upon an examina-
tion of the Docket of Bartolo Madrid, Justice of the Peace
in the 4th Precinct in the Year 1860 that an appeal from
his decision in this Case was taken by the Defendant to the
District Court, this Cause is dismissed at the Costs of Plain-
tiff and all proceedings stopped. Execution for Cost issued

Sept 24, 1861. Clerks $3.25. Sheriffs Return "Settled by
Act against Clerk and Sheriff"
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And now this day comes Lewis W. Geek Justice of the
Peace in and for the 2nd Precinct of the County of Dona
Ana, and presents his account of fines collected by him for
the use of the County amounting to Thirty 25/100 Dollars
from which he claims a deduction of Seven Dollars for Jail

Rent Constable fees for Whipping a Thief & for Stationary
and which is allowed, and the Balance Viz Twenty Three
25/100 Dollars $23.25/100 ordered to be paid into Court.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Tuesday Sept 3rd, 1861

M M Gellat has made a sufficient Excuse to the Court
for his non appearance as a Juror. The fine entered against
him is remitted.

No 18. ) Attachment from May term
James A Lucas ) as 1861

vs ) Now this day comes James A
Ygnacio Orantia ) Lucas and produced his Books

of Accounts, and upon his testimony, the Defendant making
default after being duly called Judgment is ordered to be
entered against him for Four Hundred and Fifty Nine Dol-
lars including Interest on Three Hundred and Forty Two
Dollars for two years with costs of suit, and the Inter-

pleader of Dolores Provencia is dismissed, she having made
default. Interest $41.04. Clerks Fees $3 00. Cost of Pub-
lication Sheriff Execution issued Sept 18, 1861 to Sheriff.

Sheriffs Return "Settled in Full"

No 19. ) Attachment from May term
Charles A Hoppin ) 1861

vs ) This day comes the Plaintiff

Ygnacio Orantia ) in this Cause and producing
his accounts and making the necessary affidavit in the Case
and the Defendant making default, judgment for Ninety
Four 68/100 Dollars ($94.68/100) with Interest at 6%
from the 16th day of April 1861, and costs of suit. The
Interpleader of Dolores Provencia is dismissed she having
made default. Judgement is also rendered against Demasio
Gutierrez by Garneshee for Ninety Four 68/100 Dollars

$94.68/100 by default ($1.20) & Costs of Garnishment.
Clerks cost vs D. Gutierrez $2.00. Execution against
Demasio Gutierrez issued Sept 18, 1861. Execution against
Orantia issued Sept 18, 1861. Clerks Cost $4 00.
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No 39. ) Attachment
Ammon Barnes ) Bond Petition and Affidavit

vs ) filed and Writ issued June 16,
Manuel Chavis ) 1861. No service made. Dis-

missed at Pltffs cost. (Clerks Fees paid)

No 44. ) Attachment
Joshua S. Sledd ) Bond & Affidavit filed and

vs ) Writ issued Aug. 9, 1861
Jacinto Plasencio ) Reed executed Sept 2nd, 1861.

Sept 3rd, 1861 appeared before this Court the Plaintiff &
Defendant when Defendant confessed his indebtedness to

Plaintiff in the sum of One Hundred and Twenty Nine
50/100 Dollars ($129.50/100) and costs of suit, for which
amount judgment was ordered to be entered against him the
Defendant. Charged to J S Sledd private a/c Clerks Fees

$3.75/100. Execution issued Sept 18, 1861 to Sheriff.

Sheriff Return "1st Monday November 1861 By sale of Lot
and Sundries $33.00"

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Wednesday 4th September 1861

The jury being called and Juan Marolaine and James
M. Davis not appearing a fine of five dollars ($5) is ordered

against each of them.

No 55. ) Appeal by the Defendant
Juan Marolaine ) from the judgment of the

vs ) Justice of the Peace of the 5th
Francisco Maese ) Precinct.

The Parties in this Cause being called and the Appelant
making default, after an examination of the testimony cer-

tified to this Court by the Justice of the Peace of the said

5th Precinct, the judgment of the said Justice is sustained
for $25.00 & all costs, and appeal dismissed. Costs of J P.

5th Pet 95 Constable 75 Septr 18, 1861 1 70 Clerks Fees

$2.00. Execution issued to Sheriff. Return of the Sheriff
"Reed in the Within $20.00 No other property found."

No 53. ) Action of Debt
Reyes Escontrias Agt of ) Petition filed and summons is-

Rafael Armijo ) sued Aug 24th 1861
vs ) Motion for leave to answer

John L May ) made. Granted to answer by
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12 oclock, 4th. This day comes the Defendant and confesses

judgment for the sum of Three Hundred and Twelve Dol-
lars ($312.00) with interest on said sum from the 25th day
of May A D 1861, upon which judgment is ordered to be
entered against said May Defdts for said sum of Three
Hundred and Twelve Dollars and Interest from 25th May
1861 at the rate of 6% with costs of suit $3.25. Execution
issued Sept 18, 1861. Sheriffs Return "Settled in full by
different payments in cash and script."

No 14. ) An action of Debt from May
Jose Alert ) term 1861

vs ) Continued from Monday 2nd
Jose Ma Marquez ) 1861 by Special Order.
This day this cause was called. Affidavit for continu-

ance filed by Defdt. Testimony of Defendant relied upon
allowed by Plaintiff's Counsel and Jury called. W B Clark
& F DeRyther challenged peremptorily Jury empanneled
at noon Viz 1. Ramon Nevarrez 2. S. L. May 3. Jesus Lucero,
4. Cristobal Orosco, 5. Juan Mirabal, 6. Pablo Alvarado 7.

Jose Ma Delfin, 8. Jose Lucero, 9. David W. Hamlin, 10. R
H Cochran, 11. Antonio Jose Telles, 12. Santos Bermudez.

Samuel G. Bean sworn as interpreter in this case. The
jury on this 4th day of Sept 1861 by their foreman returned
the verdict that Jose Ma Marquez pays to the Plaintiff

Twenty Five Costales of Corn or its value at one dollar for
each Costale.

Whereupon judgment is ordered to be entered for said
amount and the costs of suit. Clerks Fees $21.00. Execu-
tion issued Sept 18 1861 to Sheriff. Interpreters fee $5.00.

No 51. ) Attachment
Nestor Varela ) Bond and Affidavit filed and

vs ) Writ issued Sept 21, 1861.
Francisco Membrilla ) Writ issued & alias attach-

ment ordered. This Case finally adjusted. See No 57. Sat-

urdays proceedings.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge
Thursday Sept 5th, 1861

No 30. ) Appealed by R P Haas from
R P Haas ) judgment of the Justice of

vs ) the Peace of the 5th Precinct.
Juan Marolaine ) Continued by consent from

May term 1861.
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This day being called the Parties to this suit and the

Appellant Haas making default judgment is rendered

against him and his securities for the Cost of this suit.

Justice's Cost $1.85 Constable 1.00 $2.85 Clerks Fees 3.50

Execution issued to Sheriff vs Appellant & D Fritze and R
H Cochran securities. Nov 26/61 (see No. 91)

No 38. ) Attachment
A J Buchoz & Co. ) Bond Petition & Affidavit filed

vs ) and Writ issued June 13,

John McGran ) 1861. Returned Executed
June 15th 1861. The Parties in this Cause being called and
no appearance or answer being made by the Defendant,
judgment by default is rendered against him for Three
Hundred and Sixty Nine 11/100 Dollars with interest @
6% from the 25th day of April A D 1861, and costs of suit

and against his securities upon replevin bond. Execution

against John McGran issued Sept 24, 1861 to Sheriff.

No 45. ) Attachment
Buchoz Grandjean & Co. ) Petition Affidavit and Bond

vs ) filed and Writ issued Aug 13,

Juan Mirabel Jr. ) 1861 Returned executed Aug
31/61

The Parties in this case being called and the Defend-
ant making default of appearance, judgment is ordered

against him for Thirty One Dollars, Damages and Interest

@ 6% from March 22/61 and costs of suit. Execution is-

sued Sept 24, 1861 to Sheriff.

No 52. ) Attachment
Rafael Armijo ) Petition affidavit and Bond

vs ) filed and Writ issued August
Francisco Maese ) 22, 1861.
This case is continued for service by publication it ap-

pearing that the Plaintiff is not a resident of this Territory.
Notice by publication made by posting the same Sept 24,

1861, the Proprietor of the Times Newspaper refusing to

publish without security for Costs of Publication.

No 56. ) Appealant
R H Cochran ) Appeal from the 5th Precinct

vs ) Court
Pedro Chavis ) Judgment of Justice $3.00 for

one goat and $10.00 Dollars Damages & costs of Court.
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Subpoena for witnesses Aug 27/61. Subpoena for Ramon
Guise, Jose Telles, Jose Delfin, Esubio Chavis Teresa Con-
sarines, Marino Martinez Alejandro Maldanado & Jose

Domingo Garcia.
This case being called by consent of Appealant it is

dismissed at his cost. Costs of Justice Court $1.00 Clerk
P. C. $9.00 Sheriff $11.20 Execution issued Sept 24, 1861
to Sheriff. Sheriffs Return "Settled by cash to Sheriff his

fees and giving credit to Clerk, J P 5th Prct.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Friday Sept 6, 1861
No 54. ) Appeal by Defendant from

The Territory ) Justices Court 5th Precinct.

vs ) Sentence of the Court Two
Ramon Guiso ) Dollars ($200/00) for the

County and costs of suit. Subpoena for seven witnesses
issued Aug 27/61. Retd Executed upon all but Juan Ger-
rule 31st Aug. Subpo. for Dendino Apodaca. In this case
it being called and no witnesses appearing it was passed,
and an attachment ordered to issue against the witnesses

Sept 9th.

Sept 6th, 1861 On this day judgment is rendered in

this case against the Defendants for the Principal and all

costs of suit. Execution issued Sept 24th, 1861 and Sheriff.

Clerk $6 50 Retd "Nulla Bona" Nov 13, 1861. Execution
vs A Barela & Jacob Appelzoler securities issued Nov 16,
1861. Clerks Fees in this case Reed of Sheriff. Sheriffs re-

turn "Settled in Full"

No 58. ) Debts
Anchenta & Barela ) Petition filed April 13, 1861

vs ) Summons issued April 19,

Agapito Sedillos ) 1861
This case is continued for service to the November term

1861 Alias Writ required by Plaintiff. (See Case No 17 for

Judgment final Saturday 7th Septr 1861)

No 60. ) Petition filed and summons
McKnight & Richardson ) issued 24th June 1861. Reed

vs ) Executed Sept 2nd 1861.

John N. Zoeller & ) Panel for trial. Sept 6th 1861
John L May ) This case is dismissed at

Plaintiffs cost. Clerks Fees paid.
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No 20 ) Attachment
Eugenic Lemart ) Continued from May term

vs ) 1861

Ygnacio Orantia ) This day comes the Plaintiff

in this cause and asks judgment by default against the De-
fendant. Whereupon the Defendant was called and making
no appearance judgment is ordered to be entered against
him for the sum of Fifty Five ($55.00) Dollars with interest

@ 6% from the 1st day of November 1860. The Interpleader
of Dolores Provencia is dismissed she making default of ap-
pearance. Clerk $4 00 Execution issued Sept 21st 1861 to

Sheriff.

No 22. ) Attachment
E Angerstreu ) Continued from May term

vs ) 1861. Attachment for Do-
Ygnacio Orantia ) mingo Gutierrez to appear as

Garnishee issued Aug 26th 1861. Sept 3rd. On this day
attachment required for Domingo Gutierrez. The Plaintiff

in this case being called & having produced his Books of Ac-
count whereupon there being no appearance of the Defend-
ant he having been publicly called judgment is ordered to

be entered against him for the sum of Seventy-Two 31/100
($72.31/100) Dollars with interest at 6% from the 25th

August A D 1861 and Costs of Suit and the Interpleader of

Dolores Provencia is dismissed she having made default.

Sept 5th attachment for Domingo Gutierrez issued Sept 5th
1861

Sept 6th 1861 Judgment is this day ordered to be en-
tered against Domingo Gutierrez as Garnishee in this case
for the sum of Seventy Two 31/100 ($72.31/100) Dollars
and Costs of Garnishment. Execution vs Domingo
Gutierrez issued Sept 18/61. Clerks Cost $2.00. Clerks
Fees in judgment in favor Angerstreu $6 0. Exception is-

sued Sept 21st 1861 to Sheriff. Sheriffs Return "By sale

of one house and lot on the First Monday in Nov 1861 to
H Grandjean for being highest bid $36.00"

No 36. ) Attachment
Rafael Burmudez ) Bond Petition & Affidavit filed

vs ) and Writ issued June 7th
Sofia Henkel ) 1861.

This day the Parties being called and the Defendant not

appearing judgment is given against said Defendant for
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Principal and costs and against securities in replevin.
Amount of Principal One Hundred & Forty One 60/100 Dol-

lars & interest @ 6% from June 26, 1861, and Execution
issued Sept 21st 1861 to Sheriff. Clerk 3 75. Alias Execu-
tion Dec. 7, 1861 $100. Retd settled Jan 15, 1862 by
Sheriff Roberts. Clerks Fees paid.

No 37. ) Attachment
Nestor Varela ) Bond Affidavit and Petition

vs ) filed and Writ issued June 7th
Sofia Henkel ) 1861.

This day the Parties being called and the Defendant not

appearing judgment is given against said Defendant for the
sum of Ninety Dollars and Two cents. With interest @ 6%
from June 7th 1861 and costs of suit. Execution vs Henkel
issued to Sheriff Sept 21st 1861. Alias Execution issued
Dec 7th, 1861 Clerk $4 75

No 43. ) Appealant from judgment of

Lewis Wm Geek ) the Justice of the Peace of the
vs ) 2nd Precinct.

Manuel Chavis. ) This day the Parties to the
above entitled case appearing the case is settled in open
court by the Appealant & Defendant. The cost of the 2nd
Prect Court & Sheriffs cost remitted, the Parties each to

pay one half the remaining cost. Clerks Fees $7 00. Reed
of J A Lucas Counsel of Defense $2 50/100 Dollars on act
of his i/2 cost. Due from Defendant $1 50/100, & from Ap-
pealant $3 50/100. Clerks Fees paid to him.

No 48. ) Action of debt $260. note
Gillett & Cochran ) Petition filed and summons is-

vs ) sued Aug 19, 1861
Cesario Duran ) This day comes the Parties to

this suit when Defendant presents his affidavit in the form
of a Rect of $76.41/100 dated Sept 22, 1859 and a further
claim of One Hundred Dollars paid on said obligation on
same date with it both of which are allowed and judgment
given for $83.59/100 and interest at the rate of B% per
annum from Sept 1st 1858, and costs of suit. Principal
$83.59 Interest 15 05 Costs of Sheriff 2 25 Clerk 1 50

$102.79/100 Appeal claimed Bond filed for appeal to
District Court Nov term 1861 Sept. 14, 1861. Appeal.
Withdrawn & Judge and costs satisfied Dec 19th 1861
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63 ) Action of Debt and Damages
Norman Stewart ) $200- by attachment

vs ) Affidavit Bond & Petition

Overland Mail Co. ) filed and Writ issued May 9th
1861. Reed Executed same day by J A Roberts Sheriff.

Subpoena for Saml G Bean on part of Plaintiff issued Sept
3rd 1861. Sept 6th This Case being this day called &
hearing the testimony of H L Dexter and Saml G Bean upon
the part of the Plaintiff and upon a full hearing of the Case

judgment rendered against the Overland Mail Co for Two
Hundred Dollars the amount claimed and against G H Gid-

dings, L Downings and R P Kelly and' Saml J Jones securi-

ties in replevin bond & Costs of Suit by default of Defend-
ant. Appeal asked & granted Bond for appeal filed Sept 17,
1861

No 63. ) Appeal from Justice Court
Santiago Truxillo ) filed Sept 3rd 1861

vs ) Plaintiff in this Case appeared
Pelagio Lucero ) and declared that the Case is

settled by the Parties whereupon it is ordered that the Case
be dismissed at Plaintiffs Cost Sept 5, 1861 cost paid to

Clerk for this Court.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Saturday September 7th 1861

No 17. ) Attorney J A Lucas
Ancheta & Varela ) Petition in an Action for Debt

vs ) Petition filed April 13, 1861.

Agapito Sedillos ) Summons issued 19th April
1861 to Sheriff Roberts.

Continued to September term for service & alias writ

required by Plaintiff. Alias Writ issued July 6th 1861.
Reed Executed Aug 9th 1861.

And now on this 7th day of September comes the Plaintiff in

the above entitled Cause and claims a judgment against the
Defendant by default. The Defendant being duly called ac-

cording to law and making no appearance judgment is given
against him for the sum of Two Hundred and Two 23/100
Dollars with interest @ 6% from April 13th 1861 and Costs
of Suit. Execution issued Sept 24, 1861 to Sheriff. Reed
Sept 12th settled by Parties, Defendant paying costs. Clerks
costs chd to Sheriff $3.25.
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No 29. ) Attachment continued from
John Achora ) May term 1861.

vs ) Petition Bond and Affidavit

F De Ryther & N J Davis ) filed and Writ issued May
llth 1861. Reed Executed May 22, 1861. Subpoena issued

August 24/61 for S J Jones, J A Lucas, T J Bull, R H Coch-
ran & E Dickenson. Aug 31st subpoena for WSJ Martin &
Saml G Bean Aug 31, 1861, Case called, Parties appeared
by their Counsel. Legal Exceptions & Motion filed Sept 2nd
1861 Answer Sept 7th 1861. Answer filed Sept 5th 1861.

Demurrer overruled.
This case as to Frank DeRyther is dismissed and at-

tachment dismissed as to him. Issue was on this 7th day of

Sept joined by the Parties and by consent a jury was dis-

pensed with. Upon hearing of the Case judgment is given
for the Defendant and costs of suit. Execution issued Sept
24th 1861 to Sheriff. Retd "Nulla Bona" Execution vs
securities issued Nov 26th 1861 Viz Saml G Bean & J A
Lucas

No 42. ) This a petition for a Writ of

Agapito Valencia & Others) Certiorora directed to R Bur-
vs ) mudez to send up to this

Rafael Burmudez ) Court the papers in the Case
of Santos Bermudez vs Antonio Mirabal, Agapito Valencia
& Others was filed June 9th 1861 and papers returned.

Sept 2nd 1861 judgment is rendered vs R Bermudez for
costs of Citation.

Special order for the trial of this cause Thursday 5th
of Sept. Subpoena for Plaintiff for Simon Garcia, Jose

Granillo, Remijo Saenz Marcos Lucero & Miguel Chacon.
Sept 3rd Subpoena issued for Cesario Duran, Santiago
Truxillo Andreas Romero for Defendant. Andreas Romero
sworn as to the application for an Appeal. Jose Vianes
Rafael Bermudez & Bartolo Madrid comes at the cost of
the Court. Witness for Defendant No answer to the Call.

Santiago Truxillo & Bartolo Madrid sworn. Motion filed to

dismiss overruled. Motion of Plaintiff Bermudez to dismiss

upon the grounds that no Affidavit was filed & that appear
was taken for vexation & delay overruled. Exception taken

by Counsel for Bermudez.
A jury being called was empanneled as follows 1. W B

Clark 2 Ramon Nevarres 3 C Duper 4 John L May 5 F De
Ryther 6 Jesus Lucero 7 Cristobal Orosco 8 Juan Marolaine
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9 J N Davis 10 Jesus Ma Gonzales 11 Nestor Barela 12 Ed
Dickenson.

Saml G Bean is sworn as interpreter in this Case. The
following witnesses for Bermudez called Isidro Padilla,
Francisco Loya & Simon Garcia. Isidro Padilla sworn &
questioned for Defendant. Simon Garcia sworn, Santiago
Truxillo Cesario Duran and Andreas Romero called and
sworn. The Case being submitted to the Jury they returned
a verdict for the Defendant there being no cause for action
and being polled were of that unanimous verdict. Costs in
this case paid to Sheriff Roberts Sept 18, 1861. Clerks costs
reed of him the same day.

No 59. )W W Black )

TV, TVT n
VS

A^ I See No 3
John McGran Admmistra- Continued to next term
tor of the Estate of J C)
Miller Deed by Pltff Atty)

MacWillie )

No 51 ) Attachment
Nestor Varela ) Bond and Affidavit filed and

vs ) Writ issued August 21st 1861.
Francisco Membrilla ) Petition for Order of Sale

filed Aug 26th 1861. On motion of Counsel for Defendant
leave granted to answer by 12 oclock on Wednesday 5th

Sept 1861. Leave to answer extended. Answer filed Sept
5th 1861 by consent of Court, Motion to dismiss Sept 5 Sept
6th 1861 Chas A Hoppin Clerk of the Court filed his affidavit

on the motion to dismiss. Defendant filed his motion to dis-

miss for reason that there is no endorsement upon the Writ
setting forth the nature of the suit. This Case is footed and
alias Writ ordered to issue. Exception to the Ruling by
Defendant. Alias attachment & copy issued dated 21st day
of August and delivered to Sheriff. Sept 6th 1861, Eugenio
Moreno, Sylvester Passas, Benito Varela, sworn. Answer
made as to grounds of attachment. Upon a full hearing of
the Case judgment is given in favor of the Plaintiff for the
sum of Three Hundred Dollars and the cost of the suit

Sept 7th 1861 Clerk $9.40/100 Execution issued Sept 18,
1861 to Sheriff endorsed. Receipt on the same for $42
50/100 Dollars paid into Court by Sheriff as sales of one
horse.
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No 57. ) Appeal by Defendant from
Francisco Barrio ) Justice of the 5th Precinct.

vs ) Subpoena for Thos J Bull and
Juan Ortega ) Costos Reas issued Aug 27th

1861. On this 7th Day of September A D 1861 this case

having been duly heard judgment is rendered against Juan
Ortega for five Fanegas of Corn at the rate of Four Dollars

per Fanega and costs of suit. Thos J Bull sworn in this

case. Execution issued Sept 24th 1861 to Sheriff.

It is ordered that the Clerk of this Court issue notices
to N Nevarres, late Justice of the Peace for the 3rd Pre-

cinct, Vidal Nevarres late Justice of the Peace of the 7th
Precinct & Cristobal Sanchez Justice of the Precinct of San
Tomas to be and appear before this Court on Monday the
24th inst to settle up their accounts & pay into Court such
monies as they may have in their hands belonging to the

County for fees & fines collected by them.
It is further ordered that like notices be issued to the

Sheriff & Collector of this County.
Notices issued under date of 7th of Sept & placed in

the hands of Sheriff.

This day comes Charles A Hoppin and presents his

accounts Nos. 5 & 6 for two months salary as Clerk of the
Court to Sept 1st 1861 for Fifty Dollars and No 7 for his ac-

counts for Fees due to Sept 7th 1861 for Fourteen 63/100
Dollars all of which after examination were allowed and
approved and warrants on the Treasurer of the County or-
dered to be issued.

Now this day comes Joshua S Sledd and presents his
account for Thirty Five Dollars for House Rent for Clerks
Office from 15th May to 31st Aug, 1861 @ $10 per Mo which
is approved and an order No 2 ordered to be issued on the
Treasurer of the County.

This day comes John A Roberts Sheriff & presents his
account for Furniture for the Court Room & Clerks Office

purchased under order of Court Aug 31st 1861 for Twenty
One Dollars. Approved & warrant ordered to be issued
No 4

This day comes Frank Higgins Judge of the Probate
Court & presents his account for salary to Sept 7th 1861
for the sum of Twenty 80/100 Dollars. Approved and order
No 8 ordered to be issued on County Treasurer
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It is ordered for the benefit of the Public Health and
for the purpose of cleaning the Streets and Plazas of the
Town of Mesilla that George Ackinback be and he is hereby
appointed Overseer of the Markets and Special Road Com-
misssioner in and for said Town and so much of the limits

of the 4th & 5th Precincts of the County of Dona Ana as
are included within the limits of said town, and he shall

have full power to collect such assessments as may be
ordered to be levied for the purpose of cleaning said Streets

and Plazas from time to time by this Court upon all per-
sons who bring Fruit Vegetables and other Property usually
sold in the Public Plaza and Markets of this Town, and he
shall make monthly settlements with this Court of monies
collected and expended by him.

It is further ordered
That the Market Overseer & Special Road Commis-

sioner shall be authorized to collect the following assess-

ments for cleaning the streets Viz.

On all Carts & Wagons of Produce brought from Texas
or Mexico not less than 50c cents nor more than One Dollar
Each.

On all "Productos del Pais" not less than six cents nor
more than fifty cents to each individual in accordance and in

proportion to the quantity he may sell or bring to sell or be
sold.

On every Butcher or Vender of Butchers Meat the sum
of Twenty Five Cents (25c) for each Stall or Place of Sell-

ing for each day so occupied.
It is further ordered
That hereafter no person shall be allowed to deposit

Wood or other Fuel upon the streets or plaza of this Town
for sale under the penalty of Twenty Five Cents for each
offense. This not to prevent the sale of Wood or other Fuel
from Carts Wagons or Burros.

It is further ordered that the practice of butchering
Animals upon the streets or plaza of the Town for sale is

prohibited and a fine for each breach of this order is

assessed at fifty cents.

It is further ordered
That the Rendering or Frying out Tallow and Lard

upon the streets and plazas is declared to be a Public
Nuisance and a fine of fifty cents shall be collected from each
offender against this ordinance for every violation of the
same.
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No 14. ) Replevin
Pedro Pedregon ) Bond Affidavit filed & Writ

vs ) issued May 22nd 1861
Isidor Armijo & Others ) Reed Executed May 23rd by

Sheriff Roberts demanding and searching for said Horse
upon the premises, but could not find it. Defendant says
he had such a Horse but had sold it.

There being no appearance of Parties in this Case

judgment for Costs is given against Plaintiff & suit dis-

missed.

No 15. ) Suit in Abitration
Gustave Grandjean ) Agreement account and

vs ) award of James A Lucas and
Lemart & Martin ) Wm Peter Deus filed in this

office Sept 2nd 1861. Amount of award in favor of Gustave

Grandjean for Nineteen Hundred & Eighty Three 73/100
Dollars $1983.73/100 Execution at request of Plantiff

issued Nov 15, 1861 to be levied upon property of A Martin

only.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Probate Court Special Session )

Monday 23rd Day of Sept, 1861)
Present the Honl F Higgins Judge Charles A Hoppin

Clerk and J A Roberts Sheriff.

This day comes Manuel Nevarres Esqr late Justice of

the Peace in the 2nd Precinct in the County of Dona Ana
and presented his accounts for fines collected for the use of
the County amounting to the sum of Twenty Six 50/100
Dollars with a claim as official for Twenty two 81/100 Dol-
lars for Gastos N Trigado "Jail Rent &c which is allowed,
and the balance Three 69/100 paid into Court

This day comes Tomasa Barela and makes her affidavit

& petition for a Writ of Habeus Corpus against Jesus Lujos
to produce the body of Pociano Lujos & shew Cause why he
retains her in his custody. Writ issued Sept 23rd 1861.

Adjourned to Tuesday 24th Septr, 1861

Tuesday 24th 1861 Court met pursuant to adjournment
This day appears Jesus Lujos cited to appear by Writ

of Habeus Corpus. Also appears Tomasa Barela Plaintiff in

this Case. Upon hearing it appearing that the said
Jesus Lujos is willing that the said Tomasa Barela or
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Herrera shall be the guardian of said child, it is ordered that

the said Ponciano Lujos be placed forthwith under charge
of the said Tomasa Barela or Herrera as its Guardian. And
that the costs of this suit be paid equally by Plaintiff and
Defendant. An agreement between Jesus Lujos Defendant
in this case and Tomasa Herrera, Grandmother of Ponciano

Lujos filed Sept 24, 1861. Sheriffs Cost $1 50. Clerk 3 00

Costs due on above suit $2.00
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Sept 26, 1861 Thursday
This day comes F DeRyther and presents his account

for Six Dollars for Six days services as a Juror on the Sep-
tember term of the Probate Court, 1861. Which is allowed
and a warrant ordered to issue. Order No 9 issued Sept 26,
1861

This day comes Christian Duper and presents his ac-

count for Six Dollars for services as Juror for Six Days at

the September term 1861 of the Probate Court which is

allowed and a warrant upon the Treasurer ordered to issue.

Order No 10 issued for $6 00 Sept. 26, 1861
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

October 5th, 1861 Saturday
This day comes Jesus Lucero and presents his account

for Six Dollars for services as Juror for Six Days at the

September term of the Probate Court A D 1861 which is

allowed and a warrant (No 11) ordered to issue. Order
No 11 issued Oct 5th, 1861

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

October 8th 1861

This day comes George Ackenback one of the Securities

upon the Bond of John A Roberts as Collector of the Reve-
nue in & for the Territory of Arizona, 1st Judicial District,
and withdraws his name from said Bond. Ordered that the
Sheriff Roberts complete the Bond by the Substitution of
another name as Security.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge
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Oct 9th, 1861
This day comes Joshua S Sledd and files the last Will

and Testament of Ypolita Dominguez Deceased. It is or-

dered that the Persons interested in the Estate of the said

Dominguez be notified to appear before the Probate Court
on Wednesday the 16th day of October at 10 oclock A. M. of

said day by posting said notices upon the door of the Court
House

Special Term Probate Court )

Oct 14, 1861 )

On this day appeared Felix G Ake and filed his appli-
cation to be appointed Administrator of the Estate of Wil-
liam Halstead Deceased and he having also filed his Affidavit

and Bond as prescribed by Law He is hereby appointed Ad-
ministrator of the said Estate and letters are ordered to be
issued.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Oct 15th

This day issued notices to Ramon Gonzales of the 5th

Precinct, Pablo Alvarado of the 4th Precinct and Luisiana
Serna of the 3rd Precinct to attend to the condition and
repairs of the Roads and Bridges within the respective Pre-
cincts.

At the request of Pablo Alvarado & His representatives
of the necessity, Jose Maria Chavis is appointed a Commis-
sioner of the Roads and Bridges between the Plaza of
Picacho & the bridge known as the Bridge of the Guerras,
and Luisiana Serna is appointed an Associate Commissioner
with said Pablo Alvarado to attend to the repairs & the

keeping in said order of the Roads and Bridges between the

Bridge known as the Guerras & the Plaza of Mesilla.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Special Term )

Oct 19th 1861 )

This day appeared Joshua S Sledd and presented the
Last Will and Testament of Ypplito Dominguez Deceased
and prayed for Letters of Administration on said Estate,
there being no Executor named in said Will.

The Will being proved by two of the signing witnesses,
and no objection being made, notice having been heretofore
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posted for all Persons interested in the Estate of said

Dominguez, and the said Sledd having filed his Affidavit and
Bond as prescribed by Law He is hereby appointed Ad-
ministrator with the Will annexed of the Estate of the said

Dominguez Deceased, and letters are ordered to be issued.

FRANK HIGGINS
Prob Judge

In Chambers )

Oct 27th, 1861 )

In consequence of the Terms of the District Court and
Probate Court for the First Judicial District of Arizona

being by statute set for the same day to avoid all incon-

venience and trouble it is hereby ordered that the regular
term of the Probate Court for the transaction of Civil busi-

ness be adjourned from the first Monday in November to the
first Monday in December and all monies and all process
shall be made returnable on said last mentioned day, and
all appelants and litigants will take notice accordingly.

Signed FRANK HIGGINS

Oct 27th, 1861 Original on File

Nov 8th, 1861

Ordered that the Clerk of this Court notify the Sheriff

to be and appear at the Court House on Monday the 10th
inst. Prepared to settle his accounts with the County and
that without delay he provide an additional name to his

Bond as County Collector in place of George Ackenback
withdrawing. Notice issued and served upon Sheriff Rob-
erts November 9th, 1861

FRANK HIGGINS
Probt Judge

CHAS A HOPPIN
Clerk P C

Nov. 10th 1861

This day appeared John A Roberts to make settlement
with the Probate as per order of the Judge who not being
present the settlement stands adjourned until further
orders.

Nov 13.

This day appeared Jose Maria Chavis Commissioner of
the Roads and Bridges within the limits of the Precinct of
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Picacho and requested the appointment of an assistant.

Whereupon Jose Ma Nieto was commissioned as such
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Special term P. C.

November 20th 1861

Ordered that notices be issued by the Clerk of the Court
to the Justices of the Peace and Sheriff of this County to be
and appear before the Court on the first day of the Dec
term 1861 to make their returns of Collections & Fines &c
&c and make settlement of the same

Pursuant to the above order notices were this day
issued to L W Geek 2nd Prect. T G Ward 3rd Prect. Saml G
Bean 4th Prect. H L Dexter 5th Prect. Cristobal Sanchez
6th Prect. Theo J. Miller 8th Prect and J A Roberts Sheriff,
the latter verbal All others in writing.

CHAS A HOPPIN Clerk P. C.

The following named persons were selected in conform-

ity with the Law giving jurisdiction to the Probate Court
in Civil Cases &c &c approved 2nd February 1861 to serve
as Jurors during the next December term of the said Court.
1. Ammpn Barnes, 2. Wm McGrorty, 3. Isador Armijo, 4.

Anastacio Barela, 5. Manuel Nevarres, 6. Robt P Kelly, 7.

Reyes Escantrillas, 8. Agapito Sedillos, 9. Domingo Salazar,
10. Julian Apodaca, 11. Pinkney R. Tully, 12. F G Ake, and
venire issued to Sheriff Roberts the same day

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

The Territory of Arizona )

County of Dona Ana )

On this the 2nd day of December 1861 was begun and
held an adjourned term of the Probate Court in and for the

County of Dona Ana in the Court House of said County in

the Town of Mesilla. Present Honl F Higgins Judge Chas
A Hoppin Clerk & F A Roberts Esqr Sheriff. The Court
being duly opened and the Jury called the following named
persons appeared & were sworn Viz. 1. Isador Armijo, 2.

P R Tully, 3. Anastacio Barela, 4. C Duper, 5. Reyes Escan-
trillas, of the regular panel. Wm McGrorty, Manuel Nevar-
res, Ramon Chavis, Cristobal Ascarte, F G Ake and Thos
Thompson appeared and were excused. Isidro Chavis,
Jesus Pina called as talesmen and sworn.
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The Territory of Arizona )

County of Dona Ana )

Be it remembered that on this 2nd day of December an

adjourned term of the Probate Court in and for the County
of Dona Ana was begun and held at the Court House of said

County in the Town of Mesilla. Present Honl Frank Hig-
gins Judge, John A Roberts Esqr Sheriff, and Charles A
Hoppin Clerk.

No 1. ) Petition for Judgment for
Rafael Armijo ) Damages and a Writ of Res-

vs ) titution

Yrineo Lujan ) Action continued from May to

September term 1861 & again continued to Nov term by
consent.

Monday Dec 2nd 1861 This day the Parties in the above
entitled Cause being called and it appearing that the De-
fendant is not a resident of this Territory and that Service
cannot be made upon him this Case is dismissed at Plaintiffs

Cost. Clerk 2 50 Sheriff 1 50

No 2. No 3 Sept term)
W W Black )

vs )

John McGran Admt of )

Estate of James C Miller,)
deceased )

of
McWillie for Plaintiff

Action for recovery
$16.25/100
This day comes the Plaintiff

in the above Entitled Cause
and asks judgment for the

amount called. The Defendant being called and making no
appearance judgment for Sixteen Dollars and Twenty Five
Cents is rendered against him with costs of Court. Clerks
Fees $3 50. Execution returned "Nulla Bona" by Sheriff
Jan 20th 1862.

No 12 Sept term
Appeal from Justice Court
4th Precinct. Continued from
May to Sept & from Sept to

No 3. )

Francisco Salazar )

vs )

Cristobal Mestes )

November term 1861.
The Parties in the above Entitled Cause being publickly

called and the Appelant making no appearance judgment is

rendered against him and his Securities Doronteo Villa
Senor & Miguel Duran for the sum of Eight Dollars and
costs of Court.

June 2nd 1862. This day comes Doronteo Villa Senor
one of the Securities in the above Entitled Cause & files the
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following Receipt in satisfaction of the judgement rendered
vs Cristobal Mestes. Viz. J A Roberts Sheriff Rect for

Seven Dollars for costs Bartolo Madrid. Rect for his costs

as Justice of the Peace $4.75 Frank Salazar Rect for

amount due him from C Mestes.

No 4. No 15 Sept term) Attachment
Rafael Lucero ) Continued from May to Sept

vs ) & from Sept to November
Demetrio Alvarez ) term 1861.

Sheriffs Return. No property found and that the Defend-
ant is not a resident of this County this 24th day of Sept
1861. Judgment. This Case is dismissed at Plaintiffs cost.

This day Ammon Barnes and Robert P Kelly duly sum-
moned to be and appear before the Probate Court at this

the adjourned term begun and held at the Court House of

the County oT Dona Ana in the Town of Mesilla being duly
called at the door of the said Court House and failing to re-

spond are fined each in the sum of Five Dollars for the use
of the County and the costs of Court.

Pedro Nunes, Antonio Barrio, Montrarillo Gellat, Jack
Appelzoeler summoned as Talesmen appeared and were
sworn.

No 5. ) This action was commenced
Anastacio Barela ) by attachment returnable to

vs ) May term 1861 Continued
Antonio Torres ) from May to Nov term and is

this day dismissed at Plaintiffs cost. Clerk 3 00 Sheriff 1 50

No 6. ) Replevin Suit Continued from
Anastacio Barela ) May term to Sept term for

vs ) Service and again continued

Roy Bean & Others ) to November term 1861 and
on this day dismissed at Plaintiffs cost. Clerk $3.55.
Sheriff $1 50

No 7. ) Action of Debt continued
Esteban Ochoa ) from May term. Subpoena

vs ) issued for Ipefania Aguirre
Manuel Chavis ) for Plaintiff and Case con-

tinued to November term. Now on this day it appearing to
the satisfaction of this Court that the Parties in this Case
are not prepared it is continued for service on Ipefania
Aguirre, witness for Plantiff.
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No 8. ) Affidavit for attachment filed

M H McWillie ) May 15, 1861. Continued by
vs ) Plaintiff to Sept term again to

Francisco Chabori ) Nov & again on this 3rd day
of Dec this suit is continued to next regular May term

No 9. ) Suit for attachment.
Thos J Martin ) Writ issued May 16 1861 and

vs ) Subpoena issued for Thos J
John E Dusenberry ) Bull as Garnishee issued same

day not executed. Continued to November term. This day
Virgil A Martin Admr of the Estate of Thos J Martin De-
ceased substituted as Plaintiff and cause continued for

service on Defendant. Alias attachment issued Jan 10 1862
to Sheriff.

No 10.

Elsberg & Amberg
vs

Saenz & Rohman

) Suit for attachment from
) Sept term. Continued for

) service to May term 1862.

No 11. ) Suit in attachment.
Buchoz Grandjean & Co ) In this Case judgment is or-

vs ) dered for Plaintiff, for One
C C Callett ) Hundred and Twenty Six

Dollars & costs of suit subject to decision of District Court
as to the same.

No. 12. ) Attachment
Rafael Armijo ) On Sept 5th Case continued to

vs ) Sept term for service by pub-
Francisco Maese ) lication which was made by

posting notices. This day the Parties being called and the
Defendant not appearing judgment was ordered against
him for Fifty Dollars damages and costs of Court. Execu-
tion issued Jan 10th 1862 to Sheriff.

Court adjourned to Tuesday the 3rd.

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Dec. 3rd 1861 Court met pursuant to adjournment.
No 14. ) Appeal from judgment ren-

Julian Apodaca ) dered by Justice of 6th Pre-
vs ) cinct for $3.75/100 costs of

Jacinta Armento ) suit against Julian Apodaca.
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Upon taking the testimony of Anastacio Castillo Rafael Pro-
vencio and Juan Jose Benavides and in default of appear-
ance of Defendant judgment is rendered for Plaintiff for
Six Fenagas of Wheat at $4.00 a Fenaga & costs.

No 15. ) Appeal from judgement of

Agapito Valencia ) Remijo Saenz Esqr Justice of
vs ) the Peace for Picacho for Two

Samuel G. Bean ) Dollars and Fifty Cents dam-
ages and costs of suit $4.12/100. Filed Sept 7th 1861 On
2nd Dec the Parties to the suit being called and the Plaintiff

Agapito Valencia not appearing judgement for Appelant
was ordered for all costs

No 16. ) Suit in attachment
Anastacio Chavis ) In this Case the Parties set-

vs ) tied the case by withdrawing
Rumaldo Lara ) it at Plaintiffs Costs. Execd

for Costs March llth 1862. Clerk 3 50 Sheriff 1 50

No 17. ) Suit in attachment
Thos J Bull ) Filed Sept 23, 1861 for the re-

vs ) covery of $288.00/100 Dol-

Ignacio Gonzales ) lars.

On this day appears the Plaintiff and reports the Case
settled. Judgement entered against Plaintiff for costs.

No 18. ) Suit in attachment
Thos J Bull ) Filed 21st Oct 1861.

vs ) Now on this 3rd day of De-
Jose Delfin ) cember comes the Plaintiff

and being sworn testified in his own behalf. Judgement is

rendered against Defendant for 37 Fanegas of Barley at

$5.00/100 a Fanega and costs of suit. Execution issued Jan
10th 1862 to Sheriff.

No 19. ) Appeal by Defendant in above
Anchenta & Barela ) Entitled Cause from a judge-

vs ) ment rendered against him by
Julio Armenta ) Ned Dexter Esqr J P. 5th

Precinct. Judgment for $42.00. Costs of J P. 2 55. Sheriff
Blanchard 2 00. On account of sickness of Defdts attorney
this case is continued to the next May term.
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No 20. ) Attachment for $149.32/100
Cristobal Ascarete ) Filed Oct 9th 1861.

vs ) This case was called and De-
Augustin Pacheco ) fendant made default.

The Plaintiff presented a written contract and his

Books of Account and was sworn. Upon full hearing of the
case judgment was rendered against the Defendant A.
Pacheco for One Hundred and Seventy One 27/100 with
interest at 6% from date of judgement and costs of suit.

Execution issued Dec 31st 1861. Retd Jan 14th Satisfied

by sale of one Yoke of Oxen $51.00 26 Fanegas of Corn @
$5.63 $146.12. Total $197.12 Cost for keeping Oxen &
Corn $25.00. Clerks Fees $3.75. Sheriffs Return "Sale
14th Jan, 1862."

No 21.

Roy Bean
vs

Marcial Padilla

No 22.

Roy Bean
vs

Marcial Padilla

) Suit in attachment returnable

) to adjd Dec term continued to

) May term for service by Pub-
) lication

) Suit in attachment for $100
) This Case is continued for

) service by Publication

No 23. ) Suit by attachment for
Joshua S Sledd ) $140 00

vs ) This suit being called and the

Felipe Jurada ) Plaintiff appearing personally
and by Counsel and the Defendant making default of ap-
pearance after being three times publickly called after hear-

ing testimony of Plaintiff who presented his Books of Ac-
count judgment is rendered for Plaintiff for 18 Fanegas of

Wheat and ten Fanegas of Barley at $5.00 per Fanega or

$140 Dollars in money and costs of suit. Execution issued

Dec 31st 1861.

Adjourned to Friday Dec 6th
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Friday Dec 6, 1861

This day met the Court according to adjournment.
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No 24. ) Appeal by Plaintiff from
Nevis Truxillo ) Judgement of the Justice of

vs ) the Peace at Picacho.
Luis Albares ) Cause continued to May term

1862 of this Court

This day comes Samuel G Bean Esqr Justice of the
Peace for the 4th Precinct and presents his account from
August 27th 1861 for settlement shewing a balance due the

County in his hands of Thirty Five Dollars which accounts
after examination are approved and the balance ordered
to be paid into Court.

This day is taken up for examination the accounts of

H L Dexter Esqr filed Nov 30, 1861. Ordered that this ac-

count lay over for further examination.
This day is taken up for examination the accounts of

T. J. Miller Esqr J P 8th Precinct forwarded by him shew-

ing a balance due the County of Seven Dollars, which ac-

count is approved and the balance ordered to be paid into

this Court. This day is paid to Clerk of this Court the sum
of Seven Dollars amount due as above.

This day comes Jose Ma Marquez late Justice of the
Peace for the 7th Precinct and presents his account with
the County for the Collections of Fines for the use of the

County & Expenditures shewing a balance due the County
of Ten Dollars & Forty Five Cents which account is ap-
proved & the balance ordered to be paid into Court. This

day is paid to the Clerk of this Court the sum of Ten 45/100
amount due as above.

This day presents Pedro Nunes a return of an election

held in the 7th Precinct, D A County which resulted in the

election of the said Pedro Nunes which return was ordered
to be filed and registered.

On this day was taken up the report of Ramon Gonzales
Commissioner of the Roads &c in the 5th Precinct of this

County that Andreas Almeras residing in said County &
Precinct had obstructed one of the Public highways of the
Precinct by erecting a House & Corral upon it.

It is ordered that the said Report be filed and a sum-
mons be issued citing said Almeras to be and appear before
this Court at its next regular January term to answer said

complaint & state cause why he refuses to remove said ob-

struction.
*

The petition of Jose Ma Telles, Thos J Bull, Thos N
Massie, Martin Truxillo & Others praying the attention of
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the Judge of Probate to "the necessity of opening a street

already laid out from a portion of the Town of Mesilla

known as California to the street now crossing the ditch or

Acequia Madre of the said Town from the main plaza near
the Church "&c &c" occupying only the space allotted by
Law to the bank of Acequia Madre, Viz. Six Varas or Six
Yards" is ordered to be filed, the request of Petitioners

granted and Thos J. Bull, Jose Ma Marquez, and Miguel
Duran appointed Commissioners to carry into effect the

prayer of the Petitioners.

The petition of Cristobal Ascarate, Thos J Bull, J S
Sledd, Reyes Escontrias, Anastacia Barela & others setting
forth the fact that a County Road surveyed and staked out

by the legal authorities of this County several years ago
running through the lands of petitioners & crossing the Rio
Grande at the Lowed Ford from the Town of Mesilla to Fort
Fillmore has been rendered impassable for lack of repairs
& destruction of Bridges & that for these causes the road
has been changed to run through land of petitioners greatly
to inconvenience of the Public & loss of Petitioners and re-

questing the appointment of Overseers and allow them lands
for the purpose of establishing & repairing said road, is con-
sidered and the prayer of Petitioners granted, and F De
Ryther Joshua S Sledd and Ramon Gonzales are appointed
to carry into effect the prayer of the Petitioners.

There being no further business before this Court it is

adjourned until the next regular term in January A D 1862.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Special Court Dec 7th 1861

This day comes F Higgins and presents his account for

Twenty Dollars and Eighty Cents for One Months salary
as Judge of the Probate Court Sept 7th to Oct 7th 1861
which is allowed and warrant ordered to issue upon the

County Treasurer. Warrant No 11 for Three 45/100 Dol-
lars and No 17 for Seventeen 25/100 Dollars issued this 7th
Dec 1861.

This day comes Charles A Hoppin and presents his
account for Fees Stationary &c amounting to Thirteen
75/100 Dollars, and for his salary as Clerk for three Months
from the 1st Sept to the 1st Dec 1861 for the sum of Seventy
Five Dollars which account being examined is allowed for
the aggregate amount claimed, Viz. Eighty eight 75/100
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Dollars and warrant ordered to be issued upon the County
Treasurer for the same.

In compliance with the above order warrants were
issued in favor of Chas A Hoppin as follows No 12 for

Twenty Dollars, No 13 for Twenty Dollars, No 14 for

Twenty Dollars, No 15 for Seventeen 44/100 Dollars, No
16 for Eleven 31/100 Dollars. Total $88.75

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

1861 Dec 7th.

Orders or Warrants on the County Treasurer of Dona
Ana County Numbers 12 & 14 each for $20.00 as recorded
above are hereby cancelled and orders Nos 20, 21, 22, 23,
each for ten dollars substituted in lieu thereof in favor of

Charles A Hoppin.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Special Term Jan 14th 1862.

The report of Thos J Bull Jose Ma Marquez and Miguel
Duran Commissioners to lay out and open a street in that

part of the Town known as California and running past the
house of Thos N Massie & others Petitioners being informed
and not satisfactory A second Commission consisting of

J S Sledd Danl Fritz H C Dodson were appointed to resur-

vey the lands through which extension of the Street would
pass whose report is this day filed and approved and the
Street Commissioner and Sheriff are directed to carry into

effect the report of the Commissioners.
Notice to Road Commissioner Pablo Alvarado issued

January 16th 1862
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

January 22nd 1862

This day comes Frank Higgins and presents his ac-

count for his salary as Judge of the Probate Court of Dona
Ana County from the Second day of October A D 1861 to

this date amounting to the sum of Seventy six 40/100 Dol-
lars which account is allowed and order upon the Treasurer
of the County directed to be issued.

In compliance with the above order the following or-

ders upon the County Treasurer have been issued, Viz.
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No 36 Dated Jan 22nd 1862 for Twenty Dollars $20.00
No 37

" "
Twenty Dollars 2000

No 38
'

Thirty Six 40/100 36 40

$7640
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Jan 6, 1861 County of Dona Ana
Be it remembered that on this 6th day of January A D

1861 a Regular Court of Probate for the County of Dona
Ana was begun and held at the Court House in and for the
said County in the Town of Mesilla. Present Frank Hig-
gins Esqr Judge Charles A Hoppin Clerk J A Roberts
Sheriff.

Now this day conies Samuel J Jones and presents his

petition and Affidavit relative to the death of Robert P
Kelly of the County of Dona Ana and prays to be appointed
Executor of the Last Will of said Kelly, deceased, and Ad-
ministrator of his Estate. Upon due Examination of the
Will also this day filed for Probate and the following named
witnesses sworn in Open Court, to wit R H Dryden Acct
Asst Surgeon C S A Frank Higgins Bredett C Murray G W
Putnam Frank De Ryther The Will is admitted to Probate
and the prayer of Samuel J Jones is granted and it is or-

dered that Letters Testamantary and of Administration be
issued to him upon his filing the necessary Bond with good
securities.

It is further ordered that Edward Dickenson W L
Thompson and Samuel B Ford be and they are hereby ap-
pointed appraisers of the Estate Goods and Chattels the

property of the late R P Kelly. Within this the County of
Dona Ana

FRANK HIGGINS
Probate Judge

Jan 18th 1862

This day comes John A Roberts Sheriff of the County
& presents his account of monies collected by him as Col-
lector of the County during the months of August Septem-
ber and October & November 1861 amounting to Two Hun-
dred and Fifty two 50/100 Dollars ($252.50/100) for the

County and Two Hundred and Forty five Dollars ($245.00)
for the Territory which account is approved to 1st Novem-
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ber 1861 and the several amounts ordered to be paid into

the respective Treasuries.
This day comes John A Roberts and presents his ac-

count as Sheriff, for Fifty Dollars and seven cents for his

fees to November 4th 1862 which is allowed and the Clerk
is ordered to issue an order upon the County Treasurer for

the same.
FRANK HIGGINS

Probate Judge

Saturday February 8th 1862

Be it remembered that on this day was held a Special
Term of the Probate Court in and for the County of Dona
Ana. Present the Honl John P Deus Judge of the Probate
Court & Charles A Hoppin Clerk.

It is ordered by the Judge presiding that the following
named persons be and are hereby appointed Commissioners
of Roads and Bridges within their respective Precincts.

For the Second (Dona Ana) Precinct Bautisto Montoya
" Third (Las Cruces) Ramon Navares

" " Fourth (Mesilla) Pablo Alvarado
Fifth (Mesilla) F DeRyther
Precinct of Picacho Cesario Duran
Sixth (San Tomas) Francisco Salazar
Seventh (Amoles) Juan Jose Garcia

Eighth (La Mesa) Eligio Provencio

It is hereby ordered that the Rules and Regulations for
the Government of the Commissioners of Roads and Bridges
approved Sept 15 A D 1861 be and are declared in force and
that they be printed for the use of the said Commissioners
and information of the inhabitants of the County.

It is ordered. That the Commissioners of the 4th Pre-
cinct notify the owner or owners of a Jacal Standing in the
Street next North of the Buildings of Bias Duran and
known as "Calle de Medanos" to remove the same it being
an obstruction of Said Streets.

And that he cause to be opened the Street leading to
the Rip Grande declared and marked a Public Road. Which
Road is situated immediately north of the line of the Lands
of Anastacio Barela

It is further ordered that the Clerk Advertise in the
Mesilla Times a Notice to all persons doing business in the

County to come forward and take their licenses in Conform-
ity with the Laws.
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Mr. Daniel Fritze is hereby appointed Treasurer of the

County.
The Report of Anastatic Sisneros, Mayor Domo of the

Acequias that the Commissioners appointed on the 6th inst

upon the proper point for the Mouth of the Acequia is re-

ceived and approved.
Approved

J PETER DEUS
Probate Judge

Regular Term of the Probate Court)
March 3rd 1862. )

Present Honl John P Deus Judge John A Roberts
Sheriff and Charles A Hoppin Clerk

The Minutes of the Special Term Feb 8th 1862 were
read and approved as amended.

The report of Pablo Alvarado Commissioner of Roads
and Bridges for the 4th Precinct submitted his report upon
the Opening of a Public Road between the Lands of Jose
Ma Marquez and Anto Torres in same Precinct and by their

Solicitation and Consent which is approved and ordered to

be filed.

Upon application of John G Ward to be appointed
Guardian of Silverio Apodaca and Augustine Apodaca or-

phan children of Damasio Apodaca and (Space in record)
Apodaca his wife both deceased. It is ordered that upon
filing the necessary Bond with securities the Clerk of this

Court issue the papers of Guardianship to the said John G
Ward.

The petition of Charles A Hoppin to be appointed Ad-
ministrator in the place of Nathan B Appel upon the Estate
of Antonio Torres deceased is considered, and the prayer of

the Petitioner granted, He filing his Bond with securities

and taking the Oath prescribed by Law.
It is ordered that notice be given to Remijio Saenz late

Justice of the Peace at Picacho to be and appear before this

Court on Saturday the 8th inst at 10 oclock to make settle-

ments of his accounts for monies collected by him for fines

for Violation of the Territorial Laws.
It is ordered that from and after this date all Persons

are forbidden to wash their Clothing or other dirty Articles
in the Acequias and Water Holes within the limits of the
towns in this County, any person violating this order to be
fined in the sum of Five Dollars to be collected by the
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(Alcalde) Justice of the Peace of the Precinct in which the

offense is committed upon information laid before him.

Upon petition of Charles A Hoppin appointed Admin-
istrator of the Estate of Anto Padilla Deed Matias Flores

Gregorio Montoya and Ponciano Velarde are appointed
Commissioners to make the bounds and limits of the Land
of said Padilla Deed, situated near the town of Las Cruces.

Now this day comes Joshua S Sledd and presents his

account for Fifteen ($15) Dollars for Rent of Rooms for

the Probate Court for the adjourned November term 1861
which account is approved and the Clerk is ordered to draw
his Warrant upon the County Treasurer for the amount.
Order on Co Treasurer No 20 issued

Ordered that Ramon Gonzales be and he is hereby ap-
pointed Assistant Commissioner of the Roads and Bridges
to act with Commissioner F DeRyther within the Limits of
the 5th Precinct of this County. (See March 8th.)

Motion of Jose Delfin for the sale of a growing Crop
of Grain under Execution issued from this Court in favor
of J Bull & Co is dismissed.

Adjourned to Saturday the 8th inst at 10 oclock A M
Approved

J PETER DEUS
Probate Judge

Adjourned Term Probate Court)
Saturday March 8th 1862 )

The Court met pursuant to adjournment. The Report
of Pablo Alvarado Road Commissioner for the 4th Precinct
in relation to the removal of Obstructions in the Road to
Picacho is approved and ordered to be filed.

The Bond of Jose Ma Pino as Constable of the 8th Pre-
cinct is approved and ordered to be filed.

Upon application of Pablo Alvarado for an assistant
Road Commissioner for the 4th Precinct and upon his rec-
ommendation Isidro Padilla is appointed to act as Assistant
Road Commissioner.

Thos J Bull ) Motion to set aside a sale of a
vs ) Certain Field of Growing crop

Jose Delfin ) of grain sold under Execution
issued from this Court upon a judgment obtained by Thos J
Bull & Co at the November term 1862.

Now this day comes Jose Delfin by his attorney and
presents his motion whereupon after hearing the testimony
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of Sheriff Roberts and the arguments of Thos J Bull. The
Motion is Dismissed.

This day comes Pedro Garcia and makes application to

be appointed Guardian Apolonio Gallegas aged 13 years, the

boy Consenting, upon due investigation the application is

approved and Letters of Guardianship ordered to be issued

upon filing of a bond in the sum of One Hundred Dollars.

It is hereby ordered that from and after this date the

Collector of the Revenues receive no Warrants sworn on the

County Treasurer prior to the 12th day of March 1861.

Special Term of the ) Tuesday March 25th 1862
Probate Court )

County of Dona Ana )

Present Honl J P Deus Judge, Charles A Hoppin Clerk
and J A Roberts Sheriff.

In Conformity with the Laws of the Territory and the

Act giving jurisdiction in Civil Causes &c approved Feb 2nd

1860, the following named persons were selected and named
to serve as Jurors at the next Regular May Term 1862 of

this Court and the Clerk is ordered to issue his Venire for

said Jurors*
It is ordered that the account of John G Ward Justice

of the Peace of the 3rd Precinct D A Co shewing a balance
due him on the 12th day of March 1862 of Fifteen 50/100
Dollars be allowed and that the Clerk of the Court issue his

Warrant upon the County Treasurer for the same.
Venire issued & delivered to the Sheriff the same day.

J PETER DEUS
Judge of Probate

Special Term Probate Court) Monday April 31st 1862

County of Dona Ana )

This day comes Charles A Hoppin and presents his ac-
count for his salary as Probate Court Clerk from the First

Day of Dec, 1861 to the 1st day of March, 1862 3 Mo @
$25.00 is $75.00 and also his account for Stationary Fees &c
in the sum of Twenty Two Dollars making in all the sum of

Ninety Seven Dollars upon which is a credit of One Dollar
Reed of Reyucindo Duran pound keeper for fine collected of
E Chaves, which account is approved and order for Ninety

*Names of persons selected and ordered to be summoned to serve as Jurors as

above specified, Viz. 1. George A Hayward, 2. George Ackenback, 3. Chas Holcomb 4.

Manuel Nevarres, 5. Alfred Buchez, 6. Andreas Almiras, 7. Pablo Melendrez Jr, 8.

Jose Ma Flores, 9. F G Ake, 10. Jesus Alvarez, 11. W B Clarke, 12. Pedro Garcia.
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Six Dollars upon the County Treasurer ordered to be issued

by the Clerk of this Court.
In conformity with the above order Warrants were issued in

favor of Charles A Hoppin upon the County Treasurer as
follows Nine orders for Ten dollars Each and One order
for Six Dollars, and bearing date March 31st 1862. Viz
Nos 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, & 29 & 30 for $6.00/100

Attest, CHAS A HOPPIN
Clerk P C.

Territory of Arizona )

County of Dona Ana )

Be it remembered that on this Monday the fifth (5th)

day of May 1862 a Regular Court for the County of Dona
Ana, Territory of Arizona, was begun and held at the Court
House of the said County in the town of Mesilla.

Present Honl J Peter Deus Judge of Probate John A
Roberts Sheriff and Chas A Hoppin Clerk.

The following named persons cited to appear as Jurors
during this term appeared, Viz. Jose Ma Flores and Pedro
Garcia.

It appearing to the Honl the Court that in consideration
of the disturbed condition of the County it would be impos-
sible to hold this term of the Court and conduct its business
to the satisfaction of the Parties interested in Suits pending
herein the Court is Adjourned to Monday the Second (2nd)
Day of June 1862.

Attest
CHAS A HOPPIN

Clerk P. C.

Adjourned Term ) Monday June 2nd, 1862
Probate Court )

The Honl J Peter Deus having filed his notice of Resig-
nation of the Judgeship of the Court, this Court is ad-
journed to the next Regular July term 1862 for Probate
Business and to Regular Sept term 1862 for the Trial of
Civil Cases.

CHAS A HOPPIN
Clerk, & Judge ad interim
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Nuevos Documentos Ineditos o muy Raros para la His-
toria de Mexico, publicados por Carlos E. Castaneda:
Historia de Todos Los Colegios de la Ciudad de Mexico
desde La Conquista hasta 1780, por el Dr. Felix de Osores.

Talleres Graficos de la Nacion Lie. Verdad Numero 2.

Mexico, D. F. 1929.

Don Genaro Garcia published in his first series of

thirty-six volumes a monumental edition of materials, Docu-

mentos Ineditos o Muy Raros para la Historia de Mexico,

undoubtedly the most important single collection in print on

the history of Mexico. This distinguished editor and his-

torian had just issued the first volume of a second series

when death overtook him, ancf his magnificent library

passed soon after to the University of Texas. Now, through
the interest of the Secretaria de Education Publica of Mex-

ico and the University of Texas, Mr. Castaneda, librarian

of the Garcia collection, as it is now called, has resumed pub-
lication of the second series. For this reason, as well as the

intrinsic value of the document itself, the publication of

Historia de Todos los Colegios de la Ciudad de Mexico desde

la Conquista hasta 1780 por el Dr. Felix de Osores marks a

significant contribution to the history of Mexico.

The study of Dr. Osores falls into two parts. The his-

torical summary (pp. 1-71) as the editor points out, epito-

mizes the foundation of all the colegios of Mexico City up to

1780. The second part (pp. 72-204) reviews special aspects

of the Colegio de San Pedro, San Pablo y San Yldefonso,
such as Fundadores, Catedra, Constituciones, Privilegios y

Premios, Ejercicios, Festividades, Plan de Estudios, Rec-

tor'es y Gobernadores 1753-1828, etc. These include, among
other vital details, lists of names, with some biographical

data, of missionaries and other officials who figured in colo-

nial church history. An adequate index completes the

volume.
303
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The importance of a document such as this can hardly

be overestimated ; indeed, it adds materially to the Cuevas'

volumes on the history of the church in Mexico. Moreover,
the value of Dr. Osores' own work has been enhanced by
the illuminating research notes of the present editor. For

these, relying upon the Garcia collection for his data, Mr.

Castafieda has given us a glance at many rare items in that

marvelous library. Thus to initiate the second series begun

by his illustrious predecessor, Mr. Castafieda could hardly
have selected a more appropriate document, and those who
know the editor's past productions will doubt his statement

that a more worthy hand could direct the undertaking.

ALFRED B. THOMAS.

Francisco de Urdinola y el Norte de la Nueva Espana.

By Vito Alessio Robles. (Imprenta Mundial, Miravalle 13,

Mexico City. 1931. xxv-333 pp; maps and illustrations.

$3.00.)

Here is a book which will bring joy to students of the

northern expansion of New Spain and of the beginnings of

the American Southwest. Intriguing, dramatic, of absorb-

ing interest is the account which the author unfolds of

Francisco de Urdinola and the large part which he played
in the affairs of Nueva Galicia and Nueva Vizcaya in the

late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The author

aptly begins his preface with three quotations, of which the

first is the familiar passage from the poet-historian, Villa-

gra. He then quotes the remark of Henry R. Wagner that

"After [Francisco de] Ibarra, Urdinola is the next out-

standing figure in the border states''(The Spanish South-

west, p. 95) ; and the statement of Charles W. Hackett that

"The services of none of the prominent characters of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are so little known or

appreciated, and none deserve to be as fully narrated and

rightly appraised as those of Urdinola the Younger." (His-
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torical Documents relating to New Mexico . . to 1773" II,

35.)

From his first word the author catches the interest of

the reader and holds his absorbed attention as he tells of the

long search for documentary evidence, as he refutes the

misinformation of earlier writers and as, bit by bit, he

paints in its true colors the portrait of the real Urdinola and

his achievements.

This is a book of long gestation. For the last fifteen

years I have dedicated myself with true ardor to the study
and copying of documents related to the history of Coahuila
and especially of those which directly or indirectly refer to

don Francisco de Urdinola, to whom has been attributed the

founding of Saltillo.

Sr. Alessio Robles continues his preface, summarizing
the facts which he has found as a result of his research :

In our sad history [of Coahuila] , plagued with lies and
their repetitions, there is not a figure more scoffed at and
vilified than the valiant Basque, don Francisco de Urdinola.
Around him have been woven thousands of fantasies and
deceits; he has been painted in the blackest colors; he is

made to appear as the somber and cruel protagonist of a
tragedy of mounting horror and as a monster of wickedness
and perfidy. Simple people repeat thoughtlessly the trucu-
lent tales of undiscriminating historians, and even in the
schools of Coahuila the children are taught the infamous
legend attributed to Urdinola.

The figure of this conquistador is one of surpassing in-

terest. A man of energy, of intelligence and of character,
he knew how to raise himself from the most humble sta-

tions to those most elevated in the viceroyalty. His enemies,
strong and powerful, heaped obstacles in his path but he
knew how to surmount them and rise by his own efforts.

He was a valiant and skilled soldier, a successful miner, cul-

tivator, stockman and industrialist. In many ways the fig-
ure of don Francisco de Urdinola stands in higher relief

than does the figure of that other illustrious Basque, who
was called don Francisco de Ibarra.

He was captain of Mazapil, founder of the towns of San
Esteban de Nueva Tlaxcala (adjoining the villa of Santiago
del Saltillo), of Concepcion del Oro, of Parras and of Los
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Patos; lieutenant to the governor and captain-general of

Nueva Galicia, and for many years he was governor of

Nueva Vizcaya.
He came to be proprietor of one of the most vast estates

in the world which, almost a century later, was to constitute

the mayorazgo of the marquisate of San Miguel de Aguayo
through the marriage of the first marquis of this title with
a great-granddaughter of Urdinola, a mayorazgo which in

the epoch of independent Mexico gave rise to stormy de-

bates in the constituent congresses of 1822 and 1857.

In the various important reductions of native peoples

which he effected, he was a peace-maker rather than a con-

queror, under the conviction that an ill peace was preferable

to a good war a sentiment which might be commended to

statesmen in this twentieth century!

Of greatest human interest, perhaps, is the way in

which Ing. Alessio Robles, by the documentary evidence

which he presents, proves that Urdinola was not guilty of

the crimes attributed to him more especially that of hav-

ing poisoned his wife.

The criminal charges which were brought against

Urdinola by the audiencia of Guadalajara and which were
the direct cause of his losing the contract for the colonizing

of New Mexico seem to have been instigated by "a rich and

powerful neighbor, Juan Bautista de Lomas y Colmenares,
considered to be the richest man in New Galicia . . . and for

a long time a persistent applicant for the conquest of New
Mexico." (pp. 217-218). Lomas y Colmenares had power-
ful backing and unlimited social and political influence.

One of his sons-in-law was president of the audiencia in

Mexico City; another was a member of that of Guadalajara.
The bitter enmity of this man to Urdinola dated back

many years and was due to various disputes as to mines,

boundaries, and cowboy difficulties which Lomas had had
with Alonso Lopez de Loys, father-in-law of Urdinola. And
it seems that two of his own cowboys had tried to kill a son

of Lomas, named Andres, (p. 224). At all events, while

Urdinola was actively engaged in perfecting his contract
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with the viceroy for the conquest of New Mexico, an anony-

mous denunciation of him was brought before the audiencia

of Guadalajara which, together with the "evidence" taken

by that body, is shown by our author to have been insti-

gated by Lomas and to have been a fabrication of gossip,

rumors and purely hear-say testimony. Yet it served to

hold him a prisoner for more than four years and effectually

to eliminate him as a contractor for the New Mexico enter-

prise. In fact, he was not legally absolved of the death of

his wife until the Inquisition had intervened; and histor-

ically the shadow has remained upon him to the present day.

Urdinola was a familiar of the Holy Office and as such

he claimed the benefit of the ecclesiastical fuero. By order

of that body another familiar, Captain Juan de Morlete,

conducted an independent investigation which showed the

proceso of the audiencia to be an infamous intrigue.

At this point it may be said that Sr. Alessio Robles,

while clearing the good name of Urdinola, has accepted the

aspersions which seem first to have been cast upon Cap-
tain Morlete by Don Alonso de Leon and to have been re-

peated without question by all later historians. De Leon

pictures Morlete as a pugnacious and ill-natured man who
held an old grudge against Castano de Sosa, and when the

latter left Almaden for New Mexico, through jealousy and
to get revenge he reported the matter to the audiencia in

Mexico and asked leave to go and arrest Castano. (p. 165) .

The reviewer is not yet prepared to say what propor-
tions of truth and falsehood are blended in this portrayal,

but there are other factors which should have recognition.

In the frontier administration of New Spain from 1590 to

1603 there was a group of officials known as "Protectors of

the Chichimeca Indians," and in a list of twenty-two ap-

pears the name of Captain Juan Morlete as protector of the

Guachichiles from 1590 to 1598, and that of Captain Fran-
cisco de Urdinola for "those of the Rio Grande" from 1592

to 1601. When, therefore, Morlete received reports that
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Castano was "slave-hunting," it is possible that the course

he followed was a matter of official duty, at least primarily.

And the similar post held by Urdinola will doubtless throw

added light on his dealings with the various Indian peoples

which form an important part of this most interesting

study.

In his closing chapter Sr. Alessio Robles tells us of

Urdinola's restoration to royal favor and of his government
of the Province of Nueva Vizcaya from 1603 to his death

in 1618. Perhaps it is idle to speculate on what might have

been, and yet had his contract not been cancelled, Urdinola,

rather than Juan de Onate, would have been the colonizer of

New Mexico; and he rather than Pedro de Peralta would

have built the old Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe,

where this review is being written. Perhaps the lot of the

Pueblo Indians and their relations with the Spaniards would

have been happier in those first years. . . .

Ing. Vito Alessio Robles has made a notable addition

to the history of the old Spanish conquistadores, and of not

the least interest is the evidence in this case that scholars of

Spain and Mexico and the United States can help each

other in such work. It must be a cause of keen satisfaction

to Dr. J. Lloyd Mecham and others at the University of

Texas that they were able to put in the hands of the author

such an important part of the documentary material which

he has used.

The Imprenta Mundial of Mexico City is to be congrat-

ulated on its fine press work. The cover, by the artist Don
Carlos Orozco Romero, represents Urdinola, friars, and
Tlascaltecans at the founding of the pueblo of San Esteban

de Neuva Tlaxcala, adjoining Saltillo ; and on the back cover

very appropriately is the author's book-plate, with oak trees

and the motto "Fac et Spera." Among the illustrations are

two portraits of Urdinola, and his coat of arms in colors.

There seem to be very few typographical errors ; 1918 is an
obvious slip for 1618 (p. 298) , and at the beginning of chap-
ter VIII the date should read 1593. L. B. B.
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Wagons West, A Story of the Oregon Trail. By Eliza-

beth Page. Illustrated with photographs. (Farrar and

Rinehart, Inc., New York, 1930.)

Overland with Kit Carson. By Lieutenant George

Douglas Brewerton, U. S. A., edited by Stallo Vinton, with

many engravings by the author. (Coward-McCann, Inc.,

1930.)

Wagons West, containing many letters from Henry
Page, great-uncle of the author, to his wife, follows the life

of this man from boyhood until his return to his Illinois

farm after adventuring with the gold rush. The writer de-

scribes Page's character as a child, the atmosphere of his

New England home ; tells of the influence of tales told by his

half-sister about knights in armor, to take the place of fairy

stories which were taboo. In 1837, after finishing at Rut-

land college, Henry Page left almost immediately for Wood-

burn, Illinois, where he hoped to make his fortune as a

merchant. There he met Mary Rider whom he married.

The story of Mary's family coming from the East and set-

tling in Illinois; the difficulties and set-backs with which

they met, are described. Methods of travel on old stages
and river boats are mentioned.

All this account preliminary to Henry Page's decision

to seek a fortune in California's gold, is told by the author
with a glow of the romantic spirit with which one dreams of

this past period and of the life of one's ancestors.

Henry Page was robbed by his business partner of all

their capital. Facing ruin, he started farming, which af-

forded no great incentive. It was not surprising that the

gold discoveries lured him to follow this new adventure, of-

fering a hope of solving the long-time family financial

problems.
In his first letter he says : "Everybody and his brother

is going to California." The letters do not make exciting
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reading. They contain news of deaths along the way, of

sickness and difficulties of chasing lost oxen. Their tone

shows a marked contrast to that of the other book herewith

reviewed, written after the perils were over, and for the

purpose of publication. It is clear that Page's letters were

not written with that intention. They are more definitely

an account of an individual's experience rather than a dra-

matic study. One notation is interesting, statistically: at

Fort Kearny, he wrote, they found from the record kept
there that 1980 teams had passed the fort up to the night

before.

The book contains fifty-five illustrations, mostly photo-

graphs. A few old prints are historically appealing: for

instance, one of Sutter's Mill, where gold was first discov-

ered in California, and one of an encampment of the trail,

showing the circular wagon formation for protection from
the Indians.

"This off-hand, but strictly veracious, narrative," as

Mr. Brewerton describes his account, has been attractively

edited by Stallo Vinton. The main article deals with Brew-
erton's journey from Los Angeles to Taos in the company of

Kit Carson. The narrative first appeared in Harper's Neiv

Monthly Magazine in 1853, 1854, and 1862.

Stallo Vinton has made an interesting study of the

route followed and has included an excellent map indicating

this.

At the time of the journey described, the author was
nineteen years old, a lieutenant in the Mexican war. His

youth is reflected in his impressions, as, for example, his

first comment concerning Carson : "The Kit Carson of my
imagination was over six feet high, a sort of modern Her-

cules in his build, with an enormous beard, and a voice like

a roused lion, whose talk was all of 'stirring incidents by
flood and field/ The real Kit Carson I found to be a plain,

simple, unostentatious man."
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The account is exceedingly interesting, not only be-

cause of the side-lights on Carson in brief but graphic de-

scription, but also because it tells of a journey over a route

of such previously limited travel. It includes details of ob-

servations concerning incidents and adventures about which

we are glad to be able to read.

One significant feature of the journey described is that

in the mail pouches carried was the first news to reach the

East concerning gold in California.

The author's style is dramatic and enthusiastic, which

fits the subject. He makes a good selection of what to de-

scribe. He recounts such episodes as drinking out of part of

a skeleton when this was the only means of getting water

from a spring; disciplining his mule-man by knocking him
off his horse (once was enough) ;

an encounter with Digger
Indians during an early "Jornada" (which came to mean a

place where there was an absence of water on a route trav-

eled) ; a meeting with the Eutaw Indians, very powerful
and warlike ; the sharing of food with Indians ; horse trad-

ing; a mule's first experience walking in snow; a welcome
feast of fish

; swimming and pulling a raft across the Grand

River; eating of horse meat, from which he abstained for

forty-eight hours while starving, and afterwards coming
to the point of trying to buy a dog for meat.

A few telling sentences express Carson's character:

"Kit waited for nobody," sums it up. The following quota-
tion shows his knowledge of Indian ways : "Look here, the

Indians have passed across our road since sun-up, and they
are a war party, too; no sign of lodge poles, and no colt

tracks; they are no friends, neither; here's a feather that

some of them has dropped. We'll have trouble yet, if we
don't keep a bright outlook."

One senses that it is Carson's clever wariness that

keeps his party from Indian fights. They move at midnight
when things do not look right.
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An attack near Taos is described. Carson ordered a

mountain man to get the mules together in a patch of chap-

arral, while they followed with the Indian who had come
with terms of war. Brewerton, by motion of Carson, was
ordered to fall secretly behind the Indian and shoot at a

moment's notice. Looking back, "I saw about a hundred

and fifty warriors finely mounted and painted for war, with

their long hair streaming in the wind, charging down upon

us, shaking their lances and brandishing their spears as

they came on." Among Carson's orders, was one to shoot

down the mule with the mail bags on her pack, if they
should try to stampede the animals. Just as everything
was set for action, a runner on a speckled horse rushed in

with a message and the Indians were ordered back. Their

"miraculous escape" was discovered later to have been due

to a party of two hundred American volunteers on their way
to punish Indian outrages.

The people of Taos and of other villages are well char-

acterized. Native homes and gatherings are described.

Special characters mentioned are : Father Ignacio, the

jovial village priest ; Ebeneser Spindle, called "Long Eben,"

proprietor of the "United States" Hotel
;
La Tules, known as

Senora Dona Gertrudes Barcelo, famous Santa Fe monte
dealer ; and "Little Aubrey."

The author quotes Gregg instead of describing Santa

Fe himself. But he says of it, "It may have bettered itself

since but it did not suit me then." He also refers to it as a

"pile of mud bricks."

Carson overtook Brewerton in Santa Fe after a short

separation; but left him to add to his recruits and follow

over a slower route.

Brewerton tells of organizing his caravan; describes

the Pecos ruin, then recently abandoned; and suddenly
bursts into eloquence over the possibilities of a railroad to

the coast. One of the last adventures he describes is that of

dodging Comanches by hiding under water.
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The illustrations by the author are keenly expressive of

local color, and his character studies have a definite appeal.

There is an especially attractive one of Kit Carson. The one

of Father Ignacio shows Brewerton's humor.

HESTER JONES.

Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade 1844-1847. James

Josiah Webb. Edited by Ralph P. Bieber. Vol. I Southwest

Historical Series. Arthur H. Clark Company. $6.00.

American advance into the Southwest witnessed a con-

flict of cultures and an amalgamation not experienced in

any other phases of our continental expansion. The pro-

cession of Anglo-American trappers, traders, soldiers, and

settlers into the Hispanic Southwest is a fascinating tale.

The lure of adventure and profit led countless thousands to

make the long journey across the vast stretches of unbroken

prairie and treacherous mountain passes, with every mile

teeming with dangers of extreme heat or cold, hunger,

thirst, and possible Indian attack. The glamour, romance,
and daring of the movement into the Southwest were early

seized upon and frequently distorted by the writers of fic-

tion. The historians entered the field somewhat later, due,

no doubt, to the inaccessibility of source materials. How-
ever, during the past decade and a half, students of the

Southwest have brought to light much of interest upon the

Mexican and American occupation of the land that was once

a part of the northern provinces of New Spain. Strangely

enough, the diaries, journals, correspondence, and private

papers that have been collected tell a story that is far more

interesting and colorful than the fiction which was for so

long responsible for popular conceptions of the life and cul-

tures of the Southwestern frontier.

Unfortunately these materials have been available only
to the serious-minded students and scholars initiated into

the mysteries and allurements of archives and dusty attics ;

and except for two or three desultory publications of some
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fifty years' standing, the general library and reading public

have been deprived of many of the most accurate, vivid,

and interesting accounts of the conquest and settlement of

the Southwest.

The Southwest Historical Series edited by Ralph P.

Bieber, of Washington University, and of which volume one

has recently appeared, will relieve in a large way many of

empty spaces in the documentary history of the Southwest,

making available hitherto unpublished or poorly docu-

mented accounts of prairie travel, Santa Fe trade, military

occupation of the Southwest by Kearny and Doniphan, the

"Forty-niners," the Pike's Peak rush, the Texas cattle trails,

and sketches of the leading families and characters in the

Southwest in the days before the coming of the railroad and

the wire fence.

The introductory volume contains the journal of a

Santa Fe trader, James J. Webb. In 1888, over forty years
since he had been engaged actively in the Santa Fe and over-

land trade, James Josiah Webb, of near New Haven, Con-

necticut, began the story of his experiences in the South-

west. He had only finished three years of his adventures

during his seventeen years residence in New Mexico when
he died. However, these three years form a readable and

splendid contribution to Southwestern history. Webb loved

the prairie, and he wrote as a man of quickened memory
who grew buoyant, and vigorous and young as he re-lived

his youthful adventures. His story begins with 1844, where

Gregg's Commerce of the Prairies ends. Unfalteringly
Webb tells the tale of his first trip across the plains in '44,

his second journey, and a winter trip to St. Louis for sup-

plies, his early ventures in the mercantile business in Santa

Fe, a trip to Mexico in advance of Kearny and Doniphan,
and his experiences as a Mexican prisoner in Chihuahua.
Unlike a day by day diary, Webb's account is not cluttered

with petty details and non-essentials. For the most part the
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narrative moves rapidly, and the enthusiasm and animation

of the writer supply a freshness and interest akin to sus-

pense and plot. One feels the uncertainty of journey across

the plains, the torrid heat and thirst of the Jornada, and the

cold piercing blast of the Texas norther.

Webb gives an excellent description of trail equipment,
the great creaking, canvas-covered wagons, and the ox and
mule teams that were used to draw them over the rough
trail and across the unbridged streams. St. Louis, West-

port, Council Grove, and Independence are frontier towns

once more, animated with the hustle and bustle of outfitting

the wagon trains, the dickerings of traders, and the maneu-
vers of gamblers and teamsters. Webb was a fearless man
himself but when he describes making camp for the night,

one is ever aware of the danger of Indian attack, a stampede
of the stock or depredations by the wolves.

Life on the trail is stripped of its romance as one reads

of men wading waist-deep in icy water for hours in an at-

tempt to get the wagons with their precious freight over a

half-frozen stream.

Webb's dealings with the Mexican authorities in Santa

Fe and Chihuahua give a good index to the character of

Mexican officials and the corruption and fraud which per-
meated the civil structure of that new republic. His de-

scription of Don Manuel Armijo tallies with those given by
others who wrote of their contacts with that unscrupulous
governor.

Through his long association in the mercantile business

in Santa Fe, Webb was acquainted with most of the first-

families and leading characters in New Mexico. Across
the pages of his book pass in engaging pageant the Oteros,
the Armijos, the Pinos, the Ortiz family, Doniphan and

Kearny, Albert Speyer, the Bent brothers, the Leitens-

dorfers, Lucien Maxwell, and Don Carlos Beaubien. Except
for an occasional fandango or baile, Webb did not dwell

greatly on the so-called social life of Santa Fe. Of food,
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taverns, hotel accommodations, he gives a fair and inter-

esting picture.

In reading Webb's journal, one is impressed by its

freedom from cant and ego. Webb is an adventurer be-

cause he loves adventure; never because he wishes to pose
as a hero. His affection for his spirited little mule, "Dolly

Spanker," and his delightful and unobtrusive sense of

humor are quite enough to endear Webb to his readers, and

he commits none of the errors so common when men write

adventures to be read by their grandchildren.

Dr. Bieber has chosen materials for his series wisely

indeed, and volume one gives evidence of his careful scholar-

ship. Spanish words, phrases, and expressions common in

the vernacular of the trail days are carefully explained in

footnotes. A number of rare and excellent cuts add value

to the work. An adequate map gives new and old names of

locations mentioned in the text. The documentation is such

as to indicate an unusual acquaintance and familiarity with

materials of historical import in the Southwest. The points

of controversy, contemporary accounts, and numerous bio-

graphical sketches included in the footnotes prove quite as

interesting reading as the text. Dr. Bieber has pains-

takingly verified dates, events, and descriptions in Webb's

journal by references to contemporary newspapers, the day
books and correspondence and family papers of the Webbs.
To the student this enhances the value of the book, but to the

lay reader to whom this book should have an appeal, as

well as to the scholar, there is a fear that it is top-heavy
with documentation.

Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade is both a delightful

and a scholarly piece of work. It marks a propitious begin-

ning for the Southwest Historical Series. Students and
lovers of Southwestern history may joyously anticipate

what the other eleven volumes will bring forth.

HELEN E. MARSHALL.
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New Found Letters of Josiah Gregg. By John Thomas
Lee. (Worcester, Mass., 1931. 24 pp. Reprint from Pro-

ceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, April, 1930) .

In this paper Mr. Lee has gathered up and reviewed

briefly the rather meager data hitherto known of this

famous trader of the old Santa Fe trail, and then presents a

group of nine letters, previously unpublished, from Gregg
to John Bigelow. An addendum to the paper as first pub-
lished in the Proceedings has been inserted in the reprint

which calls attention to twelve other letters from Gregg to

Dr. George Engelmann, partly on botanical subjects, and
now preserved in the collections of the Missouri Botanical

Garden, St. Louis, and to a letter in the Alvarez Papers of

the Historical Society of New Mexico. Part of this insert

gives an interesting side-light on Gregg:

Since this paper was submitted to the Society, I have
received from Mr. T. J. Fitzpatrick, curator of the Univer-

sity of Nebraska herbarium, a list of twenty-three plants
named for Josiah Gregg by Dr. Asa Gray, Dr. George
Englemann, Sereno Watson, P. A. Rydberg, and J. G. Smith.
Of these botanists only Gray and Englemann personally
knew Gregg. Mr. Fitzpatrick does not by any means claim

finality for his list; there may be other species associated
with the trader's name.

As to Gregg having been a doctor, Mr. Lee states :

My research has brought me inevitably to the conclu-
sion that it is extremely doubtful that the trader ever
studied medicine for any considerable period, much less

became a full-fledged physician ... I have been unable to
find any contemporary mention of the trader as Doctor
Gregg. The earliest reference of the kind that I have en-
countered is in John Russell Bartlett's Personal Narrative
of Explorations, etc., published in New York, 1854, four
years after Gregg's death . . . Final solution of the enigma I

leave to the future investigator.

America Moves West. By Robert E. Riegel. (Henry
Holt and Co., New York, 1930, 566 pp. $3.00.)
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Westward: The Romance of the American Frontier.

By E. Douglass Branch. (D. Appleton and Co., New York,

1930,627pp. $5.00.)

Professor Riegel has produced an excellent account of

the westward movement. As a work of scholarship,

America Moves West hardly measures up to the standard

set by Paxson in his History of the American Frontier.

And Riegel does not give as many facts about the settlement

of the Middle West as Paxson. However, Riegel has evi-

dently profited by the criticisms of the work of his prede-

cessor. He tells more of frontier religion and cultural ad-

vance, and of the social and economic conditions of the

people who settled the West. The book has a very readable

style which will make it a popular text for courses on the

American frontier.

A few errors are noted: The statement that four of

the survivors from the Tonquin escaped and "eventually
found their way back to civilization," (p. 180) ; and the

confusion of the campaigns of 1896 and 1900, (p. 533).
The publishers have announced that a number of minor
corrections will be made in the second printing.

Westward: The Romance of the American Frontier

is a popular account of the westward movement. Important

topics such as the Ordinance of 1787, the treaties by which
our national domain was extended, and the land laws of the

United States are passed over lightly. Attention is cen-

tered largely on the more dramatic and human phases of

western settlement. Thus, Westward is a series of fas-

cinating pictures calculated to hold the attention of the

casual reader who would be bored by a systematic history.

The book may also serve to stimulate the interest of college

students, who, it is hoped, will later turn to more systematic
accounts.
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Of special value to students are the "Supplementary

Readings" listed at the back of both books. Riegel's list,

arranged by chapters, contains some striking omissions,

like Alvord, The Mississippi Valley in British Politics, and

makes no attempt to cite articles. Branch cites some ar-

ticles, and gives brief comments on the works cited. To-

gether the two lists serve to supplement the List of Refer-
ences on the History of the West, by Turner and Merk.

MARION DARGAN.



NOTES AND COMMENTS

DR.
F. W. HODGE, Museum of the American Indian, and

for many years a recognized authority in the ethnology
and history of the Pueblo Indians, especially of the Zuni

region, sends the following helpful criticisms on the "Cam-

paign against the Moqui Pueblos in 1716," which appeared
in the April REVIEW :

1. By reading the document very carefully it seems

to me that the references to San Juan and San Diego de los

Jemez are merely reminiscent of the former missions and
that really the present Jemez was the only pueblo at that

time. This is shown by the reference to the distance of

three leagues from Xemes to Cia, ("pueblo of Cia, distant

three leagues from that of the Xemes" as if there were

only one Jemez pueblo then. See p. 169.)

Again, why should Cia and Santa Ana be named with

San Juan de Xemes (p. 175) if more than one Jemez pueblo
existed at the time?

2. And so with the pueblo of Alona, or Nuestra Senora

de Guadalupe de Alona, of the Zuni province. After the

conquest of 1692, when the Zuni were induced to come from

the summit of Towayalane, or Corn Mountain, and to settle

in the valley, they commenced to establish the present Zuni

pueblo at the site of the former village of Halona (some-
times called Alona) , hence it was natural that the name of

Halona (Alona) should have been given to the new pueblo,

later to be changed to the name Zuni by outsiders. Zuni is

the Keres name. Halona, or Zuni, was the only pueblo

occupied by the tribe after the revolt of 1680. Later, in the

18th century, the mission name of the pueblo was N. S. de

Guadalupe de Zuni. (Dominguez and Escalante, 1776) .

3. I have now little doubt that Kawaika was the Hopi

pueblo destroyed by Coronado in 1540, according to Luxan
in 1583. (See p. 187, note; also Quivira Soc. Pub., I.)

320
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4. El Nacimiento was in all probability El Gallo, the

great spring at the present San Rafael, where Fort Wingate

(the first of that name) was established in 1862. This was
on the road to El Morro and Zuni, which was always taken

on account of the lava flow. Five leagues from El Gallo

would have taken the party into the Zuni mountains, as

mentioned, via the Guadalupe or Zuni pass. (pp. 187-88.)

5. The "little spring" is the Ojo Pescado, where one of

the three Zuni farming villages now is. It was visited and

mentioned by earlier Spaniards, including Espejo and

Onate. (p. 189.)

6. As to the Acoma church (pp. 191-92), Twitchell

was doubtless correct in his statement, following Vargas,
that it survived the revolt. Years ago I was told by old

Acoma natives that the first church was situated a little to

the north of the present one, and was smaller. Presumably
this was the one built by Fray Juan Ramirez, who went to

Acoma in 1629.

7. Pages 199-200. I believe that the expression "del

tamano de un Xeme" has nothing to do with a "Xemes" or

Jemes Indian, but means a Zemi, Zeme, or Xeme, an idol.

The name was picked up in the West Indies by the Span-
iards and by them was taken to the continent. Such idols

varied in size and were made of both stone and wood. They
probably were never very large. By no possibility could

there have been such a difference in the stature of the Jemez

compared with other Pueblo Indians to warrant such a

reference to them as a standard of measurement as that

given in the footnote.

In a subsequent letter Dr. Hodge comments on the

identity of two characters who appear in the Hopi tale, "The

Good-Bringing," in the same issue.

"If Loma-week-va-yah died in 1926 and had made a

mark on the cliff each year for fifty-eight years from
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the time of the event, then the latter must have taken place

in 1868, when the bewhiskered Governor Robert B. Mitchell

was in the chair at Santa Fe. Then too, we must look for a

friendly white man who lived 24 hours or less away, reck-

oned by travel afoot from Oraibi. It is doubtful if any
white man other than Thomas V. Keam, the trader at

Ream's canon, lived in the Hopi country at that time, hence

it would seem that one would not have to look any farther

to identify the kind individual who wrote to the governor."
If Dr. Hodge is correct in his deductions, then we must

go farther and recognize that the men who perpetrated the

outrage at Oraibi were not Spaniards or Mexicans, but were

connected with the U. S. army force stationed at Fort

Marcy, the army post in Santa Fe at that time. A difficulty

in this interpretation is that Governor Mitchell did not enter

upon his duties until August, 1866, and before that date offi-

cers' quarters and barracks for the soldiers and the parade

ground had been established north and west of the old

Palace. (See N. M. Hist. Rev., vol. IV, at p. 203, an illus-

tration reproducing a water-color view of Santa Fe in

1866.) The Hopi messenger was taken to eat "in a large

hall with many men" ; and one's first impression is that this

was a part of the old Palace, although it is not so indicated

definitely.

What is most difficult to believe is that any men con-

nected with the United States army would have practically

enslaved Pueblo Indians, and this immediately following the

Civil War! It harks back rather to Spanish times, or to

the Mexicans who inherited this penchant from their fore-

fathers.

It is not easy to distinguish the historical basis in

legendary and traditional matter, and, after all, the real

value of this Hopi tale is the Indian point of view and atti-

tude to the white man, whether Spaniard or Anglo-
American.



THE SANTA FE FIESTA

IN
1680, nearly three-quarters of a century after the

founding of Santa Fe, the Pueblo Indians all up and down

country rose in rebellion, slew all the Spaniards they could

lay hands upon, and drove the rest out of the province. For

a dozen long years, no white man had a definite footing at

any point farther north than Paso del Norte. Came then

upon the scene General Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan,

and by the end of 1693 the reconquest of the city and

province was accomplished and the government of the Villa

de Santa Fe restored to the hands of the civil authorities.

In September, 1712, the then Governor Jose Chacon

Medina Salazar y Villasenor, Marques de la Peiiuela, issued

an order that in commemoration of the "redemption of this

ancient capital from the possession of the Indians, a fiesta

season be established and observed annually for all time to

come." We do not know how long this order was obeyed ;

but as the years went by it got lost in the shuffle of time and

was forgotten until the early part of the present century.

According to one old-timer here, the credit for the re-

vival of this celebration is due to the Rev. James Mythen,
one-time rector of the Episcopal Church. Early in 1911,

in a conversation with some friends at the Santa Fe Club,

Mr. Mythen remarked that Santa Fe ought to do something
in the way of celebrating some of the important events in

her history. For several years prior to that, the Woman's
Board of Trade had been holding an annual festival on the

Plaza, chiefly for the purpose of raising funds for the

library. As a result of Mr. Mythen's suggestion, it was de-

cided to stage that festival on July 4, 1911, and to combine
with it a pageant depicting the re-entry of General De-

Vargas (1693). Arthur Seligman was made general chair-

man of the celebration, which was a decided success. More
than a hundred Indians took part.
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This was repeated once or twice in the years immedi-

ately following, then abandoned on account of the World

War. It was revived again in 1919 under the definite name
of "The Santa Fe Fiesta," since which time the celebration

has been given annually and without interruption up to the

present. This year it will take place on September 5, 6, 7,

and 8.

For a number of years after the Fiesta's revival in

1919, the program consisted largely of Indian dance cere-

monials. But the neighboring cities of Gallup and Albu-

querque then stepped in with their "Inter-Tribal Indian

Ceremonial" and "First American" respectively, both of

which staged programs much along the same lines as those

of the Santa Fe Fiesta. For this reason, and also in order to

bring the Fiesta more into harmony with its original pur-

pose, a change in program policy was adopted, whereby the

Indian participation was given less emphasis than before,

and the Spanish participation was greatly increased.

The 1931 Fiesta will be staged in accordance with that

policy. It will begin the night of September 5, with El

Baile de los Conquistadores. The evening of Sunday, the

sixth, vespers will be celebrated at St. Francis Cathedral,

followed by the procession to the Cross of the Martyrs,
where a sermon will be delivered in Spanish, commemo-

rating the lives of the friars who were slain in the 1680 up-

rising. The pageant of the re-entry of DeVargas (Monday,
the seventh) ; the Spanish market; Spanish songs, dances,

games, etc. ; and much of the Pasatiempo Parade all will

be handled and managed by such organizations as Alianza

Hispano-Americana, La Union Protectiva, and El Auxiliar

Femenil. The Spanish Colonial Arts Society will have an
exhibit of articles in line with the purpose of the organiza-
tion as indicated by its name.

Indian participation will consist of an exhibit of Indian

arts and handicrafts and a program of Indian dances.
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In addition to all these, there will be such other fea-

tures as a pet animal show, The Burning of Zozobra, and a

play by the Santa Fe Players, turning on the life and death

of Billy the Kid.

For the most part this is a free show, no admission

being charged except to the Fiesta play and perhaps to the

Indian dances.

JOHN D. DEHUFF.



NEW MEXICO FOLKLORE SOCIETY

AT
THE University of New Mexico, in May, was organized

the New Mexico Folklore Society, for the purpose of

collecting and preserving the folklore of the state. The first

efforts of the society will be concentrated on the Spanish
and English lore, and it is hoped that the society will be

able to publish matter collected and properly organized.

Membership in the society is open to all who are inter-

ested in this line of work. Annual dues are $1.00 a year;

$5.00 a year includes membership in the American Folklore

Society ; $25.00 will make one a life member.
At the meeting for organization, Prof. Anita Osuna

was elected president, and correspondence may be addressed

to her at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO

(As amended Nov. 19, 1929)

Article 1. Name. This Society shall be called the Historical Society

of New Mexico.

Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall be,

in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular, the

discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical ma-

terial, especially such as relates to New Mexico.

Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist of Members, Fel-

lows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.

(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council

and elected by the Society may become members.

(b) Fellows. Members who show, by published work, special

aptitude for historical investigation may become Fellows. Immedi-

ately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive

Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may there-

after elect additional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive

Council. The number of Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.

(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical

Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other

benefactors of the Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time

the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts, portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council

and election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.

(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered emi-

nent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the South-

west, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended

by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.

Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a

president, two vice-presidents, a corresponding secretary and treas-

urer, and a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute

the Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and

shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors

shall have been elected and qualified.



Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered

year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the

Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at

the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor

and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by

ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the

respective offices to be declared elected.

Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the

Historical Review.

Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selec-

tion and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction

and control of the Executive Council.

Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held at

the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at

eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at any time upon call

of the President or of three of its members.

Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three mem-
bers of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.

Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall be-

come operative after being recommended by the Executive Council

and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at

any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,

at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such proposed amend-
ment is passed upon by the Society.

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially in-

vited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the

corresponding secretary, Mr. Lansing B. Bloom, Santa Fe, N. Mcx.
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FORT FILLMORE

By COLONEL M. L. CRIMMINS

AIOUT
thirty-eight miles from El Paso, on the road to Las

Cruces on Highway No. 80, we pass a sign on the rail-

road marked "Fort Fillmore." About a mile east of this

point are the ruins of old Fort Fillmore, which at one time

was an important strategical point on the Mexican border.

In 1851, the troops were moved from Camp Concordia, now
El Paso, and established at this point, and the fort was
named after President Millard Fillmore. Fort Fillmore

was about three miles southeast of Mesilla, which at that

time was the largest town in the neighborhood, El Paso

having only about thirty Americans and some two hundred
Mexicans. The Rio Grande then ran between Mesilla and
Fort Fillmore.

In 1854, while the then attorney general of the terri-

tory of New Mexico, Judge W. W. H. Davis, was visiting

this section, he visited Fort Fillmore. He described it as

a large and pleasant military post, built in the form of a

square. The quarters of the officers formed one side, and
the barracks of the enlisted men forming two sides, while

the south side extended to the Rio Grande. 1 There were

quarters for a battalion of infantry at this place. All the

buildings were of adobe, and quite comfortable. A post

garden furnished fresh vegetables for the troops, an item of

maximum importance on account of scurvy. At that time

1. The river is now two miles west of its former position. The old river bed

may still be seen in Mesilla Park and at other points.
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the garrison was under the command of Major Electus

Backus, and it was manned by three companies of the 3rd

infantry.

Mrs. Lydia Spencer Lane was stationed at Fort Fill-

more with her husband in 1860. Fort Fillmore was then

run-down, and had a very small garrison under two lieu-

tenants, and there was no doctor at the post. In case of

medical attention being required, they sent to Fort Bliss,

forty miles south, or to Fort Craig, eighty miles north, and
a relay of mules was sent out to expedite the doctor's

arrival. It took a month to get letters from the East, and
the mail service was very poor, usually coming by way of

Santa Fe, or by the Butterfield Stage Line from Tipton,

Missouri, to El Paso. In the spring of 1861, the post was
so weak that when troops were sent out on an Indian scout

to Dog Canyon, ten miles south of Alamogordo, only one

sergeant and ten privates were left in command of the post,

and Mrs. Lane was put in charge of all the public funds.

This particular scout was probably only a ruse of the con-

federates to weaken the garrison, so they might loot it.

Colonel John Baylor was then gathering confederate troops
at El Paso, Texas, to use for that purpose.
Toward the end of the winter of 1860, the probability of

the Civil War was quite certain. The department com-
mander at Santa Fe, aware of the weakness of Fort Fill-

more and desiring to correct it, sent Major Gabriel Paul,

with several companies of the 5th and 7th infantry and
some mounted rifles, to take station there. Two doctors

also were sent there, First Lieutenant Cooper McKee, and
First Lieutenant Charles H. Alden. Major Paul being ap-

pointed colonel of the 4th New Mexico infantry (Dec. 9,

1861), he was succeeded by Major Isaac Lynde.
That spring a cloudburst in the Organ Mountains, fif-

teen miles to the east, flooded out the officers' quarters.

Many of the army officers in the West at that time

were southerners, some of whom resigned, passing through
Fort Fillmore on their way to Texas and other southern
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states. Among them were Colonel John B. Grayson, 2nd

artillery; Colonel William W. Loring, mounted rifles; Cap-
tain Cadmus M. Wilcox, 7th infantry; First Lieutenant

Lawrence S. Baker, mounted rifles; Major Henry Hopkins
Sibley, first dragoons; Lieutenant-Colonel George B. Crit-

tenden, mounted rifles, General Albert Sidney Johnston,

lately in command of the department of Utah, and Sec-

ond Lieutenant Joseph Wheeler, who was to take such an

important part in the Civil War as a great confederate

cavalry leader.

Loring had been in command of the department of

New Mexico, and resigned on May 13, 1861, but he still re-

mained in New Mexico in the interest of the confederacy.

Major Sibley resigned at that time, and sent the following
letter to Colonel Loring from El Paso.

Hart's Mill, June 12th, 1861.

Colonel W. W. Loring:

We are now at last under the glorious banner of the

Confederate States of America. . .

We shall have no trouble in reaching San Antonio.
Four companies of Texas troops have been ordered to gar-
rison this Post [Fort Bliss]. Meanwhile Colonel Magoffin,
Judge Hart and Crosby are very much exercised and con-
cerned on account of the public stores here in their present
unguarded condition.

Meanwhile you may, by delaying your departure [from
New Mexico] a week or two, add much to the security of
this property. . .

I regret now, more than ever, the sickly sentimentality
by which I was overruled in my desire of bringing my whole
command with me from New Mexico. ... I wish I had my
part to play over again. . .

Should you be relieved of your command too soon to

prevent an attempt on the part of your successor to recap-
ture the property here, send a notice by extraordinary ex-

press to Judge Hart. Your seat in the stage to San Antonio
may be engaged. . .

Faithfully yours,
H. H. SIBLEY.
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All the troops of Texas with their supplies and equip-

ment and funds had been surrendered to the Texans by Gen-

eral David E. Twiggs, on February 18, 1861, so conditions

were getting very serious.

Major Lynde had been repeatedly warned that the

confederates might take Fort Fillmore, but he took no steps

to fortify it. Some of his junior officers suggested to him
how he might make it more defensible, but he always turned

a deaf ear to all advice. On June 27, 1861, First Lieutenant

William B. Lane, Second Lieutenant Christopher H. Mc-

Nally, and First Lieutenant Edward P. Cressy, with sev-

enty men of the mounted rifles, rode toward Fort Bliss to

investigate the report of the approach of four hundred con-

federates, with orders to attack them if they were met, but

they were not encountered. About the end of June, the post
herd was stampeded by the confederates and forty-one of

their horses were stolen. As they could not be replaced

locally, forty-one men of the mounted riflemen were dis-

mounted.

Affairs looked so bad, about the middle of July, that

Lieutenant Lane was sent to Fort Craig with a wagon train

of surplus supplies, so as to keep them from falling into the

hands of the confederates, in case Fort Fillmore should be

abandoned. He left July 24, 1861, with an escort consisting

of the dismounted "mounted rifles" riding on his wagons. A
short time after starting, the wagon master insisted on halt-

ing to rest the mules before starting the night drive across

the Jornada del Muerto, of over eighty miles without water.

It was evidently his intention to have the wagon train cap-
tured by the confederates, who were then marching toward
Fort Fillmore.

About nine o'clock that night, the sound of galloping
horses was heard, and Doctor Steck, the Indian agent, and
a strong union man, arrived and warned Lieutenant Lane
that two hundred and fifty mounted Texans were leaving

the lower valley, en route to capture the wagon train. It

was first planned to corral the wagons, and use sacks of
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flour and bacon for fortifications, and put the women and
children inside. It was then remembered that Captain
Alfred Gibbs, mounted rifles, was on his way to Fort Fill-

more with a military escort, guarding beef cattle for that

post, and was due next morning at the "Point of Rocks" on
the Jornada del Muerto. A messenger was sent to him,

telling him of the plan of attack of the confederates, and

asking for reinforcements. Lieutenant Lane then decided

to push on toward Captain Gibbs, with all possible speed,
and so ordered the wagon master. By one a. m. the mules

began to give out and a halt was ordered, and shortly after,

Captain Gibbs and his escort joined them.

Notwithstanding the rumors of the movements of the

confederates, no precautions were taken by Major Lynde
to defend Fort Fillmore. On the night of July 24, 1861,
the garrison was sleeping peacefully, without taking any
measures to guard against the enemy, consisting of four

hundred Texans under Lieutenant-Colonel John Bell, who
were encamped only six hundred yards away, ready to

spring to arms for an attack at daylight. Luckily the con-

federate pickets had among them two former regular army
soldiers, and they came in and warned the garrison of the

plan of attack. A call to arms was sounded, the drums
beat with "the long roll," and the command turned out.

The Texans then withdrew across the Rio Grande, into

Mesilla, where they had many friends and sympathizers.
That same day, July 25, about four or five hundred men of

the garrison, under Major Lynde, marched on Mesilla, but

did not make an attack. The adjutant demanded the un-

conditional surrender of the confederate forces and the

town of Mesilla. The answer was, "if you wish the town,
come and take it." The Texans fired a few shots, and killed

and wounded some of the Un\on soldiers. Major Lynde
then ordered a retreat to Fort Fillmore, where they arrived

about ten p. m., crestfallen and indignant at the part they
had been forced to play.
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The next day, July 26, Major Lynde ordered a lot of

public property destroyed, and preparations to be made to

fall back on Fort Stanton, by way of San Augustine Pass

and what is now Alamogordo, Tularosa, and Ruidoso. The
Texans started in pursuit of the retreating troops on July
27.

When the post was abandoned, all available supplies
were destroyed, and when they came to destroy the hospital

whiskey, many of the men emptied their canteens of water,
and filled them with whiskey. The consequences may be

imagined. After marching twenty miles, and no water

being available, the soldiers were overtaken by the Texans,
and they surrendered unconditionally, without firing a gun.
No sooner had the surrender been accomplished than the

same officers who were responsible for bringing it about, by
their indifference, sympathy or treachery, now united in

charging the whole responsibility upon weak, old Major
Lynde. Major Lynde was, on Nov. 25, 1861, dropped from
the rolls of the army for this surrender, but he was rein-

stated as of July 28, 1866, and was regularly retired on Nov.

27, 1866. Of the officers who were with him, some joined
the confederates, and others were placed on non-combatant

duty, such as recruiting and the quartermaster service. On
July 28, the Texans marched their prisoners to Las Cruces

and encamped there. They were later paroled and ordered

to Fort Union, New Mexico, en route to Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas.

The disgraceful surrender at San Augustine Pass prob-

ably was part of the plan of our treacherous secretary of

war, John Floyd, and of our equally treacherous adjutant

general, Samuel Mason Cooper, who had taken care to

place confederate sympathizers in posts of importance in

New Mexico. The soldiers of the regular army were, nearly
without exception, faithful to their nation. Had there been

any officer like Roosevelt or Funston present, who was not

afraid to assume authority, instead of a disgraceful sur-

render we might have won a victory.
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Fort Fillmore was never reoccupied by either confed-

erate or union forces. The confederate invasion of New
Mexico swept northward, past Fort Craig to Socorro, Albu-

querque, Santa Fe, and in the spring of 1862 it was well on

its way to attack the union forces which had mobilized at

Fort Union. But at Glorieta Pass, late in March, the con-

federates were checked and forced to retreat. The union

forces trailed them back down the Rio Grande and, with the

arrival of the troops from California during the summer,
the Mesilla valley and western Texas were again held by
the federals.

Today, the crumbling adobe walls of old Fort Fillmore

stand only as a mute reminder of an inglorious episode of

the Civil War. Such honor as should be given it belongs

rather to the decade from 1851 to 1861 when it served as a

frontier post for the control of marauding Indians ; but the

records of those years seem to have been lost, perhaps at

the time when the fort was evacuated.
2
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CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY, THE SPANISH AND
MEXICAN WAY

By Louis H. WARNER

WHO
would have the temerity today to tender in part

payment for a piece of land, a twelve yard dress? If

he wished to do so, where would he find a gown with that

much material in it? A coat, a vest, and a child's shirt were
once as acceptable as the dress. Everything else, in lieu of

money, seems to have had its value in the old days along
the Rio Grande in New Mexico. Conditions were surely dif-

ferent there before the Mexican War. Even the river itself

was known as the Rio del Norte or El Bravo.

And it is not be to wondered at that things were dif-

ferent. A unique civilization had grown up there. Our
authentic knowledge of the region goes back to 1540. Tra-

dition, a bit hazy to be sure, supplements this knowledge.
Let us briefly review events from the coming of the first

Spanish explorers, for they gave us quite definite data. They
found the valley already populated. In communities lived

an unusual type of Indian, who crudely irrigated the lands

and tilled the soil. He raised cotton and he wove. He
made pottery to meet his own needs and no doubt to barter

for things which he did not produce. The Spanish name
for village, pueblo, was applied to them, to distinguish them
from the roving bands all about. By that name are they
known today. The roving bands cultivated little, if any.

They lived by the chase. This, they supplemented by raids

upon those who had. They were in more or less constant

warfare among themselves, although they moved in fairly

well-defined limits. The generally peaceful village Indian

was the victim of them all. For he it was who had, and

who saved up his food supply. So it was quite natural that

the pueblo Indian after a time welcomed the coming of the

Spanish, he submitted to their control, and in a measure

accepted their religion.

334
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These valley people were not of one linguistic stock.

They spoke many tongues. They had somewhat different

stories of their origin. Nor were they particularly friendly
with one another. In habits, customs, and manner of living,

they were similar. Where they really came from, how they

happened to be so different is yet to be more completely
known. Further research will clear up much of the present
doubt. Legend alone does not suffice.

Their friendship for the Spaniards only intensified the

hatred of the nomadic Indians for them. The acceptance of

the new religion by the village Indian was resented. They
would have none of it, although the friars valiantly sought
to interest them. At this time, the world was afire with

religious zeal. The cross and the sword came in together.

One was as potent as the other. Out of all this came closer

contact between the Indian of the village and the newcomer.
In 1598, the first Spanish settlement was established.

It was about 30 miles north of the present city of Santa Fe.

The Indians with apparent good-will and under no compul-
sion gave up a choice spot at the junction of the Chama
with the Rio Grande. Thus their land relations started.

Of course, the villages occupied the most desirable locations.

Plentiful water then, as now, meant everything. As time

went on, more settlers came. They too wanted the better

lands and the more favored water courses. Close proximity

brought strained relations. Even the soldier and the friar

disagreed. Finally, in 1680, the storm broke, and the quiet

generally peaceful Indians of the villages for the first time

effected a successful coalition. When the bloody affair was
over, every Spaniard had either been killed or driven from
the country.

It was not natural for these people to remain in close

harmony for long. Dissension arose. Jealousies cropped
out. In about a dozen years the Spaniards were back, and
this time they stayed until the Mexican revolution of 1821.

The Spaniards had gained by their experience. They came
back somewhat chastened. Grants were authorized and
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made to the various villages. At the time there seemed a

real desire to protect the Indian in every way. Many a

cedula or royal decree was issued, placing the Indian under

the protection of the government. The viceroy was given

power to give them land as needed. Theoretically, this con-

tinued to the end of Spanish control ; practically it did not

always work out. The distance from the home government
was great, the communication slow and arduous. Spanish

holdings were then worldwide. Some caused trouble, abuses

arose and became more frequent. On the whole, however,

considering the times and the prevailing conditions, the in-

tent of the governing officials was to treat the Indian fairly

and protect him in his holdings. Then also the Indian was

permitted to buy and did so. Seldom did they sell and then

only under government sanction.

With Mexican control in 1821, there came a great

change. The Indian had taken an active part in the revo-

lution. If of the village sort, he came in on the same footing

as the rest. He was given full power to alienate his lands

under very limited supervision. In the brief space of

twenty-five years of Mexican control many a large sale was

made, sometimes by the pueblo or village itself, more fre-

quently by the individual, with or without the approval of

the pueblo officials.

The period to be considered is roughly from 1700 to

1846. At no time was money in free circulation. Of course,

coins were in use, but to a very limited degree. So the con-

siderations prevailing in their transactions were only

changed by local conditions. Back in the interior little

coinage came, and yet, in spite of their seeming handicap,
men were as prone to trade then as now. Out of this rather

anomalous situation, there came into universal use a system

unique in its details, and probably, under all of the condi-

tions prevailing, susceptible of much abuse. We have record

of it as far back as 1767. Probably it had been established

before ; certainly with modification it was in use long after.

It was an invention to meet the needs of trade. How well it
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met them it would be hard to tell, conditions, the relations

of people of very different stations in life, making the

answer most difficult. However, trade went on under it,

which was something, at least.

This system provided for the peso as the basic unit. It

had four values, however, and here is where the abuse came
in. No doubt, the unscrupulous often took advantage of the

unthinking by buying at the low standards and selling at the

high rate. It is easy to see how this might have worked to

the great advantage of some.

The peso de plata, silver or plate, was worth eight
reales.

The peso de proyecto, worth six reales, is hard to de-

fine. The last word means project, scheme, plan, or design,
which gives to it an ominous meaning.

Next came the peso de antiguos, meaning of the an-

cients or antiquity. Its value was four reales.

The last and the standard in most common use was the

paso de la tierra. Its value was two reales, only a quarter
of the first. As the name implies, it was of the earth, the

products of the soil. All produce from the land fell into

this category and as time passed, no doubt its use was
expanded to take in many other articles even remotely con-

nected with the earth : getting their sustenance therefrom,
as the sheep, the goat, the cow, or the horse. There seem
to have grown out of this, however, pretty definite stand-

ards of values for the various articles included. So in real-

ity if a sale were made for so many sheep or so much wheat,
the actual consideration paid could be, and in most cases

was, definitely determined in advance. Not infrequently, it

was so stated in the conveyance itself. For example, if one
were to sell a house for 100 pesos de la tierra or in products
of the soil, that would imply so much wheat or corn or what-
ever the commodity may have been until the total of it all

reached the specified number of pesos. The article and the

amount would be more likely enumerated than the total

sum involved in the sale. It was often suggested that the
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transaction was on the peso de la tierra basis though not

necessarily so specified. No doubt then another sale may
have been negotiated out of the buyer on the peso de plata

standard with opportunity for great profit thereby.

To almost all peoples, this phase of the law of contracts,

the consideration, seems to have been similar. The Spanish
law was of ancient origin. It has been influenced by the

early Italian, the Moorish, and more largely still by the

Visigothic laws. Still in this respect, it was not unlike the

old English common law to which the greater portion of

this country fell heir. The Spaniards seem to have thrown
around such transactions innumerable safeguards. Still

the growing ease with which their provisions were waived

greatly nullified their effectiveness. There was one law

which provided a remedy in the event that the seller

thought he had sold for less than the thing was worth, pro-

vided he made complaint within a certain time. However,
the transfers soon became filled with waivers of this or that

law. These were accompanied by statements of satisfaction

and contentment with the price and quantity received.

They even went further. The seller would assert that if the

thing sold was or might become of greater value, he made
donation of the same pure, mere, complete and irrevocable.

By this time, they had thrown away all the attempts which
had been made to protect them from themselves. I do not

mean to imply that all sales were for an inadequate consid-

eration. Many a seller, be he Indian or Spanish, was quite

the equal of the buyer. However, the whole situation under

the conditions was full of possibilities. I fear too fre-

quently these became actualities in practice.

Out of it all, however, there came a frankness that does

not prevail today. In many instances the amount received

was worded out in minute detail, so that the exact purchase

price no longer was a conjecture. One dollar or ten dollars

and "other good and valuable considerations" apparently
had not then been invented. If known, it surely was not in
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universal use. In many instances, which I will cite, the

articles used in lieu of money made up long and varied lists.

In 1708, near the present metropolis of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, a transfer of some magnitude was made. I

suppose today it would be considered a big deal, if the

amount of land involved were known.

Here is the consideration :

400 pesos in ewes at 2 pesos each
10 pesos in sheep at 2 pesos each
1 piece of linen at 12 reales per vara
1 mule at 30 pesos
1 fine scarlet skirt at 60 pesos
6 buck sheep at 4 pesos each; 24 pesos
60 fleece of wool for 15 pesos
1 silk garment for 50 pesos
4 cows with calves at 25 pesos each or 100 pesos

Some of the above items need elucidation. In the first

place, there is the then value of sheep, cows, and the mule.

The value of the fleece is fixed also. A comparison with the

present would be of interest. The vara was used in the

measurement of land as well as cloth. In Spanish days, it

was about 34 inches. The Mexicans used it later but it was
a small fraction less in length. Roughly, in both cases, the

vara was about a yard in our measure. But the relatively

high values of the linen, the skirt, and the silk garment are

to be noted. They all were no doubt imported. To .under-

stand them the times must be considered and the perils of

the sea given weight, but probably the largest item of ex-

pense was the cost of the overland trip from a seaport, via

Mexico City and Chihuahua; through the then El Paso,

now Juarez, and on northward. No doubt the journey as

then taken was over 2,000 miles. The vicissitudes and the

dangers of this trip were great. Conditions of haulage were

exasperating and tedious. To visualize it all, if one can, is

to consider things as of two centuries and more ago. Even
at the present time, that journey could hardly be thought of

without some misgivings. Then it was vastly worse. So it

is more to be wondered that the goods had come through
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at all, rather than the price which they had brought in the

trade.

In the earlier sales, land alone was considered. Occa-

sionally, however, a house would be mentioned. In 1747, a

house of fourteen beams was included. The price paid was :

A dress pattern
A gentle horse
A mule which had been broken
A cow

The exact significance of the dress pattern is not clear.

From its use elsewhere it would seem that the expression
could hardly have the present-day meaning, but rather the

finished product was in mind. One must know the adobe

house to appreciate the meaning of fourteen beams. These

are usually translated vigas, occasionally joists. The type
of house in use then was, and largely now is, of adobe or

sundried brick, one story high. This brick is much larger

than that generally in use the country over. It is simply
made and if kept in repair is very durable. The adobes are

piled one on another to the desired height. They are set

in more adobe. Across the top are laid large beams or

vigas. Crossways of these are placed smaller sticks. Over

all, is more adobe worked in loosely. The practice seems

to have been from the earliest times to describe these houses

by the number of beams or vigas, and rarely in any other

way. Of necessity, these beams had to be placed rather

closely together. That space was not, however, uniform as

one cannot tell the exact size by the number of beams men-
tioned. Then, too, the house might be all in one room or

partitioned off into several.

The consideration of that period, however, sometimes

was quite different. In 1736, within twenty-five miles of

the present capital of New Mexico, 1,200 varas along the

Rio Grande were sold for four Indians, two bucks and two

squaws, all of good age. The length was rather indefinite

but the tract large. It was in the vicinity of Espanola,
now a busy little town on the narrow guage railroad. Its
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exact location was not susceptible of accurate ascertain-

ment. Rarely did this sort of consideration appear, but of

course the traffic in captives of one tribe or another was

then, and even later, quite general.

About this time there sprang up in several areas a

rather universal description for length. It was from the

river to the hills. The river, although the banks have
shifted much in the last two centuries, could be fairly

easily found but the hills were everywhere. Just

which hill may have been meant was a conjecture.

Perhaps the back land was of so little value then

that it was given little thought as to whether the foot-

hills or the high hills in the distance were really in mind.

In this uncertainty there was left much room for argument.

However, the values on the high lands then and even now
had often almost reached the vanishing point. The all es-

sential thing was water and how far it could be carried for

irrigation purposes. However, the habit once established

has gone on, whatever the exact meaning might be in a

given case.

Often there were other deviations from the general
rule. A sword described as costing twenty pesos might suf-

fice. Again an esteban, a piece of steel used for striking

fire, would answer all of the requirements, but generally the

transaction would be sufficiently large to call for a greater

outlay. This would usually mean a collection of articles, of

varying length. Probably the cow and calf would be found
the most often. The burro and the ox figured frequently.
Whatever the article used, the sum total value would usually
be computed in pesos or as we have come to use it, dollars.

In one case in 1753, the total so computed was 739

pesos. In this transaction were involved cows, bulls, sheep,

horses, and 1 blanket. This illustrates the minuteness of

the detail, down to a single blanket, in a transfer of this

magnitude.
The next year, 1754, the pueblo of Isleta, one of the

largest, and just below Albuquerque, figured in an interest-
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ing purchase. These pueblos are commonly thought to have

gotten their lands exclusively by Spanish grant in 1689.

This is not so. Many bought much, some bought more than

they were ever granted. Laguna, of which later, is a good
example. This Isleta purchase was for 1,300 pesos in

"goods of the Kingdom," a rather uncertain term. It was

provided that 800 pesos should be paid down, the balance

in October of the same year. Just what this comprised in

detail is not made clear. The purchase was of a grant made
to Diego Padilla in 1718. He subsequently died, and his

heirs made this sale. Later by two deeds, the pueblo of

Isleta sold part of it back in "Lo de Padilla" at Peralta. The

expression "Lo" indicates place, so it was in the place of

Padilla. A story is told of these transactions that the pur-
chaser became peeved because the Indians would not con-

sent to the changing of certain lines and threw the two
deeds in the fire but that his wife rescued them badly
burned. There has been a long-standing controversy be-

tween the descendants of the parties as to exactly what
lands were covered by these deeds. It has led to much liti-

gation. Only recently an agreement was arrived at that

will end this long standing source of friction.

In 1804, there was a sale for 300 pesos in five dry cows,
four milch cows, and fifty sheep.

The Indians seem to have sold by fields of rather uncer-

tain area. Examples of this are :

In 1804, a corn field for a dry cow, a red bull, and six

sheep.

Another, a field for a horse which the purchaser states

cost him two dry cows of the value of forty pesos.

The larger deals, or those attended by the longer and
more varied lists of articles given, are the most interesting.

Near the present town of Bernalillo in 1826, a strip

about twenty yards by 260 yards in our measure was sold

for:

6 sheep
5 serapes
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1 hand-worked spread
1 calf, two to three years old

2!/2 fanegas of wheat
5 sacks of corn
1 pair fine stockings
1 pueblo belt

Into their transactions came several new elements.

The land, a strip much longer than wide, is very common.

Originally, the strips were more in proportion, but as

estates were divided, having in mind the frontage on the

river or the acequia, they grew more out of proportion until

today one may find a piece claimed which is twenty feet in

width by two or three miles in length. A serape is a shawl.

It may be of elaborate design. It was thrown over the

shoulders and was used in long horseback trips of that day
as a protection in inclement weather. The wealthy men of

that period would often wear a very beautifully colored or

designed serape of expensive make.

The fanega is a measure about equal to two and one-

half bushels of our grain measure. It had another use.

One would petition for two and one-half fanegas of planting
land. In other words, the amount of land that would

naturally be required to plant two and one-half fanegas of

grain. So general did this method become that a certain

definite amount would be meant if the grain were wheat,
another if corn.

The pueblo belt then and now is much used. It may be

very elaborate both in design and texture.

The stockings were no doubt imported. They were
without question of the fine handiwork of that period, and

expensive.
In that same year, and in the same locality, a piece of

land was sold which was described as barren. Nevertheless,
it brought the price and quantity of:

A good horse
A bull, 3 years old

A sieve

8 sheep
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The sieve appears quite often. No doubt it was used

then, as now, in the final cleaning of grain preparatory to

planting. This brings to mind the whole subject of thresh-

ing. Occasionally, today in the back country one will see

the old method still in use. A piece of ground is cleaned

and made very hard and smooth. The grain in the stalk is

placed upon it. Then goats, mules or horses are driven over

it again and again. In this way the grain is eventually sep-

arated from the straw. This grain, in the last process, is

put in the sieve. The Indians, particularly, are very careful

that the seed be very clean before planting. The threshing

plot is called an era. Sometimes it is located on a knoll so

the wind can circulate freely as the goats are driven about.

In this way, much of the dirt and dust is blown away.
About this same period, the consideration seems often

to have been in compensation for lost sheep, 100 or what-
ever the number may be. The shepherd then and now is

held to pretty strict accountability. In those days, he seems

frequently to have entered into a contract with the owner on
shares. There may have been a Navajo raid on the flock, a

sudden snow storm, or something due to his own neglect.

He is paying the penalty by a transfer of lands that he owns
to the owner of the sheep for the loss thus sustained.

Rarely did actual money become the sole consideration.

However, in 1836 we find a sale for "13 reales in effective

hard cash/' In another, "in current money of the King-
dom." Usually, the actual money item was a small part of

the total. In a transaction involving 1,200 pesos, only 100
was in actual money, 200 in merchandise, and the balance in

two mules, two horses, and sheep at the prevailing rate of

the time.

In some transactions involving houses, the number of

doors and windows would be specifically set out. It is hard
to estimate any value for either without the house but it is

possible they might be detached and used elsewhere if not so

minutely mentioned. In 1816, there was sold land, a house,

two doors and three windows.
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Of course, the times are reflected in the trades by the

articles included. After the Santa Fe Trail became opera-
tive you find goods referred to that undoubtedly came that

way. An American axe was the only consideration in one ;

an American saw was a part of the amount paid in another.

In the days of the buffalo, the hides figured often. The
Comanches would come among the pueblos with hides and
barter them about, so they became very common. The Mex-

icans, or before them, the Spanish, would organize buffalo

hunts on a large scale, largely for the meat, but later for

the hides as well. Sometimes, traders from the pueblos
would take along all the articles available for trade and

sally forth. The queer thing was that they were not friends

although they traded with one another. The next day they

might be engaged in deadly combat.

Rarely green peas figured. We find a transfer for a

horse, eleven goats, one-half fanega of corn, and two
almudes of green peas. The almud was a much smaller

measure than the fanega, the latter containing twelve

almudes. The price would indicate that peas were rare and

consequently costly.

Goats then as now were much raised. In consequence,

they appear often in the sales.

A good example of the variety of serapes appears in

the following list :

4 serapes in designs
1 serape in colors

A cheap serape

The other items in this deal were :

A team of oxen
2 cows, 1 with calf

1 donkey
1 pack saddle
1 axe
2 buffalo skins
A fanega of wheat
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The donkey and the pack saddle suggest early days and

methods of transportation. Of course, the burro and a

heavy load of wood are still common, but the pack animal,

so universal a century ago, has practically gone.

Chili and beans are the diet of many. This has long

been so. Here we find two strings of chili along with the

following to make up the required amount due in a purchase
of land :

1 hoe
1 blanket
2 goats
1 hide
2 fanegas of corn
9 almudes of corn
and a tract of land.

This was actually an exchange of lands. The value of

the one more than overbalanced the other, so it was neces-

sary to make up the discrepancy with the numerous other

articles mentioned. Would it not have been interesting to

sit on the side lines and hear these details worked out?

As to the chili, let us digress. Today it is grown com-

mercially in large quantities ; a string will bring from a dol-

lar up. I know nothing prettier than the strings of it,

red as fire, festooned to dry in the early fall. Sometimes
the house is hardly discernible in the mass. No doubt, its

value was no more in the old days. This illustrates well the

closeness with which bargains might be figured when a

string of chili became a factor in the consummation of the

deal.

These unusual payments were not always for land

alone. Two burros were paid for funeral expenses in one

instance ; a goat, two deer hides, and a fanega of wheat in

another.

Most of the land of this period came by grant so we find

1,000 sheep the price paid in 1792 for one of uncertain

amount.
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In one case the land was the price of the marriage fee ;

in another a threat of exposure to the authorities for unlaw-

ful participation in the Taos uprising of 1847 was sufficient

to cause an Indian with the full concurrence and approval

of his pueblo council to give up a rather inconsequential

piece of land in a mountain area.

A typical case of pueblo purchase is Laguna. This

pueblo at some time or another has made five purchases.

The largest in area is Paguate, negotiated for at least 150

years ago. The last purchase made by this active and grow-

ing pueblo was in 1843. The El Rito tract has had a career.

It seems to have once been in the possession of a Spaniard.
He was driven out by the Navajos. Later, Laguna pueblo

occupied it. Then they were ousted by the former Spanish
owners. Eventually, the pueblo bought them out and they
have the land today. The price which was finally paid by
them was :

75 sheep
100 skins of standard quality of all classes

6 horned cattle 2 oxen, 1 cow, 2 bulls, 1 heifer

It will be noted that the skins played a large part, yet
there is nothing to indicate the kind. Apparently, there

was an option which could be exercised if the skins were
of standard quality, but whether that option was with the

buyer or the seller does not appear. There would be a wide

discrepancy if either were freely to exercise such an option.

However, the parties seem to have agreed, for there is no
notice of subsequent litigation over the matter.

At the beginning, I mentioned a dress of 12 to 13 yards.
It figured in this group of articles given. The others were :

4 pesos in cash
1 burro
1 serape in design
An American saw
14 goats with kids
2 teams of oxen
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Some pueblos occasionally sold, although this was rare.

One, San Ildefonso, finds itself today in bad shape. Much
of their better land has gone, and the water supply is a

problem. Just how their two sales of over a century ago
affect the present situation, it would be hard to ascertain. In

1820, they sold 1,416 varas, a large piece, for 428 pesos in

milch cows, oxen, burros, hoes, deer skin, and a bull. Seven

years later, they sold 230 varas more for an amount stated

only in oxen, cows, hoes, ready money, and coined silver.

All told, they sold 1,646 varas, a considerable part of their

original holding. Whether this was prompted by necessity

or poor management one cannot tell today. It is, however,
the largest disposal by any pueblo with possibly one or two

exceptions.

The Nambe pueblo, however, made a considerably

larger sale after the United States came into control of this

area, as a result of the Mexican War. The land has now
largely gone back to the pueblo and it is outside of the

period to which we are confining ourselves, and, therefore,

it is only to be considered here for its uniqueness. Always
witchcraft had played a large part in the daily life of the

pueblos. The Spaniards found it and tried to suppress it,

with rather dubious success. Many pueblos have suffered

severely in consequence of its prevalence in the past. The
Nambe case was the last to come conspicuously into the

open. In 1854, this pueblo conveyed a large area to two men
for $200.00 which they needed to employ attorneys to de-

fend certain officials of the pueblo who had been indicted for

murder because of the killing of a member of the pueblo
who was alleged to be a witch. We have the story of the

then federal district attorney, W. W. H. Davis, who wrote

much of this section. He caused the indictment to be found

and he conducted the prosecution. Eventually, all were

acquitted.

Certain localities reflected their local activities by the

goods they had to offer in the trade. Pelts began to figure

early. An example is :
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3 pelts, value 6 pesos
4 yards of cloth

cuartilla of wheat (a fourth of an arroba; about 6 Ibs)

another :

2 chamois skins
1 burro
1 goat
2 fanegas of wheat

another in 1828 :

2 chamois skins, 1 of 1 marca, 1 of 4% marca
1 buffalo hide
1 white elk

1 fat elk

All of these were of the chase and undoubtedly were
Indian transactions. Where the individual Indian alone

figured is hard to determine, for with the coming of the

Spanish and the general acceptance of their religion, the

Indian had a Spanish name by which he was christened.

Afterward he would be known by that name although he

had an Indian name as well. I have known of pueblo areas

where two of the same name will be found dwelling, one an

Indian, another a Spanish-American, who was a claimant

to land within the grant. The name would not be signifi-

cant, therefore, of the race.

Rarely did the onion rise to the dignity of considera-

tion. Here is an instance where it played its part, however :

the following items,

a team of oxen
1 burro
40 onions, and
a string of chili

bought land 50 by 160 varas.

The burro family often figured in payments for land.

A couple of burros bought a five-room adobe house. A
burro, five goats, one woolen spread, and four reales were
sufficient in one case; a burro, a cow, twelve pesos, a team
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of oxen, and three peses in silver coin, in another
; a burro,

a burrito, twenty goats, and 29% pesos in still another,

(the burrito is just the usual diminutive.) A couple, burro

and burra, paid in another; two burros, one burrito three

years old, one burro seven years old, twenty-six goats, a

serape, four rolls of punche, make up another list. (The

punche was the native tobacco.) A burro, a serape, a team,

eight oxen, and a blanket constitute still another consider-

ation.

Again a burro brings a piece of land thirty varas in

width. The length is not given. This indicates the change
from the present, when a burro may be found in the pound
and way be disposed of for little or nothing.

At times buckskin figures as consideration. It had sub-

stantial value, and we find various examples of such use:

An Indian field was exchanged for a buckskin, a

Navajo blanket, and a saddle blanket.

Another, for a pelt and a white buckskin.

Another deal called for two white buckskins, two sheep,

and a buffalo hide.

One of the first things done by General Kearny when
he took possession in August, 1846, was to abolish the legal

paper which was required for deeds and documents. It

cost them $8.00 per sheet. Naturally enough, in the smaller

transactions all sorts of informalities were indulged in to

avoid this expense. Rarely, therefore, were these transfers

recorded. In fact, there was no universal recording system
in vogue until our day. But, of course, this formality was

sometimes insisted upon by the purchaser. Then the cost of

the deed itself became a part of the payment.
An early transfer in which this figured set forth as the

consideration :

a mare
a horse
a cow and calf

another cow
a tilmada
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a buffalo hide
cost of deed

(A tilmada was a blanket, which was used as a cloak.)

In another case, thirty-three pesos, a two-year bull, and
the cost of the deed were sufficient.

Sometimes the expression "rights of justice" was used

with apparently the same object sought as above.

In many instances something very out of the ordinary
would appear as the price paid. In 1834, a grantor must
have had a ravenous appetite or had conducted a general

barbecue, for he relates with all solemnity that he was con-

veying a piece of land 200 varas, and one-half of a house for

the yoke of oxen he had eaten.

Once an ear of corn sufficed in an agreement for the

occupancy of a piece of land. It was so recorded.

A cheese, a chamois skin, and 2 almudes of wheat were
once mentioned. This section was never what we now
would call a dairy region, so the wonder is where and how
the cheese was obtained.

Clothing at some stages would figure prominently in

part payment.
In one :

a cotton shawl
1 silk handkerchief
1 pocket handkerchief
12 pesos in reales

In another:

a silk rebosa or shawl
an ox
4 goats
a serape
1 burro

In another:

a child's muslin shirt
a gun
a fat cow
a 1-year old calf
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In another:

a cape
a coat
a vest

8 pillows
an American blanket
1 fat ox
1 horse with saddle and bridle

In other sales bedding was not alone available but

acceptable in part payment. One instance :

a mattress
a mule
a carbine
5 reales

71 pesos

Another :

a mattress
1 fat goat
1 cow
1 team of oxen
9 almudes of corn
10 fanegas of wheat
9 reales

Another :

2 varas of bedcloth
a bull

Because of the expense to be incurred in the use of legal

paper and the necessary going before some official who
would execute the deed of conveyance, an inexpensive short-

cut was early devised, and it came into very general use.

This was the endorsement over of the deed much as one en-

dorses over a note today. Sometimes this endorsement

would be rather elaborate and state the terms ; at others this

would be simplified ; while in still others, particularly trans-

fers within a family, the papers would merely be turned

over without any endorsement whatever.
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In 1824, a four-room adobe house was sold for 68 pesos

in products of the soil. Many years later, it was endorsed

over for:

a cow
a sieve

2 serapes
1 peso

An Indian conveyed land for an ox he had killed or a

horse he had drown; a mother conveys for love and affec-

tion ; old people made conditional sales upon the promise of

care and assistance to the end of their days ; and often they
made conveyance in lieu of a promise of the payment of the

funeral expenses after their demise.

Sometimes the thought of the seller was sportive, as

when a piece of land was sold for a racing horse. This was
an Indian transaction.

It is but natural that the selling price would sometimes

fluctuate violently according to the value the parties would

place upon some of the personal articles available for use in

the trade :

a mule
a fat cow
3 sheep
a team of oxen
2 hoes
1 fanega of wheat
12 pesos
2 pesos in products of the soil

is just what the buyer had; it was what the seller needed
more than the land in question, or at least he then thought
so and the exchange was made.

To another:

an ox
a hoe

7!/2 fanegas of wheat
12 pesos
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was what the top of the market looks like to many now.

Necessity knows few laws today; it probably knew fewer
then. Four wagonloads of wood for four pesos was more

appealing than a piece of land 21 by 21% varas, near to

the Rio del Norte. What the circumstances were that made
this consideration appealing one does not know. Perhaps
the seller was an old man alone, or an aged couple. The
land was not over-productive, the wood a dire necessity in

their everyday lives. Maybe they were crippled, inactive,

and needed the warmth of the fire most of all. There is

many a pathetic scene today; imagination of what might
have been under the conditions then prevailing is easily

aroused.

On the other hand, some were improvident, others lazy,

and so the yearning for other things and perhaps other

scenes may have prompted these sales :

Land for a wagon and four yards of cloth

Land for a wagon and a mare and harness

Land for a horse, a saddle and bridle, and 25 pesos

A man may have been a peon. He may have been for-

tunate enough to have gotten out of the clutches of the

system. He may even have been given his freedom by his

deceased master's will, or fortunate enough to have accu-

mulated a few articles, and he wanted to settle down to be

his own boss and perhaps to sometime become a master of

others.

So he buys in los temporales, a piece of land 64 by 110

varas. The name would indicate that it was in a dry farm-

ing area. He might later have tired of all this, and he en-

dorsed over his deed for ten goats. With these ten goats

plus two in perfect condition he buys a larger trace and

settles down permanently.
Out a few miles to the north of Santa Fe a few sales

will tell the method of purchase.

In 1789, 180 pesos in products of the soil paid for 527

varas of land.
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In 1818,

a mule value 100 pesos
2 serapes, 1 heavy, 1 black, value $16
8 varas land
a three-room house

bought land 28 by 450 varas at Jacona. This was once a

Tewa Indian pueblo. During the reconquest of 1693-4, it

was badly worn down. By the uprising of June 4, 1696, it

passed out. Eventually, the land became a Spanish pos-
session and was such when the transaction was put through.

In 1824, a blanket in colors and a serape brought 12

varas.

In 1827, 1 hide, 1 bull, 2 almudes of corn were sufficient

to pay for 40 by 76 varas.

In 1831, 262 pesos in products of the soil and 2 mules

were paid for 145 varas in Pojoaque.

In 1841,

2 mules
1 burro
10 goats
17 pesos in cash
6 varas of print cloth

3 varas of muslin
10 fanegas of wheat

captivated the land owner.

In 1843,

1 mule
1 ox
10 hides

were all that were required for 400 varas.

In 1846, a peso per vara was paid for farming land.

This price is seen in many sales.

In 1846, however, 37 varas of land and 7 vigas of a
house were gotten for 28 pesos in products of the earth.

Algodones is an old settlement. One of the earlier mili-

tary writers speaks of it in 1846 as large in comparison
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with the usual towns and villages seen ; still in 1824, there

were sold there 178 by 42 varas for a cow and calf and a fat

steer, while that same year in another sale, another cow and

calf alone brought over 10 times as much. However, loca-

tion and proximity to water was everything then.

Over the entire area property moved in spite of the

scarcity of coin. The only effect was to make stabilization

somewhat difficult and even that was largely overcome.

In 1772, sheep and coin of the usual price of the King-
dom were mentioned, while 30 years later in using these two
no reference to their value seemed necessary.

Some general samples of consideration show the great

variety of articles used.

1. 3 year old steer

2 year old calf

2 fanegas of beans
1 goat with kid
2 serapes
50 varas of clothing

2. a saddle horse, spurs, bridle, all valued at 100

pesos
2 cows
2 ewes and lambs
1 axe
1 fanega wheat
and other minor considerations

If the above were not minor considerations, one is led

to wonder what a minor consideration really was in those

days.

3. 3 cows, 1 with calf

1 ox
1 bull

1 blanket

% fanega of wheat
some green peas

4. a blanket, a dress, 3 pesos

5. a mule
2 burros
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1 rifle

a locket in silver and crystal

6. a pair of oxen
a ewe
12 varas of savinilla

Savinilla was a cotton cloth woven in ancient times.

7. a team of oxen
2 goats
1 sheep
1 fanega of wheat
3 pesos in reales

8. 2 goats
10 varas of cloth

rights of the deed
1 almud of beans
1 almud of corn

9. 4 buffalo hides
6 pesos

10. 600 pesos in products of the soil

2 teams of oxen
4 mules
6 cows and calves

11. 1 ox
a blanket in colored design
1 serape in colors

3 pelts

rights of the deed

12. 5 good serapes
rights of tlie deed

13. a gun
an axe
a serape
an almud of peas

14. 6 pesos in cash
6 picked ewes

15. 100 pesos de la tierra

16. 126 pesos current in land products
17. 1 vara per ewe for 276 ewes

In 1831, a plow and two oxen figured with other arti-

cles in the purchase of 580 varas of land. As late as 1928, I
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saw a wooden plow in use. It is doubtful if this plow could

have been more modern.
In 1839, six cows were given for a house, a lot, and 35

varas of other land, from north to south.

In 1840, 67 pesos were paid for a four-room house.

That same year but 41 pesos were given for 560 varas run-

ning in a straight line from the river to the hills.

In 1841, 11 1/2 pesos bought 45 varas of planting land.

In 1846, 350 pesos in good coin were needed to buy a

five-room house and 52!/2 varas of land.

Two years later, a deed for a four-room house with

two doors and one window was endorsed over for 30 pesos.

These strange considerations had all been paid for

property of various sorts, usually real estate.

There was another sort of trade of which I have made
but a suggestion : that of captives in the raids and counter-

raids that were taking place more or less constantly.

Usually the children or the women were the victims of this.

A Mexican boy was captured by the Comanches within

the limits of Old Mexico as we now know it. He was ten

years old. His captors sold him to the Apaches, and a Mex-
ican bought him for :

4 knives
1 plug of tobacco
2 fanegas of corn
4 blankets
6 yards of red Indian cloth

Another boy of the same age, captured by the Apaches,
was sold for :

1 mare
1 rifle

1 shirt

1 pair drawers
30 small packages of powder
some bullets

1 buffalo
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A young woman, whose husband and daughter of four

years had been killed by bands of Comanches and Apaches

apparently working together, was sold by the Apaches for :

2 striped blankets
10 yards blue cotton drilling
10 yards of calico

10 yards cotton shirting
2 handkerchiefs
4 plugs of tobacco
1 bag of corn
1 knife

One of the strangest of them all was a penalty inflicted

because of a marriage contract with a distant relative. The
contractor was ordered to pay 24 pesos de plata, but as he

declared there was no money in the country, he tendered

goods and livestock instead. He was ordered to pay 100

pesos, the value of three cows, and one steer, each valued at

25 pesos de tierra. The governor ordered the return of 42

pesos de tierra.

This last transaction is difficult to figure out on any
basis but it illustrates well the difficulties attendant upon a

currency arrangement based upon four standards of value.

It shows at the time the discrepancy between the peso de

plata and the peso de tierra.

I am sure you will agree that affairs along the Rio

Grande were very different then from what they are today.



JOHN G. HEATH

By the late WM. H. H. ALLISON"

ON
PAGES 13 and 162 of Vol. I, and again on page 119 of

Vol. 2, of Old Santa Fe, occurs the name, John G.

Heath, as one connected with a grant of land along the Rio

Grande valley, a short distance above El Paso, Texas, soon
after Mexico had gained her independence of Spain and
had established herself in the roll of free governments.

Thinking that perhaps some of the readers of the magazine
would be pleased to know something more about this early
American adventurer than the casual mention of his name,
as being the grantee of a large tract of land from a sub-body

politic that was soon afterward conveniently found without

power to convey it ; we feel at liberty to contribute for pub-

lication, some facts about his busy life, having seen him
in our early boyhood days. During the last three years we
have frequently had occasion to turn over and consult the

tablets of our memory in regard to what we have known and

heard of this truly unique character; for, in that time we
have answered several letters from two different individ-

uals, both desiring to do honor to the memory of John G.

Heath, in the pages of history. One of these is the librarian

of The State Historical Society of Missouri ; the other Mr.

Herman G. Kiel, a native of Gasconade County, Missouri,

but now an official resident of Washington, D. C. It seems

that after the lapse of almost one hundred years from the

time of the sitting of its first constitutional convention, the

state of Missouri desires to honor each individual member
of that body of pioneer statesmen with a separate biog-

raphy, the subject of this sketch being one of them. Mr.

1. With a letter under date of Albuquerque, June 5, 1915, the author (since

deceased) sent this paper for publication in the former quarterly, Old Santa Fe.

The author's foreword, therefore, is of that year, as is also his acknowledgment of

indebtedness to Mr. Herman G. Kiel for many items which the latter had furnished

from notes gathered from the early archives of St. Louis, St. Charles, Franklin, and

Gasconade counties, Missouri.

360
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Kiel is engaged in writing a history of his native county,
and its pioneer settlers, and John G. Heath was one of

these. One commendable trait seems to be strongly de-

veloped in each of these writers; in this, they are very
anxious to be shown.

John G. Heath was born in the state of New York
and was a nephew of General William Heath (1737-1814),
of Revolutionary fame. At this time, it is next to the im-

possible to accurately state the date of his birth, or the

exact location of his father's farm, on which it is supposed
he grew to manhood. On this point it is sufficient to say;

that, because of a certain early date when he purchased
valuable property in the village of St. Charles, Louisiana,

when it was yet a dependency of the Crown of Spain, he

was probably born about the year 1776 or 1777. He re-

ceived a liberal education in the Latin, Greek, and English

classics, and in mathematics. Once in conversation with

David Ross, who claimed to have been a native of the state

of New York, where he was born in the year 1797, and who
had come to Missouri in his early manhood, and who knew
Heath well because of having had many business trans-

actions with him; when the latter's name was incidentally

brought into the discourse, said, "The public road lay di-

rectly between Heath's father's house and the home of my
father, where I was born." Ross never claimed to have

known Heath in New 'York, for the latter had, in all proba-

bility, left the ancestral home before the former was born ;

yet on coming together in Missouri, the fact was established

as stated by him.

Just what year the subject of this sketch crossed the

Mississippi River and took up his residence in the Province

of Louisiana will probably never be known. Among the

early records of deeds in St. Charles County, Missouri, ap-

pears one made by Robert A. Heath to John G. Heath, con-

veying a piece of property in that place for the sum of $150.

This instrument bears date July 1, 1800. It has been said

that this Robert A. Heath was a brother to John G. Heath,
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but this lacks confirmation. It is more than likely they were

cousins.

The next we hear of Heath is in the year 1808, for in

the spring of that year he, in company with one William

Christie, came up the Missouri River, and manufactured

salt at a salt spring fifteen miles west of where the City of

Boonville now is, near the Lamine River, about nine miles

above its mouth. This business was kept up for many
years, at the rate of about eight or nine months in the year,

returning to St. Louis annually about the first of November,
in order to escape any danger from hostile Indians. At this

business Heath grew rich, and was familiarly called "The

Big Salt Man." Because of this early business, Heath, no

doubt, made the first improvements on the south side of the

Missouri River, and west of the Osage River. As the nar-

rative progresses we always find him in the van.

On July 4, 1808, the people of the village of St. Charles,

Missouri, and vicinity, assembled at that place to celebrate

the anniversary of our independence as a nation. John G.

Heath had been chosen to deliver the oration for the day.

Colonel Timothy Kibby presided and introduced the

speaker. This oration was reported for and published in

Vol. I, No. 4, of the Missouri Gazette, of Tuesday, August 2,

1808. A part of this speech has been reproduced in a "Fac-

simile Reproduction of First Page of Early Issue of the

Missouri Gazette, Oldest Newspaper in Missouri," on page
566 of a volume entitled, "The State of Missouri. A Bi-

ography. Edited by Walter Williams, for the State of Mis-

souri, for the use of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

1904."

The orator, before beginning his speech, used the time-

honored formality: "Fellow Citizens," but a little further

on, when he found himself well warmed up to the occasion,

he exclaimed, "Fellow Citizens of Louisiana"; and in that

exclamation he was perfectly right, for it was to be four

years and five months, lacking but one day, before the Ter-

ritory of Missouri was formed by act of congress. Consid-
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ering that in all probability the remainder of the speech,

not reproduced, was in all respects equal to the two columns

appearing in the reproduction (and it is reasonable to so be-

lieve it was), then, probably at that time no other man liv-

ing within the bounds of the Louisiana Purchase could have

delivered an oration more eloquent, and in every way befit-

ting the time and occasion. The country had recently been

acquired by purchase, and attached to the domain of the

United States; while many of its people had as recently

severed their allegiance from two great nations beyond the

Atlantic Ocean, both of which had lately possessed it, and,

by the terms of the treaty, had conformed their allegiance

to the United States. All these facts had been studiously

considered, and the address made to fit them in every detail.

The speaker disclosed the fact that he had known of Lindley

Murray (1745-1826), and that he had cultivated a close

acquaintance with the best English writers and speakers of

the eighteenth century, and there have been none greater

since.

Before proceeding further with the story of Heath, we
propose to give a few items gleaned from this publication,

the "oldest newspaper in Missouri." The name of the

paper, Missouri Gazette, stands immediately over the third

and parts each of the second and fourth columns, the latter

being the last column ;
each initial letter being an italicized

capital, followed by italics of the great primer variety.

This sheet is No. 4, Vol. I, and bears date, Tuesday, August
2, 1808, and, being a weekly, leads us to believe that the first

issue came from the press on Tuesday, July 12. At the

head of the second column is the space reserved by the pub-
lisher on which is erected his masthead, using newspaper
parlance. This standing notice .reads as follows : "St. Louis,

Louisiana. Printed by Joseph Charless, Printer to the Ter-

ritory. Terms of Subscription to the Missouri Gazette,

Three Dollars paid in Advance. Advertisements not ex-

ceeding a square will be inserted one week for one dollar,

and fifty cents for every continuance, those of a greater
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length in proportion. Advertisements sent to this office

without specifying the time they are to be inserted, will be

continued unto forbid, and charged accordingly." The
word "unto" preceding the word "forbid" undoubtedly ap-

pears because of a typographical error. The first column

is given over entirely to advertisements, headed with one

reading as follows: "Cash given for bills of exchange on

the government, Wilkinson & Price. St. Louis, July 12,

1808." And a second insertion of this card appears near

the foot of the second column, showing conclusively that

Uncle Sam had already established his credit in his newly

acquired domain. Then there appears a list of unclaimed

letters remaining in the post office at St. Louis, July 1, 1808,

signed, "R. Easton, P. M." This card occupies two-thirds

of the column, much more than necessary, owing to the

manner in which the matter is displayed ; after the caption

appears the letter A in the middle of the column, under

which are all the names beginning with that letter, and so

on through the alphabet; many of the lines appearing al-

most blank. Then appears this announcement: "A variety

of school books for sale at this office," and the same card

appears again at the foot of column two. "Blanks Printed

At this Office, On reasonable teams." stands at the foot of

the first column. In the second column, just under the

masthead, appears this announcement: "Sales at Auction."

Then follows a list of miscellaneous articles, among which
are listed, best cognac brandy that has been more than three

years in cellar at this town, cloths, calicoes, Irish linen, sad-

dlery, tobacco and hardware. The third and fourth columns

are entirely taken up with Heath's oration, and at the foot

of the latter, in a bracketed space, the reader is asked to

"(See 4th Page)" All through Heath's discourse there is

the frequent use of the "f" for the "s", and likewise the

double "ff" for the double "ss", though these letters as we
use them today, are frequently seen in their proper places.

The only reason for the promiscuous use of these letters at

that time, is the fact that they were slowly finding their
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legitimate places in English literature
; and, not many years

afterward, the pages of books and newspapers appeared
more nearly as they do now. How are we to account for the

frequent repetition of business cards in this issue of the

paper when it is reasonable to suppose that Heath's speech

occupied at least one-fourth of its entire space; and when
we consider too, that allotted to the editorials, and the scis-

sors and paste-pot contributions, commonly called miscel-

lany? Let us suppose that inasmuch as the paper was a

new venture, the first in that part of the Louisiana Pur-

chase, business men had not acquired the habit of placing

cards announcing their various occupations, and their goods
and wares for sale to the general public. However, the

weakness of the venture, like many others since, must have

been noticeable from the first issue; for, before the year

ended, in order to avoid complete failure the Missouri

Gazette suffered itself to be taken over by The St. Louis

Republican, now the St. Louis Republic, which dates its be-

ginning from the year 1808. The copy from which the

impression was taken bears the name in script, of Capt. S.

Vrain, evidently meaning, as we would write it now, Capt.

St. Vrain. This individual, no doubt, was an ancestor, or

was collateral with the ancestors of the St. Vrains that be-

came residents of New Mexico less than twenty years later,

where their influence for good was keenly felt during the

remaining years of the past century.

We have stated that Heath began the manufacture of

salt at "Heath's Salt Lick," fifteen miles west of Booneville,

Missouri, in the year 1808, and that he continued the busi-

ness for many years, returning to St. Louis with the product
of his labor late in the fall, so as to escape the possibility

of coming in contact with unfriendly Indians that annually
wintered near by. That John G. Heath was acquainted

with Chiefs Quashgima, Keokuk, and Blundo, the latter

being one-half of French blood, who governed the local Sac,

or Sauk Indians during these years, there can be but little

doubt ;
and that two of his Negro slaves had an opportunity
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of becoming much better acquainted with them than their

master ever wished to be, there can be less doubt; for,

during the month of May, 1814, these two men, while in

the forest chopping wood with which to keep their master's

furnaces going, were surprised and carried away by the

Indians. Heath and one Alexander Allison at the head of

a small party of volunteers, went in pursuit of the savages,

but their effort to regain possession of the Africans proved
abortive. This tragedy, though bloodless and among the

last to be perpetrated in that region by the Indians, fur-

nished the text for many fireside stories for years after-

wards. At that time Ma-ka-tac-mish-lia-kiac, later known
as Black Hawk (1767-1838), and who later became a fam-

ous chief and leader of his tribe in Iowa and Illinois, was
a warrior in the "Boone's Lick Country."

July 5, 1814, John G. Heath was married to Hattie Mc-

Donald, in St. Charles County, Territory of Missouri, the

ceremony being performed by Daniel Colgan, a justice of

the peace of that county. And in August of the same year
he was elected a member of the legislature of the Territory
of Missouri, for St. Charles County. This probably was
the first assembly.

And now the scene changes. On January 23, 1816, that

portion of the Territory of Missouri, which had been semi-

officially known for more than a decade of years as the

"Boone's Lick Country," was by act of legislature formed
into Howard County, and the territorial laws extended

over the same; and Hannah Cole's Fort, which was then

where the city of Booneville now is, was designated as the

temporary seat of justice; and there the first term of the

circuit court was held, being on the second Monday (8th

day), of July, 1816. The officers of this court were David

Barton, judge; Gray Baynum, clerk; John G. Heath, circuit

attorney; Nicholas S. Burkhart, sheriff. The latter, being
a Virginian by birth, was beyond doubt collateral with the

ancestry of our well-known citizen, Hon. Summers Burk-

hart, United States attorney for the District of New Mex-
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ico. It was at this term of court the following named com-
missioners were appointed by the judge to select a perma-
nent seat of justice for the new county: Benjamin Estill,

David Jones, David Kincaid, William Head, and Stephen
Cole ; and eight days after, on the 16th of the same month,

they came into court and reported that they had selected the

town of Old Franklin, on the north side of the Missouri

River, for the future county seat. William Head, one of

the commissioners was of the ancestry of Hon. La Fayette

Head, who was twice a member of the legislative assembly
of New Mexico, being president of the council in the 8th

assembly in the year 1858, and later the first lieutenant-

governor of the state of Colorado. This the writer learned

from a personal interview with Governor Head soon after

his election. This noted place, from that time for several

years, grew rapidly until it became the second town in size

in the state, and immediately became the eastern terminus

of the Santa Fe Trail, and there Heath, who always kept
both his eyes keenly set for the perception of any business

opening that might occur, opened a large general store,

which business, according to tradition, was continued until

about the year 1825.

The scene changes again to St. Charles County, and
there is found among the old records of that county, an in-

strument by which John G. Heath conveys property valued

at $3,000 to Robert A. Heath, and on the same day, Septem-
ber 22, 1818, an agreement is entered into whereby they
became joint owners of all their property; and in the fol-

lowing year, on April 27, 1819, these two gave bond in the

sum of $1,000, as agents of Rene Dodier of near St. Charles.

And again the scene changes to the other side of the Mis-

souri River, in Franklin County, and here is found in the

circuit court records of that county the following entry:

"Edward Bates and John G. Heath, licensed attorneys and

counselors at law, were admitted to practice in this court,

and Edward Bates was received as deputy circuit attorney
in place of Joshua Barton, circuit attorney, absent." This
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term of court was held at the town of Newport, Monday,
July 12, 1819, and probably was the first term after the or-

ganization of the county, which took place on the llth day
of December of the previous year. At this term of court,

one David Shelton was indighted and arraigned for "stab-

bing." Heath defended the accused before a jury of twelve

"good and true men taken from the body of the county," and
such were his powers of eloquence before the jury that his

client got off with a fine of one dollar and three months'

imprisonment in the county jail. This was doing fairly

well, considering the fact that he was opposed by probably
the best lawyer then living west of the Mississippi river,

and who later served at attorney-general in President Lin-

coln's cabinet, Edward Bates (1793-1869).
And now the scene changes again, this time farther up

the Missouri River, where Heath becomes joint owner of a

tract of land on Big Island. We here quote from "History
of Gasconade County, Missouri," pages 633-634: "One of

the earliest purchases of land in this county was that by
Robert A. and John G. Heath, of 160 acres of land on Big

Island, opposite Cote Sans Dessein, of Joseph Rassene who
claimed preference to purchase by reason of actual habita-

tion and cultivation, agreeable to several acts of congress,

which preference he transferred to Robert A. and John G.

Heath, December 21, 1818, for $300. This preference

Joseph Rassene (or Rassein) acquired by marrying the

widow of Jean Baptiste Paraw. The Big Island was sit-

uated at the mouth of Osage River, opposite Cote Sans

Dessein." The details of this early transaction reveal the

fact that Uncle Sam was taking care of the acquired rights

of his French subjects, that had vested in them before the

treaty of April 30, 1803.

By act of congress, approved March 6, 1820, the people

of the Territory of Missouri, then organized into fifteen

counties, were authorized to hold an election on the first

Monday and the two succeeding days of May, 1820, to

elect delegates to a constitutional convention to be held in
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St. Louis, then the territorial seat of government, on June

12, of that year. John G. Heath was elected to represent
Franklin County. This body of state-makers, consisting of

forty-one members (all of whom were slave-owners), con-

vened on the day appointed, and continued in session five

weeks, during which time they drafted a fundamental law,

that, with a very few amendments, served the people of

Missouri for forty-five years. This fundamental law was
never submitted to a vote of the people for its adoption or

rejection, but took effect from and after its adoption by the

convention. This omission was probably owing to the

fact that the enabling act did not require it to be thus sub-

mitted ; and again the eagerness to get into the union, and
the short time they had in getting the constitution before

congress at its first session; with the hardships and slow-

ness of travel over almost impassable roads to the national

capital ;
all these together sufficiently excused the conven-

tion for the lack of the usual courtesy extended the sover-

eign people on such occasions. And a further proof of the

fact that the people were very anxious to secure their

sovereignty as a state, all state officers and members of the

first legislature were chosen at an election held on the

fourth Monday and the two following days, being the 28th,

29th, and 30th of August, 1820. At this election John G.

Heath was chosen a member of the lower house for Frank-

lin County.
The first legislature met early in the month of Novem-

ber, and, on the 25th of that month an act was passed creat-

ing Gasconade County out of the western part of Franklin

County, and by that act Heath became a resident of the

newly created county. And in the further organization of

this municipality Heath was again in the van. Being a well-

trained disciple of Euclid (fl. 300 B. C.) he was appointed

county surveyor, an office he seems to have held for nearly
twelve years, beginning in January, 1821, and continuing
until July 27, 1833. One of his first acts as a civil engineer
was to lay out and plat the town of Gasconade, conveying
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the fifty acres of land on which the plat was made, jointly

with Robert A. Heath, to the county for the sum of $10.

This place, situate at the mouth of Gasconade River, imme-

diately became the county seat. Heath here kept a general
merchandise store, and was granted a license for keeping
a ferry over the river. The first term of the circuit court,

beginning July 23, 1821, was held at Heath's house. Nels

Willson and John G. Heath were enrolled as practicing at-

torneys and the latter was appointed circuit attorney. Gas-

conade, that now has probably not more than twenty inhab-

itants, at one time in competition with other towns, came
within two votes of being made the capital of Missouri. It

is a station on the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and was the

scene of the wreck known as the Gasconade Bridge Disaster

of Nov. 1, 1855, which the writer well remembers. Whether
Heath was a member of any subsequent legislature will

probably never be known ; for, since the destruction by fire

of the state building at Jefferson City in the year 1837,

when many of the records of the earlier legislatures were
almost entirely destroyed, it has been impossible to make
lists of members that could be relied upon as absolutely
correct.

And now we come to, or near the period when Heath,

having grown wealthy, and being still ambitious in his de-

sire to make further conquests and state building, became
interested in a colonization scheme in the Rio Grande Val-

ley, in the Province of New Mexico. At first we thought
Heath reached Santa Fe over the plains, probably in a cara-

van conducted by Captain William Becknell ; but, on further

inquiry we are now justified in saying that he went to Texas
in company with Stephen F. Austin (1793-1836), who suc-

ceeded his father, Moses Austin in the inheritance of his

great wealth in Missouri, and his colonization scheme in

Texas, early in the year 1823. The Austins came to Mis-

souri from Durham, Connecticut, via Virginia, early in the

nineteenth century, and immediately invested largely in the

Territorial Bank of St. Louis, and the lead mines at Potosi
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and Herculaneum ; the father being a charter member of

the bank. Heath was well acquainted with both father and
son ; and there is a tradition to this day in central Missouri

that John G. Heath went to Texas about the year 1823, and
settled at or near San Jacinto, and was connected with a

land grant at Bracito, on the Rio Grande.

One often pauses to consider what manner of spirit

possesses and impels men to travel long distances over

stretches of country apparently almost destitute of any-

thing that might appeal to one's comfort, and at the same
time incurring many dangers from hostile bands of sav-

ages; leaving behind them many millions of acres of the

richest of lands that have never been disturbed by the plow.
It is the spirit of adventure; the spirit of conquest; the

spirit that impels one to attempt to succeed where perhaps
another has failed in his first venture. It was this spirit

that caused John G. Heath, though possessed of ample
wealth, and numerous friends that were ever ready to con-

fer upon him any official honor that he might ask of them,
to quit one of the greatest states in natural resources in the

world, and desire to begin life anew in a strange land and

among a foreign and strange people.

When John G. Heath bid farewell to the paternal
manse in the state of New York, and started on his journey
to St. Louis, Louisiana, he, of course, had some vague ideas

of conquest, but they were all more of a patriotic nature

than otherwise. In all that can be learned of him he seems
never to have been in any way associated with Burr and
Blannerhassett (1756-1836 and 1764-1831), in their con-

spiracy to seize and conquer Louisiana, and erect an empire
rivaling the United States. The desire of the people of the

slave-holding states for additional territory in which to

exploit African slavery, began to take root about the year

1820, the year the elder Austin took us his residence in

Texas, and there was never lacking the necessary nourish-

ment to continue their growth until they were so firmly

rooted as to be able to wrest the province of Texas from
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the Republic of Mexico. And the spirit of conquest soon

thereafter resulted in the reduction of the territory of the

Republic of Mexico so as to reduce it to its present size;

Heath himself, because of advanced age, taking no active

part.

That John G. Heath remained several years in Texas

and Mexico there is little doubt. We are not able to say
whether he made a second trip to Mexico ; but we do know
that he, in his itinerary of that country, was at one time in

Vera Cruz; for, at the beginning of the Mexican War he

made the assertion that "General Scott will never take Vera

Cruz. The place is too strongly fortified. I have seen the

fortifications myself. They are too strongly built to be re-

duced by any artillery the general is able to bring against

them." We are strongly of the opinion that Heath made a

second trip to Mexico, the latter being at some period be-

tween the years 1837 and 1845 ;
and for two reasons : first,

he retired from the manufacture of salt, where he had car-

ried on the business for many years in Cooper County, in

the month of August, 1837. This we know from tradition,

and also from a copy of The Booneville Observer, of that

date, which came into our hands as far back as the year
1866. In that paper appeared an advertisement, filling

about as much space as a square, directed "To All to Whom
It may Concern," informing them that he was about to "re-

tire forever from the manufacture of salt," his object being
to "square" himself with the world, and that he might be

the more able to do so with the world, every person that had

received credit at his hands, was most courteously asked to

pay up without further notice. That "ad" surely displayed

the humorous vein in Heath's personality, and we are sorry
we are unable to quote it from beginning to end.

The second reason for believing Heath made a second

trip to Mexico is, that had he gone to Vera Cruz as early as

the year 1823 or 1824, he would not have seen those power-

fully built fortifications that he thought were sufficiently

strong to resist successfully Scott's heaviest artillery. In
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addition to his great wealth, Heath was abundantly pre-

pared to travel and sojourn in Mexico, because of his knowl-

edge of both the Spanish and French languages, having
learned these in St. Louis and St. Charles, and it has been

said that he was always ready for a conversation in Latin.

He, no doubt, spent considerable time "seeing" Mexico's

principal seaport, as well as other of her larger cities, in-

cluding her capital.

John G. Heath was a man of fine business qualifica-

tions, and was always ready to engage in any enterprise
where a legitimate gain was likely to be obtained; and, in

most instances he was a man of excellent poise. Yet he
was not wholly without occasional eccentricities; for, on
one occasion while sojourning in Mexico, he was charged
with having impersonated a Roman Catholic priest, and was
seized and cast into prison. His free use of the Latin

idiom when in the company of Latin scholars probably
lured him on in making the pretense, which at first was not

thought of. However, he suffered but little, if any, because

of the "trifling incident," as he termed it, and was soon

afterwards restored to his liberty. And on another occasion

while there he became so over-generous as to scatter hand-
fuls of silver coins among the poor people that chanced to be

near him. How many years after this prodigal freak was
enacted by Heath until Governor Manuel Armijo performed
a like stunt in the city of Chihuahua during the Mexican

War, while on his hurried journey to the City of Mexico,
will probably never be known; and to determine this, it

would be necessary to find whether Heath made a second

trip to Mexico, and during which trip it was that he was so

generous with his money. The motive that actuated

Heath's generosity has never been clearly understood, but

it has been surmised that the fear of bodily injury was en-

tirely wanting. Not so with Governor Armijo, who was
threatened with great violence because of his refusing to

defend Santa Fe against General Kearny's invading army.
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Heath brought home from Mexico, seeds of a fine vari-

ety of the clingstone peach, which he successfully propa-

gated ; and at this time there are but few orchards in Mis-

souri without the Heath peach, and for many years nursery-
men have advertised and sold them in many other parts
of the country.

After Heath returned from Mexico, following the fail-

ure of his land grant venture, he moved his family to Cooper

County, and again began the manufacture of salt, at the

same place where he and William Christie had first begun
the business in the year 1808, and there he continued until

August, 1837, as already stated, when he announced that

he had "blown out the fires forever." During these years,

Heath planted another furnace several miles west of the

original one at another salt spring, and there he carried

on the business with such success as to give his name to

Heath's Creek, and Heath's Creek Township, in both Pettis

and Saline counties. The decline in the price of salt, be-

cause of its importation from beyond the seas to New Or-

leans and other points of entry, free of freight charges,

(being carried as ship ballast), was the prime reason for

the "blowing out forever" of the fires under Heath's salt

kettles.

Many times has the story been told that Heath died

without having first revealed where he had secretly hid a

coffee pot full of gold coins, in the bluff opposite his salt

furnaces; but those understanding him best believed that

he terminated this savings-bank transaction when he moved
back to his former home on the Gasconade River. However,
Heath was addicted to making occasional deposits of coins

in unusual places; for, on one occasion my father, who for

several years was one of Heath's foremen about the fur-

naces, on his way to the works one morning after a heavy
rain had fallen during the night, discovered a partly uncov-

ered keg of silver coins, that had been buried in a small

arroyo a quarter of a mile from the furnaces. On his ar-

rival at the furnaces my father informed Heath of his dis-

covery and that he might find a more secure location in
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which to make his cache in the future. Heath's reply was :

"I am glad you have called my attention to that matter. I

will have the keg brought in"
; and calling two of his slaves,

he charged them to take a yoke of oxen and a cart and bring
the money to the furnaces. It is not likely that Heath ever

lost any money because of his "sand bank deposits," for

these probably only awaited his annual trips to St. Louis,
where he did his principal business in a mercantile way.
After his return to his former home, Heath became a mem-
ber of the county court of Gasconade County. After the

year 1840, the county records fail to disclose the fact that

Heath was any longer a slave owner.

John G. Heath as a scholar excelled most of his asso-

ciates; as a lawyer and state builder he stood fairly well;

and as a business man he was in the front rank. As a con-

versationalist he excelled most men, serious or humorous,
as the varying occasion seemed to require, never becoming
tiresome ; as a husband and father he was loving and kind-

hearted. He strictly attended to whatever business he had
in hand. His habits and personal desires were largely those

of most men ; and only did he excel at the dinner table when
his favorite viands, consisting of buttermilk, the flesh of

the sand-hill crane (Grits Mexicana), and the flesh of a

young grown dog (Canis familiaris), were served. And for

these innocent eccentricities he made no apologies other

than that they were strictly his own, and that he took no

delight in urging others to accept them as their own. He
was independent in thought and deed, and was free to allow

the same in behalf of all others.

Such was the life of John G. Heath, the scholar, the

lawyer, the manufacturer, the merchant, the farmer, the

would-be owner of a baronial estate, with thousands of de-

pendents to wait upon his call. He succeeded in all but the

last far beyond the average of men, notwithstanding his

occasional eccentricities. His death occurred at about his

80th year, in August, 1848; and his burial place is on the

bluff opposite to, and not more than a half mile from, where

his salt furnaces were first built.



FOLK-HISTORY AND ITS RAW MATERIAL

White Men's Raids on the Hopi Villages

By BARBARA AITKEN

IN
ROBERT ERMATEWA'S story, "The Good-Bringing," pub-

lished in the April number of the NEW MEXICO HISTOR-

ICAL REVIEW, Mrs. I. L. Harrington has collected a very in-

teresting example of Indian folk-history in the making.
The fact that a youth of sixteen is able to reproduce, in so

much detail, and with such apparent fidelity, a story told

to him before he was eleven years old, is a valuable bit of

evidence for estimating the worth of Indian narratives

which purport to be historical. It has a bearing, besides, on

the artistic processes involved in Indian story-telling.

As to the date of the Mexican raid on the pueblo of

Oraibi which is the subject of the story, almost certainly it

must be placed, not "about a hundred years ago," but in

the second decade of the American administration of New
Mexico. Robert Ermatewa heard the story from his great-

grandfather, Lomawikvaya, at some time before the old

man's death in 1926, but presumably not before his own
eighth year, 1923. Lomawikvaya said, then, that the marks
which he had scored yearly on the cliff "since he was a boy"
amounted to fifty-eight. Even supposing that he could call

himself a boy (in the sense of a bachelor) up to the age
of seventeen or eighteen, the earliest possible date for his

birth seems to be about 1848, and for the raid (when, he

says, he was a married man), about 1867. Lomawikvaya's
appeal for the return of the Oraibi captives was made,

therefore, not to the Mexican authorities but to the Ameri-
can governor of the territory possibly Governor Robert

Mitchell.
1

1. That Lomawikvaya thought the Santa Fe soldier looked "like the [Mexican]
robbers" means no more than that both had beards. The mention of bacon and

sugar would be enough to date the incident as post-1848.

376
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Raids to procure Indian captives for sale into domestic

slavery in New Mexico went on through the early years of

the American administration. "The trading in captives has
been so long tolerated in this Territory," wrote J. S. Cal-

houn in 1850, "that it has ceased to be regarded as a

wrong." In 1860, unauthorized expeditions into the Navajo
country by "volunteer companies" of New Mexican citizens

were very frequent. These were "virtually slave-raids" ;

they brought back women and children, sheep and cattle,

for sale in New Mexico.
2 Indian women and children were

sold after church on Sundays in the villages of Rio Arriba

county, and a healthy eight-year-old girl sometimes fetched

$400. Although these raids were ostensibly directed against
the hostile Navajo Indians, the raiders sometimes found an
easier prey in the Hopi towns.

Indian slavery was made illegal in New Mexico by the

president's proclamation of 1865; and after that date the

American authorities took steps to have captives restored

to their friends whenever a definite complaint was laid.

There also was a general search for, and emancipation of,

the Navajo captives, well described by R. B. Townshend in

his novel, "Lone Pine."

In El Palacio, a few years ago, I published a Navajo
woman's account of her capture by Mexican slave-hunters

and her subsequent captivity which, by the way, lasted

long after the general emancipation of the Navajo slaves;

and I give below the account by an Indian eye-witness of a

raid on Oraibi, very similar to the raid described by Loma-

wikvaya and perhaps nearly contemporary with it. The
scene and the raider's proceedings are the same ; though the

one outrage was carried out in the dawn of an autumn

morning, and the other on a dark afternoon in late

December.

Indians' accounts of events in New Mexico seventy or

eighty years ago are, of course, no great rarity. The late

Jose Manuel Naranjo, of Santa Clara, for example, who

2. Gov. Rencher to Hon. Lewis Cass, Nov. 10, 1860. H. Ex. Doc., 24-2.
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died in 1913, was able to give a fairly full account of the

Canyon de Chelly expedition of 1849, in which he had taken

part, as well, as certain boyish recollections of the fighting at

La Canada in 1837. But such stories by eye-witnesses have

less theoretical interest for the student of tradition than the

story recorded by Mrs. Harrington, which exemplifies the

transmission of a true narrative through a second story-

teller, half a century after the event.

The Castila [Spaniards] killed a chief at Oraibi once.

In Suyala [winter solstice ceremony] one time, they [the

chiefs] had been five days in the kiva, and on the sixth day
the Castila came. They came in by the back way to Oraibi,
on the north side. They stayed all one day, and on the sec-

ond day again they stayed. On the third day fthe ninth of

the ceremony], when the married women have to make
wafer-bread [and carry it to feed the chiefs in the kiva],
the chiefs have to make their feathers ready. While they
were doing that work, the Castila went down to a spring
below the town ; there they put their horses and things, and
came up again to the mesa themselves. When the chiefs

were making the baho [feathered prayer-sticks], then the
Castila came to the kiva maybe on top of it. The men in

the kiva were all around in a circle, all working and making
baho.

Then my mother was making wafer-bread, and I saw
lots of people going down to the kiva to see the Castila, and
I wondered what was the matter and I went too. [He was
"a big boy, maybe sixteen or eighteen."] All the Castila
were loading their guns we did not know why. We got
scared every one of them doing something to his gun. My
maternal-uncle Kelwistiwa, he called out for the married
women to take the wafer-bread to the kiva for the men to
eat: the Castila told him to say that. The women began
taking a lot of wafer-bread over to the kiva (in those days
the women took just one roll of wafer-bread each; there
were so many women in Oraibi then), and then the Castila
made a fire and warmed their hands and began to eat the

wafers, just outside the kiva. They beat the man, Kelwis-
tiwa, who was attending to them. They peered down into
the kiva to see what the chiefs were doing, and while they
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were looking, they kept doing something to their guns. The
chiefs had not eaten yet, and went on working.

When they began to beat my uncle, I got scared, and
ran back to where my mother was making wafer-bread. All

the women and children were on the house-tops looking at

the Castila; they didn't know what was going to happen.
I told my mother, while she was making wafers: "I think
the Castila are going to do something bad for us; that's

why they beat my uncle already!" Just as I was saying
that and my mother peeped out to see,, all the women and
children that were on the house-tops began to cry and run
to their houses. A woman was running over a house-top
and a Castila man running after her; she jumped from the
roof to the ground (about twelve feet) and the man after

her, and he caught her. Then all the children and women
were crying and running away, and the Castila running
after them. Then I heard some guns go off; the bullets

were jumping across the houses. I thought: Maybe they
have killed all the men in the kiva. I was so scared, so

many guns going off! One of my material-uncles came
running to our house. He had just been spinning cotton

[in some other house] ; because next day they were going
to tie feathered strings, and he was spinning the string for
them ;

and he asked the people who had run into the house
for refuge, what was the matter?

They put the women and children down the hatchway
into the basement. All along the other houses too I could
hear them crying, and the guns going off at the same time.

My uncle told me : We must just stay here and wait. My
uncle had two guns and gave me one, and we said : "If one
comes here we will shoot him as he comes; we can do the
same as they do to our people; if we kill just one we may
help them !" So we just waited there.

One man was in the kiva with the chiefs, making the
baho with them. As he came up out of the kiva, the Castila
shot him through the leg below the knee. As we waited, we
heard someone groaning; we went out to see who it was.
He came to the foot of our ladder, and when he got there he
was very tired, and he lay on the ground and covered him-
self with his blanket, and the blood was running down.

My father told me to stay there : Maybe our chiefs are
all gone I am going to see. And as he said this, we heard
the guns going off slower, one at a time. So I stayed there
and my father went to the kiva. When he came back, he
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said : "We don't know what trouble they had, but certainly

they had bad trouble ! I saw one man lying shot through
the head, and the shot, after it went through his head, it

went on and hit one of the Castilas' own men in the head
and killed him too."

The Castila ran after the little children and caught a

lot of them. And when they got through shooting, they
went down to the place where they left their horses, and
took a lot of children with them. The people were so scared

that they hadn't seen where their children ran to ; now they
came out and hunted for their children, and a whole lot were
gone! The Castila got on their horses and were driving
the children along.

The Castila saw our sheep coming home, and they ran
and took them all away from the shepherds and took them
along too. Then, one man had gone after wood, and he was
bringing it home on his back, and he did not know what
had been happening up on the mesa. All the people were
looking down from the mesa, watching the Castila go away ;

and they saw a Castila man on a horse run up to this man,
and, as he got near him, a smoke came up between the two,
and he fell down with his firewood : they had killed him too.

Then they killed a man who was herding sheep.
The Oraibi men gathered together [the usual term for

holding a meeting] and planned to go after them
; but some

were scared and did not want to go for fear of being
killed too; so they did not go after them and bring their

children back; although we had plenty of guns.
There was one Castila that the Castila themselves had

killed ; they brought him down off the mesa and buried him
below [before they left]. Older people have shown me the

place where they saw him buried.
From that time on we did not sleep at nights, fearing

they might come again, by night. The people all came in
to the middle row of houses to sleep, and the men walked
around all night.

The men gathered together again. They told each
other they would go to Alaviya (Santa Fe) and tell the
F white] chief there to gather all their children and send
them back to them. They took a corn clan man, Patangsi,
to interpret for them in English. The men told the chief
how the Castila had killed our men and taken our children
away. That man wrote down something; they took the
writing down for the Castila to look at. The Castila
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weren't living all at the same place, they were scattered
all about the place, and our poor children with them; but
they gathered them all up and brought them to Patangsi
and the superintendent. [The Hopi, being administered by
the Indian school superintendent at Ream's Canyon, used
"superintendent," in 1913, as an English title for any white
official.] The superintendent gave every one of the little

children new clothes and blankets, and they came back very
nice with their new clothes on. (The interpreter: "Now
here they made me smile, poor people!") The sheep, they
brought just a few back; they had eaten a whole lot of
them. Six of the Hopi men they shot to death, and one
other they shot but he didn't die.

If we now compare our two narratives of a slave-hunt-

ing raid Ermatewa's second-hand telling of his great-

grandfather's story, and Danachnemtiwa's telling of his

own recollections it is plain that they represent different

stages in the art of telling. Danachnemtiwa's tale, with its

slow movement, its truthful but undiscriminating preserva-
tion of every detail which impressed itself on a boy's mem-
ory in virtue of its strangeness or its emotional quality, is

only raw material for folk-history. It is a chose vue: we
might call it the journalism of the illiterate: but it is not

art, although one or two of its "situations" are obvious ma-
terial for art. The anxious crowd round the opening of the

underground kiva, making way, from force of habit, for

the dutiful procession of bread-bearing women. The slave-

hunters cynically eating up the women's offerings while

they load their muskets. And the circle of priest-chiefs

below, steadily working on at their prayer-sticks, under the

threat of murder ; because no one has given them the signal

to stop work. But life is like that ; it owes nothing to Dana-
chnemtiwa.

Ermatewa, on the contrary, relating a thing heard and

not a thing seen, has begun to do some artistic work on the

material. The story has been pruned (I hope I am not

robbing Mrs. Harrington of the credit!) by the unconscious
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selection of the boy's memory. The second-hand teller does

remember the duller accessories of a true story, but concen-

trates on what is intrinsically most "tellable" ; or, on what

approximates to the accepted conventions of the folk-tales

on which his own taste has been formed; or, on what the

original teller must have told with most emphasis, namely,
his own part in the action. The story begins to have a

"hero" in the novelistic sense : the young man whose uneasi-

ness would not let him sleep, who watched the night by the

water-hole heard the villians go by hurried home, too

late, to find his wife gone ! Then, the hero's lonely journey,

racing day and night through unknown country : his entry
into the strange, formidable town : the dramatic success of

his appeal to the foreign chief: lastly, his triumphant re-

turn, the people's gratitude, the name-giving! All this is

such stuff as folk-tales are made of, and our author's mem-
ory shapes it a little in the folk-tale way. We get none of

the tedious legal process of finding and freeing the captives :

the white chief merely says the word liberates punishes

compensates all on the hero's petition. Alone he did it !

But, though Ermatewa's memory has thus selected and re-

jected, what he selects is not much assimilated to folk-tale

form. For example, the raiders stay at Oraibi the two days
of fact, not the "four days" of Indian convention. The
foreign chief does not accept or offer tobacco, as the chiefs

of the folk-tales would do in a like case, but "touches his

forehead" to his soldiers, and bestows the actual bacon and

sugar of the U. S. army stores. This actuality keeps Erma-
tewa's story, I think, out of the folk-tale class, and entitles it

to be called biography. Biography that is on the way to

become folk-history.



DIARY OF SYLVESTER DAVIS

ONE
of several typewritten copies made by the late Frank

W. Clancy, at one time president of the New Mexico
Historical Society, of the unpublished diary of Sylvester

Davis, has been in the files of the Historical Society since

1915. Another copy, in the possession of the son-in-law of

Davis, Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, together with

an interesting note-book of Mr. Davis, were brought to the

officers of the society recently. The original of the diary
is in the possession of Frank Davis, of Galisteo, a son of

Sylvester Davis. While the diary covers only the period
from April 21, 1859, to October 27 of that year, it is of

real historical interest, describing a route taken by the ar-

gonauts to the Pike's Peak region before the Civil War so

that it can be traced easily even on a modern map, giving a

glimpse of the hardships met, undauntedly and as a matter

of course, by these groups who became the forerunners of

the railroads to the Far West. Even the report on the

weather each day is of interest as are the remarks about

the game which seemed to abound and the description of the

simple method of organizing a mining district and admin-

istering its affairs. The trip from Denver south to Raton
Pass and over the pass by way of the Santa Fe Trail to

Canyoncito in Santa Fe County, while lacking thrills, is yet
informative.

Sylvester Davis was a native of Massachusetts and

probably of Puritan ancestry, for one notes the regularity

of Sunday observance by the travelers, who rested men and

beast on Sabbath. Davis was but a little more than twenty
when he essayed on his western adventure. The diary
closes with his last days at Canyoncito, from where, in the

depth of winter, he went to Santa Fe and thence to Berna-

lillo, where he assisted in the construction and operation of

a grist mill for the Perea family. In the spring of 1860,

he started once more for the placer gold fields of Colorado

383
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but went no farther than Galisteo, where he married Jose-

fita Ortiz, sister of the late Juan Ortiz, and remained there

for the balance of his life, with such exceptions as took him
on prospecting trips to the nearby Sandia Mountains or to

the Manzano range. At San Antonito, in the Sandias, he

operated for a time a saw mill for Don Serafin Ramirez.

Later he acquired the Cadial grant near Galisteo, became a

sheep grower, and operated a saloon, the post office, and a

store with government commissary at Galisteo. It was
there he died some seventeen years ago at the age of 76

years. His widow, now 78 years of age, still lives in Gal-

isteo, making occasional visits to Santa Fe. The sons of the

couple, George, Joseph, Frank, and John, and a daughter,
Mrs. Carlota Leyba, also live in this section.

The original spelling and orthography in the diary are

followed in this reprint. Annotations were not deemed

necessary for no difficulty will be found in identifying geo-

graphical names or allusions to customs and practices of

the day.

PAUL A. F. WALTER.

Cordova, Thursday, Apr. 21", 1859.

Sylvester Davis Started with three other men for Pikes

Peak, viz: Silas Hulbert, Esq., Nelson Bixby & C. C. Tucker.

Crossed the Mississippi River to Prinston, Iowa & found

good roads. This day we camped at a house where the folks

had all gone to the mines.

Friday, Apr. 22". Had a snow storm in the morning.
Lasted about one hour & one half. Found a sled & drew
straw to fill up a slough we had to cross which took us about
2 hours. Mud 3 ft. deep. Went on a few miles & found the

Roads so bad that we had to take down a man's fence & go
through his field which he threatened to sue us for doing but
we bluffed him off and went on & camped at Poston Grove
& had a very pleasant night of it.

Saturday, Apr. 23". Went on all Right. Came to Tip-
ton & bought a Sheet Iron Stove, Copper bottom Coffey pot
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& camp kettle all for $7.90. Davis paid for them. One Cof-

fey Mill .60cts. four Iron Spoons .16cts. 6 small Spoons
.15cts. 2 plates .20cts. 1 knife & fork .25 cts. We went on
& camped 2 miles beyond Tipton.

Sunday, Apr. 24". Did not start out but laid over &
washed our selves & clothes & took an Inventory of all of

our Provitions.

While we were stopped 25 teams passed us all Bound
for Pikes Peak. Wrote two letters to Day, one to my
Mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, & one to Mr. Samuel West.

Monday, Apr. 25" Started at 6 oclock & went to Ceedar

Bluffs, there being 10 teams ahead of us, so we were de-

tained one hour before it came our turn to cross the ferry.

On the opisite side of the Cedar River was a company of

folks going to California with ox teams, about 20 men,
women & children & 25 yokes of oxen. They had a brass

band with them.

We got to Iowa City & bought 4 tin pt. basins .40cts.

& one peck of onions .20cts. Davis paid for them then we
went on & crossed the Iowa River on the toll bridge, toll

.25cts & stopped 2 miles beyond the Bridge & camped for the

night. It commenced to rain in the night & continued to

rain until morning.

Tuesday, Apr. 26. Started at 6 oclock In the Morning.

Raining as hard as ever. Went on about 2 miles & camped.
It continued to Rain all Day so we did not start out until

the next Day. We had a Duck for Supper shot by Mr.

Bixby, and went to bed all in good Spirits.

Wednesday, Apr. 27. Started this Morning with the

prospect of fine weather & had a very fine Day, although

very hot. Passed through Homestead & about 6 miles be-

yond In a very Convenient place had Meat & onions for Sup-

per & coffey.

Thursday, Apr. 28. Arose In fine spirits & cooked a

Prarie Chicken & 7 other Small birds. Made a Pot Pie of

them or a fricassee and they were very nice.
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Then we went on & camped that night & made mush
for Supper.

Friday, Apr. 29. Had a very nice Day of It. Passed

Marengo In the morning. Had a rough Road and some bad

road across one of the Tributaries of Skunk River. Got

through all Right & camped 10 miles East of Newton.

Saturday, Apr. 30. Started In good season and got to

Newton at Noon. Went on and bought Some Hay & Corn &
backed It one mile then went on and crossed Skunk River on

the ferry & camped one mile on the bottom & found a plenty

of wood & water.

Sunday, May 1", 1859. Stopped on the bottom until

afternoon when It began to look like Rain & we harnessed

up our horses & drove off of the bottom about 3 miles and

camped again & stayed until Monday Morning.

Monday, May 2. Drove about 6 miles. It Rained so

that we camped & stopped untill afternoon when It cleared

up & we went on and passed a town by the name of Rising
Sun and from thier went on to Fort Desmoin. Stopped and

looked around there & went on & camped about 2 miles be-

yond & had mush and Molasses for Supper & turned In.

Tuesday May 3. Very pleasant this Morning. Made
a pot pie of some Quails & pigeons for Breakfast and went
on about 18 miles and camped for the Day & Baked Bread &
beans.

Wednesday, May 4. Started before 6 oclock and crossed

the North fork of the Racoon River & arrived at Adel & put
In a letter for Miss Whitehouse & went straight on and

passed through Irish town & on through Morrisberg &
camped about 2 miles beyond. Spent the night as well as

usual and arose refreshed in the Morning from our nights

Repose.

Thursday, May 5. Started 6 oclock in the Morning and
went over some very Rough Prairie high Bluffs. Houses
were 22 miles apart & no road for 24 Miles & water very
scarce & besides all this the wind blowed so hard that Mr.

Tucker had to hold on to the waggon while he ate his Din-
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ner for fear of being blown away. Camped on the Prairie

and Killed two Massasorgess or Rattle Snakes & went %
mile for water.

Friday May 6. Went on over a very fine prairie & good
Roads. Came on Rain and we stopped & all got Into the

waggon & eat our dinner. After Dinner Started & went on

to the next town 21/2 miles, Grove City, Cass Co. & went on

about 5 miles & found wood, the Roads being bad & It con-

tinuing to Rain we camped for the night & it Rained all

night. Our horses got away soon after we stopped & It

took some 3 hours to catch them for they Started for home.

Our men got lost & we built a large fire & fired our guns &
that put them on the right track.

Saturday, May 7. Rained most of the A. M. Went out

Hunting after Deer & wild Turkeys. Saw some of each but

did not get any shots at them. Stopped raining about neon

& then I baked Beans & Bread & after supper Mr. Bixby &
my self went out after some Turkeys, we had not gone far

before we Started a deer. Mr. Bixby shot the Deer through
the fore shoulder but did not get him. We went on a little

farther & we saw some wild Turkeys. We got up within

6 Rods of them & Mr. Bixby shot one of them through the

head although It was quite Dark. It was a large Gobbler &
weighed 23 Ibs. Took It home to our camp & the next Morn-

ing which was Sunday we Dressed him & gave one half of

him to 3 other fellows that camped In company with us.

The rest of It we made into a pot pie.

Sunday, May 8. Sunny all day. Did some Baking for

our journey the coming week and so passed the Day.

Monday, May 9. Arose Bright & Early. It was a

beautiful Morning. Wrote a letter to Geo. M. French. Went
on as far as Lewis some five miles & stopped there & got our

horses shod which detained us a good part of the Day. Let

Mr. Hulbert have 2.50 to pay for Shoeing his horses & then

we went on 1/2 mile and crossed the Nishnabotna on the

ferry & then we came to Indian Creek. It was Bridged.

Crossed and went on to Walnut Creek & camped for the

night.
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Tuesday, May 10. Started In good Season & kept the

left hand Road & Made Wheelers Grove, then we crossed

over a small Stream called Jordan. It was bridged. At
Noon we crossed the West Branch of the Nishnabotany &
took our Dinner on the other side close to the Mill. In the

afternoon crossed all 3 of the Branches of Mud Creek & 2 of

Indian Creek & crossed Silver Creek & camped about one

mile beyond. It Rained very hard all the fore part of the

Night & thundered & lightned very hard. During the Night
cleared off. In the Morning very bright.

Wednesday May 11. Beautiful Morning but wet under

foot. Started early & killed several snakes, Bull & Rattle

& Got to Councill Bluffs In the afternoon & stopped until

very near night. Saw some of the Paunee Indians & then

crossed the Missouri River. Councill Bluffs Is a small vil-

lage situated on a level flat of Ground just below the Bluffs

which are very high. It is some 3*/2 miles from the Mis-

souri River & quite a business place for Its size. Crossed

the Missouri just before night & camped % mile from
Omaha City. It Rained all night very hard but cleared off

In the Morning for It never Rains only nights and Sundays
In this part of the country so the Inhabitants say.

Thursday, May 12. Arose & got Breakfast & spent the

day In looking around & pricing Provisions & Groceries.

Omaha Is a fine village situated on the West side of the

Missouri River. They have got a court House & State

Buildings, It being the capitol & a very large Hotel & sev-

eral tribes of Indians, Paunees & Sioux.

Friday, May 13. Very windy Morning & quite cold.

Saw a large number of teams coming back from the Pk &
selling there outfits at any price at all. Traded boots with

Mr. Lee Eaven.

Saturday, May 14. Rained all of the Morning. Saw
teams coming back all of the time. Bought 73 Ibs. of Beans
and hay for 75cts. of a man Returning. Bought 24 Ibs. of

Sugar of McCormick of Omaha City.
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Sunday, May 15, 1859. Rained all Day. Baked some
Beans & Bread.

Monday, May 16, 1859. Cloudy Morning. Payed Mr.
Hulbert $15.00 in gold this morning. Payed 3.40 for Meat,
38 Ibs. at 9cts. per Ib. 2 Ibs. Sodi 20 cts. 20 Ibs Coffey

13i/2cts per Ibs. 2.70. Payed 6.00 for flour.

Tuesday, May 16. Dull morning. Packed our things
and left Omaha for the gold Diggins and found a good Road
all the way to Elkhorn River, 21 miles & a fine prairie.

Camped this side of the River & had a nice place although

Misquitoes & Indians were numerous. Traded my Shot Gun
for a Rifle to one of the returning Miners Eaven.

Wednesday, May 17, 1859. Very cool this morning.
Started at 6 oclock & crossed the Elkhorn River by the

Bridge. The town contains a saw mill, Brick yard, Hotel &
3 houses close to the Bridge & a Beautiful little place It Is.

After crossing the Bridge & about 10 miles beyond Is a

Stream called the Raw Hide. At or about this place the

Indians Skinned a white man alive In 1849 for Shooting one

of the Squaws & the Rest of the party had to Stand & look

on. Passed on right up the valley of the Platt & the nicest

Scenery you ever saw all level as a house floor & to Day we

passed about 100 teams Returning from the Mines. Came
to a Small town by the name of Fremont 16 miles from

Elkhorn & put a paper In the office for Miss Whitehouse.

Went on about 8 miles beyond Fremont on the Platt River

and camped for the night.

Thursday, May 19. Beautiful morning. Arose &
started early & came up to North Bend 15 Miles from Fre-

mont and called Buchanan by name, from there to Shell

Creek 12 miles from North Bend & camped by the creek for

the night. Rained very hard all night and Stopped In the

morning.

Friday, May 20. Fair but windy and a bad Road.

Made but 10 & camped within 2 miles of Shinns ferry on

Platt River. Came up with Brown from Omaha, the Man
that was agoing to take out an Iron Safe, but did not. He
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solicited our company up the South Side of the Platt, so we
consented to go.

Saturday, May 21. Started & went down to Shinns

ferry. Forty teams being ahead of us we had to stop there

from 8 o'clock A. M. to 5 P. M. before It came our turn to

cross the ferry. We ferryed about half way & drove the

other half In the water up to the horses bodies then we
drove i/2 mile across the Island to the other or Main Chan-
nel of the Platt. I bought a tent for 4 Dollars and crossed

the Platt & camped for the night. As soon as our horses

were put out they Started for home Right down the Platt

towards Plattsmouth. Mr. Hulbert got a horse from one of

the party travelling with us & went after them & caught
them about five miles off & brought them back.

Sunday, May 22. Started up the South Side of the

Platt River to Elm Creek about 9 Miles and found 15 teams

camped there, but feed was not Sufficient for our horses &
we went on about 3 miles & turned off to the Left across the

Prairie about one Mile to a small stream & found a plenty of

wood and water & feed. Camped & Baked Beans & Bread.

Monday, May 23. Killed some pidgeons & cooked them
for Breakfast then went on and crossed Clear Creek about

9 miles from Elm. Went on with the Platt on our Right all

Day & camped on the bank. The wind blew like seven

Devils & Rained very hard. We watched our teams this

night for the first time.

Tuesday, May 24. Fine Morning. Met a large num-
ber of teams coming back as usual. Tried to trade our

horses for oxen but there was so many owners that we did

not trade but traded our tent for another one Eaven. I

bought 6 Ibs. of chemical soap for 55 cts. Let Mr. Bixby
have lOcts to pay for caps. Drove on & camped on the Platt

about 40 miles from Elm Creek.

Wednesday, May 25. Rained In the Morning. We
Started about Noon and Drove on about 10 miles & camped
on the Bank of the Platt.
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Thursday, May 26. Passed an old village or the Re-
mains of an old Paunee village & the grave of an Indian

Chief with 56 horses Skulls around It. Passed on & camped
on the Bank of the Platt.

Friday, May 27. Fine Day. Drove about 22 Miles.

Met 20 Government teams with about 150 head of cattle.

Passed on & camped for the night about 1 mile from the

Platt River.

Saturday, May 28. Fine Day. Passed fifty Salt Lake
teams & some Government teams & some going back.

Camped on the bank of the Platt & had to swim the Platt

for wood. Mr. Hulbert traded his Horses for oxen, 2 yoke
& 45 Dollars & one watch. Took part of It In Provisions,

400 Ibs. of Flour, 3.75 per hundred Ibs. 15.00. 22 Ibs. Bacon
at 10 cts. per Ib. 2.20. 32 Ibs. of dried apples, 12i/2 Per Ib.

4.00. 2 Miners Pans 62i/2 apiece 1.25. Payed $.100 for Mr.

Tucker Difference between boots.

Sunday, May 29. Started & drove up within 3 miles

of the Fort Karney & camped for the day. Saw the first

House today we have seen for 125 Miles & this one was
made of Sods & covered with cloth. There was 4 of them all

Rum Shops, 25cts. per drink.

Sunday, May 29. Fine Day. Baked Beans & Bread.

Monday, May 30. Started & came up to the fort &
stopped about 2 hours & wrote two letters, one to Miss

Abigail Whitehouse & one to G. M. French. Then went on

& camped on the Bank of the Platte 7 Miles from Fort

Kearney, cooked our Supper with Buffalow chips for the

first time.

Tuesday, May 31. Cool this Morning. Started early.

Drove by about 1500 cattle & passed Plum Creek & camped
on the Bank of the Platte 40 Miles from the fort.

Wednesday June 1, 1859. Fine Morning. Mr. Hulbert

unwell. Bin so for several Days. Drove about 20 miles &
camped on the bank of the Platt In Company with 5 more

teams.

Thursday, June 2. Started In good Season & at Noon
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Drove 2% to the River for water and at night found a good

camping place with wood & water & grass on the bank of

the Platte.

Friday June 3. Started In good Spirits & had a fine

Day. Camped at night at Cotton Wood Springs, 45 miles

from Plum Creek & did some Baking.

Saturday, June 4. Very fine Day. Laid over & enjoyed
our selves. Baked some Bread. & did some washing.

Sunday, June 5. Beautiful Day. Had Buffalow Meat
for Dinner & Supper and baked bread & beans.

Monday June 6. Very fine Morning. Started early &
Drove untill noon. After Dinner I & Mr. Bixby went out

Into the Bluffs & shot an antelope & brought It Some 8

miles before we Reached our camp. It was Splendid Meat.

Gave most of It away to some Gentlemen Camped near by.

The Rest we Sliced and Salted It.

Tuesday June 7. Splendid Morning. Drove on & I

bought 2 gallons of Mollasses 1.00 per gall. Passed Ofal-

lons Bluffs & put In a letter for Geo. L. Davis & camped 2

miles beyond the Station.

Wednesday June 8. Stopped for Mr. Clippinger In

the Morning. Made an Encampment of Indians In P. M.

Cheyennes. Stopped & let our cattle graze. Started &
drove about 10 miles & camped on the bank of the Platte

River.

Thursday June 9. Beautiful Morning. Passed the

upper crossing of the South Platte & saw a number of teams

going across the River to California. The water at the ford

was from 1 to 4 feet. I bought 4 Ibs of Sodi 25.cts per Ib

1.00. Passed 7 lodges of Indians & camped 5 Miles beyond
& Stopped untill Morning.

Friday June 10, 1859. Started this Morning before

Breakfast & drove 2 Miles to get good grass for the Cattle.

Got Breakfast & then Started on as usual & camped on the

Bank of the Platte & found good feed.

Saturday June 11. fine Morning. Started Early &
Made a good Drive but had hard Roads, Steep & Sandy.
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Bought 3 Ibs of Powder of a Man Returning. Gave 50.cts

per Ib. 1.50. Camped at night on the Bank of the Platte.

Sunday June 12. Stopped & did some Baking & rested

the Cattle.

Monday June 13. Camped at night on the bank of the

Platte as usual.

Tuesday June 14. Very warm day & Sandy Roads.

Camped on the Platte & had good grass & plenty of water
but not any wood.

Wednesday June 15, 1859. Cool Morning. Started

Early & saw Antelope on the Prairie in flocks but did not

get any. Passed Beaver Creek at night and found a good
spring of water. Camped one mile beyond. Here We
found some wood, the first we have seen for 100 Miles or

More. We have to carry wood to cook with over this piece

of the Road although you can get Willows & Buffalo Chips
but they are very Scarce on account of their being Sutch an
Emence Emigration.

Thursday June 16. fine Weather. Drove 16. Miles, the

most of the way the Roads were very Sandy and on high
table lands, to day we came In sight of the Mountains, they
were 120 Miles from us & looked like clouds. Made Bijou
Creek & camped for the night.

Friday June 17. Started Early, had heavy Roads all

the way & very hot weather. Mountains In view & covered

with Snow. Distance about 100. Camped on the bank of

the Platte & had Venison for Supper.

Saturday June 18. Started Early as usual & Drove

about 12. Miles & Stopped at noon In a valley by the Platte

& fed our cattle and then went on & camped at night about

2 miles from the Road on the Bank of the Platte.

Sunday June 19. Stopped to Day as usual to Rest, had

a good Camping ground with the exception of grass that

being very scarce although we found some about % of a

mile from camp. The Day was Extremely Hot. In the

afternoon one of the Party that was camped with us went

out & shot a doe. So we had Venison for Supper, had a

little Shower during the night & cleared off in the Morning.
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Monday June 20. Cool but fine weather for Traveling,

got away by Sunrise, had good Roads & level. Made Dug-
lass City. There was only one Shanty, one White Man &
he living with two Indian Squaws, had 4 Papposes. Went
on & camped at St. Vrains fort. It is an old mud fort. No
one lives there at the present time and has not for years.

The Roof has bin torn off & the fort is going to Ruin very

fast.

Tuesday June 21. got an Early Start, about an hour

after we were on the Road one of the party Shot an Ante-

lope. We Skinned It & our party took one hind quarter &
gave the rest away. Went on & during the day passed sev-

eral old forts, Bents or Lancasters & Lupins. There is a

Ranch at one of them kept by a man by the name of Wil-

liams, at this point they talk of building a Bridge or ferry

so that those wishing to go into the mountains need not go
on up to Denver City, Some fifty Miles out of their way.

Camped at night on the bank of the Platt. Wood, water &
grass plenty and misquitoes.

Wednesday June 2. Started at 5 oclock & Drove on

within five Miles of Denver City & passed some cool springs
of water. Stoped to let our cattle grase & get our Dinner,

after Dinner Started and Drove Into Denver City. Stopped
and looked over the letter list & Did not find any thing for

me. This Is quite a place, a good many houses are com-
menced but not finished. Every thing Is hurry & bustle.

Cherry Creek Is nothing but a Dry Sand Hole and Sep-
arates Denver from Orora. There is two Express Offices

In this place but there will be a Regular Post Office & Is

Established at the present time but the mail has not got In

as yet. Camped just Below the city & Slept like a good
fellow.

Thursday June 23. Very warm and Men have gone up
into the city. Lost ours and this other company's cattle to

Day & had a good Tramp after them. Found all of ours

& one yoke of the others but one yoke are still missing. We
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found them across the River In a crill [corral]. Took them
out & paid 5 cts. apice & drove them across the Bridge &
back to our Camp.

Friday June 24. Cool Morning. Started for the

Mountains. Crossed the Platte by Bridge. 1.00 ferriage or

toll paid by Davis then came on & crossed clear Creek by
Bridge. It Is a very Rappid Stream. Ferriage or toll 1.10

paid by Hulbert, then camped at the foot of the mountains &
stopped over night.

Saturday June 25. Arose, got Breakfast and settled up
with Mr. Hulbert ballance Due Hulbert $7.22. paid It &
then went & got a stick of timber for a pole on our hind

wheels so that we could pack them Into the Mountains then

drove down to Mr. Clippingers Ranch & fitted up our cart.

Sunday June 26. Fine Morning. The wind a little

fresh from Mountains. Washed ourselves clean & showed
Due Respect to the Sabbath.

Monday June 27. Took one Share In the oxen &
wagon. Mr. Hulbert set the whole team at one hundred &
fifty Dollars, Making 37 1/2 dollars per share, we concluded

to take them & pay for them after we had mined and got the

money, bought one Mining Pan for 25 cts. and started for

the mountains In good Spirits, found a Rough Road up
through the gulches of the Mountains. It was up one moun-
tain & down another. In the gulch or ravine we crossed one

Small Stream about 50 times to the Mile. The Water as

cold as Ice. Camped at Night In one of the Gulches & drove

our cattle up into the Mountains to grase.

Tuesday June 28. Very cool, awoke almost froze to

death, built a fire on the ground & got our Breakfast &
Started on slow but sure. The woods has bin on fire In the

Mountains & Several Men bin burned to Death while they

were asleep In their tents. Passed a great many teams

going & coming Into the Mountains with 4 yoke of oxen to

one pair of hind wheels with about 4 or 5 hundred Ibs. on

& hard work at that, got to Gregory's Diggins In the after-

noon, a Distance of 27 Miles from the foot of the Moun-
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tains & found every thing In operation. Drove about

beyond & camped for the night, found plenty of wood &
water but feed for cattle very scarce.

Wednesday June 29. Arose & made a new Rack for

our cart & Started one of each party back to the foot of the

mountains for the Rest of our Provisions then five of us

took our packs on our back & went out to Prospect. We
went from Gregory's Diggins over the mountains to Jack-

sons Diggins & prospected a little & got the color but not

enough to pay. at 4 oclock went over across Clear Creek to

a meeting of the Miners called for the purpose of establish-

ing some Laws to govern the Miners In regard to their

Holding claims. Chairman was appointed & a committee

appointed to draft the Res. and By Laws to Regulate the

Mining District. The committee Retired to a brush Hut &
drew up some Resolutions which were adopted. Resolu-

tions 1" Res. that these diggins shall be called Jacksons

Diggins & Shall extend one mile down & one mile up Clear

Creek and one mile up Chicago Creek. Res. 2. Resolved

that a bar claim shall be fifty feet In front & 200 ft. back &
that a man shall have the privilege of bringing his water
across another man's claim If he Dont Interfere with the

other Mans Arrangements. Resl. 3". Resolved that a

River claim shall be 100 ft. In length & extend from Bank
to Bank. Resl. 4. Resolved that a man Shall not hold a

claim unless he leaves one man or his tooles on It & then

If vacated 4 Days he shall loose his claim. Resl. 5. Re-

solved that a man Shall not hold a claim In these Diggins If

he holds one any where else. Resl. 6. Resolved that five

men Shall Settle or Decide all Disputes which may arise

between the Miners & which cannot be settled amongst
them selves. Resolved that these Resolutions be wrote off &
Posted up In several public places so that all may see them
& the Meeting then Adjourned & we went back across Clear

Creek to our little house which was made of Pine Boughs
& <rot our Supper. Rolled up in our Blankets & went to

sleep.
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Thursday June 30. Arose bright & early & went out to

prospect but found nothing that would pay but Returned to

our Hut Hungry & tired. Got Supper & Retired to Rest &
Slept like a brick.

Friday July 1, 1859. Went out on to the Mountains &
prospected most of the Day without any success. Went
back to our camp, got our Dinner & felt better but finding

our provisions was getting short we started for our camp
& got In just at Dark, got Supper & Retired to bed In our

tent.

Saturday July 2. Beautiful Morning. Started out to

look for a quarts leed & examined several. Went over to

Gregory's Diggins & to the Express Office but got no letters

or papers. Returned* to camp In the afternoon, went out &
prospected & got about lOcts. to the pan.

Sunday July 3. fine Morning to day we Rest. We have
news that two men were killed by the Utes Indians. The
third man got away by Hiding under a Rock untill Dark
and then Started out to make his way back but got lost &
had to sleep In the snow about 7 ft. Deep and almost froze

himself. The next day he came into camp very hungry,
not haveing any thing to eat for 2 days & his clothes all

torn off of him by skulking through the bushes. A Meeting
of the Miners was called that evening & several hundred
miners volunteered to go out & fight the Indians, so they

got up a Subscription & furnished them with provisions &
they were off the next morning by Day light. Some on

horses & Mules & some on foot. We have not heard from
them since. We had Preaching In the Mines to Day. Went
out & got a pan of dirt & paned It out & got 12 cts. to the

pan. to night the boys came up from the foot of the Moun-
tains with another load of Provisions.

Monday July 4, 1859. the Miners burnt some Powder
this Morning but worked about all day & some of them
untill 12 oclock at night. We went out Prospecting to day
but found nothing to pay us although we made several

claims which as soon as [illegible] is plenty will pay to

work. Mr. Homes found & jumped 5 or 6 claims.
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Tuesday July 5. Started this morning over the Moun-
tains to Prospect. Staked Several claims & prospected

same. Found something that would pay 10 cts. to the pan
& from that to 30. So we stopped & concluded we would

drain the creek & go to Mineing. Sent Mr. Homes after the

team & Provisions & to order Some Lumber for Sluices, the

Rest of us Stayed in the woods & built us a brush House for

the night & went to bed but Had not been In bed one half

of an hour before we heard fire Rushing through the trees

turned out & fought with our shovells & water and put It

almost out & then went to bed again, but had to turn out

several times During the night to save our Lives.

Wednesday July 6. had a fine Day. Staked out a Rout

for a ditch to drain the creek. Made it about one thousand

ft. carried the water up about 800 ft. fire Raging through
the woods all of the time. Some Sixteen men were burnt to

Death In the woods & Mules, at about 2 oclock 4 of the

party went down the creek to cut a road for our team to get

In but they did not get In within 2 miles of us that night,

so we being out of Provisions had to go to our wagons for

our Supper, got It. Rolled up In our blankets on the

ground & went to Sleep.

Thursday July 7. Started for our claims with the

wagon. Mr. Paine & Party went on a head & cut a Road

through the woods over the Mountain, got to our claims

about 10 oclock & Started the men back after the Remainder
of the Provisions & Some of us went to work Digging &
clearing off the brush & digging a hole to put our provisions
In In case of fire.

Friday July 8. Mr. Lee Surprised us about 10 or 11

oclock at night & Stoped with us all night & Showed us

Some quartz he had found & then he went back to his train

In the Morning. We then went to work, a part of us Dig-

ging a tail Race & the Rest of us clearing the land & getting

Ready for Mineing. at night Mr. Hulbert came up with the

team & the rest of the provisions that we had in the Moun-
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tains, they bought a whip saw & gave 20. Dollars for It &
a frying Pan which he gave 1.00 for.

Saturday July 9, 1859. arose got Breakfast & Made
Preparations for Sawing Lumber, then the Rest of us went
to digging our tail Race, got along very well with all of

our work, one of the Men in the Party below us Shot him-

self to day through the bowells through mistake & care-

lessness.

Sunday July 10. fine Morning. Went to Gregory's

Diggings to Meeting about 7 miles, there was 4 Meetings
held all out of Doores & good Meetings too. went & took

Dinner with the Hall Boys & then Started for home, got
home just at Dusk, had a little Shower In the Afternoon

the first we have had for 2 Months.

Monday July 11. Cool Morning, had Some dispute
about our claims but Made It all Right. Worked hard all

Day Stripping off the top dirt.

Tuesday July 12. had a Smart Shower & Hale Storm
so we did the day before but kept ground Sluceing & Dig-

ging on our tail Race, to day Mr. Homes went to town for

Letters but got none for himself, got one for Mr. Hulbert

& one for Mr. Paine, they were Dated almost 3 months ago.

Wednesday July 13. beautiful Morning. Mr. Bixby
went for the cattle which had got Lost the Day before & I

& Mr. Hulbert finished making the Sluece boxes, got them
done at Dinner time & In the Afternoon went to work In

the tail Race & at 4 oclock went to a Miners Meeting about

1*4 miles below our camp & I was appointed one of a com-

mittee of three to Draft Some by Laws & Rules to govern
the Miners & Mineing District, our Report was accepted

with but few amendments & then I was appointed by Reso-

lution Clerk to Copy & put up notices of the Laws & keep

the minutes of the Meetings.

Thursday July 14. Went to work digging our tail

Race, had a Rain & hale Storm In the afternoon about 3

oclock. Dug a Ditch to Drain our tail Race.
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Friday July 15. Went to work Digging In the tail

Race trying to get down to the bed Rock, thought we
Reached It at noon. In the afternoon put In 7 sluces & went

to ground Sluceing from the bank into the Sluce boxes, had

a Shower In the afternoon.

Saturday July 16. went Sluceing. Mr. Hulbert un-

well. Mr. Bixby went to hunt the oxen, had a call from 2

Miners Requesting me to call a Meeting. I wrote two
notices & gave them to put up & at 5 oclock went down
about 2 miles & attended the meeting but the opposing

Party Did not appear & the meeting Adjourned with In-

structions how to Proceed as per Resl. 8.

Sunday July 17. Went to town to meeting & to Ex-

press office for Letters but did not get any. had a Shower
as usual In the afternoon, got home at Dark.

Monday July 18. put In three more Sluces & went to

work, did not clean up because we were Running off our

top Dirt which did not pay much.

Tuesday July 19. Rained In the night but cleared off

In the Morning & was very cold. Worked all Day Sluceing.
Had a Hale Storm at Noon.

Wednesday July 20. Worked all Day. Reached the

bed Rock at night but did not find any gold on It. Had a
Rain & Hale Storm at Noon & again at Night. Tucker &
Paine who had bin gone to the foot of the Mountains Since

Monday Morning for the Remainder of our Provisions Re-
turned to night & brought Mr. Homes & Companys wagon
& all of our Provisions & traps.

Thursday July 21. Slept wet all Night & got up In the

Morning as stiff as a tent Pole, went to work & Prospected
a hole In one of our claims, In the A .M. but It Rained In

the afternoon So we Did Not do any thing but paned out

the Dirt In the Sluce boxes & got about 500 corse gold.

Friday July 22. Cool but clear, bixby out hunting the

oxen but did not find them, we worked all of the Morning
& at about 9 oclock I was called upon to go down below 21/2

miles to Settle a dispute In Regard to some Claims. 5 men
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were chosen as arbitrators & gave the claims to the com-

plainants, got back at Dinner time but It rained all of the

afternoon so we could not work.

Saturday July 23. Fare weather this Morning but set

in and Rained again at 8 oclock & continued to Rain all Day.
I & Mr. Paine, Homes & Hulbert went out to hunt the oxen,

travelled all day over the Mountains & found them at last.

Returned wet to the skin, bought 6Va Ibs. of beaf steak

124i> cts. per Ib. had Some of It for supper.

Sunday July 24. went to Gregorys diggins to meetings
& to the Express office & got a letter from Abigail White-

house, Glochester, New Jersey Dated June 20, posted up
Some Notices to call a Meeting on Monday Evening at 5

oclock got back home at 6 oclock.

Monday July 25. Cool Morning, organized into a com-

pany & put Mr. Holmes In as Pres. Mr. Hulbert as treas-

urer & Mr. Bixby as Secretary and made a law that if a man
was sick & could not work that he should pay one ninth of

what his share was & not to exceed 2.00 per day. went to a

Miners Meeting & Amended some of the old Resolutions &
made some new ones and was elected as Recorder of this

District.

Missouri Gulch, July 13th, 1859.

A Meeting was held this afternoon for the purpose of

adopting some Rules & by Laws to govern this Mining Dis-

trict & the following were adopted, on Motion Mr. Charles

Homes be President of the Meeting.

Resolved that three men be appointed to Draft Some by
Laws & Regulations to govern this mining District, the

Committees Report was accepted with but few amendments.

1". Resolved that these diggings be called the Mis-

souri Gulch & shall extend from the catarack or water fall

up to its head & its tributaries.

2". Resolved that a gulch claim Shall be 100 ft. In

Length & Extend from Bluff to Bluff.

3". Resolved that a dry claim Shall be 100 ft. Square
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on a dry gulch or draw & a notice shall hold good until

water can be obtained.

4". Resolved that a quartz claim Shall be 100 ft. by
50 ft.

5. Resolved that each Miner or Company of Miners

shall have the privilege of Cutting a tail Race through below

him or them so as to drain his claim.

6." Resolved that a Miner or Company of Miners

Shall not take the water by any other claim or claims so as

to conflict with the Interests of any Miner or Company of

Miners below him or them & that the oldest claim Shall have

the first privilege of the water If necessary.

7" Resolved that no claims shall hold good longer

than six days If not worked.

8" Resolved that five disinterested men shall settle or

decide all difficulties In regard to Mining holding claims.

(Torn away here.)

9" Resolved that a Man May hold one claim of each

Kind, quartz, gulch & dry claim as named In Resolutions 3

& 4 & one by purchase of each kind.

10" Resolved that persons on this gulch may hold a

claim although he or they may be at work In company on

another claim not connected with his.

11" Resolved that Sylvester Davis be appointed Clerk

& shall have the power to call a Meeting whenever nessis-

sary as by a request of the Miners.

SYLVESTER DAVIS, Sec.

Missouri Gulch, July 25th, 1859.

MR. HOMES, President.

A meeting was held this afternoon & the following
Resolutions were amended.

Resolution 8. as amended. Resolved that five disin-

terested men Shall Settle or decide all difficulties In Regard
to Mining holding claims by a meeting being called of the

Miners. Each Party Shall choose two Men & the four Shall

choose the fifth & If Either party does not appear they
Shall be nonsuited & that Shall Settle the case or Dispute.
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Res. 10. as amended. Resolved that persons on this

gulch May hold a claim although he or they may be at work
in company on another claim not Connected with his, pro-
vided he puts up a Notice to that effect as where he may be

found on the gulch & his name.
12 Resolved that each man Shall have the privilege of

buying & holding as Many Claimes by purchase as he will

work or cause to be worked.

13 Resolved that the purchaser shall have the claim

or claimes purchased recorded within twenty days after

(torn away here)

the price of Recording a claim. Resolved that It be one

Dollar.

Tuesday July 26. Worked hard all day. had one man
call to Day to have his claim Recorded, did not Rain to

day. Benjamin Lake came up to Day & I sold him one half

of my claim for a Sharps Rifle.

Wednesday July 27. Went to & dug our tail Race

deeper.

Thursday July 28. fine Morning but cool, dug In our

tail Race & sluced the Dirt & got some gold, did not Rain

to Stop us from work but it showered all Day.

Friday July 29. very pleasant Morning. Worked hard

all day & got Some gold, did not Rain to day.

Saturday July 30. Mr. Tucker Started for the States to

day & Mr. Holmes for Denver to the convention.

Sunday July 31. cloudy in the A. M. & had a violent

Hale Storm In the P. M.

Monday August 1, 1859. Very cool but clear. Cleaned

out our tail Race & dug Into the bank some but did not get

mutch gold. Mr. Hulbert & Bixby went to sawing out lum-

ber for a torn.

Tuesday August 2. fine morning. Extended our tail

Race In the fore noon. In the after noon brought our

Sluices up & put them In above but the Rain & Hale drove

us out for a while.
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Wednesday Aug. 3. Cool Damp Morning, got some

gold, did not Rain but haled very hard.

Thursday Aug. 4. beautiful Morning, worked all day
did not Rain, got some gold.

Friday Aug. 5. Cool but fair worked all Day & got a

little gold.

Saturday Aug. 6. warmer than usual, worked all day
& did very well. Struck our pay dirt to day.

Sunday Aug. 7. beautiful Day went to town to day.

did not get any letters, people most all left Gregories dig-

gins for the Collarado.

Monday August 8. fine Day. ground Sluiced all Day.

Tuesday August 9. had a lame back & did not work to

Day. the party got Dissatisfied on account of Some Lazy
ones not doing their part & divided the claims & each man
took his claim of 100 ft & went on his own hook.

Wednesday August 10. Did not do any thing to day
but went to town, traded for a pair of India boots, paid
one brest Pin & recorded 8 claims for them. In the morn-

ing Mr. Hulbert gave me his watch worth 50 cts. & told me
to trade It off for something so I did & got him a double

barrelled Shot gun. & traded some vinegar, one gallon for

18 Ibs. of Beans.

Thursday August 11. Mr. Powells party left to.

Rained In the afternoon, went down & worked on Powells

claims to try them, did not pay very well.

Friday August 12. Cool Morning, did Nothing to day.

Saturday August 13. very cool Morning. Mr. Bixby
& my self went out to take a hunt, we went up on to one of

the highest peaks with the exception of Pikes peak & Longs
Peak, had a fine view of the Snowy Range & Surrounding
Country & the valley of the Platte.

Sunday August 14. Rained all Day. did Some wash-

ing to day. Mr. Hulbert went to Gregories Diggins & got
a letter for Mr. Bixby.

Monday August 15. went down the gulch & Made Ar-

rangements for a wagon to take our Provisions down to the
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foot of the Mountains & I went the whole length of the gulch
& Recorded all of the Claims I could get to Record & at

Night took our Cattle out of the Ranch & I paid for the

Ranching of them four Dollars then hitched them to the

wagon & brought It up to our tent.

Tuesday August 16. Packed all of our traps & I &
Mr. Bixby bought out Mr. holmes half of the whip Saw gave
him after deducting out what the saw had earned, 11.80 &
took out what had bin payed out for beaf 5.85 then we gave
him 6.00 for his Share 3.00 apiece & then we started with

our team for the foot of the mountains & got about 4 miles

& camped for the night, after Supper It Rained very hard

& wet us all through & our brush House also, after It

Stoped we built a large fire In front of our House & Dried

our selves & bed clothes & went to bed & slept sound on the

ground.

Wednesday August 17. Arose before Sun Rise & let

our oxen out to feed, three of our men went out & took a

Hunt & got a black tailed Deer, they brought In the hind

quarters & then we Started & drove to the Toll Road which

saves going over Several large hills which are very Steep,

the toll was 100 but he let us through for 75cts. Mr. Hul-

bert payed one half of the toll 37i/2cts. & the other party

the other half & went on & camped for the night on the top

of a high Hill. It Rained very hard in the fore part of the

night.

Thursday August 18. foggy & Rainey. got our Break-

fast & Started on & got to the foot of the Mountains or Rap-

pahoe about 2 oclock & put on our traps Into out wagon &
found several pieces of the wagon missing & did not pay
the storage nor Ranch Bill but Started for a Black Smith

Shop to get it Repaired, took our wheels off & put them

into Clear Creek to Swell.

Friday August 19. very pleasant Morning. Started

for Denver & got there after Dinner & bought some bacon

30 Ibs. 25cts. per Ib. Mr. Bixby paid 3.45 & Mr. Hulbert

4.05 got some Molasses 2 gallons 2.50 per gallon. Hulbert
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paid 2.25 & Davis 2.75 & then we bought 20 Ibs of Sugar
20cts. per Ib. Davis paid for It 4.00 & wrote & put a letter

in the office for George L. Davis, Shrensburg, Massachu-

setts, then took both of my guns up to Mr. Hawkins, the gun
smith to get them Repaired, had the tumbler which was
broke mended & a new tube put In.

Saturday Aug. 20. got up early & Mr. Hulbert took the

team & Started out to get some feed for the oxen & Mr.

Bixby and My self stopped In town to get our guns. I

bought one bottle of olive oil & paid 1.25 for It & paid 2.00

for Repairing Guns & then went on & overtook Mr. Hulbert

about 6 miles up the Platte above Denver, here we camped
for the night.

Sunday August 21. travelled all day to catch up with

some waggons which were ahead of us but did not see them,

went across & did not get any water all Day but saved 10

Miles travell & camped at night within one mile of the Saw
Mill on or about Plum Creek.

Monday Aug. 22. pleasant Morning Started on &
went by the saw mill and struck the platte Road on Plum
Creek & followed It all Day & camped on Plum Creek at

night.

Tuesday August 23. Cool Morning. Drove one half

Day & then Stoped & went up Into the Mountains & Caserns.

Some of which were very Large 60 ft. long by 20 wide &
30 ft. high & other smaller ones, the Rest of the boys Hul-

bert & Bixby went over the Mountains to look for gold &
returned late In the evening & brought some Relics of the

Indians or which had bin used by the Indians, Arrow heads
& curious pieces of stone.

Wednesday Aug. 24. very fine Morning. Arose & got
breakfast, bought 2 quarts of milch of a man that was
camped close to us lOcts per qt. I paid for one half & Bixby
the other then I & Bixby went out to prospect, went about
5 miles & dug a hole a ft deep & did not get the cholor. tried

It on the bed Rock & did not get It & gave It up & picked our
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pan part full of Raspberries & came home & made them into

Pies. & Made a pot pie of Antelope for supper.

Thursday August 25. very cool but clear. Hitched up
our team and Started on. Mr. Bixby & I went out a hunting
& did not get In until 4 oclock P. M. Saw 25 Antelope but

did not get any. Made a Dinner out of choak cherries &
goosberries. Came In to the wagon & got a bite & Mr.

Hulbert & I went out & stayed untill Dark but had the same
Luck. Got In, took our supper & gave a Stranger his sup-

per & let him sleep In our tent, he had Lost his team &
could not overtake It that night.

Friday August 26. beautiful Morning. Started &
Drove on to Red Rock & there met one of the Hall boys &
Mr. Sargents party & camped with them for the night.

Saturday August 27. fine Morning. Started on Leav-

ing Pikes Peak, Sodi Springs & a small town by the name of

Red Rock on our Right a few Miles & followed fountain

quiboulle right Down. Mr. Bixby killed a wolf In the after-

noon. We made a good Drive to Day & passed the Road
that Leads to Denver by way of Cherry Creek & camped on

the fountain quiboulle at night. Thundered all night off

In the Mountains beyond Pikes Peak but did not Rain on

us In the valley.

Sunday August 28. OH! tis a beautiful morning, a

fine breeze just cool enough to make a fellow feel good,

comes down from the Snow Range & here we are without

our coats on & bare footed & as hearty as bucks, thank god
for our good health & the pure Mountain that we breath.

After Dinner Yoked up our oxen & Drove on about 5 miles

to get feed for our cattle. Striped our selves & took a wash
in the water which comes Down from the mountains.

Monday August 29. foggy & Rainey untill about noon

then cleared off & was quite pleasant In the afternoon, we
killed three Jack ass Rabbits which will last us several

Days for meat for they are very large. Camped at night on

the fountain quiboulle.
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Tuesday August 30. pleasant. Drove on & came to

Fountain City, a small place with about 15 mud houses,

the Inhabitants were about all Americans, they Raise some

vegitables, water melons & musk melons, cucumbers, corn,

turnips &c by irrigating the soil, we passed on to the right

of the town & forded the arkansas River & camped for the

rest of the day & had Splendid feed for our Cattle. Got

some grapes In the weeds where we camped.

Wednesday August 31. foggy & Rainey. Drove 15

Miles without seeing wood or water but the road was as

levell as a house floor, got to wood & water there being no

feed for our cattle we took a cold bite under the largest

cotton wood tree I ever saw. It was 25 feet in circumfer-

ance then went on, It Raining all the time as hard as It

could pour untill we found feed then camped but the Soil

was so clayi that we could not find a place to pitch out tent

so we had to sleep In the Wagon. When we were Stakeing
our oxen I killed the largest Rattle Snake that I ever saw.

he Had 11 Rattles on. Rained all night very hard. Slept
with our wet clothes on & came out as limber as eels In

the Morning.

Thursday September 1. Rained as hard as ever all

Day. passed one old Stock Ranch 700 Cattle In it & forded

severall small Streams which had Raised very high since

the Rain had commenced & were very rappid. camped at

night on the bank of a small stream, built us a fire In front

of our tent and went to bed but the wolves Disturbed our

Slumbers Several times During the night & we got up &
tried to get a Shot at them but It was so Dark we could not

See them.

Friday September 2. foggy & cool. Drove on untill

about Noon & camped on the bank of a Stream that was so

high & Rappid that we couldnt ford It with Safety. Saw
Several flocks of Antelopes During the A. M. but got none of

them. In the afternoon Mr. Hulbert went out & shot a wild

Turkey which was very nice.

Saturday Sep. 3. fine Morning but the water was so
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high that we could not cross so we all went out a Hunting
& got several Turkeys.

Sunday September 4. foggy, the water had fallen Sev-
eral Inches so we yoaked our oxen and Drove across &
camped on the other side all Day, It being Sunday. Mr.
Hulbert & I went up the creek to see if we could find one of

the turkeys that Mr. Bixby shot but did not get the day
before. We found It & tracked a large bear for V/% miles

but could not find him.

Monday September 5. Cool & Raining, got our cattle

& Started & Drove untill two oclock & camped by the side

of a small stream called the Green Horn. Some of our boys
were out a Hunting & did not get in untill late so we Did
not Start untill the next Day. Mr. Hulbert & Bixby brought
In an Antelope we skined It & had some of It for Supper.
Rained at Night.

Tuesday Sept. 6. Repaired the bridge a little & Started

on with a fair prospect of fine weather & made a good Long
Drive over beautiful Prairie leaving the Snow Covered

Range of Mountains on our Right. Camped at night on the

bank of a small [torn] In company with two other wagons
from Mora loaded with flour bound for Bolder City.

Wednesday September 7. fine Morning. Drove on to

a small creek over good land & camped & found the bushes

covered with wild plumbs the Largest I ever saw & very
Sweet.

Thursday Sept. 8. fair but cool went out & picked
about one bushell of the plumbs & then forded the creek &
went on our way which was over the Rattoon Mountains &
we had a nice Mountain Road as ever I saw. Camped In

the Mountains at night & found a plenty of Choak Cherries

where we camped, our cattle Strayed away or was fright-

ened by a Bear During the night.

Friday Sept. 9. Went after our cattle & found them

about 1% miles beyond where we camped. Drove them

back & got our Breakfast & Started on. met two wagons
& several Men, Mexicans & Americans on Ponies. Drove on
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& In the afternoon had Some very bad Road but got over It

& got to the foot of the Mountains & camped for the night.

Saturday Sept. 10. beautiful Morning the Sky as clear

as a bell & the air mild we Drove untill 7 oclock In the

Evening & found no wood & not any water but camped for

the night & took a cold bite & went to bed.

Sunday Sept. 11 fogy & Rainey arose before Daybreak
& Started on to find wood & water & Drove untill 10 oclock

A. M. before we found any water & not but little wood then

we camped for the Day & the Dutchman that were In com-

pany with us went on again at noon for the want of Pro-

visions, we stoped untill

Monday Sept. 12 & It continued to Rain so thought we
would not Start untill It stoped & It continued on untill

night So we did not Start at all. In the Evening just as we
were going to bed we were Supprised by a party of Co-

manche Indians, they crossed the creek & Drove up to our

camp I expected we were gone up there being only three of

us but they were friendly & we gave them a pot of coffey

& some bread & they made a fire by the side of our tent &
all Sat Down & eate their Supper After they were through

they went about 4 Rods from our tent & cut some bushes

Stuck them Into the ground, twisted the tops together

Spread their blankets over It & went to bed. we kept watch

all night but they did not come near us.

Tuesday Sept. 13. before Day Break we heard some
more Indians coming, we hardly knew what to do but con-

cluded to Stay where we were & If they molested us to Sell

out as Dear as possible so we got out Rifles all In Readiness

for a life or Death Struggle, they came on about 50 of them
all on mules, Men, Squaws, Pappooses. They Stopped a lit-

tle while & wanted some thing to eat but we told them there

was too many of them they would Eat us all out & they all

went on but 6 & we got them a hard buscuit apiece & on

they went, after breakfast we hitched up & went on after

them as they were going the same way that we were.

Camped at night In Rio Valley, a beautiful place where
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there were thousands of Sheep & Cattle & had a fine nights
Rest.

Wednesday Sept. 14. fogy but quite warm. Drove
over beautiful Prairies & passed the little town called Rio,

Leaving It on our Right about two miles, the Comanches
were there trading their mules for ponies. Rio Is a Small

place, there Is a few Spaniards & 5 or 6 Americans, we
passed on & came to some men cutting Hay for the gov-
ernment cutting & stacking for 5.00 per ton. we conversed

with them some & went on & camped at night In a valley by
the side of a lake which was covered with mud hens, the

valley was Surrounded by Mountains on all sides but It was
one of the pleasantest you would find In a days Drive.

Thursday Sept. 15. Oh! Tis a Splendid Morning &
warm as July I went out & shot some of the Ducks they were
as fat as a ball of butter then we started on & got to the

Okata Creek at noon Took Dinner & went on following be-

hind 10 Government wagons loaded with Hay bound (to)

fort Unions, we camped at night by the side of the Road &
close to a Small Lake but had not any wood So we took a

cold Bite & while we were doing that out oxen got away &
we could not find them that night.

Friday Sept. 16. pleasant Morning arose before Sun-

rise & went after the oxen & found them about three miles

from camp. Drove them back & got breakfast & started on

& got to Fort Union at noon, there being no feed about the

fort we took a cold bite & drove on to find feed for our oxen

& wood & water for our selves which we found about 3 miles

from the fort, up a canion, on the road to Mora. In the

Mountains camped at night by the side of a little stream

where we had a plenty of water, wood & grass for our

cattle.

Saturday Sept. 17. fine but cool untill the sun comes

out & then very warm. Started for Mora, 18 miles from

fort Union through some of the Beautifulest valleys I ever

saw all Encompassed by high Mountains & the Rocks set

up edgeways, we Drove within 3 miles of Mora & camped
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In the Suberbs of the town or the valley of Mora, where

they Raise wheat, corn, potatoes In abundance & the nicest

wheat I ever saw. they thresh It on the ground In large

yards 25 ft. In Diameter, turn In cows, Mules, goates, sheep
&c & Drive them around over It to clear It up they use

wooden bowles & a little whisp.

Sunday Sept. 18. Splendid Morning got some milch &
some green corn & kept the sabath. Did Some washing &
took a bath our selves.

Monday Sept. 19. fine Morning, got some more Milch

& corn 35 cts. & Started for Mora & got there about 10

oclock A. M. & camped within a few rods of town & went
In & saw the fashins.

Tuesday Sep. 20. heavy Dew During the night almost
like a Shower of Rain but the Sun Is very warm when It

Strikes Down Into the valley & Dries It up very fast, to

Day we Drove out to the base of the mountain & to the

mouth of a canion & found grass, wood & water & camped
there for a while & went Into town to see if we could (find)

any thing to Do for the winter, to Day they Started the

first Reaper that they ever had In New Mexico & all of the

people In Town were out to see It run. we got some peaches
to Day & they were very good, they were Raised at San

Miguel about 45 miles from Moro where they Raise apples,

peaches, plums, charries, water mellons.

Wednesday Sept. 21. Splendid Morning. Mr. Bixby
& my self went up the Canon to see If we could find any gold
but without success, came back & did some washing.

Thursday Sept. 22. Very fine Morning, went to town
to Day & Stayed untill noon but Saw Nothing of Impor-
tance. Sugar of all kinds sells for three bits per Ib. calicoes

6 yards for 100 all kinds. Shoes of all kinds from a fine

Ladys Slipper up to a mans brogan 1.75, flour 700 per 100
Ibs. wheat 150 per fanego 2!/2 bushells.

Friday Sept. 23. nice but cool, at noon yoked our oxen
& Started for Las Vegas which was about 18 miles from
Mora, we passed through one Small villiage & camped at
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night in a beautiful Valley where there was a plenty of

wood, water & grass & all hemed In by lofty Ranges of

Mountains. The valleys are generally covered with Sheep,

goats, cows & oxen, mules, Ponies &c.

Saturday Sept. 24. fine Morning. Started on & passed
one small town, and came to Sapio, another small town
with one store & that kept by an American, there was a

flowering mill to be Started the same Day we were there

about 2 miles above town on the creek by the same name
(Sapio) . there Is also a saw Mfll in the vacinity of Sapio.
we Drove on & camped In a valley without wood & nothing
but alkali water for ourselves & cattle, the ground was
covered with white & very poor grass.

Sunday Sept. 25. beautiful Morning, the men &
women are Returning on mules & Jack asses from the fan-

dango which they have bin to during the night at Las

Vagas. A Man & woman are on an ass & both astride of

him & a baby In her arms, we packed up & Drove out about

3 miles & found a stream of better water, feed & grass,

wood &c. camped for the Day within 2 Miles of Las Vagas,
at night just as we were going to bed a thunder storm

arose & the wind blew violently & the rain was very cold

but It Stoped In about one hour & we went to Sleep.

Monday Sept. 26. Very cool, the Mountains off north

of us were covered with Snow During the night. Mr.

Bixby & I went on to Las Vagas & looked around. It Is

quite a place but business was very Dull & we found nothing

to do. we Returned to camp at night very tired.

Tuesday Sept. 27. fine morning. Started & Drove our

team up to Las Vagas. Made Some Enquiries about the

Road & went on. we carried Water & camped at noon

where the grass was Rather Short took a cold bite & Drove

on & Drove untill late In the Evening before we found

water & that was not fit for man or Beast to Drink, we
Drove over the best Road I ever saw the color of the Soil

was Red & the valleys were Dotted with trees all the way
Saw the tree called the Pinone. we camped & took a cold
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bite & then watched our cattle all night for fear of their

being Stolen.

Wednesday Sept. 28. fine Morning. Started & Drove

on over a nice Road through the Mountains, passed one

Mud House (by the way I wish to have it understood that

all of the Houses In this country are built of mud.) he had
a small garden, beans, turnips, onions & tobacco were all the

productions, we went Into the House & found things very
neat, the ground was partly covered with buffalo & sheep
Skins & a bench ran along 2/3 of the way around the Room
& just large enough for one to lay on. besides this was one

table, a bottle of whiskey, the family consisted of one

young man, two women & about one Dozzen children all

about of one Size and all naked, we passed on & camped In

the valley but found no water except what stood In pools

& that was thick as mud & full of sheep & goat manure but

we made It go. watched our cattle all night.

Thursday Sept. 29. cool & windy. Drove on & came to

Antoncheco, a Small town, here we crossed a River & Drove
on over a very Rough Road up over the mountain & the

wind blowing a liveing gale from the north west, we
camped on the top of the Mountain & found no Water &
grass very short but we had some water In our Keg to cook

with So we made out. two waggons camped with us, both

American men & they had a Dog. we Did not watch our

cattle.

Friday Sept. 30. Cool, water froze % of an Inch In

our water bucket. Drove on & camped at night In the

Mountains & did not have any water for our selves or Cat-

tle but found good feed, the Nut Pine grows In abundance
all through this Section of the country & the nuts are very
good.

Saturday Oct. 1, 1859. fine Morning. Started & Drove
on to find water & Drove about 18 miles before we Stoped
or found any & then In Small ponds but we were glad

enough to get that for we were very Dry & our cattle to for

it was almost night when we got there, we filled all of our
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kegs after letting our cattle drink all they would & got our

Dinner & then Drove about one mile to get wood & grass &
camped for the night.

Sunday Oct. 2. very cool but pleasant, did not Start

to Day. Laid by & Rested our Cattle & Drove them about

one mile to get water but had good feed.

Monday Oct. 3. Cool. Ice In the ( ) i/2 Inch thick but

very hot as soon as the sun came out. Mr. Bixby went out

& Shot an Antelope & came on & overtook the wagons &
got two Mules & went back after the Antelope. We Drove

on untill about 11 oclock at night & found Some grass but

no water, built a camp fire & let our cattle feed a little then

drove them up & staked them down and went to bed.

Tuesday Oct. 4. fine weather, found water for our Cat-

tle at 11 oclock & then drove on untill noon & stoped & got

our Dinner & then I & Mr. Bixby went on a head to find

the mill at Canion Seat [Canoncito]. found It & all three of

(us) got jobs, we Drove our team up by the Mill & camped
for the night.

Wednesday Oct. 5. cool but fair, went to work for

Mr. Hubble, as Enjineer on a new Steam Enjine just Set

up & the first job I had to do was to make a joint under the

boiler to connect the mud or blow off Pipe then repaired

some Small joints & screwed up the bolts In the Drum.

Thursday Oct. 6. Splendid Morning. Started up &
run a few Moments & the joints under the Boiler gave out

& we had to blow off the Boiler & make a new joint.

Friday Oct. 7. filled the Boiler with the assistance of

all carrying water In buckets & got ready to Start In the

morning.

Saturday Oct. 8. Started up & run all Day & sawed

lumber.

Sunday Oct. 9. very fine. Did some washing & went

up to the Spring.

Monday Oct. 10. Fair. Started up & run all Day very

well.
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Tuesday Oct. 11. Cool, had a violent Hale Storm.

Wednesday 12. All went well but the saw. the Sawyer
could not make It Run Right.

Thursday Oct. 13. fair, we run the mill day and

night, things began to go very well & the lumber to Roll

out.

Friday Oct. 14. The Mill goes very well but Shakes

some as yet.

Saturday Oct. 15. the Rain Stoped us from Running
the Mill not being covered, we cast the belts off & worked

about the engine.

Sunday Oct. 16. worked all Day about the Engine

Packing.

Monday Oct. 17. Cool but showery, went to Board

with Mr. Hubble at noon. Mr. Bixby came to learn to run

the engine to Day.

Tuesday Oct. 18. Fair but cool, bought one pair of

Shoes of Mr. Hubble, 1.60 paid for them.

Wednesday Oct. 19. To day we sold Mr. Hubble the

Remainder of our Provisions & Everything went off well

until

Saturday 22 when one of our valves Stoped working &
we had to blow off the boiler & examine It & found It com-

pletely coated over with a sort of Lime & Sand, got them
all Right again & run very well untill

Tuesday Oct. 25 at night while I was gone to my Sup-

per Mr. John Hubble Started the Engine with Sutch a head

of Steam as to break the Saw Sash Pitman.

Thursday Oct. 27. had a Snow Storm but the snow all

went off in the Morning.



REVIEWS

The Great Plains. By Walter Prescott Webb, associate

professor of history in the University of Texas. (Ginn and
Company, 1931. Pp. xi., 535. $3.80.)

When geographers and historians join in a round table

discussion of the influence of physical factors upon the life

of mankind, disagreement usually follows, as the former are

apt to claim more than the latter will concede. Speaking
as a historian, however, Professor Webb concedes much. In

fact, his book is a very suggestive, and, on the whole, rather

convincing "case study" of the influence of nature upon
man. Devoting himself to a single environmental unit, the

author notes how it affected three races who came succes-

sively into contact with it : the Indians, the Spaniards, and
the Americans. The Indians of the Plains were nomadic,

non-agricultural, and were dependent for their existence

upon the buffalo. Their culture came to center around the

horses which the Spaniards had brought to America and
which found a natural home on the plains. Mounted, the

Plains Indians ranged further, became less inclined to agri-

culture, more warlike, and far better buffalo hunters than

they had ever been before. They also became formidable

fighters, "the most formidable Indians to face or to fight,"

says Professor Webb, "that were found anywhere on the

American frontier."

In spite of the fact that the Great Plains had a climate

much like that of Spain, Professor Webb shows that the

success of the Spanish explorers in the New World was
much less pronounced in that region. The problem of sub-

sistence proved difficult, though not insuperable, as the ex-

plorers learned to drive cattle, sheep, and pigs with them on

the hoof. Comparing the two great expeditions to the

Plains environment, that of Coronado from the west and

that of De Soto from the east, the author finds that in each

case the Indians themselves furnished the Spaniards a guide

417
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to lead them into the Plains where they could find no food.

In both cases the main army was left behind and a picked

army was sent forward. In both cases it was believed that

an extensive expedition into the Plains would be attended

with disaster. Professor Webb gives two reasons for the

failure of the Spaniards in their approach to the Great

Plains: first, the Spanish colonial system, based on the ex-

ploitation of the natives, was not applicable to the nomadic

and propertyless people who roamed the plains ; second, the

mounted Apaches and Comanches proved too formidable for

the Spaniards. The task of conquest and occupation event-

ually grew impossible, "owing to the fact that the Indians

learned to use horses."

Writers sometimes refer to the ax, the rifle and the

boat as being the instruments with which the American

pioneers conquered the frontier. Professor Webb shows,

however, that the ax was relatively unimportant where

there were no trees, and the boat where there was no water.

The rifle and the pistol proved inadequate weapons on the

Plains. A Comanche might ride three hundred yards and

discharge twenty arrows while a Texas Ranger was re-

loading his weapon. The Indians had the advantage until

Samuel Colt invented the six-shooter, which multiplied

every soldier by six, thus revolutionizing plains warfare in

the United States. The cost of building fences in a treeless

country presented a serious problem, which was finally

solved by the invention of barbed wire. Similarly, the

search for water led to a wide use of windmills, and western

farming to the extensive use of McCormick reapers and
other big farm machinery.

The Great Plains is a distinct contribution to the his-

tory of the American frontier. Historical students who
heard Professor Webb discuss "The Great Plains and the

Industrial Revolution" at the Boulder Conference on West-
ern History, in June, 1929, as well as those who merely read

the paper as published in The Trans-Mississippi West

(Boulder, 1930), will read the book with great pleasure and
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profit. The book will also make a strong appeal to the

popular reader. It is decidedly readable, and it is not sur-

prising that the Book-of-the-Month Club has recommended
it as an alternate choice for September.

MARION DARGAN.

The Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth.
Edited by T. D. Bonner. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1931. xl+405 pp. Frontispiece. $4.00.)

The title-page of this book is misleading, for it is

really a current editing by Bernard De Voto of a book which
first appeared in 1856, written by T. D. Bonner (as shown

by the original title-page) from the dictation of the famous,
or notorious, mulatto, Jim Beckwith.

To the serious student of the development of the Amer-
ican frontier, the book is much more apt to prove exasper-

ating than helpful, or even interesting. De Voto argues
that Beckwourth (as he chose to call himself) is credible in

his reminiscenses "when he is talking about any subject

but himself," but admits that this is "a drastic limitation,

since Jim discusses other subjects only through inadver-

tence. . . Beckwourth takes the stage, and the whole West

appropriately revolves round him." (p. xxii) In other

words, the only value of the book, historically, is the indi-

rect evidence which it may yield, and as to such evidence the

reader will probably agree with Chittenden, who called

Beckwourth a "redoubtable prevaricator" and said that

"the whole work is replete with fable, and there probably is

not a single statement in it that is correct as given." (p. xx)
De Voto himself says that "he is wholly unreliable in three

matters: numbers, romance, and personal grandeur."

(p. xxiii)

Drawing on his memory in 1855, Beckwourth glosses

over a period as recent as that from 1850 to 1852. Within

this period falls a letter which is in the archives in Santa

Fe, which shows the opinion held of him by some of those
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with whom he had business dealings. Jacob Hall, of McCoy,
Waldo & Company, wrote to Manuel Alvarez, under date of

Independence, Mo., Feb. 1, 1852 :

". . . You say in a letter written August last that Beck-
with acknowledged to you that he owed us $35.00 and was
ready to pay it. Would not that be evidence enough to

prove his suit a piece of villany ? I have written to Garey &
Pellins and asked them to send a commission here to take
the deposition of Young, Martin, Van Epps, and a man by
the name of Joseph Kitham, who lived with Beckwith last

winter. I have the depositions of these men here in our
cases against Beckwith in this court. They prove that the
contract between me and Beckwith was that he only was to

get pay for the cattle that were alive and in good traveling
order in the spring. Beckwith's own witnesses prove that

they all died but one. I expect to be in Santa Fe next season
and if I can get Van and Young and Martin's evidence be-
fore the grand jury, Mr. Beckwith will have to stand a trial

for perjury or I am much mistaken."

For the last years of Beckwourth's life, De Voto has
relied chiefly on an article by LeRoy R. Hafen in the Colo-

rado Magazine, V. 134-139. The latter has an interesting

photograph of Beckwourth in 1864, together with one of the

squaw Sue, the last of an indefinite succession of wives.

De Voto has made a masterly but futile attempt to re-

habilitate this shabby old frontiersman and his pack of

yarns. Doubtless the book will go on the shelves of many
libraries, but under what classification? It may be found

necessary to create a new section of "mendacious literature"

and enter this book as "number 1."

L. B. B.

Caballeros: The Romance of Santa Fe and the South-

west. By Ruth Laughlin Barker. Illustrated by Norma
Van Sweringen. (D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1931.

$3.00.)

A book that is, indeed, romance. What though the

author does interpolate a chapter on "The City of Con-

trasts," which gives all the modern color and "progress" of
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Old Santa Fe? What though she admits that there are
streets with disturbing modern names, and bus lines, and
couriers; and what though there are, in sooth, Hamburg-
erizers, and garish filling stations?

Ruth Laughlin Barker set out to tell the story of "The
Romance of Santa Fe and the Southwest" and she stuck to

her text. She has remained in the purlieus of the little

Spanish town. The visitor to this capital who fails to see

what she has described has only himself to blame. If there

is more modernity than he was led to believe, if he expected
to view stately Donas and Hacendados, gilded grandees and
"Men on Horseback" parading by the bus station, we find on
careful perusal of Caballeros that the author promised
nothing of the kind, and that, moreover, the substance of

her picture is here behind adobe walls, in little-frequented

streets, beyond alfalfa fields and over the hills and at

Fiesta time, all over the place.

The old-timer in Santa Fe, whose familiar friends of

years' standing are "Joe" and "Frank" and "Mike," may
awake with a start to the fact that these are "Don Coronel

Jose" and "Senor Francisco" and "Don Miguel," but be-

yond the adobe wall, in the patio, in the procession of

Corpus Christi inside the life that is inside the town, is

it not so ?

Que triste, that Caballeros is not all of Santa Fe; but

que alegre, that it is still so much of Santa Fe ! And most

gratifying, that the writer has so steadfastly painted the

picture of her choosing without cluttering up the compo-
sition with distracting incongruity, if we except the chap-

ter on "The City of Contrasts" and the one on "Where

Americans are Anglos" concessions perhaps of the epic

and the folk-tale to guide-book accuracy, and partaking dis-

tinctly of the flavor of Sunday magazine articles. But

grateful critics in the East have already appreciated

Caballeros as a guide-book to the Spanish Southwest, and

after all, the chapters referred to, free the author's skirts of
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culpability for misleading the visitor into expecting an all-

Hispanic Santa Fe and environs.

Ruth Laughlin Barker has achieved a very unusual

thing. She has lived among Spanish-speaking neighbors in

Santa Fe since her first birthday. She writes with entire

certainty and minute detail, with authoritativeness unre-

served, about New Mexico Spanish people, life, customs, re-

ligion, arts, traditions, thought, and conversation. She has

the completely sympathetic viewpoint of one who has al-

ways loved these people. But on the other hand she senses

the folk-value, the quaintness, the foreignness of this scene

as would a newcomer discovering New Spain for the first

time. The fact that the book is entering its second edition

may prove that it thus has a telling appeal to the general

public.

Change has come to old Santa Fe in the past few years.

Ruth Laughlin Barker's picture is composite of present and

past, the past she has known ; the prelude a glamorous nar-

rative placing the historical background, than which none

on the continent is more brilliant or stirring.

The writer leaves nothing of color out of her historical

tale. She may have exaggerated the number and the

splendor of the "ricos" of other days. Whether there were
in reality fewer or more caballeros; whether all adobe salas

were resplendent with Andalusian glory or merely reason-

ably small and rather dark rooms in comfortable Spanish-
colonial houses; whether the coaches of the wealthy had
four horses or six, and passing the question of the number
of mounted outriders, the historical records of the luxurious

wardrobe of Juan de Onate alone makes the sky the limit.

It is a gorgeous tale of a gorgeous time. She tells the story

as one who knows it, not as material gathered from moldy
archives ; she has made it a living narrative. Starting with

Cortes, the first "Man on Horseback" in the new world, she

follows swiftly down the picaresque horse-trail of romance,

danger, beauty, and cloth-of-gold to the Cordova, and the
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Agua Fria, and the Santa Fe-of-Now, where the daily salu-

tation on the plaza is, as of old: "Caballero!''

The resurgence of the colonial arts, the renascence of

fiestas, the return of old songs and dances, fit into her pic-

ture of a vital survival. Certainly she has helped to make
this culture live. Whether or not the old ways are vanish-

ing, retreating further into the "Rio Arriba," the mountain
hinterland where, "in self-contained isolation," the antique

Spanish life remained static for centuries, she tells the

reader where to find these old ways. If one wants to know
of their architecture, of their homes and families and work
and play, of their trails and sanctuaries, "When the Saints

Play," "Old Plays of Passion, Love, and War," of "The

Gifts of God," of "Wooden Saints," or "Lost Treasures," it

is all here.

The book is a beautiful piece of work, and not the least

of its attractions are the sketches by the illustrating artist,

Norma Van Sweringen. Incidentally, the three-color

caballero of the jacket, on his rearing steed, ought to be ir-

resistible on any book-stand.

E. DANA JOHNSON.
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Tome, 26, 103

Torremelano, 18
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seq.
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Tres Alamos, 54, 62, 65
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Tarahumara nation, 114
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Upper Missouri Agency, 234
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Ures, Mission of, 141

Usap (plant), 138

Utes, 31, 34, 311, 397
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Webb, James J., 314
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